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5øõ UIF QBTU EFDBEFT IBWF TFFO BO FYQPOFOUJBM HSPXUI PG CJPNFEJDBM EBUB UIBU SFNBJOT VOFYQMPSFE GPS SFTFBSDI QVSQPTFT ɨF JODSFBTF JO BWBJMBCMF VOJEFOUJëBCMF QBUJFOU SFDPSE EBUB
IJHIUISPVHIQVU QSPUFPNJDT SFTVMUT BOE DIFNJDBM QIBSNBDPMPHZ EBUB QSPWJEFT UIF PQQPSUV
OJUZ PG TUVEZJOH EJTFBTFT BT DPNQMFY QIFOPNFOB USJHHFSFE CZ B TFSJFT PG GBDUPST *O UIF QSFTFOU
UIFTJT UIFTF EJTQBSBUF EBUB UZQFT BSF DPNCJOFE JO PSEFS UP HBJO GVSUIFS JOTJHIU JOUP IVNBO
EJTFBTF FUJPMPHZ
&MFDUSPOJD )FBMUI 3FDPSET 	&)3
 DPOUBJO DPEFE BOE VOTUSVDUVSFE JOGPSNBUJPO QPTJOH BE
EJUJPOBM DIBMMFOHFT JO EBUB FYUSBDUJPO *O DIBQUFS Ǭ EBUB BOE UFYU NJOJOH UFDIOJRVFT BSF VTFE
UP SFUSJFWF NFEJDBM UFSNT GSPN BO FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSE EBUBCBTF JO UIF DPOUFYU PG EJTDPW
FSJOH EJTFBTF DPSSFMBUJPOT BOE TUSBUJGZJOH QBUJFOU DPIPSUT 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF SFVTF PG FMFDUSPOJD
IFBMUI SFDPSE DPOUFOU JO WJTVBMJ[BUJPO TZTUFNT JT BOBMZ[FE 4FDPOEBSZ VTF PG &)3T JT VTFGVM GPS
DPNQBSJOH BOE EFUFDUJOH USFOET JO UIF EBUB GPS CPUI DMJOJDJBOT BOE SFTFBSDIFST
*O UIF UIJSE DIBQUFS QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB JT FYQMPSFE GPS EFEVDJOH GVODUJPOBM
SFMBUJPOTIJQT JO IVNBO DFMMVMBS TZTUFNT JO SFMBUJPO UP IFBMUI BOE EJTFBTF #Z DPNCJOJOH EJT
FBTF HFOF JOGPSNBUJPO XJUI QSPUFJO EBUB EJTFBTF SFMBUFE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT DBO CF JEFOUJëFE
BOE UIFO NBQQFE UP UJTTVFT UP HBJO TQBUJBM SFTPMVUJPO 8JUI UIJT JOTJHIU JOUP UIF CJPMPHJDBM QSP
DFTTFT UIBU QSJNF DFSUBJO UJTTVFT GPS EFWFMPQJOH UJTTVFTQFDJëD EJTPSEFST JT HBJOFE #Z JOUFHSBUJOH
QIFOPUZQJD EBUB GSPN NPVTF NPEFMT XJUI QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT UIF TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ ESJWJOH PSHBO
EFWFMPQNFOU DBO CF EJTDPWFSFE QBWJOH UIF XBZ GPS OFX BQQSPBDIFT JO USFBUNFOU EJBHOPTUJDT
BOE JO SFHFOFSBUJWF NFEJDJOF
'JOBMMZ B OFUXPSL CBTFE BQQSPBDI JT VTFE UP DPNCJOF QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB EJTFBTF JO
GPSNBUJPO GVODUJPOBM BOOPUBUJPO BOE DIFNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT #Z JOUFHSBUJOH UIF DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ
LOPXMFEHF XJUI OFUXPSL CJPMPHZ DIFNJDBM FYQPTVSFT DBO CF SFMBUFE UP EJTFBTF BOE OPWFM NPMFD
VMBS UBSHFUT GPS ESVHT DBO CF JEFOUJëFE *O UIF MBTU BSUJDMF JO UIJT UIFTJT B OFX XFC TFSWFS GPS
FYQMPSJOH FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT ESVHT BOE OBUVSBM QSPEVDUT CBTFE PO UIFJS BDUJWJUZ QSPëMF
BHBJOTU CJPMPHJDBM UBSHFUT BOE UIFJS BEWFSTF FêFDUT JT TIPXO
$PMMFDUJWFMZ UIJT XPSL EFNPOTUSBUFT UIF QPXFS PG JOUFHSBUJOH EJWFSHFOU EBUB UZQFT JO EJTFBTF




%õ TFOFTUF ÌSUJFS IBS EFS WSFU FO FLTQPOFOUJFM WLTU J CJPNFEJDJOTLF EBUB EFS TUBEJH TUÌSUJMCBHF TPN VBOBMZTFSFU J GPSTLOJOHTGPSNÌM 4UJHOJOHFO J EF EJTQPOJCMF VJEFOUJëDFSCBSF
QBUJFOUKPVSOBM EBUB TBNU IJHIUISPVHIQVU QSPUFPNJDT PH LFNJTLF GBSNBLPMPHJTLF EBUB HJWFS
NVMJHIFE GPS BU TUVEFSF TZHEPNNF TPN LPNQMFLTF GOPNFOFS VEMTU BG FO SLLF GBLUPSFS *
EFO GPSFMJHHFOEF BGIBOEMJOH FS EJTTF GPSTLFMMJHF EBUBUZQFS LPNCJOFSFU NFE IFOCMJL QÌ BU PQOÌ
ZEFSMJHFSF JOETJHU J NFOOFTLFMJHF TZHEPNNFT UJPMPHJ
&MFLUSPOJTLF 1BUJFOU +PVSOBMFS 	&1+
 JOEFIPMEFS LPEFU PH VTUSVLUVSFSFU JOGPSNBUJPO IWJMLFU
TLBCFS ZEFSMJHFSF VEGPSESJOHFS J GPSCJOEFMTF NFE EBUBVEUSLOJOH %BUB PH UFLTU VEWJOEFMTFT
UFLOJLLFS CSVHFT IFS GPS BU IFOUF NFEJDJOTLF UFSNFS GSB FO FMFLUSPOJTL QBUJFOUKPVSOBMTZTUFN
EBUBCBTF NFE NÌMFU BU PQEBHF TZHEPNT LPSSFMBUJPOFS PH TUSBUJëDFSF QBUJFOU LPIPSUFS %FTVEFO
FS HFOCSVH BG FMFLUSPOJTLF QBUJFOUKPVSOBMTZTUFNFST JOEIPME QÌ WJTVBMJTFSJOH TZTUFNFS BOBMZTFSFU
4FLVOES BOWFOEFMTF BG &1+ FS OZUUJH UJM BU TBNNFOMJHOF PH BGTMSF UFOEFOTFS J EBUB CÌEF
GPS LMJOJLFSF PH GPSTLFSF * EFU USFEKF LBQJUFM CMJWFS QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBLUJPO EBUB VEGPSTLFU
GPS BU VEMFEF GVOLUJPOFMMF SFMBUJPOFS J IVNBOF DFMMFS J SFMBUJPO UJM TVOEIFE PH TZHEPN 7FE
BU LPNCJOFSF PQMZTOJOHFS GSB TZHEPNTHFOFS NFE QSPUFJO EBUB FS EFU NVMJHU BU JEFOUJëDFSF
TZHEPNTSFMBUFSFEF QSPUFJO LPNQMFLTFS PH EFSFGUFS LPSUMHHF EJTTF UJM WW GPS BU GÌ SVNNFMJH
PQMTOJOH .FE EFUUF IBS EFOOF HFEF JOETJHU J EF CJPMPHJTLF QSPDFTTPS EFS QSJNFS CFTUFNUF
WWT UZQFS HJWFU FO TUSSF JOETJHU J VEWJLMJOHFO BG WWTTQFDJëLLF MJEFMTFS 7FE BU JOUFHSFSF
GOPUZQJTLF EBUB GSB NVTFNPEFMMFS NFE QSPUFJO OFUWSL LBO EFOOF TZTUFN CJPMPHJTL ESFWOF
PSHBO VEWJLMJOH CMJWF PQEBHFU IWJMLFU IBS CBOFU WFKFO GPS OZF UJMHBOHF J CFIBOEMJOH EJBHOPTUJL
PH SFHFOFSBUJW NFEJDJO
&OEFMJH FS FO OFUWSL CBTFSFU UJMHBOH CSVHU EFS BOWFOEFT UJM BU LPNCJOFSF QSPUFJO JOUFSBLUJPO
EBUB TZHEPN JOGPSNBUJPO GVOLUJPOFMMF BOOPUBUJPO PH LFNJTLF TUSVLUVSFS 7FE BU JOUFHSFSF
EFO LFNJTL CJPMPHJTLF WJEFO NFE OFUWSLT CJPMPHJ LBO LFNJTLF FLTQPOFSJOHFS SFMBUFSFSFT UJM
TZHEPN PH OZF NPMFLZMSF NÌM GPS MHFNJEMFS LBO JEFOUJëDFSFT * EFO TJETUF BSUJLFM J EFOOF
BGIBOEMJOH QSTFOUFSFT FO OZ XFCTFSWFS EFS VEGPSTLFS NJMKNTTJHF LFNJLBMJFS MHFNJEMFS
PH OBUVSMJHF QSPEVLUFS CBTFSFU QÌ EFSFT BLUJWJUFU QSPëM NPE CJPMPHJTLF NÌM PH EFSFT TLBEFMJHF
WJSLOJOHFS ,PMMFLUJWU WJTFS EFUUF BSCFKEF FêFLUFO BG BU JOUFHSFSF GPSTLFMMJHF EBUBUZQFS J TZHEPNT




#FDBVTF OP NBO JT BO JTMBOE * XPVME MJLF UP BDLOPXMFEHF B OVNCFS PG QFPQMF UIBU IBWF IFMQFE
BOE TVQQPSUFE NF UISPVHIPVU NZ XPSL PO UIJT UIFTJT
* IBWF IBE UIF HSFBU QMFBTVSF UP CF TUBZJOH BU UIF $FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT
	$#4
 XJUI JUT IFMQGVM TUBê BOE GBOUBTUJD BUNPTQIFSF ɨF DFOUFS JT MFE CZ 1SPGFTTPS 4SFO
#SVOBL XIP EPVCMFT BT NZ TVQFSWJTPS JO NZ 1I% ɨBOL ZPV GPS ZPVS SFìFDUFE BEWJDFT ZPVS
USVTU BOE ZPVS JOTQJSBUJPO
" TQFDJBM UIBOLT UP 1SPG 1BUSJDJB %POBIPF GPS B QSPëUBCMF TUBZ BU UIF .BTTBDIVTFUUT (FOFSBM
)PTQJUBM JO #PTUPO BOE GPS IFS DPOUJOVFE TVQQPSU BOE JOUFSFTU
.Z HSBUJUVEF UP *BO %POBMETPO GPS PêFSJOH NF B EFTL JO 0TMP
'PS IBWJOH UIF CFTU PïDF TQBDF JO $#4 UIBOLT UP ,SJTUPêFS 3BQBDLJ * EFFQMZ DIFSJTI BMM
UIF BEWJDF ZPV HBWF NF BMM UIF CVUUPOT ZPV QVTIFE GPS IFMQJOH NF BOE FWFSZUIJOH ZPV IBWF
EPOF GPS NZ TVDDFTT CPUI BDBEFNJD BOE QFSTPOBM
5P ,BTQFS -BHF NZ TQFDJBM SFHBSET GPS NBLJOH NF CFMJFWF JO NZ XPSL BT NFBOJOHGVM SF
TFBSDI GPS ZPVS DPOUJOVFE BEWJDF BOE TVQQPSU BOE GPS SFDFJWJOH NF XJUI PQFO BSNT JO #PTUPO
"OE UIBOLT GPS UIBU 6Ǭ DPODFSU
" CJH UIBOLT UP BMM UIF NFNCFST PG UIF *4# HSPVQ /JMT 8FJOIPME %BOJFM &ETHÊSE ɨPNBT
4USBO[M ɨPNBT 4LU +FOTFO 3BNOFFL (VQUB 5VOF 1FST ,BSJOF "VEPV[F ,POSBE ,SZTJBL
#BMUZO .BMFOF -BSTFO .FUUF -BSTFO BOE $ISJT 8PSLNBO ɨBOLT GPS BMM UIF KPVSOBM DMVCT
*4# NFFUJOHT IFMQGVM EJTDVTTJPOT BOE GBOUBTUJD TPDJBM FWFOUT * BN RVJUF QSPVE PG XJOOJOH UIF
JOEJBO CPXBOEBSSPX TFU
'PS 3PESJHP UIBOL ZPV GPS MBVODIJOH NF JOUP UIF BDBEFNJD XPSME GPS XPSLJOH XJUI NF PO
*OUFS.BQǭ% GPS TQFBLJOH QPSUVHVFTF BOE GPS HJWJOH NF BEWJDF
5P "OEFST (PSN 1FUFSTFO )FOSJL /JFMTFO BOE 3BTNVT 8FSOFSTTPO UIBOLT GPS JOUSPEVDJOH
NF UP UIF FWPMVUJPOBSZ XPSME BOE GPS GBOUBTUJD EJTDVTTJPOT
" TQFDJBM QMBDF JO NZ IFBSU JT SFTFSWFE UP UIF BENJOJTUSBUJPO TUBê BU $#4 ɨBOL ZPV -POF
%PSUIF .BSMFOF BOE "OOFUUF BOE BMM UIF PïDF BJET :PV NBLF UIF XPSME B CFUUFS QMBDF
0G DPVSTF B CJH UIBOLT UP UIF TZTUFN BENJOJTUSBUJPO DSPXE ,SJTUPêFS 1FUFS BOE )BOT
)FOSJL 8JUIPVU ZPVS XPSL BOE IFMQ NZ SFTFBSDI XPVME OPU CF QPTTJCMF
5P UIF QFPQMF JOWPMWFE JO UIF *O8FC QSPKFDU NZ DPOUJOVPVT HSBUJUVEF GPS BMM UIF IFMQ
ɨBOL ZPV 0MHB GPS BMM UIF EBUBCBTF XPSL 3BTNVT GPS UIF IFMQ $ISJT GPS EJTDVTTJPOT BOE
DJOXFC /JDMBT GPS BMM UIF JOQVU BOE %BOJFM )BOTFO BOE (S[FHPS[ GPS UIF VTFS TDSJQUT ɨBOL
YJJJ
ZPV ,BTQFS GPS HJWJOH NF UIF CJH SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
.Z BQQSFDJBUJPO UP .BTTJNP 1FUFS #KETUSVQ +FOTFO BOE -BST +VIM +FOTFO GPS BMM ZPVS
IFMQ XJUI UFYU NJOJOH UIF QBUJFOU SFDPSET
" CJH UIBOL ZPV UP BMM UIF TPDJBM DSPXE BU $#4 UIF CFFS BOE XIJTLZ DMVC UIF 1SFEJDUPST
4PMNB[ *SFOF *MLB /JDP #FOU ,BTQFS /JFMTFO /JDPMBJ BOE BMM UIF QFPQMF UIBU BMTP LOPX IPX
UP IBWF GVO
.Z BDLOPXMFEHFNFOUT UP UIF QSPPGSFBEFST #P /JMT #FOU BOE .POJDB GPS NBLJOH TVSF
UIFSF BSF 	BMNPTU
 OP NJTUBLFT JO UIF UIFTJT BOE UP /JDP GPS IJT -B5F9 FYQFSUJTF
5P #P #FOU /JLP /JDP "SPO B CJH UIBOLT GPS NBLJOH %FONBSL B GSJFOEMZ QMBDF BOE UP
3JUB GPS NBLJOH NF GFFM BU IPNF BXBZ GSPN IPNF
"OE UP NZ GSJFOET CBDL IPNF PS TPNFXIFSF FMTF NZ UIBOLT GPS BDDFQUJOH NF UIF XBZ * BN
BOE NPTU PG BMM GPS CFJOH GSJFOET #SVOP 5JBHP 1JDP GPS TUJDLJOH BSPVOE FWFS TJODF * SFNFN
CFS UIF -&#. DSPXE +PÍP 5JBHP 3JDBSEP #FDBT /FSZ (VJEB #BSSBEBT -JMJ 3FCPSEÍP *OÐT
F %BWJE ZPVhSF DPPM HVZT
5P .ÍF 1BJ F #FB GPS CFJOH DMPTF GPS CFMJFWJOH BOE GPS FWFSZUIJOH ɨBOL ZPV
0CSJHBEP BWØT QPS UVEP F QPS TFSFN BNJHPT
ɨBOL ZPV UP 7BOEB /VOP $VTUØEJP BOE +PÍP BOE UP NZ DPVTJOT GPS CFJOH B HSFBU CJH
GBNJMZ
.POJDB (KVWTMBOE NZ EFBSFTU ëBODÏF UIBOL ZPV GPS CFJOH BMXBZT CZ NZ TJEF ɨBOL ZPV
GPS ZPVS DIFFSGVM NPPE QBUJFODF BOE VOEFSTUBOEJOH ɨBOL ZPV GPS PQFOJOH NZ FZFT UP PUIFS
UIJOHT UIBO XPSL ɨBOL ZPV GPS GSFEBHTLPT BOE GPS BMM UIF LPTFMJH UIJOHT ZPV EP ɨBOL ZPV
GPS CFJOH B QBSUOFS
YJW
1BQFST JODMVEFE JO UIJT UIFTJT
∞ 6TJOH FMFDUSPOJD QBUJFOU SFDPSET UP EJTDPWFS EJTFBTF DPSSFMBUJPOT BOE
TUSBUJGZ QBUJFOU DPIPSUT
'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF 1FUFS # +FOTFO )FOSJFUUF 4DINPDL .BTTJNP "OESFBUUB ɨPNBT
)BOTFO 4SFO #SFELKS "OEFST +VIM ɨPNBT 8FSHF -BST + +FOTFO BOE 4SFO #SVOBL
<NBOVTDSJQU JO QSFQBSBUJPO>
∞ " DPNQBSJTPO PG TFWFSBM LFZ JOGPSNBUJPO WJTVBMJ[BUJPO TZTUFNT GPS TFD
POEBSZ VTF PG FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSE DPOUFOU
'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF -BVSB 4MBVHIUFS "MFLTBOES 5LBUÝFOLP <BDDFQUFE GPS QVCMJDBUJPO
JO UIF QSPDFFEJOHT PG -PVIJ Ėčďč 4FDPOE -PVIJ 8PSLTIPQ PO 5FYU BOE %BUB .JOJOH PG
)FBMUI %PDVNFOUT>
∞ " MBSHFTDBMF BOBMZTJT PG UJTTVFTQFDJíD QBUIPMPHZ BOE HFOF FYQSFTTJPO PG
IVNBO EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT
,BTQFS -BHF /JDMBT 5VF )BOTFO & 0MPG ,BSMCFSH "SPO $ &LMVOE 'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF
1BUSJDJB , %POBIPF ;PMUBO 4[BMMBTJ ɨPNBT 4LU +FOTFO 4SFO #SVOBL 1SPD /BUM "DBE
4DJ 64" ǬǪǪǲ WPM ǫǪǯ 	ǯǬ
 QQ ǬǪǲǱǪǯ
∞ %JTTFDUJOH TQBUJPUFNQPSBM QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH IVNBO IFBSU EF
WFMPQNFOU BOE SFMBUFE EJTPSEFST
,BTQFS -BHF ,KFME .MMHÌSE 4UFWFO (SFFOXBZ )JSPLP 8BLJNPUP +PTIVB . (PSIBN
$ISJTUPQIFS 5 8PSLNBO &TLF #FOETFO /JDMBT 5 )BOTFO 0MHB 3JHJOB 'SBODJTDP
4 3PRVF $PSOFMJB 8JFTF 7JODFOU . $ISJTUPêFMT "NZ & 3PCFSUT -FTMJF # 4NPPU
8JMMJBN 5 1V 1BUSJDJB , %POBIPF /JFMT 5PNNFSVQ 4SFO #SVOBL $ISJTUJOF & 4FJE
NBO +POBUIBO ( 4FJENBO -BST " -BSTFO.PM 4ZTU #JPM ǬǪǫǪ WPM ǰ QQ ǭǲǫ
∞ %FDJQIFSJOH EJTFBTFT BOE CJPMPHJDBM UBSHFUT GPS FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT
VTJOH UPYJDPHFOPNJDT OFUXPSLT
,BSJOF "VEPV[F "HOJFT[LB 4JFSBLPXTLB +VODLFS 'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF ,POSBE ,SZTJBL
#BMUZO /JMT 8FJOIPME 0MJWJFS 5BCPVSFBV ɨPNBT 4LU +FOTFO 4SFO #SVOBL 1-P4
$PNQVU #JPM ǬǪǫǪ WPM ǰ 	ǯ
 QQ FǫǪǪǪǱǲǲ
∞ $IFN1SPU " %JTFBTF $IFNJDBM #JPMPHZ %BUBCBTF
0MJWJFS 5BCPVSFBV 4POOZ ,JN /JFMTFO ,BSJOF "VEPV[F /JMT 8FJOIPME %BOJFM
&ETH BSE 'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF *SFOF ,PVTLPVNWFLBLJ "MJOB #PSB 3BNPOB $VSQBO
ɨPNBT 4LU +FOTFO 4SFO #SVOBL BOE 5VEPS 0QSFB <JO SFWJFX>
1BQFS OPU JODMVEFE JO UIJT UIFTJT
∞ *OUFS.BQė% QSFEJDUJOH BOE WJTVBMJ[JOH DPFWPMWJOH QSPUFJO SFTJEVFT
'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF 3PESJHP (PVWFJB0MJWFJSB 3BTNVT 8FSOFSTTPO ɨPNBT 4JDIFSJU[







4ĉăĄõýă òùÿüÿ÷ĉ BOE OFX UFDIOPMPHJDBM BEWBODFT TVQQPSUJOH MBSHF TDBMF CJPMPHJDBM TUVEJFTIBWF QVTIFE VT BXBZ GSPN USBEJUJPOBM TUVEJFT PG TJOHMF HFOFT QSPUFJOT PS QIFOPUZQFT UP
XBSET B NPSF JOUFHSBUJWF IPMJTUJD BQQSPBDI UP CJPMPHJDBM SFTFBSDI $PNQMFY QSPDFTTFT TVDI BT
UIPTF USJHHFSJOH NBOZ DPNNPO EJTFBTFT MJLF DBODFS EJBCFUFT IZQFSUFOTJPO BOE QTZDIJBUSJD EJT
PSEFST DBO CF CFUUFS VOEFSTUPPE CZ TUVEZJOH UIFN BT TZTUFNT 1PUFOUJBM BOE FNFSHFOU DBVTFT
DBO UIFO CF SFWFBMFE CZ BOBMZ[JOH UIF IJHI PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO UIF DPNQPOFOU QBSUT
'PS EFDBEFT EJTFBTF HFOF ëOEJOH IBT CFFO ESJWFO CZ TJOHMF GBDUPSJBM QFSUVSCBUJPOT MFBEJOH
UP QIFOPUZQJDBM DIBOHFT 0OF BêFDUFE HFOF MFBEJOH UP DIBOHFT JO BCVOEBODF BOE BDUJWJUZ PG JUT
USBOTDSJCFE QSPUFJO DBVTJOH EJTFBTF ɨJT TJNQMF IZQPUIFTFT MFBE UP UIF EJTDPWFSZ PG UIPVTBOET
PG HFOFT GPS SBSF .FOEFMJBO EJTFBTFT CVU IBT CFFO GBJMJOH GPS UIF DPNQMFY JOIFSJUFE QIFOPUZQFT
JO UIF IVNBO QPQVMBUJPO <ǫ>
3FDFOU BEWBODFT JO MBSHFTDBMF HFOPNJD TUVEJFT SFWFBMFE UIBU DPNNPO GPSNT PG EJTFBTF NJHIU
CF DBVTFE CZ EJTSVQUJPO PG GVODUJPOBM NPMFDVMBS OFUXPSLT %JTFBTF TUBUFT BSF UIFO BêFDUFE CZ
B DPNQMFY JOUFSBDUJPO PG HFOFUJD BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM GBDUPST 	'JHVSF ǫǫ
 5P VOEFSTUBOE UIF
CFIBWJPS PG BOZ POF HFOF JO UIF DPOUFYU PG IVNBO EJTFBTF JOEJWJEVBM HFOFT NVTU CF VOEFSTUPPE
JO UIF DPOUFYU PG NPMFDVMBS OFUXPSLT UIBU EFëOF UIF EJêFSFOU EJTFBTF TUBUFT
ɨF OFX USFOET JO CJPMPHZ TIJGUJOH UIF GPDVT GSPN TJOHVMBS FWFOUT UP MBSHF TDBMF BOBMZTJT
PG TZTUFNT IBWF HJWFO SJTF UP DPOUJOVPVT EBUB HFOFSBUJPO GPSDJOH UIF ëFME PG EBUB BOBMZTJT UP
NPWF GBTUFS JO PSEFS UP LFFQ VQ UIF QBDF 5P DPNQMJDBUF UIJOHT OFX EBUB BDRVJTJUJPO NFUIPET
BSF EFWFMPQFE FWFSZ EBZ FOGPSDJOH UIF DSFBUJPO PG OFX EBUB UZQFT BOE BEEJOH UP UIF FYJTUJOH
NBLJOH JU IBSE UP DPNF VQ XJUI TUBOEBSEJ[FE XBZT PG TIBSJOH BOE TUPSJOH UIFN
ɨF FWPMWJOH PG UFDIOPMPHZ JUTFMG XJUI OFX BOE GBTUFS NBDIJOFT BOE NPSF TUPSBHF TQBDF
GVFMT UIJT BEWBODFNFOU XIJMF EBUB BOBMZTJT MBHT TMJHIUMZ CFIJOE /FX UPPMT BSF DPOUJOVPVTMZ
JNQSPWFE BOE EBUB JT OPX CFJOH TIBSFE GBTUFS UIBO CFGPSF HFOFSBUJOH TDJFOUJëD ëOEJOHT BU BO
VOQSFDFEFOUFE QBDF
3FDFOU TFRVFODJOH FêPSUT IBWF NBEF BWBJMBCMF FOUJSF HFOPNF EBUBTFUT ɨF BWBJMBCJMJUZ PG GBTU
BOE DIFBQ TFRVFODJOH NBDIJOFT IBT ESPQQFE UIF DPTU PG TFRVFODJOH BO FOUJSF IVNBO HFOPNF UP
B DPVQMF PG UIPVTBOE EPMMBST 8IFO $SBJH 7FOUFShT HFOPNF XBT TFRVFODFE UIF DPTU XBT BSPVOE
ΠǱǪ NJMMJPO "DDPNQBOZJOH UIF FWPMVUJPO PG IJHI UISPVHIQVU TFRVFODJOH CJPMPHJDBM EBUBCBTFT
FYQFSJFODFE FYUSFNF HSPXUI 1SPUFJO TUSVDUVSF FYQSFTTJPO BSSBZ BOE QBUIXBZ EBUBCBTFT IBWF
ǫ
ǫ *þĄĂÿôąóĄùÿþ
'JHVSF ĊĊ 7JFXT PO DPNQMFY EJTFBTFT <Ǭ> B UIF DMBTTJD SFEVDUJPOJTU BQQSPBDI PG JEFOUJGZJOH WBSJBUJPO JO %/"
DPSSFMBUJOH XJUI EJTFBTF QIFOPUZQFT FêFDUJWF GPS TJNQMF .FOEFMJBO EJTFBTFT C JTPMBUFE %/" DIBOHFT EP OPU MFBE
EJSFDUMZ UP EJTFBTF CVU JOTUFBE MFBE UP HFOFUJD DIBOHFT JO 3/" QSPUFJOT BOE NFUBCPMJUFT UIBU UIFO BêFDU EJTFBTF
QSPQFOTJUZ *OUFSNFEJBUF QIFOPUZQFT DBO EFTDSJCF FBSMZ SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO HFOFT BOE EJTFBTF D JOUFHSBUJPOJTU BQ
QSPBDI UP EJTFBTF FYQMPSBUJPO " DPNCJOBUJPO PG HFOFUJD BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM GBDUPST USJHHFST EJTSVQUJPOT JO NPMFDVMBS
OFUXPSLT XIJDI UIFO HP PO BOE USJHHFS EJTFBTF SJTL
FWPMWFE TJEFCZTJEF "U UIF TBNF UJNF NBOVBM DVSBUJPO MBHHFE CFIJOE BOE DBOOPU LFFQ VQ
XJUI UIF DPOTUBOU ìPX PG JOGPSNBUJPO ɨJT KVTUJëFT UIF OFFE PG IJHI QFSGPSNBODF DPNQVUJOH
BOE BVUPNBUJPO TUSBUFHJFT JO CJPMPHZ
6Q UP OPX * POMZ SFGFSSFE UP UIF NPSF TUSVDUVSFE EBUB UIBU JT SFBEJMZ BWBJMBCMF BOE DBO CF
FBTJMZ JNQPSUFE JOUP UPPMT BOE DPNQVUFS QSPHSBNT GPS BOBMZTJT *O SFBMJUZ IPXFWFS UIF CVML PG
CJPMPHJDBM EBUB JT OPU JO UIF GPSN PG TUSVDUVSFE BOE OFBUMZ BSSBOHFE JOGPSNBUJPO CVU SBUIFS JO
GSFF UFYU JO TDJFOUJëD MJUFSBUVSF BOE NFEJDBM EBUBCBTFT +VTU .&%-*/& <ǭ> BMPOF DPOUBJOT PWFS
ǫǲ NJMMJPO SFGFSFODFT UP KPVSOBM BSUJDMFT BOE UIFJS TFBSDIBCMF JOUFSGBDF 1VC.FE IBOEMFT PWFS
ǲǪ NJMMJPO RVFSJFT QFS NPOUI BT TFFO JO 'JHVSF ǫǬ *UhT IBSE OPU UP HFU MPTU BOE FWFO IBSEFS UP
LFFQ VQ XJUI BMM UIF OFX SFTFBSDI CFJOH QVCMJTIFE FWFO PO WFSZ TQFDJBMJ[FE SFTFBSDI ëFMET ɨJT
WBTU BNPVOU PG FBTJMZ BDDFTTJCMF CVU QPPSMZ TUSVDUVSFE EBUB DBMMT GPS OFX TUSBUFHJFT BOE NFUIPET
UP UBDLMF UIF DPNQMFY UBTL PG JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO GSPN GSFF UFYU
4JEFCZTJEF XJUI UIF QVCMJDMZ BWBJMBCMF EBUB UIFSF IBT CFFO BO JODSFBTF JO UIF BNPVOU PG
JOGPSNBUJPO DPMMFDUFE GPS PUIFS QVSQPTFT SFNBJOJOH VOVTFE GPS SFTFBSDI 'PS FYBNQMF NFEJDBM
Ǭ
'JHVSF ĊČ /VNCFS PG .&%-*/& TFBSDIFT GSPN +BOǳǱ UP 4FQǪǱ <Ǯ>
EBUBCBTFT GSPN UIF QVCMJD PS QSJWBUF IFBMUI TZTUFNT BSF PGUFO TVCKFDU UP NVDI NPSF TUSJDU FUIJDBM
BOE QSJWBDZ MBXT UIBO TFRVFODF EBUB BOE UIVT BSF OPU NBEF SFBEJMZ BWBJMBCMF UP UIF QVCMJD 0OF
PUIFS FYBNQMF JT QIBSNBDFVUJDBM EBUBCBTFT PGUFO LFQU JO UIF TFDSFU PG UIF DPNQBOJFT XIJDI
EFWFMPQ UIFN "MMPXJOH SFTFBSDIFST UP BDDFTT UIPTF EBUBCBTFT NBZ MFBE UP BEEJUJPOBM JOTJHIUT
JOUP ESVH VTBHF BOE TJEFFêFDUT
"MM UIFTF EJêFSFOU QJFDFT PG JOGPSNBUJPO BSF DPMMFDUFE BOE BTTFNCMFE JOEFQFOEFOUMZ BOE FWFO
QVCMJDMZ BWBJMBCMF EBUBCBTFT MBDL UIF BNPVOU PG JOUFHSBUJPO UIBU XPVME BMMPX GPS MBSHFTDBMF
BOBMZTJT PG DPNQMFY CJPMPHJDBM TZTUFNT ɨJT UIFTJT XJMM GPDVT PO WJTVBMJ[JOH BMM UIPTF EBUB BT
MJUUMF QJFDFT PG B MBSHF FWFSHSPXJOH QV[[MF *U DPWFST ëFMET UIBU KVTU TUBSUFE UP BUUSBDU TDJFOUJëD
BUUFOUJPO TVDI BT JOUFHSBUJOH NFEJDBM EBUBCBTFT XJUI PUIFS CJPMPHJDBM LOPXMFEHF GPS EJTFBTF
HFOF EJTDPWFSZ
ɨF TUSVDUVSF PG UIF UIFTJT SFìFDUT UIF XPSLìPX * JOUFOE UP TIPX $IBQUFS ǫ JT UIJT JOUSPEVD
UJPO $IBQUFS Ǭ EFTDSJCFT UIF &MFDUSPOJD )FBMUI 3FDPSET BOE UIF EBUB SJDI NFEJDBM EBUBCBTFT
BOE UIF DIBMMFOHFT XPSLJOH XJUI TVDI EBUB QPTFT 1BQFS * TIPXT BO JOUFHSBUJWF BOBMZTJT PG B
NFEJDBM EBUBCBTF BOE MBZT HSPVOE GPS FYQMPSJOH EJTFBTF DBVTBMJUZ JO UIF OFYU DIBQUFST 1BQFS **
JT B CSJFG SFWJFX PO TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG NFEJDBM SFDPSET $IBQUFS ǭ EFTDSJCFT UIF VTF PG QSPUFJO
JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB GPS DSFBUJOH UIF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF BOE IPX JU XBT QVU UPHFUIFS XJUI EJTFBTF
HFOF JOGPSNBUJPO UJTTVF SFTPMVUJPO BOE HFOF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF DBVTFT PG UJT
TVF TQFDJëDJUZ PG EJTFBTFT 	1BQFS ***
 BOE DPNCJOFE XJUI TQBUJPUFNQPSBM SFTPMVUJPO PG HFOF
FYQSFTTJPO GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU 	1BQFS *7
 $IBQUFS Ǯ EXFMMT JOUP FYUFSOBM
DBVTFT GPS EJTFBTF BOE FYQMPSFT DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BOE DIFNJDBMEJTFBTF BTTPDJBUJPOT 1BQFS 7
JOUFHSBUFT UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB GPS ESVHT BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET BOE QSPUFJO JOUFSBD
UJPO EBUB UP JEFOUJGZ OFX NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS DIFNJDBMT BOE MJOLJOH UIFN UP EJTFBTF 1BQFS
ǭ
ǫ *þĄĂÿôąóĄùÿþ





ČĊ &MFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET
ɨF VTF PG IFBMUI JOGPSNBUJPO TZTUFNT IBT JODSFBTFE TVCTUBOUJBMMZ JO UIF QBTU GFX ZFBST BOE UIFSF
IBT CFFO B HFOFSBMJ[FE BEPQUJPO PG FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET 	&)3
 JO QSJNBSZ DBSF "O &)3
JT B SFQPTJUPSZ PG QBUJFOU EBUB JO EJHJUBM GPSN TUPSFE BOE FYDIBOHFE TFDVSFMZ BOE BDDFTTJCMF
CZ NVMUJQMF BVUIPSJ[FE VTFST *U DPOUBJOT SFUSPTQFDUJWF DPODVSSFOU BOE QSPTQFDUJWF JOGPSNB
UJPO BOE JUT QSJNBSZ QVSQPTF JT UP TVQQPSU DPOUJOVJOH FïDJFOU BOE RVBMJUZ JOUFHSBUFE IFBMUI
DBSF <ǯ> ɨF BNPVOU PG LOPXMFEHF DPOUBJOFE JO UIPTF SFDPSET JT QPUFOUJBMMZ JNNFOTF BOE FBSMZ
BEPQUJPO TUVEJFT IBWF TIPXO UIBU &)3T GBDJMJUBUF TFBSDIJOH BOE SFUSJFWBM PG QBUJFOU EBUB <ǰ>
8JUI B NVMUJUVEF PG EBUB UZQFT BHHSFHBUFE VOEFS B TJOHMF SFDPSE UIFSF JT B DVSSFOU OFFE UP BE
ESFTT FUIJDBM BOE QFSNJTTJPO JTTVFT BOE UP EFWFMPQ UPPMT BOE NFUIPEPMPHJFT GPS HBJOJOH JOTJHIU
JOUP UIJT XFBMUI PG JOGPSNBUJPO
*NQMFNFOUBUJPO PG UIFTF TZTUFNT IBT QPTFE DIBMMFOHFT JO EFWFMPQJOH UIF BQQSPQSJBUF EBUB
XBSFIPVTFT UP TUPSF UIFN .FEJDBM EBUBCBTFT DPOUBJO EBUB JO B WBSJFUZ PG GPSNBUT JNBHFT JO UIF
GPSN PG 9SBZ JNBHFT PS TDBOT QIFOPUZQJDBM EFTDSJQUJPO PG EJTFBTFT NFEJDBM IJTUPSJFT OVST
JOH OPUFT &,( TJHOBMT ESVH BENJOJTUSBUJPO JOGPSNBUJPO CJMMJOH BOE BENJOJTUSBUJWF DPEFT
FUD 'SFRVFOUMZ UIF EBUB JT OPU MPDBUFE JO UIF TBNF TZTUFN CVU JT EJTUSJCVUFE BNPOHTU TFWFSBM
TFSWFST BOE MPDBUJPOT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF PSJHJO BOE OBUVSF PG JU *OGPSNBUJPO SFUSJFWBM GSPN UIFTF
TZTUFNT JT UIFSFGPSF B OPOUSJWJBM UBTL
&WFO UIPVHI &)3 TZTUFNT BSF EFTJHOFE UP TJNQMJGZ UIF EBJMZ SPVUJOFT PG DMJOJDJBOT UIFSF BSF
EPXOTJEFT UP UIFJS JNQMFNFOUBUJPO "EPQUJPO PG FMFDUSPOJD QBUJFOU TZTUFNT UBLFT UJNF BOE DIBM
MFOHFT FYQFSJFODFE QSPGFTTJPOBMT UP TBDSJëDF TPNF ìFYJCJMJUZ XIJDI JT JOIFSFOU UP UIF NBOVBM
USBDLLFFQJOH VTFE GPS EFDBEFT <Ǳ> ɨF JOGPSNBUJPO DPOUBJOFE XJUIJO &)3T ESBXT BUUFOUJPO
UPXBSET OFX SFTFBSDI BSFBT PQFOJOH VQ OFX QFSTQFDUJWFT BOE EJSFDUMZ TVQQPSUJOH NFEJDBM BE
WBODFT "DLOPXMFEHFNFOU PG UIFTFT GBDUT NJHIU BMMPX UIF XJEFTQSFBE VTF PG FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI
SFDPSET BOE BQQMZ UIFN GPS TUSBUFHJD NBOBHFNFOU EFDJTJPOT BOE DMJOJDBM SFTFBSDI
*NQMFNFOUBUJPO BOE VTBHF
)FBMUI JOGPSNBUJPO TZTUFNTh JNQMFNFOUBUJPO IBT CFFO B IJHI QSJPSJUZ JO TFWFSBM DPVOUSJFT GPS
UIF QBTU EFDBEF <ǲ> "T OVNFSPVT IPTQJUBMT BEPQUFE TVDI TZTUFNT UIFSF XBT BO JODSFBTFE BXBSF
ǯ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
OFTT UPXBSET UIF MBDL PG JOUFHSBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF EJêFSFOU TZTUFNT JNQMFNFOUFE .BOZ WFOEPST
EFWFMPQFE UIFJS PXO VTFS JOUFSGBDFT BOE NPEFMT GPS EBUB TUPSBHF BOE VTFE EJêFSFOU JOGPSNB
UJPO SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT BOE UFDIOPMPHZ QMBUGPSNT DSFBUJOH BEEJUJPOBM DIBMMFOHFT GPS EBUB TIBSJOH
BOE SFVTJOH JOGPSNBUJPO BDSPTT EJêFSFOU TPVSDFT 4FWFSBM HSPVQT IBWF OPX TUBSUFE DPMMBCP
SBUJWF FêPSUT UPXBSET EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO PG FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET TVDI BT $&/ )-Ǳ BOE
0QFO&)3 <ǳǫǫ> *O %FONBSL BGUFS B XJEFTQSFBE BEPQUJPO PG UIF ëSTU &)3 TZTUFNT UIFSF
IBT CFFO B DPOUJOVPVT FêPSU UPXBSET DSPTTQMBUGPSN JOUFHSBUJPO <ǫǬ>
%JêFSFOU TZTUFNT BSF VTFE EFQFOEJOH PO IPX UIF IFBMUI TZTUFN JT PSHBOJ[FE XJUIJO POF
DPVOUSZ <ǫǭ> (FOFSBMMZ UIFTF TZTUFNT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE JO QSJNBSZ DBSF UIF PïDF PG B HFOFSBM
QSBDUJUJPOFS TFDPOEBSZ DBSF PS TQFDJBMJTU VQPO SFGFSSBM CZ UIF QSJNBSZ DBSF QSBDUJUJPOFS BOE UFS
UJBSZ DBSF JO B NBKPS IPTQJUBM 4PNF TZTUFNT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE GPS UIF QBUJFOUhT TFMGNPOJUPSJOH
BU IPNF <ǫǮ>
&)3T BSF VTFE OPU POMZ CZ EPDUPST CVU BMTP CZ EJêFSFOU IFBMUI DBSF QSPGFTTJPOBMT BOE BE
NJOJTUSBUJWF TUBê "EEJUJPOBMMZ QBUJFOUT PS UIFJS QBSFOUT NJHIU VTF UIF TZTUFN BU TPNF QPJOU
GPS EBUB FOUSZ <ǫǭ> 5BCMF Ǭǫ PO UIF GBDJOH QBHF EFTDSJCFT UIFN JO EFUBJM BOE JMMVTUSBUFT UIF
EJêFSFOU DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF TZTUFN UIFZ VTF
%BUB UZQFT
"T NFOUJPOFE CFGPSF FBDI &)3 JT BO BHHSFHBUF PG EJêFSFOU EBUB TPVSDFT BOE GPSNBUT &)3T
JODMVEF CPUI VOTUSVDUVSFE GSFF UFYU BOE DPEFE EBUB UIF MBUFS POF VTJOH B OVNCFS PG EJêFSFOU
UFSNJOPMPHJFT TVDI BT UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO PG %JTFBTFT 	*$%
 DPEFT GPS EJBHOPTFT
"OBUPNJDBM ɨFSBQFVUJD $IFNJDBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO *OEFY 	"5$
¤ DPEFT GPS NFEJDBUJPO BOE UIF
4ZTUFNBUJ[FE /PNFODMBUVSF PG .FEJDJOF 	4OPNFE
© GPS DPEJOH QBUIPMPHJDBM ëOEJOHT 1BUJFOU
PVUDPNFT DBO BMTP CF EFTDSJCFE CZ TUBUFNFOUT TVDI BT EFTDSJQUJPOT PG QBJO *ODMVTJPO PG PUIFS
UZQFT PG EBUB JT EFQFOEFOU PO XIFSF UIF TZTUFN JT CFJOH EFWFMPQFE BOE XIP XJMM CF UIF NBJO
VTFS PG UIF TZTUFN 'PS FYBNQMF JO B SBEJPMPHZ XBSE JU JT VTFGVM UP JODMVEF 9SBZ QJDUVSFT BOE
SBEJPMPHZ SFQPSUT JO UIF QBUJFOUhT FMFDUSPOJD SFDPSE XIJMF UIFTF BSF OPU SFRVJSFE GPS B QTZDIJBUSZ
XBSE
4FDPOEBSZ VTF
#FTJEFT UIF PCWJPVT NBJO VTF GPS &)3T UIFSF BSF OVNFSPVT PUIFS BDUJWJUJFT UIBU IBWF JOUFSFTU
JO VTJOH UIFTF SFDPSET "OBMZTJT SFTFBSDI RVBMJUZ BOE TBGFUZ NFBTVSFNFOU QVCMJD IFBMUI QBZ
NFOU QSPWJEFS DFSUJëDBUJPO BOE BDDSFEJUBUJPO NBSLFUJOH BOE HFOFSBM CVTJOFTT BQQMJDBUJPOT
NJHIU SFVTF UIF XIPMF PS QBSUT PG UIF QBUJFOUhT KPVSOBMT BOE FYUSBDU JOGPSNBUJPO GPS UIFJS PXO
QVSQPTFT <ǫǯ>ɨF JTTVF PG TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG &)3T JT SFWJFXFE JO EFUBJM JO 1BQFS ** " $PNQBSJ
TPO PG 4FWFSBM ,FZ *OGPSNBUJPO 7JTVBMJ[BUJPO 4ZTUFNT GPS 4FDPOEBSZ 6TF PG &MFDUSPOJD )FBMUI 3FDPSE
$POUFOU
'JHVSF Ǭǫ JMMVTUSBUFT DVSSFOU BOE GVUVSF VTBHF PG &)3T .BOZ FYJTUJOH TZTUFNT IBWF JN





Ǭǫ &MFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET
6TFS $PNQPOFOU PG &)3
/VSTF %BJMZ DIBSUJOH NFEJDBUJPO BENJOJTUSB
UJPO QIZTJDBM BTTFTTNFOU BENJTTJPO OVST
JOH OPUF OVSTJOH DBSF QMBO
1IZTJDJBO 3FGFSSBM QSFTFOU DPNQMBJOU FH TZNQ
UPNT QBTU NFEJDBM IJTUPSZ MJGF TUZMF QIZT
JDBM FYBNJOBUJPO EJBHOPTFT UFTUT QSPDF
EVSFT USFBUNFOU NFEJDBUJPO EJTDIBSHF
1BUJFOU )JTUPSZ EJBSJFT UFTU
1BSFOUT )JTUPSZ
4FDSFUBSJBM TUBê 1SPDFEVSFT QSPCMFNT EJBHOPTFT ëOEJOHT
JNNVOJ[BUJPO
1IBSNBDJTUT .FEJDBUJPO
.VMUJQSPGFTTJPOBM OVSTF QIZTJDJBO MBCP
SBUPSZ TUBê SBEJPMPHZ TUBê DMFSL PS BENJO
JTUSBUJWF TUBê QIBSNBDZ QFSTPOOFM IFBMUI
DBSF QSPGFTTJPOBMT
3FGFSSBM QSFTFOU DPNQMBJOU FH TZNQ
UPNT QBTU NFEJDBM IJTUPSZ MJGF TUZMF QIZT
JDBM FYBNJOBUJPO EJBHOPTFT UFTUT QSPDF
EVSFT USFBUNFOU NFEJDBUJPO EJTDIBSHF
BENJOJTUSBUJPO PG NFEJDBUJPO BENJTTJPO
OVSTJOH OPUF EBJMZ DIBSUJOH
5BCMF ČĊ 6TFST PG &)3 TZTUFNT BOE VTFE EBUB DPNQPOFOUT 5BCMF BEBQUFE GSPN )BZSJOFO FU BM <ǫǭ>
IBT CFFO MJNJUFE UP CVJMEJOH NFEJDBM LOPXMFEHF CBTFT GPS EFDJTJPO NPOJUPSJOH BOE EFDJTJPO
TVQQPSU 	FH <ǫǱ> BOE TFWFSBM PUIFST
 $VSSFOU USFOET BSF NPWJOH UPXBSET VTJOH UIF XFBMUI
PG JOGPSNBUJPO QSFTFOU JO UIFTF SFDPSET UP TVQQPSU DMJOJDBM SFTFBSDI BOE DMJOJDBM USJBM TVQQPSU
BOE VTJOH EBUB NJOJOH BOE DPNQMFY EBUB FYUSBDUJPO QSPDFEVSFT GPS GVSUIFS FOIBODJOH NFEJDBM
LOPXMFEHF CBTFT <ǫǰ> 4FWFSBM MBSHF QSPKFDUT IBWF CFHVO UBDLMJOH USBOTMBUJPOBM SFTFBSDI DPN
CJOJOH NBOZ EJêFSFOU EBUB TPVSDFT BOE GVSUIFS JNQSPWJOH UIF &)3T SJDIOFTT 	FH UIF JǬCǬ
QSPKFDU <ǫǲ>

*U JT JNQPSUBOU UP NFOUJPO UIF QSPUFDUJPO PG UIF QSJWBDZ PG QBUJFOU EBUB 8IFO SFUSJFWJOH
SFDPSET GSPN UIF QSPUFDUFE DMJOJDBM IFBMUI DBSF TZTUFN GPS QVSQPTFT PG TFDPOEBSZ VTF XF IBWF UP
UBLF JOUP BDDPVOU UIBU UIF EBUB OFFET UP HP UISPVHI BO BOPOZNJ[BUJPO TUFQ NBLJOH TVSF NPTU
PG UIF TFOTJUJWF EBUB JT ëMUFSFE PVU <ǫǳ ǬǪ>
Ǳ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
'JHVSF ČĊ 6TJOH &)3T NBKPS BSFBT PG QBTU 	VQQFS QBSU
 BOE GVUVSF SFTFBSDI BSFBT 	MPXFS QBSU
 <ǫǰ>
ČČ &YUSBDUJOH JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET
)FBMUI JOGPSNBUJPO TZTUFNT DPOUBJO NBOZ EJêFSFOU EBUB UZQFT DPNCJOJOH CPUI TUSVDUVSFE JO
GPSNBUJPO BOE VOTUSVDUVSFE GSFF UFYU UIF MBUUFS POF NBLJOH VQ GPS UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF FMFDUSPOJD
SFDPSET #JPNFEJDBM BOE DMJOJDBM MBOHVBHF QPTF BEEJUJPOBM DIBMMFOHFT UP XPSLJOH XJUI MJUFSBSZ
UFYUT ɨFZ GSFRVFOUMZ VTF EPNBJO TQFDJëD UFSNJOPMPHZ BDSPOZNT BOE QPMZTFNJD XPSET 0G
UFO UIFTF DPOUBJO EJêFSFOU TQFMMJOHT PS UZQPHSBQIJDBM WBSJBOUT BOE VTF EJêFSFOU XSJUJOH TUZMFT
'VSUIFSNPSF DMJOJDBM UFYU BEET FYUSB DPNQMFYJUZ EVF UP JUT OBSSBUJWF OBUVSF
$MJOJDBM UFYUT BSF UIPTF XSJUUFO CZ DMJOJDJBOT JO UIF DMJOJDBM TFUUJOH ɨFTF DBO DPWFS QBUJFOUT
EFTDSJQUJPO UIFJS EJTFBTFT FYBNJOBUJPO ëOEJOHT QFSTPOBM BOE TPDJBM IJTUPSJFT BOE BMM UZQFT PG
DPNNFOUT BOE PCTFSWBUJPOT UIBU BSF VTFGVM VQPO UIF FYBNJOBUJPO QSPDFEVSF $MJOJDBM UFYU JT
NPTUMZ DPNQPTFE PG OBSSBUJWFT SBOHJOH GSPN WFSZ TIPSU 	FH iǲF QBUJFOU &$( JT OPSNBMw 

UP WFSZ MPOH BOE EFTDSJQUJWF FOUSJFT 	FH B EFUBJMFE NFEJDBM FYBNJOBUJPO
 'SFRVFOUMZ UIFTF
OBSSBUJWFT BSF EJêFSFOU GSPN UIPTF PDDVSSJOH JO CJPNFEJDBM MJUFSBUVSF CFJOH NPTUMZ VOHSBN
NBUJDBM BOE DPNQPTFE PG TIPSU PGUFO BCCSFWJBUFE NFTTBHFT 4PNFUJNFT UIF UFYUT BSF EJDUBUFE
JOUP UIF DPNQVUFS PS XSJUUFO POMZ GPS EPDVNFOUBUJPO QVSQPTFT #FDBVTF UIF OBSSBUJWFT BSF OPU
JOUFOEFE UP CF SFWJFXFE PS UP CF VTFE PVUTJEF PG UIF TFUUJOH PG UIF DMJOJDBM FOWJSPONFOU UIFZ
BSF PGUFO QMBHVFE XJUI BCCSFWJBUJPOT BDSPOZNT BOE KBSHPO NBOZ PG UIFN TQFDJëD UP UIF EPD
UPS PS QSBDUJDF JO RVFTUJPO "NCJHVJUZ JT PGUFO IJHI BOE UIFSF JT B GSFRVFOU MBDL PG DPOTJTUFODZ
PO UIF XPSEJOH VTFE <Ǭǫ> *G UIF XSJUUFO QBUJFOU EPDVNFOUBUJPO JT OPU NPOJUPSFE CZ B CVJMUJO
TQFMMDIFDLFS UIF SFTVMUJOH UFYUT XJMM DPOUBJO B IJHI BNPVOU PG NJTTQFMMJOH
ǲ
ǬǬ &YUSBDUJOH JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET
4USVDUVSFE EBUB
&YUSBDUJOH JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN UIF TUSVDUVSFE QBSUT PG UIF &)3 JT OPU B USJWJBM UBTL UIF SFDPSET
DPOUBJO NJTTJOH BOE JODPNQMFUF EBUB BOE PGUFO IBWF UP CF DPNQMFNFOUFE XJUI UIF VOTUSVD
UVSFE UFYU GPS FTUBCMJTIJOH NFBOJOHGVM BOBMZTFT 4USVDUVSFE EBUB FOUSZ JT B UFEJPVT QSPDFTT BOE
PGUFO EPDUPST POMZ JOQVU XIBU JT SFRVJSFE GPS CJMMJOH QVSQPTFT 'VSUIFSNPSF UIJT UZQF PG EBUB
MBDLT UIF FYQSFTTJWFOFTT PG OBUVSBM MBOHVBHF BOE JT PGUFO DPNQMFNFOUFE CZ UIF VTF PG VOTUSVD
UVSFE EBUB 8IBU DPVME PUIFSXJTF CF B DPOUFOU SJDI EBUB TPVSDF JT PGUFO IJOEFSFE CZ UIFTF
ESBXCBDLT
'PS UIF QVSQPTF PG TUBOEBSEJ[JOH EBUB JOQVU BDSPTT DMJOJDBM TZTUFNT BOE UP NBQ TZOPOZNT UP
B TBNF UFSN B OVNCFS PG DMJOJDBM WPDBCVMBSJFT IBWF CFFO DPOTJTUFOUMZ VTFE ɨFTF BSF NBJOMZ
VTFE GPS B OVNCFS UBTLT OBNFMZ
t 4FBSDIJOH LOPXMFEHF SFTPVSDFT BOE UBHHJOH
t 4VQQPSUJOH DMJOJDBM QSBDUJDF BOBMZTJT RVBMJUZ NFBTVSFNFOU BOE PVUDPNFT SFTFBSDI
t 1SPWJEJOH EBUB GPS DMJOJDBM FQJEFNJPMPHJDBM BOBMZTFT
t 4VQQPSUJOH QBZNFOU QSPDFTTJOH BOE SFJNCVSTFNFOU
t *EFOUJGZJOH QSPQFS HVJEFMJOFT QBUIT BOE USJHHFS SFNJOEFST JO QBUJFOU DBSF
8IFO B DMJOJDJBO FWBMVBUFT B QBUJFOU IF PS TIF TUBSUT UIF EPDVNFOUBUJPO VTJOH GSFF UFYU BOE
VOTUSVDUVSFE JOGPSNBUJPO TVDI BT IJTUPSZ BOE QIZTJDBM ëOEJOHT "T UIF DMJOJDJBOhT FWBMVBUJPO
QSPDFTT DPOUJOVFT UIF VOTUSVDUVSFE EBUB JT USBOTGPSNFE JOUP NPSF TUSVDUVSFE EBUB PGUFO MJOLFE
UP CJMMJOH BOE SFJNCVSTFNFOU ɨFTF DMBJNTSFMBUFE TUSVDUVSFE EBUB TFUT BSF QSJNBSJMZ VTFE GPS
TUSVDUVSFE CJMMJOH BOE NBZ OPU CF FOPVHI UP DBQUVSF DMJOJDBM EFUBJMT ɨF NPTU DPNNPOMZ VTFE
UFSNJOPMPHZ JT UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO PG %JTFBTFT 	*$%
 CPUI JO JUT WFSTJPO ǳ JO UIF
6OJUFE TUBUFT BOE WFSTJPO ǫǪ JO &VSPQF "VTUSBMJB BOE /FX ;FBMBOE 'PS NFEJDBUJPO BOE ESVH
VTBHF UIF "OBUPNJDBM ɨFSBQFVUJD $IFNJDBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO *OEFY 	"5$
 DPEFT BSF XJEFTQSFBE
4PNF &)3 TZTUFNT BSF DVSSFOUMZ JNQMFNFOUJOH UIF 4ZTUFNBUJ[FE /PNFODMBUVSF PG
.FEJDJOF$MJOJDBM 5FSNT 	4/0.&%$5
 POUPMPHZ GPS SFDPSEJOH UFTU SFTVMUT BOE EFTDSJC
JOH FWFOUT UIBU SFRVJSF B NPSF ëOFHSBJOFE DPOUSPM PWFS UIF OPNFODMBUVSF
"MM PG UIF UFSNJOPMPHJFT VTFE BSF PSHBOJ[FE JO B TPNFXIBU IJFSBSDIJDBM XBZ BOE DBO EFTDSJCF
EJTFBTFT PS ESVHT UIBU UBSHFU B TQFDJëD TZTUFN JO UIF IVNBO CPEZ 'PS UIJT SFBTPO UIFZ DBO
CF FYUSBDUFE BOE VTFE GPS FQJEFNJPMPHZ TUVEJFT PS ESVH VTBHF SFTFBSDI 1BQFS * JO 4FDUJPO Ǭǭ
EFTDSJCFT UIF VTF PG *$%ǫǪ GPS TUSBUJGZJOH QBUJFOU DPIPSUT BOE JEFOUJGZJOH EJTFBTF DPSSFMBUJPOT
5FYU NJOJOH
4FBSDIJOH XJUIJO GSFF UFYU DBO CF QFSGPSNFE JO NBOZ PG EJêFSFOU XBZT %FQFOEJOH PO UIF
DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF RVFSZ BOE UIF UZQF PG JOGPSNBUJPO UP CF FYUSBDUFE POF DBO VTF GSPN WFSZ
TJNQMF TUSJOH NBUDIJOH NFUIPET UP WFSZ DPNQMFY NBDIJOF MFBSOJOH BMHPSJUINT
5FYU NJOJOH BOE JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO 	*&
 EJêFS GSPN JOGPSNBUJPO SFUSJFWBM 	*3
 JO UIF XBZ
UIBU UIF ëSTU UXP JOWPMWF FYUSBDUJOH QSFEFëOFE JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN UFYU XIJMF UIF MBUUFS GPDVT PO
ëOEJOH EPDVNFOUT PO MBSHF VOJUT PG EBUB &YBNQMFT PG *3 TZTUFNT BSF TFBSDI FOHJOFT TVDI BT
ǳ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
(PPHMF <ǬǬ> PS 1VC.FE <Ǭǭ> *O TJNQMJëFE UFSNT *OGPSNBUJPO 3FUSJFWBM SFUVSOT EPDVNFOUT
XIJMF *OGPSNBUJPO &YUSBDUJPO SFUVSOT JOGPSNBUJPO PS GBDUT
*3 DBO CF VTFE UP TFMFDU EPDVNFOUT UP CF BOBMZ[FE UIVT SFTVMUJOH JO OFX BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO
EPDVNFOUT 0OF TVDI FYBNQMF PG *3 XBT EFTDSJCFE CZ 4XBOTPO <ǬǮ> XIP GPVOE BO BTTPDJBUJPO
CFUXFFO ëTI PJM BOE 3BZOBVEhT TZOESPNF CZ NBOVBMMZ TFBSDIJOH UIF MJUFSBUVSF JMMVTUSBUFE JO


















'JHVSF ČČ)ZQPUIFTJT BEWBODFE CZ 4XBOTPO <ǬǮ> BGUFS *3 GSPN UIF MJUFSBUVSF 4XBOTPO EJTDPWFSFE UIBU 3BZOBVEhT
QBUJFOUT IBE BMUFSFE CMPPE QSPQFSUJFT #Z GVSUIFS FYQMPSJOH UIF MJUFSBUVSF UIJT UJNF GPS BSUJDMFT BCPVU GBDUPST JO
ìVFODJOH UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG CMPPE EJTPSEFST DPNNPO JO UIJT TZOESPNF IF GPVOE UIBU ëTI PJM BQQFBSFE UP CF
BO JNQPSUBOU UPQJD -BUFS IJT BTTPDJBUJPO XBT UFTUFE FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ BOE JO B DMJOJDBM TFUUJOH BOE CFDBNF UIF ëSTU
USJBMBOEFSSPS TUSBUFHZ GPS MJOLJOH UXP QSFWJPVTMZ VOLOPXO TVCKFDUT
*& JT B TVCEPNBJO PG /BUVSBM -BOHVBHF 1SPDFTTJOH 	/-1
 /-1 SFTFBSDI GPDVTFT PO CVJMEJOH
DPNQVUBUJPOBM NPEFMT UP VOEFSTUBOE BOE JOUFSQSFU OBUVSBM MBOHVBHF /BNFE &OUJUZ 3FDPHOJ
UJPO 	/&3
 JT BMTP JNQPSUBOU UP NFOUJPO BT B TVCëFME PG JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO BOE SFGFST
UP UIF UBTL PG SFDPHOJ[JOH FOUJUJFT TVDI BT ESVHT EJTFBTFT QSPUFJO OBNFT FUD JO GSFF UFYU EPDV
NFOUT /&3 TZTUFNT DBO CF SVMFCBTFE PS DBO VTF NBDIJOF MFBSOJOH BQQSPBDIFT XIJDI SFRVJSFT
MBSHF BNPVOUT PG USBJOJOH DPSQPSB
5FYU NJOJOH VTFT *& UP EJTDPWFS BOE FYUSBDU LOPXMFEHF GSPN VOTUSVDUVSFE EBUB BOE UP EF
SJWF SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO FOUJUJFT 6TVBMMZ UFYU NJOJOH DPNQSJTFT PG UISFF TUFQT JOGPSNBUJPO
SFUSJFWBM JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO BOE EBUB NJOJOH 	UP ëOE BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO UIF EJêFSFOU
FYUSBDUFE QJFDFT PG JOGPSNBUJPO

ɨF QBQFS JO 4FDUJPO Ǭǭ CVJMET PO UIF CBTJD DPODFQUT PG JOGPSNBUJPO SFUSJFWBM JOGPSNBUJPO
FYUSBDUJPO BOE UFYU NJOJOH )FSF * IBWF DPWFSFE POMZ UIF LFZ DPODFQUT PG UIF UFDIOPMPHZ .PSF
EFUBJMT DBO CF GPVOE JO UIF XPSLT PG $PIFO FU BM <Ǭǯ> +FOTFO FU BM <Ǭǰ> BOE "OBOJBEPV FU
BM <ǬǱ> BOE B GVSUIFS SFWJFX PO JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO GPS UIF NFEJDBM EPNBJO GSPN .FZTUSF
FU BM <Ǭǲ>
ǰF 4DU )BOT EBUBCBTF
'PS UIF QVSQPTF PG 1BQFS * XF XPSLFE XJUI B EBUBCBTF GSPN UIF 4DU )BOT .FOUBM )FBMUI
$FOUFS JO 3PTLJMEF %FONBSL " UPUBM PG ǯǯǮǭ QBUJFOUT XFSF GPMMPXFE GSPN ǫǳǳǲǬǪǪǲ BOE
UIFJS SFDPSET TUPSFE JO BO &)3 EBUBCBTF ǱǪǝ 	ǮǲǬǬ
 QBUJFOUT BSF GSPN UIF $PQFOIBHFO BSFB
ǫǪ
ǬǬ &YUSBDUJOH JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET
ǰǫǝ PG UIFTF BSF NBMF ɨF BWFSBHF BHF JT ǭǪ ZFBST PME ɨF SFDPSET BSF B NJY PG TUSVDUVSFE
EJBHOPTF BTTJHONFOUT PG *$%ǫǪ DPEFT "5$ DPEFT GPS NFEJDBUJPO VTBHF QBUJFOU DBSF OPUFT
GSPN OVSTFT BOE EPDUPST QFSTPOBM JOGPSNBUJPO BT XFMM BT BENJTTJPO BOE EJTDIBSHF TVNNBSJFT
'JHVSF Čč 4OBQTIPU PG UIF &)3 TZTUFN BU UIF 4DU )BOT 1TZDIJBUSJD $FOUFS 3PTLJMEF %FONBSL 0O UIF UPQ MFGU
BSF UIF EJêFSFOU UZQFT PG OPUFT B QBUJFOU IBT CFFO HJWFO BOE PO UIF SJHIU UIF GSFF UFYU OPUFT UIBU XFSF XSJUUFO JO
FBDI FOUSZ
'JHVSF Ǭǭ JMMVTUSBUFT B TOBQTIPU PG UIF VTFS JOUFSGBDF DVSSFOUMZ VTFE CZ NFEJDBM TUBê JO UIJT
IPTQJUBM UP JOQVU QBUJFOU EBUB .PTU TZTUFNT BSF UBJMPSFE UP B TQFDJëD BQQMJDBUJPO PS UIF NFEJDBM
TQFDJBMJUZ UIFZ BSF VTFE JO ɨJT QPTFT DIBMMFOHFT UP UIF JOUFHSBUJPO BOE EBUB FYUSBDUJPO QSPDFTT
BT OP TZTUFN JT UIF TBNF *O UIJT QBSUJDVMBS DBTF UIFSF JT B NVDI IJHIFS DPOUFOU PG GSFF UFYU
JO UIF SFDPSE JO EFUSJNFOU PG TUSVDUVSFE JOGPSNBUJPO EVF UP UIF GBDU UIBU QTZDIJBUSJD QSBDUJDF
JOWPMWFT NVDI MPOHFS TFTTJPOT XJUI QBUJFOUT 0O BWFSBHF UIF QBUJFOUTh JOUFSONFOU JT BMTP NVDI
MPOHFS "OPUIFS OPUJDFBCMF BTQFDU JO UIJT DPSQVT BSF UIF EJTDSFQBODJFT PO UIF TJ[F PG FBDI FOUSZ
EFQFOEJOH PO UIF QIZTJDJBO XIP XSPUF UIF SFQPSU
ɨF TZTUFN EPFT OPU IBWF BOZ EBUB FYQPSU GFBUVSF 'PS 1BQFS *6TJOH FMFDUSPOJD QBUJFOU SFDPSET
UP EJTDPWFS EJTFBTF DPSSFMBUJPOT BOE TUSBUJGZ QBUJFOU DPIPSUT UIF FYUSBDUJPO XBT NBEF VTJOH B EVNQ
PG UIF EBUBCBTFhT CBDLFOE BOE UIF ëFMET XFSF NBOVBMMZ DSPTTSFGFSFODFE CBTFE PO FYQMPSBUJPO
PG UIF GSPOUFOE 'JHVSF ǬǮ TIPXT UIF DPOUFOUT PG UIF EBUBCBTF "CPVU ǲǯǝ PG UIF QBUJFOUT IBE
UFYUVBM SFDPSET CVU MFTT UIBO IBMG IBE DPEFE EJBHOPTJT "5$ DPEFT XFSF POMZ QSFTFOU JO Ǭǯǝ PG
UIF QBUJFOUT
ɨF MBDL PG DPOTJTUFOU TUSVDUVSFE EBUB UISPVHIPVU UIF DPSQVT NPUJWBUFE UIF VTF PG UFYU NJOJOH
GSPN VOTUSVDUVSFE GSFF UFYU DBQUVSJOH BEEJUJPOBM NFEJDBM UFSNT UP DPNQMFNFOU FYJTUJOH POFT
*O UIF OFYU 4FDUJPO UIF BOBMZTFT DPOEVDUFE PO UIJT EBUB GPS QBUJFOU TUSBUJëDBUJPO BOE EJTFBTF
DPPDDVSSFODF FYQMPSBUJPO BSF TIPXO
ǫǫ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
'JHVSF Čď$POUFOUT PG UIF 4DU )BOT EBUBCBTF ɨFSF BSF JO UPUBM ǯǯǮǭ QBUJFOUT 0G UIFTF ǮǱǯǲ IBWF UFYUVBM SFDPSET







'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF1† 1FUFS # +FOTFO2† )FOSJFUUF 4DINPDL3 .BTTJNP "OESFBUUB1 ɨPNBT
)BOTFO3 ,BSFO 4FCZ4 4SFO #SFELKS3,5 "OEFST +VIM6 ɨPNBT 8FSHF3 -BST + +FOTFO2
BOE 4SFO #SVOBL1,2∗
1$FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT %FQBSUNFOU PG 4ZTUFNT #JPMPHZ 5FDIOJDBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG %FONBSL -ZOHCZ %FONBSL
2 $FOUFS GPS 1SPUFJO 3FTFBSDI 6OJWFSTJUZ PG $PQFOIBHFO $PQFOIBHFO %FONBSL
3 *OTUJUVUF PG #JPMPHJDBM 1TZDIJBUSZ .FOUBM )FBMUI $FOUFS 4DU )BOT $PQFOIBHFO 6OJWFSTJUZ )PTQJUBM 3PTLJMEF %FONBSL
4 %FQBSUNFOU PG $MJOJDBM #JPDIFNJTUSZ )WJEPWSF 6OJWFSTJUZ )PTQJUBM %FONBSL
5 1TZDIJBUSZ 3FHJPO 4FBMBOE 3JOHTUFE %FONBSL
6 $PQFOIBHFO 6OJWFSTJUZ )PTQJUBM %FONBSL
∗ 5P XIPN DPSSFTQPOEFODF TIPVME CF BEESFTTFE † ɨFTF BVUIPST DPOUSJCVUFE FRVBMMZ UP UIJT XPSL
ǫǭ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
"CTUSBDU
&MFDUSPOJD QBUJFOU SFDPSET SFNBJO B SBUIFS VOFYQMPSFE CVU QPUFOUJBMMZ SJDI EBUB
TPVSDF GPS EJTDPWFSJOH DPSSFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO EJTFBTFT 8F EFTDSJCF B HFOFSBM BQQSPBDI GPS
HBUIFSJOH QIFOPUZQJD EFTDSJQUJPOT PG QBUJFOUT GSPN NFEJDBM SFDPSET JO B TZTUFNBUJD BOE
OPODPIPSU EFQFOEFOU NBOOFS #Z FYUSBDUJOH QIFOPUZQF JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN UIF GSFFUFYU
JO TVDI SFDPSET XF EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU XF DBO FYUFOE UIF JOGPSNBUJPO DPOUBJOFE JO UIF
TUSVDUVSFE SFDPSE EBUB BOE VTF JU GPS QSPEVDJOH ëOFHSBJOFE QBUJFOU TUSBUJëDBUJPO BOE
EJTFBTF DPPDDVSSFODF TUBUJTUJDT ɨF BQQSPBDI VTFT B EJDUJPOBSZ CBTFE PO UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM
$MBTTJëDBUJPO PG %JTFBTF POUPMPHZ BOE JT UIFSFGPSF JO QSJODJQMF MBOHVBHF JOEFQFOEFOU "T
B VTF DBTF XF TIPX IPX SFDPSET GSPN B %BOJTI QTZDIJBUSJD IPTQJUBM MFBE UP UIF JEFOUJ
ëDBUJPO PG EJTFBTF DPSSFMBUJPOT XIJDI TVCTFRVFOUMZ DBO CF NBQQFE UP TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ
GSBNFXPSLT
*OUSPEVDUJPO
ɨF NPTU JNQPSUBOU QSFSFRVJTJUFT GPS QFSTPOBMJ[FE NFEJDJOF BSF NFBOJOHGVM QBUJFOU TUSBUJëDB
UJPO BOE B EFUBJMFE VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG IPX EJTFBTFT DMJOJDBM QIFOPUZQFT BOE HFOPUZQJD WBSJBUJPO
DPSSFMBUF 6MUJNBUFMZ UIJT EFQFOET PO PVS BCJMJUZ UP RVBOUJGZ BOE DPNQBSF QIFOPUZQJD EFTDSJQ
UJPOT PG EJTFBTFT BOE TZNQUPNT UBLJOH QBTU USFBUNFOU BOE EJTFBTF IJTUPSZ JOUP BDDPVOU 'PS UIBU
XF OFFE BDDFTT UP BOE JOUFHSBUJPO PG DMJOJDBM EBUB XIJDI JT FYBDUMZ XIBU UIF SFDFOU JOUSPEVDUJPO
PG &MFDUSPOJD 1BUJFOU 3FDPSET 	&13
 JO NPEFSO IFBMUIDBSF QSPNJTFT UP EFMJWFS <Ǭǳǭǭ>
&13 TZTUFNT EPDVNFOU QBUJFOU USFBUNFOU BOE DBSF PWFS UJNF ɨFZ DPNQSJTF EJêFSFOU UZQFT
PG TUSVDUVSFE BOE VOTUSVDUVSFE EBUB SBOHJOH GSPN DPEFE EJBHOPTFT PSEJOBSZ QIZTJPMPHJDBM
NFBTVSFT MBCPSBUPSZ UFTU SFTVMUT PWFS NFEJDBUJPO QSFTDSJQUJPOT BOE USFBUNFOU QMBOT UP GSFF UFYU
OPUFT BCPVU EJTFBTF USFBUNFOU BOE DBSF <ǫǭ> 4USVDUVSFE &13 EBUB 	BOE SFHJTUSZ EBUB JO HFOFSBM

IBWF LOPXO CJBTFT JO QBSU SFMBUFE UP SFJNCVSTFNFOU QSBDUJDF 	IPTQJUBMT BSF SFJNCVSTFE CBTFE
PO XIJDI EJTFBTFT UIFZ SFQPSU
 BOE BENJOJTUSBUJWF UBTLT TVDI BT BDUJWJUZ NPOJUPSJOH <ǭǮ> *O
DPNQMFUFOFTT JT BOPUIFS QSPCMFN TJODF SFHJTUSZ EBUB XJMM OPSNBMMZ QFSUBJO TUSJDUMZ UP QSPDFEVSFT
BOE EJBHOPTFT SFMFWBOU UP UIF DVSSFOU IPTQJUBMJ[BUJPO *O DPOUSBTU GSFF UFYU OPUFT DPOUBJO NVDI
BEEJUJPOBM JOGPSNBUJPO CVU JO BO JOIFSFOUMZ VOTUSVDUVSFE GPSN <ǭǯ> *O UIJT QBQFS XF TIPX
UIBU UFYU NJOJOH DBO CF VTFE UP BVHNFOU UIF DPEFE EJBHOPTFT BOE UIVT DPNQMFNFOU UIF JOGPS
NBUJPO TUPSFE JO TUSVDUVSFE GPSNBUT ɨJT BQQSPBDI QSPWJEFT UIF NFBOT GPS B NPSF ëOFHSBJOFE
QIFOPUZQJD EFTDSJQUJPO PG QBUJFOUT XIJDI JT DPNQBSBCMF BDSPTT DPIPSUT BOE HPFT GBS CFZPOE
XIBU JT OPSNBMMZ TUPSFE JO QVCMJD SFHJTUSJFT
ɨF HSPXUI JO &13 TZTUFNT BOE IFBMUI SFHJTUSJFT JT DIBOHJOH UIF GPDVT PG IFBMUI JOGPSNBUJDT
UPXBSET UIF DMJOJDBM SFTFBSDI QPUFOUJBM PG UIF DPMMFDUFE EBUB <ǫǰ> 4USVDUVSFE EBUB GSPN UIFTF
TPVSDFT IBWF QSFWJPVTMZ CFFO VTFE UP VODPWFS QBUUFSOT PG EJTFBTF BOE DPNPSCJEJUZ <ǭǰ ǭǱ> BOE
GPS QBUJFOU SFDSVJUNFOU BOE NPOJUPSJOH JO DMJOJDBM USJBMT <ǭǲ> *O VOTUSVDUVSFE IFBMUI EBUB TVDI
BT JO &13 UFYUT JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO BQQSPBDIFT JODMVEJOH /BUVSBM -BOHVBHF 1SPDFTTJOH
	/-1
 IBWF CFFO VTFE GPS EJBHOPTJT EFUFDUJPO <ǭǳǮǫ> EFDJTJPO TVQQPSU <ǭǮ> BOE NFEJDBUJPO
TVSWFJMMBODF <ǮǬǮǮ> ɨFTF TUVEJFT IBWF CFFO QBSUJBMMZ BJEFE CZ UPPMT MJLF .FUB.BQ <Ǯǯ> GPS
NBQQJOH NFEJDBM UFYUT UP DPOUSPMMFE WPDBCVMBSJFT TVDI BT UIF 6OJëFE .FEJDBM -BOHVBHF 4ZTUFN
	6.-4

*OEFQFOEFOUMZ PG UIF SFTFBSDI BTTJTUFE CZ UIF JOGPSNBUJPO QSFTFOUFE JO UIF QBUJFOU SFDPSET
TFWFSBM BQQSPBDIFT IBWF CFFO EFWFMPQFE UP EJTDPWFS OPWFM EJTFBTF BTTPDJBUJPOT FJUIFS CBTFE PO
ǫǮ
Ǭǭ 1BQFS *
TIBSFE EJTFBTF DBVTJOH HFOFT PS PO PWFSMBQQJOH QBUIXBZT <ǮǰǮǲ> ,OPXO EJTPSEFSHFOF BT
TPDJBUJPOT GSPN BWBJMBCMF SFTPVSDFT MJLF 0.*. IBWF CFFO VTFE UP FTUBCMJTI MJOLT CFUXFFO
EJTFBTFT UIVT DSFBUJOH B OFUXPSL PG EJTPSEFST <Ǯǰ> $PNNPO UP NBOZ PG UIFTF BQQSPBDIFT JT
UIF FYUFOTJWF VTF PG QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT GSPN MBSHFTDBMF QSPUFPNJD TUVEJFT -JOLJOH
EJTFBTFHFOF JOGPSNBUJPO XJUI UIF HSPXJOH EBUB QSFTFOU JO &13 TZTUFNT XJMM BMMPX GPS B CFUUFS
VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG EJTFBTF FUJPMPHZ BOE NFDIBOJTNT
)FSF XF EFTDSJCF B TUSBUFHZ GPS FYQMPSJOH EBUB GSPN &13 TZTUFNT JO UIF DPOUFYU PG TVCTFRVFOU
TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ BOBMZTJT #Z NJOJOH UIF GSFFUFYU QBSUT PG UIF &13 GSPN B QTZDIJBUSJD IPTQJUBM
XF BSF BCMF UP BVHNFOU UIF EJTFBTF JOGPSNBUJPO BTTJHOFE JO TUSVDUVSFE GPSNBUT TVDI BT *$%ǫǪ
	7FSTJPO ǫǪ PG UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO PG %JTFBTF POUPMPHZ
 DPEFT BOE UIVT PCUBJO B
NVDI SJDIFS QIFOPUZQF QSPëMF PG FBDI QBUJFOU 5SFBUJOH UIFTF QSPëMFT BT QIFOPUZQF WFDUPST <ǮǱ>
JO UIF DPOUSPMMFE WPDBCVMBSZ TQBDF PG UIF *$%ǫǪ EJTFBTF DMBTTJëDBUJPO XF EFNPOTUSBUF IPX UIFZ
DBO CF VTFE UP JOWFTUJHBUF EJTFBTF DPNPSCJEJUZ BOE QBUJFOU TUSBUJëDBUJPO QBWJOH UIF XBZ GPS
EJTDPWFSZ PG UIF VOEFSMZJOH NPMFDVMBS MFWFM EJTFBTF FUJPMPHZ JO UIF GPSN PG PWFSMBQQJOH HFOFT
BOE QBUIXBZT " MPOHFSUFSN QFSTQFDUJWF JT UP BMTP JODMVEF HFOFUJD QSPëMFT PG UIF JOEJWJEVBMT JO
UIFTF EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO TDIFNFT CVU UIJT JT OPU FYQMPSFE JO UIF QSFTFOU QBQFS
3FTVMUT BOE %JTDVTTJPO
8F CBTFE PVS TUVEZ PO B DPSQVT PG ǯǯǮǭ QBUJFOU SFDPSET GSPN UIF 4DU )BOT )PTQJUBM 	UIF
MBSHFTU %BOJTI QTZDIJBUSJD IPTQJUBM
 DPMMFDUFE JO UIF QFSJPE ǫǳǳǲ  ǬǪǪǲ 'PS UIFTF SFDPSET XF
FYUSBDUFE BMM BTTJHOFE *$%ǫǪ DPEFT GSPN TUSVDUVSFE ëFMET /FYU XF VTFE B EJDUJPOBSZ CBTFE PO
UIF %BOJTI USBOTMBUJPO PG UIF *$%ǫǪ DMBTTJëDBUJPO UP SFUSJFWF NFEJDBM UFSNT GSPN UIF QBUJFOUT
GSFF UFYU FOUSJFT JO UIF DPSQVT 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 0O BWFSBHF XF GPVOE ǳǯ *$%ǫǪ
BTTPDJBUJPOT JO BEEJUJPO UP UIF ǫǯ BTTJHOFE DPEFT 	TFF 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO JO UIF "Q
QFOEJY
 3PVOEJOH *$%ǫǪ DPEFT UP UIF UIJSE MFWFM XF GPVOE ǭǯǫ EJêFSFOU BTTJHOFE *$%ǫǪ
DPEFT BOE ǯǯǮ EJêFSFOU NJOFE DPEFT *O UPUBM ǰǱǮ EJêFSFOU *$%ǫǪ MFWFM ǭ DPEFT 	TFF .BUFSJ
BMT BOE .FUIPET
 XFSF SFQSFTFOUFE JO UIF DPSQVT (BUIFSJOH BMM NJOFE BOE BTTJHOFE DPEFT XF
DSFBUFE B 1BUJFOUo*$%ǫǪ BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY CZ BTTJHOJOH FBDI 1BUJFOUo*$%ǫǪ DPNCJOBUJPO B
CJOBSZ WBMVF JOEJDBUJOH XIFUIFS PS OPU B HJWFO DPEF XBT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B HJWFO QBUJFOU ɨF
QSFDJTJPO PG PVS UFYU NJOJOH XBT JOWFTUJHBUFE CZ NBOVBMMZ DIFDLJOH BMM ǬǱǬǮ NJOJOH IJUT GPS Ǯǲ
QBUJFOUT 	5BCMF ǬǬ
 ɨF WBMJEBUJPO TFU DPWFSFE ǬǫǮ GVMM MFWFM *$%ǫǪ DPEFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP
ǫǯǫ MFWFM ǭ DPEFT " IJU XBT DPOTJEFSFE DPSSFDUMZ BTTJHOFE XIFO JU XBT QPTTJCMF UP JOGFS B EJSFDU
DMJOJDBM MJOL CFUXFFO UIF UFSN BOE UIF QBUJFOU GSPN UIF SFDPSE DPOUFYU 8F EFëOFE QSFDJTJPO
JO UXP XBZT *ODJEFODF QSFDJTJPO PG BMM DVSBUFE IJUT BOE BTTPDJBUJPO QSFDJTJPO XIFSF BO *$%ǫǪ
DPEF JT DPOTJEFSFE DPSSFDUMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B QBUJFOU JG JU IBT BU MFBTU POF DPSSFDU JODJEFODF *O
CPUI DBTFT XF DPOTJEFSFE IPX UIF QSFDJTJPO XBT EJTUSJCVUFE BNPOH UIF EJêFSFOU DIBQUFST 	TFF
4*
 8F GPVOE B UPUBM JODJEFODF QSFDJTJPO PG ǲǱǱǲǝ BOE BO BTTPDJBUJPO QSFDJTJPO PG ǲǮǪǭǝ ɨF
ǭǭǭ GBMTF BTTPDJBUJPOT XFSF GVSUIFS TVCEJWJEFE JOUP DBUFHPSJFT XJUI UIJT EJTUSJCVUJPO /FHBUJPOT
ǫǪǯ 8SPOH JOEJWJEVBM ǫǱ %FMVTJPO ǳ 1VUBUJWF ǮǪ 1PMZTFNJD ǫǪ 1BUJFOU JOGPSNBUJPO ǳǬ
0UIFS ǰǪ 	TFF 4*

ǫǯ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ




$IBQUFS $PSSFDU 'BMTF 1SFDJTJPO $PSSFDU 'BMTF 1SFDJTJPO
* Ǳ ǫǪ Ǯǫǫǲǝ Ǳ ǰ ǯǭǲǯǝ
** Ǫ ǫ ǪǪǪǝ Ǫ ǫ ǪǪǪǝ
*7 ǭǪ Ǯ ǲǲǬǮǝ ǫǱ Ǯ ǲǪǳǯǝ
7 Ǯǲǰ ǬǪ ǳǰǪǯǝ ǫǬǲ Ǳ ǳǮǲǫǝ
7* ǫǬǮ ǫǰ ǲǲǯǱǝ Ǯǰ ǳ ǲǭǰǮǝ
7** ǫǳ ǫǭ ǯǳǭǲǝ ǫǫ ǳ ǯǯǪǪǝ
*9 Ǭǰ ǫǫ ǱǪǬǱǝ ǫǭ ǯ ǱǬǬǬǝ
9 Ǳǲ ǫǫ ǲǱǰǮǝ ǭǰ Ǯ ǳǪǪǪǝ
9* ǰǱ ǫǬ ǲǮǲǫǝ ǫǳ Ǭ ǳǪǮǲǝ
9** Ǳǭ ǫǪ ǲǱǳǯǝ Ǭǳ ǳ ǱǰǭǬǝ
9*** ǯǱ Ǭ ǳǰǰǫǝ ǫǱ Ǭ ǲǳǮǱǝ
9*7 ǫǬ Ǭ ǲǯǱǫǝ ǰ ǫ ǲǯǱǫǝ
97*** ǫǬǭǮ ǫǫǯ ǳǫǮǲǝ ǬǯǬ ǯǭ ǲǬǰǬǝ
9*9 ǫǮǫ ǫǪǫ ǯǲǬǰǝ ǭǰ ǲ ǲǫǲǬǝ
99 Ǯ Ǫ ǫǪǪǪǪǝ ǭ Ǫ ǫǪǪǪǪǝ
99* ǭǭ ǯ ǲǰǲǮǝ ǬǱ ǭ ǳǪǪǪǝ
"MM Ǭǭǳǫ ǭǭǭ ǲǱǱǲǝ ǰǮǱ ǫǬǭ ǲǮǪǭǝ
5BCMF ČČ 1SFDJTJPO PG UFYUNJOJOH BTTPDJBUJPOT 1SFDJTJPO JT UIF OVNCFS PG USVF QPTJUJWFT EJWJEFE CZ UIF TVN PG
USVF BOE GBMTF QPTJUJWFT *ODJEFODF QSFDJTJPO EJTUJOHVJTIFT FWFSZ JOEJWJEVBM NJOJOH IJUT BT FJUIFS DPSSFDU PS GBMTF *O
BTTPDJBUJPO QSFDJTJPO FBDI *$%ǫǪ DPEF JT DPVOUFE KVTU PODF QFS QBUJFOU BOE JT DPOTJEFSFE DPSSFDU JG KVTU POF PG UIF
JODJEFODFT PG UIF DPEF XJUI UIJT QBUJFOU JT DPSSFDU ɨF ëOBM SPX DPOUBJOT UIF QSFDJTJPO PWFS BMM DIBQUFST
$PNPSCJEJUZ
*$%ǫǪ JT PSHBOJ[FE JOUP ǬǬ DIBQUFST BDDPSEJOH UP EJTFBTF BSFBT 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 5P
EJTDPWFS UIF EFHSFF PG DPNPSCJEJUZ CFUXFFO DIBQUFST XF DPOTUSVDUFE BO *$%ǫǪ DIBQUFS OFU
XPSL 	'JHVSF ǬǯB BOE C
 #BTFE PO XIJDI EJTFBTFT CFMPOHJOH UP B TQFDJëD DIBQUFS FBDI QBUJFOU
IBT JO UIF DPSQVT XF DBMDVMBUFE B TJNJMBSJUZ TDPSF CFUXFFO UIF EJêFSFOU DIBQUFST SBOHJOH CF
UXFFO Ǫ 	GPS UIF MPXFTU DPNPSCJEJUZ
 UP ǫ 	IJHIFTU DPNPSCJEJUZ
 TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
$PEFT GPS DIBQUFS 7 A.FOUBM BOE CFIBWJPSBM EJTPSEFST BDDPVOU GPS PWFS ǲǪǝ PG UIF BTTJHOFE
DPEFT HJWFO CZ QIZTJDJBOT BU 4DU )BOT )PTQJUBM XIJMF DPEFT GPS DIBQUFS 99* A'BDUPST JOìV
FODJOH IFBMUI TUBUVT BOE DPOUBDU XJUI IFBMUI TFSWJDFT IBWF B GSFRVFODZ PG BSPVOE Ǳǝ ɨFTF
BSF BMTP UIF UXP NPTU DPSSFMBUFE DIBQUFST ɨF TUSPOH DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO NFOUBM EJTPSEFST PG
DIBQUFS 7 BOE UIF PCTFSWBUJPOBM ;EJBHOPTFT PG DIBQUFS 99* JT NPTU MJLFMZ FYQMBJOFE CZ B MBSHF
XBSE JO UIF IPTQJUBM GPS GPSFOTJD QTZDIJBUSZ XIFSF QBUJFOUT BSF GSFRVFOUMZ BENJUUFE GPS NFOUBM
PCTFSWBUJPO GPMMPXJOH B DSJNJOBM PêFOTF
8IFO JODMVEJOH CPUI UIF BTTJHOFE BOE UIF NJOFE DPEFT GSPN UIF UFYUVBM SFDPSET XF DBQ
UVSF NBOZ TZNQUPNBUJD EFTDSJQUJPOT GPS EJTFBTFT "T TFFO PO 'JHVSF ǫC NPSF UIBO ǭǯǝ PG
BMM DPEFT BSF QFSUBJOJOH UP DIBQUFS 97*** A4ZNQUPNT TJHOT BOE BCOPSNBM DMJOJDBM BOE MBCP
SBUPSZ ëOEJOHT OPU FMTFXIFSF DMBTTJëFE FH HFOFSBM NFEJDBM DPNQMBJOUT FEFNB CBDL QBJO
BOE FMFWBUFE CMPPE HMVDPTF $IBQUFS 9*9 A*OKVSZ QPJTPOJOH BOE DFSUBJO PUIFS DPOTFRVFODFT PG
FYUFSOBM DBVTFT BT XFMM BT DIBQUFS 97*** FYIJCJU B IJHI DPSSFMBUJPO XJUI DIBQUFS 7 "TTJHOFE
DPEFT BSF PGUFO SFTUSJDUFE UP UIF QSJODJQBM QTZDIJBUSJD JMMOFTT BOE JNQPSUBOU GPS CJMMJOH BOE TPDJBM
QVSQPTFT OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ SFìFDUJOH UIF BDUVBM QTZDIJBUSJD USFBUNFOU BOE DBSF OPS UIF TPNBUJD
EJTPSEFST BêFDUJOH UIF QBUJFOU 'PS UIJT SFBTPO JOUSPEVDJOH UIF NJOFE DPEFT JO UIF BOBMZTJT
BMMPXFE DBQUVSJOH DPSSFMBUJPOT UIBU XFSF QSFWJPVTMZ JNQPTTJCMF UP ëOE
*O PVS BUUFNQU UP JEFOUJGZ QBJST PG JOUFSFTUJOH VOFYQFDUFE DPNPSCJEJUJFT BT XFMM BT HFOFSBM










































'JHVSF ČĖ %JTFBTF $IBQUFS /FUXPSLT *$%ǫǪ $IBQUFST BSF OPEFT MJOLT BSF DPSSFMBUJPOT -JOL XFJHIU SFQSFTFOUT
DPSSFMBUJPO TUSFOHUI CFUXFFO UXP DIBQUFST OPEF BSFB SFQSFTFOUT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG DPEFT GSPN UIBU DIBQUFS JO UIF
FOUJSF DPSQVT " /FUXPSL CBTFE POMZ PO UIF BTTJHOFE DPEFT GPS FBDI QBUJFOU .PTU GSFRVFOU DIBQUFS JT DIBQUFS 7
A.FOUBM BOE CFIBWJPSBM EJTPSEFST XJUI B GSFRVFODZ PG ǲǫǝ ɨF TUSPOHFTU DPSSFMBUJPO JT CFUXFFO DIBQUFST 7 BOE
99* XJUI B DPTJOF TJNJMBSJUZ TDPSF PG ǪǮǯ $IBQUFST *9 A%JTFBTFT PG UIF DJSDVMBUPSZ TZTUFN BOE *7 A&OEPDSJOF
OVUSJUJPOBM BOE NFUBCPMJD EJTFBTFT IBWF B TDPSF PG Ǫǭ # 'VMM OFUXPSL DPOUBJOJOH CPUI UIF BTTJHOFE BOE NJOFE
UFSNT GPS BMM QBUJFOUT $IBQUFST 7 BOE 97*** IBWF B GSFRVFODZ PG ǬǮǝ BOE ǭǯǝ SFTQFDUJWFMZ BOE IBWF B TDPSF PG ǪǳǬ
"GUFS NJOJOH A%JTFBTFT PG UIF SFTQJSBUPSZ TZTUFN  DIBQUFS 9 BOE A*OKVSZ QPJTPOJOH BOE DFSUBJO PUIFS DPOTFRVFODFT
PG FYUFSOBM DBVTFT  DIBQUFS 9*9 OPX IBWF B DPTJOF TJNJMBSJUZ TDPSF PG Ǫǰ BOE ǪǱǲ SFTQFDUJWFMZ
ǫǱ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
*$%ǫǪ BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY
 8F VTFE UXP NFBTVSFT UP SBOL UIF ǬǬǰǲǪǫ QPTTJCMF QBJST PG UIF
ǰǱǮ *$%ǫǪ DPEFT BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS DPBTTPDJBUJPO DPNQBSFE UP XIBU XPVME CF SBOEPNMZ
FYQFDUFE 1BJST XFSF TPSUFE CBTFE PO QWBMVFT BOE B DVUPê XBT JNQPTFE CBTFE PO B DPNPSCJEJUZ
TDPSF BOE B GBMTF EJTDPWFSZ SBUF PG ǫǝ 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 ɨF SFTVMU JT B MJTU PG ǲǪǬ
DBOEJEBUF *$%ǫǪ EJBHOPTUJD QBJST UIBU PDDVS NPSF UIBO UXJDF BT PGUFO BT FYQFDUFE CZ SBOEPN
BOE UIBU BSF TUBUJTUJDBMMZ TJHOJëDBOU BU B GBMTF EJTDPWFSZ SBUF PG ǫǝ 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 5BCMF 4ǫ

6TJOH UIF DPNPSCJEJUZ TDPSF BT B TJNJMBSJUZ NFBTVSF XF DMVTUFSFE BMM ǰǱǮ *$%ǫǪ DPEFT BOE
DSFBUFE B DPSSFTQPOEJOH IFBUNBQ PG UIF DPNPSCJEJUZ TDPSFT GPS BMM *$%ǫǪ QBJST 'JHVSF Ǭǰ
TIPXT B USVODBUFE WFSTJPO PG UIF FOUJSF IFBUNBQ DPOUBJOJOH UIF TDPSFT PG BMM UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT
GPS UIF UPQ SBOLJOH ǫǪǪ *$%ǫǪ DPEFT JF UIF UPQ ǫǪǪ DPEFT GPVOE XIFO TPSUJOH UIF MJTU PG
ǲǪǬ DBOEJEBUF QBJST CZ UIFJS DPNPSCJEJUZ TDPSF 'JHVSF Ǭǰ JMMVTUSBUFT UIF HFOFSBM BCJMJUZ PG PVS
BQQSPBDI UP DBQUVSF DPSSFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO EJêFSFOU EJTPSEFST 4FWFSBM DMVTUFST PG *$%ǫǪ DPEFT
SFMBUJOH UP UIF TBNF BOBUPNJDBM BSFB PS UZQF PG EJTPSEFS DBO CF JEFOUJëFE BMPOH UIF EJBHPOBM
PG UIF IFBUNBQ ɨFZ SBOHF GSPN USJWJBM DPSSFMBUJPOT FH EJêFSFOU BSUISJUJT EJTPSEFST UP DPS
SFMBUJPOT PG DBVTF BOE FêFDU DPEFT FH TUSPLF BOE NFOUBMCFIBWJPSBM EJTPSEFST UP TPDJBM BOE
IBCJUVBM DPSSFMBUJPOT MJLF ESVH BCVTF XJUI MJWFS EJTFBTFT BOE )*7 "OPUIFS JOUFSFTUJOH PCTFSWB
UJPO GSPN ëHVSF Ǭ BCPVU UIF DPNQPTJUJPO PG UIF DPSQVT JT UIF MPXFS UIBO FYQFDUFE DPPDDVSFODF
CFUXFFO UIF DPEFT PG UIF ANFOUBM BOE CFIBWJPSBM EJTPSEFST DMVTUFS BOE UIF AESVH BCVTF MJWFS
EJTFBTF )*7 DMVTUFS BT JOEJDBUFE CZ UIF CMVF BSFBT JO UIF VQQFS BOE MPXFS DPSOFST ɨFTF BSF
WFSZ EJêFSFOU HSPVQT PG EJTPSEFST UIBU TUSPOHMZ TUSBUJGZ UIF QBUJFOU DPSQVT BOE JOTQFDUJPO PG UIF
TQFDJëD EJBHOPTFT JOEJDBUF UIBU UIF DPSSFMBUJPO SFìFDUT UXP PG UIF QSJNBSZ DBVTFT GPS BENJUUBODF
UP 4DU )BOT )PTQJUBM 	JF UXP EJTUJODU DMJOJDBM EFQBSUNFOUT
 QTZDIJBUSJD EJTPSEFST DBVTFE CZ
TUSPLF PS CSBJO JOKVSZ BOE NFOUBM JMMOFTT BDDPNQBOJFE CZ ESVH BCVTF
5P EJTDSJNJOBUF QPUFOUJBMMZ JOUFSFTUJOH OPWFM DBOEJEBUF DPNPSCJEJUJFT GSPN UIF NBOZ USJW
JBM POFT BO FYQFSJFODFE NFEJDBM EPDUPS NBOVBMMZ JOTQFDUFE UIF DBOEJEBUF MJTU PG ǲǪǬ QBJST
5SJWJBM QBJST BSF FH CFUXFFO UXP DPEFT GPS FTTFOUJBMMZ UIF TBNF EJTFBTF 	FH &ǫǫ A/POJOTVMJO
EFQFOEFOU EJBCFUFT NFMMJUVT BOE 3Ǳǭ A&MFWBUFE CMPPE HMVDPTF MFWFM
 PS CFUXFFO USJWJBM EJTFBTF
TZNQUPN QBJST 	FH /ǭǪ A$ZTUJUJT BOE 3ǭǪ A1BJO BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NJDUVSJUJPO
 PS CFUXFFO QBJST
PG XFMMFTUBCMJTIFE DPSSFMBUJPOT 	FH &ǯǫ AɨJBNJOF EFëDJFODZ BOE )ǯǯ A/ZTUBHNVT BOE PUIFS
JSSFHVMBS FZF NPWFNFOUT
 1BJST XJUI TVSQSJTJOH DPSSFMBUJPOT XJUI PS XJUIPVU QPTTJCMF IZQPUI
FTJT XFSF ìBHHFE SFTVMUJOH JO B MJTU PG ǳǭ QBJST " GVMM MJTU PG BMM UIF DPEFQBJST BOBMZ[FE DBO CF
TFFO JO UIF 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 5BCMF 4Ǭ
%JTFBTF DPSSFMBUJPOT NBZ PS NBZ OPU IBWF HFOFUJD DBVTFT 5P JEFOUJGZ B QPTTJCMF NPMFDVMBS CB
TJT GPS UIF ìBHHFE QBJST XF FYUSBDUFE HFOFT JNQMJDBUFE JO UIPTF QBSUJDVMBS EJTFBTFT XIFO B HPPE
NBQQJOH GSPN *$%ǫǪ UP 0.*. XBT QPTTJCMF 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 8F UIFO DSFBUFE B
QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL CZ EFUFSNJOJOH UIF ëSTU PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT PG UIPTF HFOFT
JO SFëOFE FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPUFPNJDT EBUB 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 'PS FBDI EJTFBTF QBJS
XF TFBSDIFE GPS TIBSFE ëSTU PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT DPOOFDUJOH UIF UXP OFUXPSLT %FTQJUF UIF EJG
ëDVMUZ PG NBQQJOH UIF EJêFSFOU UFSNJOPMPHJFT BOE HFOFT XJUI UIJT BQQSPBDI <ǭǰ> UIF BOBMZTJT
SFWFBMFE TFWFSBM DPOOFDUFE QSPUFJOT XIJDI BSF OPWFM JO SFMBUJPO UP UIF EJTFBTFT VTFE UP HFOFSBUF
UIF OFUXPSLT 'PS FYBNQMF XF OBSSPXFE EPXO BO JOUFSFTUJOH DBTF TUPSZ CFUXFFO "MPQFDJB 	JF
IBJS MPTT *$%ǫǪ -ǰǯ
 BOE .JHSBJOF 	*$%ǫǪ (Ǯǭ
 8F GPVOE UIBU 5)3" UIZSPJE IPSNPOF
SFDFQUPS OPU QSFWJPVTMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI BOZ PG UIF UXP EJTFBTFT JT B TIBSFE JOUFSBDUJPO QBSUOFS

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
BMPQFDJB <Ǯǳ> BOE UIF &TUSPHFO 3FDFQUPS ǫ 	&43ǫ
 BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NJHSBJOF <ǯǪ> ɨJT NBZ
TVHHFTU UIBU UIFTF UXP EJTFBTFT TIBSF B TJNJMBS NPMFDVMBS NFDIBOJTN PG BDUJPO .JHSBJOF BOE
BMPQFDJB PDDVSSFE JO ǫǬ QBUJFOUT XJUI B DPNPSCJEJUZ TDPSF PG ǫǳǬ BOE B QWBMVF PG ǬǪǱYǫǪǰ
.PTU PG UIF BTTPDJBUJPOT PG UIFTF UXP DPEFT DPNF GSPN NJOJOH BOE JO UIFTF DBTFT B QIZTJDJBO
NBOVBMMZ JOTQFDUFE UIFJS SFDPSET UP FWBMVBUF UIF DMJOJDBM DPOUFYU *O UXP DBTFT XIFSF UIF UFSN
ANJHSBJOF XBT SFUSJFWFE GSPN B OVSTJOH OPUF B NPSF DPSSFDU DMJOJDBM EFTDSJQUJPO XPVME IBWF
CFFO AIFBEBDIF 0OF QBUJFOU EJE OPU TVêFS GSPN IBJS MPTT CVU GSPN B TPNBUJD EFMVTJPO UIFSFPG
"EKVTUJOH GPS UIPTF DBTFT UIF SFDBMDVMBUFE DPNPSCJEJUZ TDPSF JT SFEVDFE UP ǪǮ XIJMF UIF SFDBM
DVMBUFE QWBMVF JT ǬǲǫYǫǪǰ 0G UIF SFNBJOJOH ǳ QBUJFOUT XJUI NJHSBJOF BOE BMPQFDJB TJY BSF
XPNFO BHFE Ǭǫǰǭ BOE UISFF BSF NFO BHFE CFUXFFO ǮǱ BOE ǯǮ
ɨF PCTFSWFE DPNPSCJEJUZ NBZ SFìFDU EJêFSFOU TJEF FêFDUT GSPN NFEJDBUJPO <ǯǫǯǭ> NPTU
QSPNJOFOUMZ TFFO XJUI 443*T 	4FMFDUJWF 4FSPUPOJO 3FVQUBLF *OIJCJUPST GPS USFBUNFOU PG EFQSFT
TJPO
 UIBU IBWF CFFO BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DVUBOFPVT SFBDUJPOT JODMVEJOH BMPQFDJB BOE NJHSBJOF <ǯǮ>
"MTP GSFRVFOUMZ QSFTDSJCFE PSBM DPOUSBDFQUJWFT BSF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NJHSBJOFT 	3&'
 <ǯǯ> *O GBDU
JOTQFDUJPO PG UIF OJOF DPNPSCJEJUZ DBTFT SFWFBMFE UIBU UISFF QBUJFOUT XFSF CFJOH USFBUFE XJUI
443*T 	XJUI B QPTTJCMF MJOL UP IBJS MPTT NFOUJPOFE JO UIF NFEJDBM OPUFT
 UXP QBUJFOUT XFSF
BENJOJTUFSFE PSBM DPOUSBDFQUJWFT BOE POF QBUJFOU XBT USFBUFE XJUI DBMDJVN BOUBHPOJTUT BOE
BOUJFQJMFQUJD ESVHT
ɨF DPNPSCJEJUZ NBZ BMTP IBWF BO FUJPMPHJDBM DBVTF UIBU SFMBUFT UP TDIJ[PQISFOJB UIF QSJNBSZ
EJTFBTF PG UIF QBUJFOUT *U IBT QSFWJPVTMZ CFFO TIPXO UIBU TDIJ[PQISFOJB JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DPFMJBD
EJTFBTF JF UIF IJHIMZ VOEFSEJBHOPTFE DPOEJUJPO PG HMVUFO BMMFSHZ <ǯǰ> XIJDI JO UVSO IBT CFFO
MJOLFE UP CPUI BMPQFDJB BOE NJHSBJOF JO GBDU UIF UXP MBUUFS DPOEJUJPOT BSF OPX JOEJDBUJPOT GPS
EJBHOPTUJD XPSLVQ GPS $PFMJBD EJTFBTF BDDPSEJOH UP UIF SFDFOU PïDJBM 64 HVJEFMJOFT <ǯǱ ǯǲ>
1BUJFOU TUSBUJíDBUJPO
*O B TQFDJëD IPTQJUBM DPSQVT PG QBUJFOUT UIF NPTU JNQPSUBOU MFWFM PG TUSBUJëDBUJPO JT HFOFSBMMZ
CBTFE PO UIF QSJNBSZ EJBHOPTJT PS JODMVTJPO XIJDI EJDUBUFT USFBUNFOU BOE DBSF ɨF TUSBUJëDB
UJPO DBO BMTP CF WFSZ TQFDJëD BOE CBTFE PO MBC SFTVMUT BOE UFTUT GPS NPMFDVMBS NBSLFST TVDI BT JO
UIF DBTF PG IPSNPOF SFDFQUPS WBSJBOUT JO CSFBTU DBODFS <ǯǳ> 8F XFSF JOUFSFTUFE JO EFUFSNJOJOH
JG UIF DPNCJOFE NJOFE EBUB DPVME MFBE UP B SJDIFS TUSVDUVSF JO UIF QBUJFOU QPQVMBUJPO TQBO
OJOH B XJEFS SBOHF PG QIFOPUZQFT OPU UZQJDBMMZ DPOTJEFSFE XIFO TUSBUJGZJOH B TQFDJëD DPSQVT
CZ BTTJHOFE DPEFT
*O UIF QBUJFOU*$%ǫǪ BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY FBDI QBUJFOU JT SFQSFTFOUFE BT B WFDUPS PG BTTPDJBUFE
*$%ǫǪ DPEFT JO UIF TQBDF PG BMM UIF ǰǱǮ *$%ǫǪ DPEFT #BTFE PO UIFTF WFDUPST XF HSPVQFE
QBUJFOUT JOUP DMVTUFST BDDPSEJOH UP UIF TJNJMBSJUZ PG UIFJS QIFOPUZQFT "TTPDJBUJPOT PG *$%ǫǪ
DPEFT UP QBUJFOUT XFSF OPU USFBUFE BT CJOBSZ CVU XFSF XFJHIUFE VTJOH 5'*%' 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE
.FUIPET
 'JHVSF ǬǱ TIPXT NFNCFST PG UIF MBSHFTU DMVTUFST SFTVMUJOH GSPN B DMVTUFSJOH CBTFE PO
$PTJOF4JNJMBSJUZ PG QBUJFOUT *$%ǫǪ WFDUPST 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 *O BMM CVU POF DMVTUFS
	ǯǮ
 POF *$%ǫǪ DPEF TUBOET PVU BT UIF NPTU EJTDSJNJOBUJOH DPEF ɨF 5'*%' WBMVF GPS UIJT
DPEF DPOTUJUVUFT VQ UP ǫǲǮǪǝ PG UIF TVN PG BMM 5'*%' WBMVFT JO UIF WFDUPS 'VSUIFSNPSF OP
UXP DMVTUFST TIBSF UIF TBNF NBJO DPEF ɨF *$%ǫǪ DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG FBDI DMVTUFS BSF TIPXO
JO 'JHVSF ǬǱC 'SPN UIJT ëHVSF XF TFF UIBU 4DIJ[PQISFOJB IBT B TUSPOH DPNQPOFOU JO TFWFSBM


































E10:  INSULIN-­DEPENDENT  DIABETES  MELLITUS
F06:  OTHER  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  TO  BRAIN  DIS/DAMAGE/DYSFUNCTION
F07:  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  BRAIN  DIS/DAMAGE/DYSFUNCTION
F10:  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  ALCOHOL
F11:  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  OPIOIDS
F14:  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  COCAINE
F15:  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  OTHER  STIMULANTS
F19:  PSYK.  DISOR.  DUE  TO  MULTIPLE  DRUG  USE
F20:  SCHIZOPHRENIA
F21:  SCHIZOTYPAL  DISOR.
F22:  PERSISTENT  DELUSIONAL  DISOR.
F25:  SCHIZOAFFECTIVE  DISOR.
F31:  BIPOLAR  AFFECTIVE  DISOR.
F33:  RECURRENT  DEPRESSIVE  DISOR.
F40:  PHOBIC  ANXIETY  DISORDERS
F43:  STRESS  REACTION  &  ADJUSTMENT  DISOR.
F50:  EATING  DISORDERS








Z04:  EXAMINATION  AND  OBSERVATION
A
B
'JHVSF ČĘ 1BUJFOU OFUXPSL 	"
 /PEFT SFQSFTFOU ǫǮǳǱ QBUJFOUT GSPN Ǭǰ DMVTUFST &EHFT BSF DPSSFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO
QBUJFOUT /PEF DPMPS EFOPUFT DMVTUFS NFNCFSTIJQ 	#
 )FBUNBQ TIPXJOH *$%ǫǪ DPNQPTJUJPO PG FBDI DMVTUFS 7BMVFT
BSF UIF GSBDUJPO PG UIF DMVTUFS *$%ǫǪ WFDUPS DPWFSFE CZ UIJT DPEF 4IPXO BSF POMZ UIF Ǭǰ *$%ǫǪ DPEFT UIBU BSF NPTU
EJTUJOHVJTIJOH DPEFT GPS B DMVTUFS ɨF IFBUNBQ DPMVNOT NBUDI UIF OFUXPSL DMVTUFST JO B DPVOUFS DMPDLXJTF EJSFDUJPO
TUBSUJOH BU DMVTUFS ǬǱ
Ǭǫ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
BSF BMTP DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ WBSJPVT DPEFT GPS BMDPIPMESVH VTF JOEJDBUJOH UIF UZQF PG BCVTF BT B
HPPE TVCTUSBUJëDBUJPO PG TDIJ[PQISFOJB 4JNJMBSMZ BMDPIPM TFFNT UP CF B DPNNPO EFOPNJOBUPS
GPS DMVTUFST ǮǲǯǮ XIJDI BSF QSJNBSJMZ DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ EFQSFTTJWF EJTPSEFST BOYJFUZ EJTPSEFST
BOE PUIFS QFSTPOBMJUZ EJTPSEFST 8IBU JT BMTP JOUFSFTUJOH JT UIBU NBOZ QBUJFOUT GBMM JOUP DMVTUFST
DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ TPNBUJD DPEFT MJLF EJBCFUFT BOE QTPSJBTJT XIJDI IBWF DFSUBJOMZ OPU CFFO UIF
JOJUJBM SFBTPO GPS BENJUUBODF UP UIF IPTQJUBM ɨJT JT MBSHFMZ BUUSJCVUBCMF UP EBUB DPNJOH GSPN
UFYU NJOJOH 	TFF 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 5BCMF 4ǭ JO UIF "QQFOEJY

%JTDVTTJPO
"T &13 TZTUFNT CFDPNF UIF OPSN JO NPEFSO IFBMUI DBSF GPDVT JT OBUVSBMMZ UVSOFE UP FYQMPSJOH
UIJT USFBTVSF USPWF PG EBUB GPS JNQSPWJOH IFBMUI DBSF BOE SFTFBSDI <ǰǪ> &YUSBDUJOH UIF EBUB JT
B ëSTU TUFQ BOE BT &13 TZTUFNT NBJOUBJO UIF VTF PG GSFF UFYU UP DPNQMFNFOU TUSVDUVSFE EBUB
UFYUNJOJOH BQQSPBDIFT BSF OFDFTTBSZ GPS FYUSBDUJOH EBUB VTBCMF JO GVSUIFS BOBMZTFT
ɨF FOSJDINFOU PG FYJTUJOH TUSVDUVSFE QBUJFOU EBUB CZ UFYU NJOJOH TJHOJëDBOUMZ FYQBOET QIF
OPUZQF QSPëMFT CPUI XJUIJO UIF TQFDJëD QBUIPMPHZ PG UIF DPSQVT CVU FTQFDJBMMZ JOUP PUIFS EJT
FBTF BSFBT 8F QSFTFOU POF FYBNQMF PG DPNPSCJEJUZ CFUXFFO UXP EJTFBTFT UIBU BSF WFSZ PGUFO OPU
DPEFE JO UIF SFDPSE CZ UIF QIZTJDJBO CVU TIPX VQ XSJUUFO JO UIF QBUJFOU KPVSOBM BOE BSF MBUFS
QJDLFE VQ CZ NJOJOH ɨF FOSJDINFOU GSPN NJOJOH JT BMTP WJTJCMF JO PVS BUUFNQUT UP TUSBUJGZ
QBUJFOUT XIFSF JU TIPXT QPUFOUJBM GPS VODPWFSJOH BEEJUJPOBM MBZFST PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO TUSVDUVSF
.PSF EFUBJMFE TUSBUJëDBUJPO PG QBUJFOU DPIPSUT DPVME IFMQ JNQSPWF QPQVMBUJPO IPNPHFOFJUZ
BOE TJHOBM TUSFOHUI JO (FOPNF 8JEF "TTPDJBUJPO 4UVEJFT MFBEJOH UP TUSPOHFS SFTVMUT JO TNBMMFS
DBTFDPOUSPM TUVEJFT
ɨF QSPDFEVSF EFTDSJCFE IFSF SFQSFTFOUT JO PVS PQJOJPO B QSBDUJDBM OPOIZQPUIFTJT ESJWFO
BQQSPBDI GPS FYUSBDUJOH WBMVBCMF JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN QBUJFOU SFDPSET XIFSF NBOVBM JOTQFDUJPO
BOE *$%ǫǪ BTTPDJBUJPO XPVME UVSO JOUP BO PUIFSXJTF JNQPTTJCMF UBTL 'VSUIFSNPSF XF TIPX
IPX UIJT JOGPSNBUJPO DBO CF VTFE JO SFTFBSDIJOH EJTFBTF DPNPSCJEJUZ BOE QBUJFOU TUSBUJëDBUJPO




ɨF QBUJFOU QPQVMBUJPO EBUB XBT GSPN DPMMFDUFE GSPN UIF 4DU )BOT .FOUBM )FBMUI $FOUSF
JO 3PTLJMEF %FONBSL " UPUBM PG ǯǯǮǭ QBUJFOUT XFSF GPMMPXFE GSPN ǫǳǳǲǬǪǪǲ BOE UIFJS
SFDPSET TUPSFE JO BO &13 EBUBCBTF ǱǪǝ 	ǮǲǬǬ
 QBUJFOUT BSF GSPN UIF $PQFOIBHFO BSFB ǰǫǝ
PG UIFTF BSF NBMF ɨF BWFSBHF BHF JT ǭǪ ZFBST PME ɨF SFDPSET BSF B NJY PG TUSVDUVSFE EJBHOPTF
BTTJHONFOUT PG *$%ǫǪ DPEFT "5$ȅ DPEFT GPS NFEJDBUJPO VTBHF QBUJFOU DBSF OPUFT GSPN OVSTFT
BOE EPDUPST BENJTTJPO BOE QFSTPOBM JOGPSNBUJPO FUD " DPSQVT XBT DSFBUFE DPOUBJOJOH BMM UFYU
FOUSJFT GPS FBDI QBUJFOU UIBU XFSF WFSJëFE BOE TJHOFE CZ B QIZTJDJBO *O UPUBM UIF DPSQVT DPOUBJOT
UFYU GPS ǮǱǰǯ QBUJFOUT 5P FBDI FOUSZ XF BTTJHO BO FOUSZ EBUF UIF OPUF UZQF BOE UIF UFYU ɨF




OVSTJOH OPUF FUD &BDI SFDPSE DPOUBJOFE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǬǯǪǪǪ XPSET JO GSFF UFYU *O BEEJUJPO
XF FYUSBDUFE BMM *$%ǫǪ DPEFT BTTJHOFE UP QBUJFOUT UIBU XFSF TUPSFE JO B TUSVDUVSFE GPSNBU
%BUB FYUSBDUJPO
*$%ǫǪ BTTPDJBUJPOT XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF GSFF UFYU FOUSJFT PG UIF QBUJFOU SFDPSET ɨF UFYUT
XFSF QBSTFE 	FYBDU NBUDIJOH
 BHBJOTU B EJDUJPOBSZ CBTFE PO UIF %BOJTI USBOTMBUJPO PG UIF 8)0
*OUFSOBUJPOBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO PG %JTFBTFT 	*$%ǫǪ
 EPXOMPBEFE GSPN UIF %BOJTI OBUJPOBM CPBSE
PG IFBMUI UIF Ǭnd /PW ǬǪǪǳ *$%ǫǪ JT EJWJEFE JOUP ǬǬ DIBQUFST BOE IBT B IJFSBSDIJDBM TUSVDUVSF
XJUI JODSFBTFE TQFDJëDBUJPO PG UFSNT JO FBDI MPXFS MFWFM &BDI UFSN JT VOJRVFMZ NBUDIFE UP DPEF
PG CFUXFFO ǭ BOE ǯ DIBSBDUFST 0VS EJDUJPOBSZ DPOUBJOT BMM UIF %BOJTI *$%ǫǪ UFSNT QMVT B
OVNCFS PG QFSNVUBUJPOT PG UIFTF UP SFìFDU MBOHVBHF VTBHF SVMFT <ǰǫ> ɨF PCKFDUJWF XBT UP HFU BT
NBOZ UFSNT BT QPTTJCMF GPS FBDI *$%ǫǪ DPEF *O BEEJUJPO B CMBDLMJTU XBT BMTP DSFBUFE UP SFNPWF
EVCJPVT BOE VOJOGPSNBUJWF UFSNT GSPN UIF UFYU ɨF ëOBM EJDUJPOBSZ DPOTJTUFE PG ǯǭǮǯǬ UFSNT
%VSJOH QBSTJOH DBOEJEBUF UFSNT XFSF UFTUFE GPS QSFDFEJOH OFHBUJPOT PS NFOUJPO PG GBNJMZ
NFNCFST XIJDI BDUFE BT EJTRVBMJëFST 'PS UIF EBUB BOBMZTJT BMM DPEFT XFSF SPVOEFE VQ UP UIF
UIJSE MFWFM GPS DPOTJTUFODZ BOE JODSFBTFE QSFDJTJPO 'VSUIFS JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF EJDUJPOBSZ
HFOFSBUJPO SVMFT QBSTJOH BOE SPVOEJOH JT DPOUBJOFE JO UIF 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO UFYU
$IBQUFS OFUXPSLT
'PS FBDI EJTFBTF XF DSFBUFE B WFDUPS NBQQJOH JUT QSFTFODF PS BCTFODF GSPN B QBUJFOU SFDPSE ɨJT
SFTVMUFE JO ǬǬ WFDUPST GPS FBDI EJTFBTF DIBQUFS ɨF QBJS XJTF PWFSMBQ CFUXFFO WFDUPST XBT RVBO
UJëFE CZ DBMDVMBUJOH UIF DPTJOF PG UIF BOHMF CFUXFFO OPSNBMJ[FE WFDUPS QBJST <ǮǱ> ɨF SFTVMU JT
B TDPSF CFUXFFO Ǫ BOE ǫ NBQQJOH UIF DPNPSCJEJUZ WBMVF PG FBDI PG UIF DIBQUFS QBJST 8F BMTP
DBMDVMBUFE UIF GSFRVFODZ PG FBDI DIBQUFS JO SFMBUJPO UP UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG DIBQUFS BTTJHONFOUT
*O 'JHVSF Ǭǯ UIF SPNBO OVNFSBMT SFQSFTFOU UIF EJêFSFOU *$%ǫǪ DIBQUFS OVNCFST * $FSUBJO
JOGFDUJPVT BOE QBSBTJUJD EJTFBTFT ** /FPQMBTNT *** %JTFBTFT PG UIF CMPPE BOE CMPPEGPSNJOH
PSHBOT BOE DFSUBJO EJTPSEFST JOWPMWJOH UIF JNNVOF NFDIBOJTN *7 &OEPDSJOF OVUSJUJPOBM BOE
NFUBCPMJD EJTFBTFT 7 .FOUBM BOE CFIBWJPSBM EJTPSEFST 7* %JTFBTFT PG UIF OFSWPVT TZTUFN 7**
%JTFBTFT PG UIF FZF BOE BEOFYB 7*** %JTFBTFT PG UIF FBS BOE NBTUPJE QSPDFTT *9 %JTFBTFT PG
UIF DJSDVMBUPSZ TZTUFN 9 %JTFBTFT PG UIF SFTQJSBUPSZ TZTUFN 9* %JTFBTFT PG UIF EJHFTUJWF TZT
UFN 9** %JTFBTFT PG UIF TLJO BOE TVCDVUBOFPVT UJTTVF 9*** %JTFBTFT PG UIF NVTDVMPTLFMFUBM
TZTUFN BOE DPOOFDUJWF UJTTVF 9*7 %JTFBTFT PG UIF HFOJUPVSJOBSZ TZTUFN 97 1SFHOBODZ DIJME
CJSUI BOE UIF QVFSQFSJVN 97* $FSUBJO DPOEJUJPOT PSJHJOBUJOH JO UIF QFSJOBUBM QFSJPE 97**
$POHFOJUBM NBMGPSNBUJPOT EFGPSNBUJPOT BOE DISPNPTPNBM BCOPSNBMJUJFT 97*** 4ZNQUPNT
TJHOT BOE BCOPSNBM DMJOJDBM BOE MBCPSBUPSZ ëOEJOHT OPU FMTFXIFSF DMBTTJëFE 9*9 *OKVSZ QPJ
TPOJOH BOE DFSUBJO PUIFS DPOTFRVFODFT PG FYUFSOBM DBVTFT 99 &YUFSOBM DBVTFT PG NPSCJEJUZ BOE
NPSUBMJUZ 99* 'BDUPST JOìVFODJOH IFBMUI TUBUVT BOE DPOUBDU XJUI IFBMUI TFSWJDFT 99** $PEFT
GPS TQFDJBM QVSQPTFT
$PNPSCJEJUZ SBOLJOH
'PS UIF QVSQPTF PG FYQMPSJOH DPNPSCJEJUZ CFUXFFO *$%ǫǪ DPEFT XF VTFE UXP NFBTVSFT UP
SBOL UIF ǬǬǰǲǪǫ QPTTJCMF 		ǰǱǮǰǱǮǰǱǮ
Ǭ
 QBJST PG EJêFSFOU DPEFT BDDPSEJOH UP IPX PGUFO
Ǭǭ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
UIFZ DPNF UPHFUIFS JO QBUJFOUT DPNQBSFE UP XIBU XPVME CF SBOEPNMZ FYQFDUFE BTTVNJOH OP
BQSJPSJ DPSSFMBUJPOT ɨF UXP NFBTVSFT SFQSFTFOU PVS EFTJSF UP FOTVSF TUBUJTUJDBM TJHOJëDBODF
XIJMF GPDVTJOH PO QBJST XJUI B OPUJDFBCMZ JODSFBTFE DPBTTPDJBUJPO
'JSTU GPS FBDI QBJS PG *$%ǫǪ DPEFT " BOE # UIF QBUJFOU DPSQVT JT EJWJEFE BOE DPVOUFE JO
UIF GPVS DBUFHPSJFT "  # " /05 # # /05 " BOE /05 " /05 # BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS
BTTPDJBUJPO UP " BOE # 6TJOH UIJT QWBMVFT BSF DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH 'JTIFST FYBDU UFTU BOE UIF
QBJST BSF TPSUFE BDDPSEJOHMZ 8F UIFO ëMUFSFE UIJT MJTU CZ JNQPTJOH B DVUPê WBMVF PG ǫǪ PG B









8IFSF 0CT JT UIF PCTFSWFE OVNCFS PG *$%ǫǪ DPBTTPDJBUJPOT BOE &YQU JT UIF FYQFDUFE
OVNCFS &YQFDUFE PWFSMBQT BSF DBMDVMBUFE CBTFE PO UIF QSFWBMFODF PG FBDI EJTFBTF JO UIF BDUVBM
DPSQVT 	OA BOE OB
 5P NBLF UIF UFOEFODZ UP GBWPVS QBJST PG MPX QSFWBMFODF *$%ǫǪ DPEFT MFTT
QSPOPVODFE B QTFVEPDPVOU PG ǫ JT BEEFE UP OPNJOBUPS BOE EFOPNJOBUPS 4JODF XF UBLF MPHǬ
PG UIJT SBUJP B DVUPê WBMVF PG ǫǪ NFBOT XF SFTUSJDU PVS GPDVT UP QBJST XJUI B IJHIFS UIBO UXP
GPME 	BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
 PWFS DPBTTPDJBUJPO ɨJT DPNPSCJEJUZ NFBTVSF JT WFSZ TJNJMBS UP UIF POF
VTFE CZ )JEBMHP FU BM <ǰǬ>
'JOBMMZ XF VTFE B #FOKBNJOJ)PDLCFSH GBMTF EJTDPWFSZ SBUF NFUIPE PO UIF SBOLFE MJTU UP
DPSSFDU GPS NVMUJQMF UFTUJOH ɨF QWBMVFT GPS BMM QBJST BSF NVMUJQMJFE CZ UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG QBJST
	ǬǬǰǲǪǫ
 BOE EJWJEFE CZ UIF SBOL PG UIF QBJS JO UIF TPSUFE MJTU " DVUPê JT UIFO JNQPTFE XIFSF
UIF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF ESPQT CFMPX ǪǪǫ ɨF SFTVMU JT B TFMFDUJPO PG ǲǪǬ QPUFOUJBMMZ JOUFSFTUJOH
DBOEJEBUF QBJST XJUI B GBMTF EJTDPWFSZ SBUF PG ǫ QFSDFOU GSPN UIF UPUBM PG ǬǬǰǲǪǫ QBJST
$SFBUJOH HFOF MJTUT GSPN *$%Ċĉ DPEFT
ɨFSF JT OP EJSFDU NBQQJOH CFUXFFO *$%ǫǪ DPEFT BOE 0.*. <ǰǭ> SFDPSE FOUSJFT 'VSUIFSNPSF
UIF EJTFBTF OBNFT VTFE CZ *$%ǫǪ BOE 0.*. BSF OPU JEFOUJDBM TP UIFSF XBT B OFFE UP NBQ
0.*. EJTFBTF OBNFT JOUP *$%ǫǪ DPEFT 8PSL IBT CFFO EPOF NBQQJOH UIF POMJOF EBUBCBTF
BOE *$%ǳ DPEFT B QSFWJPVT WFSTJPO PG UIF *$% <ǭǰ> 8F VTFE UIF *$%ǫǪ UP *$%ǳ (FO
FSBM &RVJWBMFODF .BQQJOH BWBJMBCMF POMJOF GSPN $.4 	IUUQXXXDNTHPW*$%ǫǪ
 UP NBQ
UIF *$% DPEFT UP UIFJS QSFWJPVT WFSTJPO 8JUI UIF NBQQJOHT JO QMBDF 0.*. XBT QBSTFE GPS
QIFOPUZQJD EFTDSJQUJPOT PG EFGFDUT JO HFOFT BT EFTDSJCFE JO -BHF FU BM <ǮǱ> 'SPN UIF 0.*.
SFDPSET UIF DMJOJDBM TZOPQTJT ëFME XBT FYUSBDUFE GPS SFUSJFWJOH QIFOPUZQJD EFTDSJQUJPOT SFHBSEJOH
B DFSUBJO EJTFBTF "EEJUJPOBM JOGPSNBUJPO XBT SFUSJFWFE GSPN UIF NPSCJE NBQ UBCMFT B NBQ PG
EJTPSEFST JODMVEFE JO 0.*. UIBU IBWF UIF TZOESPNF OBNF DISPNPTPNBM MPDBMJ[BUJPO BOE
OBNF PG UIF EJTFBTF DBVTJOH HFOF " NBOVBM DVSBUJPO TUFQ CZ B NFEJDBM EPDUPS FOTVSFE UIBU
FBDI *$%ǫǪ DPEF UP CF JODMVEFE JO UIF BOBMZTJT XBT BTTJHOFE UIF DPSSFDU 0.*. FOUSJFT
(FOFUJD PWFSMBQT CFUXFFO *$%Ċĉ QBJST
'PS FBDI EJTFBTF B OFUXPSL XBT HFOFSBUFE CZ UBLJOH UIF EJTFBTF DBVTJOH HFOFT FYUSBDUFE GSPN
0.*. BOE EFUFSNJOJOH UIFJS ëSTU PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT JO B IVNBO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL
PG SFëOFE FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPUFPNJDT EBUB ɨJT QSPDFEVSF JT EFTDSJCFE JO EFUBJM CZ -BHF FU BM <ǮǱ
ǬǮ
Ǭǭ 1BQFS *
ǰǮ ǰǯ> 'PS EFUFSNJOJOH HFOFUJD PWFSMBQT CFUXFFO UXP *$%ǫǪ EJTFBTFT XF UBLF UIFJS OFUXPSLT
BOE JEFOUJGZ UIPTF HFOFT XIJDI BSF TIBSFE BOE IBWF ëSTU PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI UIF TFFE HFOFT
"GUFS B SPVOE PG BVUPNBUJD PWFSMBQ EFUFDUJPO XF NBOVBMMZ DVSBUFE UIF SFTVMUT PG UIF EJêFSFOU
TUFQT JO UIF QJQFMJOF JO PSEFS UP EFUFDU FSSPOFPVT BTTJHONFOUT PG EJTFBTF OBNFT PS HFOFT BOE
SFSBO UIF PWFSMBQ EFUFDUJPO JO UIPTF DBTFT 'PS UIPTF QBJST XIFSF PWFSMBQQJOH QSPUFJOQSPUFJO
JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSLT JOEJDBUF VOEFSMZJOH CJPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF B ëOBM SPVOE PG WBMJEBUJPO XBT
EPOF CZ NBOVBMMZ DIFDLJOH JG UIF CJOBSZ BTTPDJBUJPOT GSPN UFYU NJOJOH PG QBUJFOUT UP UIF *$%ǫǪ
DPEFT XFSF DPSSFDU #BTFE PO UIF DPSSFDUFE EBUB OFX QWBMVFT XFSF DBMDVMBUFE CZ 'JTIFST FYBDU
UFTU BOE JU XBT DPOUSPMMFE UIBU UIF QWBMVF SFNBJOFE MPXFS UIBO UIF MPXFTU QWBMVF PG UIF MJTU
PG ǲǪǬ DBOEJEBUFT ɨF DBOEJEBUF HFOFT GPVOE UP PWFSMBQ JO UIF UXP EJTFBTF OFUXPSLT XFSF
TDPSFE VTJOH UIF FOSJDINFOU PG 0.*. TFFE HFOFT JO UIFJS ëSTU PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL JO
B TJNJMBS QSPDFEVSF BT UIF POF VTFE CZ -BHF FU BM Ėčďč <ǰǮ> ɨF TDPSF BTTJHOFE UP B DBOEJEBUF
XBT UIF IZQFS HFPNFUSJD Q WBMVF PG PCTFSWJOH UIF BNPVOU PG JOUFSBDUJPOT UP UIF 0.*. TFU PVU
PG BMM UIF JOUFSBDUJPO QBSUOFST PG UIF DBOEJEBUF 0VS FYBNQMF PG 5)3" IBT B UPUBM PG TFWFOUFFO
JOUFSBDUJPO QBSUOFST JO UIF OFUXPSL BOE UXP BSF XJUI UIF JOQVU HFOFT 	)3 BOE &43ǫ
 IBWJOH
B QWBMVF PG ǫǫǱYǫǪǭ
1BUJFOU TUSBUJíDBUJPO
#Z MPPLJOH BU UIF 1BUJFOU*$%ǫǪ NBUSJY CZ SPXT PS QBUJFOU WFDUPST JO *$%ǫǪ TQBDF XF DBO
TUSBUJGZ QBUJFOUT CBTFE PO UIF DPEFT UIFZ IBWF *OTUFBE PG B CJOBSZ BTTPDJBUJPO PG B HJWFO DPEF
UP B HJWFO QBUJFOU XF XFJHIFE UIF TJHOJëDBODF PG JDEǫǪ PDDVSSFODFT VTJOH UIF UFSN GSFRVFODZ
o JOWFSTF EPDVNFOU GSFRVFODZ NFBTVSF 	5'*%'
 5'*%' SFXBSET IJHI DPEF GSFRVFODZ JO
UIF JOEJWJEVBM SFDPSE BOE QFOBMJ[FT IJHI QSFWBMFODF BDSPTT UIF DPSQVT "T B QBUJFOUQBUJFOU
TUSBUJëDBUJPO NFBTVSF XF VTFE UIF DPTJOF TJNJMBSJUZ $4 <ǮǱ> UP DBMDVMBUF UIF DPTJOF PG UIF BOHMF
CFUXFFO BMM QBJST PG WFDUPST 8F JODMVEFE POMZ QBUJFOUT XJUI BU MFBTU ǭ BTTPDJBUFE DPEFT BOE
FYDMVEF B OVNCFS PG USJWJBMTZNQUPN DPEFT 	FH QBJO DPVHIJOH JUDIJOH
 " UPUBM PG ǬǯǲǮ
QBUJFOUT XFSF GPVOE UP IBWF BU MFBTU ǭ BTTPDJBUFE DPEFT 8F VTFE ǫ$4 BT B EJTUBODF NFBTVSF
BOE DBMDVMBUFE BWFSBHF MJOLBHF DMVTUFSJOH UP EJWJEF QBUJFOUT JOUP DMVTUFST .BOVBM JOTQFDUJPO PG
UIF DMVTUFSJOH EFOESPHSBN MFE VT UP DVU UIF USFF BU B $4 WBMVF PG Ǫǰ XIJDI DSFBUFE B UPUBM PG ǭǪǱ
DMVTUFST Ǭǰ DMVTUFST DPOUBJOFE Ǭǯ PS NPSF NFNCFST BDDPVOUJOH GPS B UPUBM PG ǫǲǪǪ QBUJFOUT
5BLJOH BMM FEHFT XJUI $4 HSFBUFS UIBO Ǫǰ CFUXFFO UIFTF QBUJFOUT UIF OFUXPSL JO 'JHVSF ǭB
PG ǫǮǳǱ QBUJFOUT XBT DSFBUFE ɨF OFUXPSL MBZPVU JT CBTFE QVSFMZ PO BO FEHF XFJHIUFE MBZPVU
BMHPSJUIN *O PSEFS UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF DMJOJDBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG FBDI DMVTUFS XF DPODBUFOBUFE
UIF BTTJHOFE BOE NJOFE EBUB GPS BMM NFNCFST PG B DMVTUFS BOE DBMDVMBUFE B OFX 5'*%' DPEF
WFDUPS GPS UIF FOUJSF DMVTUFS
"DLOPXMFEHFNFOUT
ɨF BVUIPST XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL ,BTQFS -BHF GPS GFFECBDL BOE DSJUJDBM EJTDVTTJPOT ɨF XPSL
DBSSJFE PVU JO UIJT TUVEZ XBT TVQQPSUFE CZ UIF 7JMMVN ,BOO 3BTNVTTFO 'PVOEBUJPO UIF /PWP
/PSEJTL 'PVOEBUJPO BOE UIF %BOJTI 4USBUFHJD 3FTFBSDI $PVODJM ɨF QSPKFDU XBT BQQSPWFE CZ
UIF /BUJPOBM #PBSE PG )FBMUI %FONBSL 	/P + OS ǱǰǪǮǪǮǬǭǭ&)&

Ǭǯ






"DDFQUFE GPS QVCMJDBUJPO JO UIF PG -PVIJ Ėčďč 4FDPOE -PVIJ 8PSLTIPQ PO 5FYU BOE %BUB
.JOJOH PG )FBMUI %PDVNFOUT
!'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF1 -BVSB 4MBVHIUFS2,3 "MFYBOES 5LBUÝFOLP4,5
1$FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT ɨF 5FDIOJDBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG %FONBSL -ZOHCZ %FONBSL
2ɨF *OUFSWFOUJPOBM $FOUFS 0TMP 6OJWFSTJUZ )PTQJUBM 0TMP /PSXBZ
3%FQBSUNFOU PG $PNQVUFS BOE *OGPSNBUJPO 4DJFODF /PSXFHJBO 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 4DJFODF BOE 5FDIOPMPHZ 	/5/6
 5SPOEIFJN
/PSXBZ
4*OTUJUVUF PG $PNQVUFS 4DJFODF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 5BSUV 5BSUV &TUPOJB
54PGUXBSF 5FDIOPMPHZ BOE "QQMJDBUJPOT $PNQFUFODF $FOUFS 5BSUV&TUPOJB
KWWSGVYVXVHKH[DQRUG




"O PWFSWJFX JT QSPWJEFE PG TJY JOGPSNBUJPO WJTVBMJ[BUJPO TZTUFNT EFTJHOFE TQFDJë
DBMMZ GPS HBJOJOH BO PWFSWJFX PG FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET 	&)3
 ɨF TZTUFNT EJTDVTTFE
BMM NBLF VTF PG UJNFMJOFT -JGFMJOFT -JGFMJOFTǬ ,/"7& ** $-&' 7JTVBM /BWJHBUPS 5JNF
MJOF BOE "TCSV7JFX 8JUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG -JGFMJOFTǬ UIF NBJO VTFS HSPVQT UBSHFUFE BSF
QIZTJDJBOT JOWPMWFE JO EJSFDU QBUJFOU DBSF -JUUMF BUUFOUJPO IBT CFFO QBJE UPXBSET TVQ
QPSUJOH USVF TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG &)3 DPOUFOUT GPS BDUJWJUJFT TVDI BT BTTFTTJOH RVBMJUZ PG
DBSF QBUJFOU IFBMUI BOE TBGFUZ NPOJUPSJOH BOE DMJOJDBM USJBM SFDSVJUNFOU 'VUVSF XPSL
PO TVDI TZTUFNT OFFET UP BEESFTT UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG &)3 EBUB NJTTJOH BOE JODPNQMFUF
JOGPSNBUJPO BOE EJïDVMUJFT JO EJTQMBZJOH EBUB XJUI EJêFSJOH MFWFMT PG HSBOVMBSJUZ
*OUSPEVDUJPO
ɨJT QBQFS QSPWJEFT BO PWFSWJFX PG TFWFSBM JOGPSNBUJPO WJTVBMJ[BUJPO 	JOGPWJT
 TZTUFNT UIBU IBWF
CFFO CVJMU GPS FYQMPSJOH BCTUSBDUFE JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN &MFDUSPOJD )FBMUI 3FDPSET 	&)3
 &)3T
BSF TZTUFNT UIBU BSF VTFE UP EPDVNFOU DBSF PG QBUJFOUT ɨF SFDPSET DBO JODMVEF B XJEF SBOHF PG
EBUB BOE JOGPSNBUJPO JODMVEJOH NFEJDBUJPOT QSFTDSJCFE BOE BENJOJTUFSFE JNNVOJ[BUJPO IJT
UPSZ MBCPSBUPSZ UFTU SFTVMUT BMMFSHJFT SBEJPMPHZ JNBHFT USFBUNFOU QMBOT BOE DBSF OPUFT $VS
SFOUMZ NPTU &)3 TZTUFNT JNQMFNFOUFE BSF QSPQSJFUBSZ BOE IJHIMZ DVTUPNJ[FE XIFO VTFE CZ
MBSHFS DBSF JOTUJUVUJPOT
*U JT VTVBMMZ UIF DBTF UIBU POMZ DMJOJDJBOT BOE PUIFS IFBMUIDBSF QSPGFTTJPOBMT XJUI EJSFDU SF
TQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS QSPWJEJOH DBSF IBWF BDDFTT UP QBUJFOU EBUB ɨF TVHHFTUJPO PG TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG
IFBMUI EBUB JT OPU OFX BOE IBT CFFO IBOEMFE TFQBSBUFMZ GSPN UIF JTTVF PG DSFBUJOH VTFS JOUFS
GBDFT BOE WJTVBMJ[BUJPOT 4BGSBO FU BM <ǫǯ> EJTDVTT UIF QVSQPTF PG DMJOJDBM EBUB SFQPTJUPSJFT JO UIFJS
XIJUF QBQFS BOE QPJOU UPXBSET UIF HPBM PG B OBUJPOBM GSBNFXPSL GPS UIF TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG IFBMUI
EBUB JO UIF 64 "DDPSEJOH UP UIFJS EFëOJUJPO TFDPOEBSZ VTF JODMVEFT BDUJWJUJFT TVDI BT BOBMZTJT
SFTFBSDI RVBMJUZ BOE TBGFUZ NFBTVSFNFOU QVCMJD IFBMUI QBZNFOU QSPWJEFS DFSUJëDBUJPO BOE
BDDSFEJUBUJPO NBSLFUJOH BOE HFOFSBM CVTJOFTT BQQMJDBUJPOT XIJMF BU UIF TBNF UJNF UBLJOH JOUP
BDDPVOU UIF FUIJDBM QPMJUJDBM UFDIOJDBM BOE TPDJBM JNQMJDBUJPOT PG TVDI SFVTF %F -VTJHOBO BOE
WBO 8FFM <ǰǰ> IJHIMJHIU UIF DIBMMFOHFT PG NBLJOH VTF PG DMJOJDBM EBUB GPS SFTFBSDI TUBUJOH AAɨF
BWBJMBCMF SFTFBSDI NFUIPET GPS XPSLJOH XJUI MBSHF EBUB TFUT BSF MJNJUFE JU JT EJïDVMU UP JOGFS
NFBOJOH GSPN EBUB UIFSF JT B SBQJE QBDF PG DIBOHF JO CPUI NFEJDJOF BOE UFDIOPMPHZ BOE JOUF
HSBUJOH EBUB XJUIPVU SFMJBCMF VOJRVF JEFOUJëFST JT EJïDVMUw 1SPLPTDI BOE (BOTMBOEU <ǫǰ> IBWF
SFDFOUMZ TVNNBSJ[FE UIF MBUFTU BEWBODFT JO FOBCMJOH DMJOJDBM EBUB SFVTF GPS SFTFBSDI QVSQPTFT
ɨFZ JEFOUJGZ BT LFZ DIBMMFOHFT UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU PG DPNQSFIFOTJWF DMJOJDBM EBUB SFQPTJUPSJFT
UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU PG QSPGFTTJPOBM *5 JOGSBTUSVDUVSF UP TVQQPSU DMJOJDBM EBUB DBQUVSF BOE UIF
JOUFHSBUJPO PG NFEJDBM SFDPSE TZTUFNT BOE DMJOJDBM USJBM EBUBCBTFT "T EJTDVTTFE JO UIFTF BSUJDMFT
BHHSFHBUFE BCTUSBDUFE BOE NBOJQVMBCMF JOGPSNBUJPO JT VOEFSVUJMJ[FE BOE IBSE UP DPNF CZ
ɨF FNFSHJOH ëFME PG 7JTVBM "OBMZUJDT <ǰǱ> JT SFMFWBOU UP UIJT SFWJFX ɨJT ëFME JT GPDVTJOH
PO DPNCJOJOH SFMBUFE SFTFBSDI BSFBT TVDI BT WJTVBMJ[BUJPO EBUB NJOJOH BOE TUBUJTUJDT UP IBOEMF
MBSHF BOE IFUFSPHFOFPVT WPMVNFT PG EBUB TVDI BT &)3 ɨF TZTUFNT XF FODPVOUFSFE BSF JOUF
HSBUJOH IVNBO KVEHNFOU XJUI BVUPNBUFE BOBMZTJT TVHHFTUJOH UIBU GVUVSF XPSL XJMM CF SFMBUFE
UP IBOEMJOH NBTTJWF BNPVOUT PG EBUB UIBU DPOUBJOT NJTTJOH FMFNFOUT  JODMVEJOH UIF SFTVMUT
PG UFYUVBM BOBMZTJT PG SFDPSET DPOUFOU
ǬǱ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
1VSQPTF
0VS NPUJWBUJPO GPS DSFBUJOH UIJT PWFSWJFX JT UP DPNQBSF BOE EJTDVTT TPNF PG UIF BWBJMBCMF
JOGPSNBUJPO WJTVBMJ[BUJPOWJTVBM BOBMZUJDT UPPMT BOE IPX BSF UIFTF VTFE GPS TFDPOEBSZ JF GPS
QVSQPTFT PUIFS UIBO EJSFDU QBUJFOU DBSF ɨJT JT B ëSTU TUFQ UPXBSET JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BOE DPPSEJ
OBUJOH FêPSUT UP QSPEVDF TZTUFNT UIBU BSF CBTFE PO TUBOEBSE JOQVU GPSNBUT BOE NFFU UIF OFFET
PG TQFDJëDBMMZ EFëOFE VTFST ɨF SFBEFS PG UIJT PWFSWJFX JT NPTU MJLFMZ XPSLJOH PO JOGPSNBUJPO




.FEJDBM 3FDPSET 4ZTUFNT $PNQVUFSJ[FE
$PNQVUFS (SBQIJDT
6TFS$PNQVUFS *OUFSGBDF
"$. %- FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET PS NFEJDBM SFDPSE
JOGPSNBUJPO WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PS WJTVBMJ[BUJPO




(PPHMF 4DIPMBS FMFDUSPOJD NFEJDBM SFDPSET PS &)3
JOGPSNBUJPO WJTVBMJ[BUJPO
WJTVBM BOBMZUJDT
5BCMF Čč ,FZXPSET TFBSDIFE
4DPQF
ɨF SFWJFX JT OPOTZTUFNBUJD 8F EJEOhU FYQFDU UP ëOE MBSHF OVNCFST PG BSUJDMFT TJODF UIJT JT B
SFMBUJWFMZ OBSSPX BSFB PG JOUFSFTU ɨF TFBSDI XBT DPOëOFE UP VTFS JOUFSGBDFT BOE WJTVBMJ[BUJPOT
GPS &)3 EBUB XF TFBSDIFE QVCNFE "$. EJHJUBM MJCSBSZ *&&& MJCSBSZ BOE (PPHMF 4DIPMBS
VTJOH CBTJD LFZXPSET BOE DIFDLFE SFGFSFODFT JO GPVOE BSUJDMFT 8F BMTP MPPLFE GPS QBQFST PO
XPSL XF IBE SFBE PS LOPXO BCPVU QSFWJPVTMZ GSPN DPOGFSFODFT PS PUIFS TPVSDFT ɨF MJUFSBUVSF
TFBSDI DPWFSFE BSUJDMFT JO &OHMJTI POMZ ,FZXPSET VTFE BSF MJTUFE JO 5BCMF Ǭǭ
4ZTUFNT
*O UIJT TFDUJPO XF HJWF BO PWFSWJFX PG UIF TUBUFPGUIFBSU TZTUFNT SFMBUFE UP WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG
UFNQPSBM JOGPSNBUJPO JO &)3T 0VS JOUFOUJPO JT UP DPWFS CSPBE BSFBT PG BQQMJDBUJPO JODMVEJOH
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG NFEJDBM IJTUPSJFT WJTVBM EBUB RVFSZ BOE BHHSFHBUJPO HFOFSBUJPO PG UFNQPSBM
BCTUSBDUJPOT BOE WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG USFBUNFOU QMBOT %VF UP UIF MJNJUBUJPOT JO TQBDF XF GPDVT
Ǭǲ
ǬǮ 1BQFS **
POMZ PO UIF NPTU SFQSFTFOUBUJWF TZTUFNT XIJDI GFBUVSF JOUFSFTUJOH BOE QPUFOUJBMMZ SFVTBCMF
WJTVBMJ[BUJPO UFDIOJRVFT
-JGFMJOFT
-JGF-JOFT VTFT B UJNFMJOF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO UFDIOJRVF UP SFQSFTFOU QFSTPOBM IJTUPSJFT NFEJDBM SFDPSET
BOE PUIFS UZQFT PO CJPHSBQIJDBM EBUB <ǰǲ> *O -JGF-JOFT IPSJ[POUBM CBST BSF VTFE UP EFQJDU UFN
QPSBM EVSBUJPO BOE MPDBUJPO PG FWFOUT PO B IPSJ[POUBM UJNF BYJT 4JNJMBS FWFOUT BSF PSHBOJ[FE
JOUP GBDFUT XIJDI DBO CF FYQBOEFE BOE DPMMBQTFE UP QSPWJEF JODSFBTJOH PS EFDSFBTJOH MFWFM PG
EFUBJM $PMPS OPUBUJPOT BOE MJOF UIJDLOFTT BSF VTFE UP JOEJDBUF UIF JNQPSUBODF BOE SFMBUJPOTIJQ
PG FWFOUT 5P IBOEMF SFHJPOT XJUI IJHI EBUB EFOTJUZ -JGF-JOFT QSPWJEFT [PPNJOH GVODUJPOBM
JUZ BMMPXJOH VTFST UP DPNQSFTT BOE TUSFUDI UIF UJNF TDBMF BU BOZ MPDBUJPO "EEJUJPOBM DPOUFOU
	FH NVMUJNFEJB
 DBO CF BEEFE JO B MJOLFE GBTIJPO "VUIPST BQQMZ -JGF-JOFT JO UIF BOBMZTJT PG
DPNQMFY QBUJFOU NFEJDBM SFDPSET UP WJTVBMJ[F UFNQPSBM SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO USFBUNFOUT DPO
TVMUBUJPOT EJTPSEFST QSFTDSJQUJPOT IPTQJUBMJ[BUJPOT BOE PUIFS FWFOUT
-JGFMJOFTČ
-JGF-JOFTǬ <ǰǳ> JT BO FYUFOTJPO PG -JGF-JOFT BMMPXJOH UIF VTFS UP BOBMZ[F SFDPSET GSPN NVMUJ
QMF QBUJFOUT BU B UJNF ɨF TZTUFN GBDJMJUBUFT DPNQBSBUJWF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG SFDPSET CZ NFBOT PG
BMJHOJOH ëMUFSJOH BOE TPSUJOH PQFSBUJPOT #Z BMJHOJOH QBUJFOU SFDPSET PO TPNF DPNNPO SFG
FSFODF FWFOU 	FH UIF ëSTU IFBSU BUUBDL
 VTFST DBO FBTJMZ TQPU DPPDDVSSJOH BOE OFJHICPSJOH
FWFOUT 3BOLJOH BOE ëMUFSJOH PQFSBUJPOT DPNQMFNFOU BMJHONFOU CZ JOUFSBDUJWFMZ SFPSEFSJOH PS
OBSSPXJOH UIF TFU PG SFDPSET UP TVJU B VTFShT DIBOHJOH GPDVT ɨF TZTUFN QSPWFE UP CF QBSUJDV
MBSMZ TVJUBCMF GPS PCTFSWBUJPOBM SFTFBSDI XIFSF SFTFBSDIFST BOBMZ[F EBUB GSPN EJêFSFOU TUVEJFT
JO PSEFS UP CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOE IFBMUI QSPCMFNT PS TUVEZ UIF FêFDU PG USFBUNFOUT BOE JO ëOE
JOH QBUJFOUT GPS DMJOJDBM USJBMT &WBMVBUJPO TUVEJFT TIPXFE UIBU UIF TZTUFN TJHOJëDBOUMZ TJNQMJëFT
UZQJDBM BOBMZUJDBM UBTLT BOE UIBU NFEJDBM TQFDJBMJTUT DBO RVJDLMZ MFBSO UIF JOUFSGBDF -JGF-JOFTǬ
JT DVSSFOUMZ VTFE UP EJTQMBZ &)3 EBUB QSPWJEFE CZ UIF *OGPSNBUJDT GPS *OUFHSBUJOH #JPMPHZ 
UIF #FETJEF 	JǬCǬ
 1SPKFDU <ǫǲ>
8IJMF JO -JGF-JOFTǬ UIF NBJO GPDVT JT PO WJTVBMJ[JOH UFNQPSBM PSEFSJOH PG FWFOUT 8BOH FU
BM <ǱǪ> FNQIBTJ[FT QSBDUJDBM OFFE JO WJFXJOH NVMUJQMF SFDPSET BT BO BHHSFHBUF JO PSEFS UP TUVEZ
GSFRVFODZ PG FWFOU EBUB PWFS UJNF 'PS JOTUBODF B VTFS NJHIU CF JOUFSFTUFE UP BOBMZ[F CMPPE
QSFTTVSF PG BMM QBUJFOUT XIP IBWF IBE BO PQFOIFBSU TVSHFSZ XJUIJO ǭ NPOUIT PG UIFJS ëSTU
IFBSU BUUBDL "T B TPMVUJPO BVUIPST DPNQMFNFOU -JGF-JOFTǬ GSBNFXPSL XJUI B OFX WJTVBMJ[BUJPO
UFDIOJRVF DBMMFE UFNQPSBM TVNNBSJFT XIJDI SFQSFTFOUT EJTUSJCVUJPOBM USFOET PG FWFOUT PWFS B
TFU PG SFDPSET JO B IJTUPHSBNMJLF DIBSU 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF TZTUFN BMMPXT TQMJUUJOH UIF XIPMF
EBUBTFU PG SFDPSET JOUP NVMUJQMF TVCTFUT BOE VTF UFNQPSBM TVNNBSJFT UP DPNQBSF FWFOU QBUUFSOT
CFUXFFO UIFTF HSPVQT
$-&'
)BMMFU <Ǳǫ> QSPQPTFT B WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BSDIJUFDUVSF GPS CSPXTJOH NFEJDBM IJTUPSJFT XIJDI JOUF
HSBUFT WJTVBM OBWJHBUJPO UPPMT BOE BVUPNBUJDBMMZ HFOFSBUFE UFYUVBM TVNNBSJFT 8IJMF UIF HSBQI
JDBM JOUFSGBDF GBDJMJUBUFT JOUFSBDUJWF OBWJHBUJPO UFYUVBM EFTDSJQUJPOT DBO JO BEEJUJPO DPOWFZ
Ǭǳ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
'JHVSF ČęɨF -JGFMJOFTǬ NBJO XJOEPX XJUI GPDVT PO UJNFMJOFT
DPNQMFY UFNQPSBM JOGPSNBUJPO BOE EJTQMBZ EFUBJMT UIBU XPVME PUIFSXJTF CF UPP DPNQMFY GPS
WJTVBMJ[BUJPO DPNQPOFOUT 8JUIJO UIF TZTUFN UIF QBUJFOUhT NFEJDBM IJTUPSZ JT SFQSFTFOUFE BT B
OFUXPSL PG TFNBOUJDBMMZ BOE UFNQPSBMMZ PSHBOJ[FE FWFOUT XIJDI TFSWFT BT BO JOQVU GPS WJTVBM
J[BUJPO BOE OBUVSBM MBOHVBHF HFOFSBUJPO DPNQPOFOUT ɨF WJTVBM OBWJHBUPS EFQJDUT B IJHI MFWFM
PWFSWJFX PG B QBUJFOUhT NFEJDBM IJTUPSZ CZ QMPUUJOH FWFOUT BMPOH UISFF QBSBMMFM UJNFMJOFT DPSSF
TQPOEJOH UP EJBHOPTFT USFBUNFOUT BOE JOWFTUJHBUJPOT *O BEEJUJPO UP [PPNJOH UJNF TDBMF BOE
EFUBJMPOEFNBOE GVODUJPOBMJUZ UIF OBWJHBUPS QSPWJEFT JOUFSBDUJWF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG TFNBOUJDBM
SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO FWFOUT 	FH DBVTFECZ IBTMPDVT JOEJDBUFECZ FUD
 )BWJOH EJêFSFOU
GFBUVSFT GSPN UIF -JGF-JOFT JOUFSGBDF UIF OBWJHBUPS BMTP BMMPXT UIF VTFS UP WJTVBMJ[F OVNFSJDBM
EBUB 	FH SFTVMUT PG CMPPE UFTUT
 CZ QMPUUJOH SFTVMUT PG NFBTVSFNFOUT PO TFQBSBUF MJOF DIBSUT
/BUVSBM MBOHVBHF HFOFSBUJPO JT VTFE GPS UXP QVSQPTFT ǫ
 UP DSFBUF DVTUPNJ[FE UFYUVBM SFQPSUT
GPS QSJOUJOH PS FYDIBOHF QVSQPTFT BOE Ǭ
 BT B TVQQPSU UPPM GPS UIF WJTVBM OBWJHBUPS UP FOBCMF
CFUUFS EFTDSJQUJPO PG DPNQMFY FWFOUT BOE SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO UIFN
,/"7&**
,/"7&** <ǱǬ> JT BO JOUFSGBDF FOBCMJOH LOPXMFEHFCBTFE WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE JOUFSBDUJWF FYQMP
SBUJPO PG UJNFPSJFOUFE EBUB BU EJêFSFOU MFWFMT PG UFNQPSBM BCTUSBDUJPOT 	FH BCTUSBDUJPO PG
QFSJPET PG CPOF NBSSPX UPYJDJUZ GSPN SBX JOEJWJEVBM IFNBUPMPHJDBM EBUB
 6TFST DBO OBWJHBUF
UISPVHI UIF MJOLT PG B TFNBOUJD OFUXPSL XIJMF TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ OBWJHBUJOH WJTVBMMZ UISPVHI NVM
UJQMF EFHSFFT PG UFNQPSBM BCTUSBDUJPO PG UIF EBUBTFU VOEFS PCTFSWBUJPO ɨF FWBMVBUJPO SFTVMUT
IBWF TIPXO UIBU VTFST PG ,/"7&** XFSF BCMF UP QFSGPSN RVFSJFT CPUI GBTUFS BOE NPSF BDDV
SBUFMZ UIBO XJUI PUIFS TUBOEBSE UPPMT
ǭǪ
ǬǮ 1BQFS **
'JHVSF ČĚɨF ,OBWF** TZTUFN
5JNF-JOF
ɨF 5JNF-JOF TZTUFN <Ǳǭ> JT B QSPCMFNDFOUSJD UFNQPSBM WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG QBUJFOU SFDPSET ɨF
DPOUFOUT PG UIF &)3 BSF JOUFHSBUFE SFPSHBOJ[FE BOE EJTQMBZFE XJUIJO UIF VTFS JOUFSGBDF 	6*

BMPOH B UJNFMJOF *U JT TJNJMBS UP -JGFMJOFT JO UIF XBZ UIBU UIF EJêFSFOU FMFNFOUT PG UIF &)3
BSF HSPVQFE BMPOH UIF ZBYJT JNBHJOH SFQPSUT MBC UFTUT FUD BSF DPMMBQTJCMF DBUFHPSJFT )PXFWFS
VOMJLF -JGFMJOFT UIF 5JNF-JOF TZTUFN VTFT BO 9.- EBUB SFQSFTFOUBUJPO UP IBOEMF EBUB GSPN
EJTUSJCVUFE IFUFSPHFOFPVT NFEJDBM EBUBCBTFT %BUB FMFNFOUT UIBU BSF EJTQMBZFE JO UIF 6* BSF
DMBTTJëFE CBTFE PO B LOPXMFEHF CBTF UIBU HVJEFT CPUI EBUB JODMVTJPO SVMFT BOE UIF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO
NFUBQIPST VTFE UP SFOEFS UIF EBUB
"TCSV7JFX
"TCSV7JFX <ǱǮ> JT B WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE VTFS JOUFSGBDF PO UPQ PG "TCSV MBOHVBHF <Ǳǯ> EFTJHOFE UP
SFQSFTFOU USFBUNFOU QSPDFEVSFT BT TUSVDUVSFE UJNFPSJFOUFE QMBOT "TCSV7JFX SFQSFTFOUT IJFSBS
DIJDBM BOE UFNQPSBM SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO USFBUNFOU QMBOT VTJOH B ǭ% WJTVBMJ[BUJPO QFSTQFDUJWF
1MBOT BSF BMJHOFE BMPOH UIF UJNF BYJT BOE DBO CF TUBDLFE PO UPQ PG FBDI PUIFS BOE MBJE PVU JO
EJêFSFOU XBZT 5P TJNQMJGZ UIF JOUFSGBDF BMM HSBQIJD FMFNFOUT BSF SFQSFTFOUFE CZ XFMMLOPXO
SFBM XPSME PCKFDUT 	FH USBDL USBïD MJHIU FUD
 "MTP B Ǭ% WJFX JT BWBJMBCMF XIJDI GPDVTFT PO
UFNQPSBM BTQFDUT PG QMBOT JO HSFBUFS EFUBJM 5P EFQJDU VODFSUBJOUZ PG GVUVSF FWFOUT "TCSV7JFX
FYUFOET UIF UJNFMJOF CZ VTJOH UJNF BOOPUBUJPO HMZQIT <Ǳǰ>
ǭǫ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
'JHVSF ČĊĉ 5JNFMJOF TZTUFN
$PNQBSJTPOT
*OGPWJT UFDIOJRVFT BSF B XBZ PG BVHNFOUJOH IVNBO DPHOJUJWF DBQBCJMJUJFT UP IFMQ IVNBOT ëOE
QBUUFSOT JO MBSHF WPMVNFT PG EBUB ɨF TZTUFNT EFTDSJCFE BCPWF UBSHFU TQFDJëD VTFS UZQFT UIBU
XJMM CFOFëU GSPN UIF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPET 8IJMF TPNF VTFS JOUFSGBDFT XFSF EFWFMPQFE JO DMPTF
EJBMPH XJUI NFEJDBM QSBDUJUJPOFST MJLF -JGFMJOFTǬ BOE ,OBWF** PUIFST TVDI BT UIF ëSTU -JGFMJOFT
$MFG BOE "TCSVWJFX IBWF IBE POMZ NJOJNBM JOQVU GSPN UIFJS JOUFOEFE BVEJFODF
6TFST (PBMT BOE 5BTLT
.PTU PG UIF UPPMT XFSF EJSFDUFE BU DMJOJDJBOT BOE DMJOJDBM QSBDUJDF BMUIPVHI UIFZ XFSF OPU BMXBZT
EFWFMPQFE JO DMPTF SFMBUJPO UP UIFN 5BCMF Ǭ HJWFT BO PWFSWJFX PG JOUFOEFE VTFST GPS FBDI PG UIF
OBNFE TZTUFNT BOE UIFJS QSPQPTFE HPBMTUBTLT 'SPN UIF VTFS QPJOU PG WJFX B OVNCFS PG UBTLT
BOE HPBMT DBO CF EFëOFE GPS FBDI UPPM 4PNF BSF WFSZ TQFDJëD BOE UFOE UP DBSF GPS OJDIF VTBHFT
XIJMF PUIFST QSPWJEF NPSF HFOFSBM WJTVBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPET UIBU DBO CF BQQMJFE UP B OVNCFS PG
TJUVBUJPOT
ɨFTF TZTUFNT XFSF EFTJHOFE XJUI JOQVU GSPN POMZ B GFX NFEJDBM QFSTPOOFM JOWPMWFE JO UIF
QSPKFDU *O HFOFSBM BSUJDMFT XF SFBE DPODFSOJOH UIFTF TZTUFNT UIBU IBWF B NPSF HVJEFE EFWFMPQ
NFOU QSPDFTT JF DMPTFMZ SFMBUFE XJUI QIZTJDJBOT IBWF NPSF TQFDJëD HPBMT BOE UBTLT CFDBVTF
UIFZ XFSF EFTJHOFE XJUI UIFTF JO NJOE 7JTVBMJ[JOH EBUB GPS EFDJTJPONBLJOH BOE BOBMZ[JOH
USFBUNFOU PVUDPNF JT PGUFO B HFOFSBM HPBM JO NBOZ PG UIF UPPMT EFWFMPQFE JO JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI
NFEJDBM TUBê <ǱǱǱǳ> ɨFSF JT BO FNQIBTJT PO QSFQSPDFTTFE QBUJFOU EBUB TQFDJëDBMMZ OVNFSJD
TVDI BT MBC UFTUT IFBSU SBUF BOE CMPPE QSFTTVSF 4ZTUFNT NBJOMZ USZ UP IFMQ QIZTJDJBOT BOTXFS
ǭǬ
ǬǮ 1BQFS **
4ZTUFN 6TFST (PBMT 5BTLT
-JGFMJOFT $MJOJDJBO
1BUJFOU DBSF
6TF &)3 DPOUFOU JO UFNQPSBM UJNFCBTFE WJFX
-JGFMJOFTǬ $MJOJDBM SFTFBSDIFST
3FTFBSDI
$PNQBSF QBUUFSOT PG FWFOUT EFUFDUJOH USFOET
$-&' $MJOJDJBO #JPNFEJDBM SFTFBSDIFS
1BUJFOU DBSF
7JTVBMJ[F UJNFMJOFT VTF /-1 UP FYUSBDU DPNQMFY UFNQPSBM
EBUB BHHSFHBUF OVNFSJDBM EBUB
,/"7&** $MJOJDJBO
1BUJFOU DBSF
(FOFSBUJPO BOE FYQMPSBUJPO PG DPOUFYU TFOTJUJWF BCTUSBD
UJPOT PG UFNQPSBM EBUB
5JNF-JOF $MJOJDJBO
1BUJFOU DBSF
6TF &)3 DPOUFOU JO UFNQPSBM UJNFCBTFE WJFX XJUI BE
EJUJPOBM ëMUFST PO EBUB CBTFE PO /-1 UFDIOJRVFT
"TCSV7JFX $MJOJDJBO
1BUJFOU DBSF
.FEJDBM UIFSBQZ QMBOOJOH BOE FYFDVUJPO
5BCMF Čď 6TFST (PBMT 5BTLT
RVFTUJPOT BCPVU DPSSFMBUJPOT JO UIF QBUJFOUhT EBUB BOE QSPWJEF B NFBOT GPS TVQQPSUJOH RVJDL
EFDJTJPONBLJOH NBLJOH XIFO DPNCJOJOH TFWFSBM UZQFT PG IJHIMZ IFUFSPHFOFPVT EBUB 1IZTJ
DJBOT DBO GPMMPX B TQFDJëD USFBUNFOU QMBO BOE DIFDL UIF QBUJFOUhT QIZTJPMPHJDBM WBSJBCMFT PWFS
UJNF ɨJT BMTP FOBCMFT UIF QSBDUJUJPOFS UP DIFDL UIF JOìVFODF PG DFSUBJO WBSJBCMFT JO UIF USFBU
NFOU QSPDFTT BOE DIBOHF UIF QSPUPDPM JG OFFEFE $-&' GPS FYBNQMF BMMPXT UIF QIZTJDJBO UP
EJTDPWFS FWFOUT EVSJOH TQFDJëD UJNF TQBOT TVDI BT TFBSDIJOH GPS QBTU TQFDJëD MJWFS QSPCMFNT
-JGFMJOFTǬ JT TQFDJëDBMMZ HFBSFE UPXBSET SFTFBSDI VTFT BOE UPXBSET BOTXFSJOH DPNQMFY RVFSJFT
*O -JGFMJOFTǬ B DBTF TUVEZ JOWPMWFE WFSJGZJOH UIF SFTVMUT PG B DMJOJDBM TUVEZ XJUI SFBMMJGF &)3
EBUB UP TFF JG DMJOJDBM DBSF EBUB EJêFS GSPN UIF TUVEZ SFTVMUT
ɨF TZTUFNT XF EJTDVTT IBWF DPOEVDUFE FWBMVBUJPO TUVEJFT BT B QBSU PG UIF FOETUBHFT PG EFWFM
PQNFOU ɨF -JGFMJOFT FWBMVBUJPOT XFSF DPOEVDUFE JO BOPUIFS EPNBJO 	VTF PG QBUUFSO TFBSDIJOH
SFMBUFE UP NPOJUPSJOH HSBEVBUF TUVEFOU QSPHSFTT
 XJUI MJNJUFE JOUFSWJFXT BOE JOQVU GSPN FY
QFSUT JO UIF NFEJDBM EPNBJO ɨF ,/"7& TZTUFN DPOEVDUFE B DSPTTPWFS TUVEZ XJUI EPDUPST
DPNQBSJOH ,7"7& XJUI FYJTUJOH UPPMT 5JNF-JOF XBT FWBMVBUFE GPMMPXJOH UIF EFWFMPQNFOU
PG UIF JOUFSGBDF CZ ëWF SBEJPMPHJTUT GPDVTJOH PO RVFTUJPOT SFMBUFE UP EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO BOE UIF
UFNQPSBM EJTQMBZ "TCSV7JFX XBT FWBMVBUFE VTJOH RVFTUJPOOBJSFT TFOU UP DMJOJDJBOT
ǭǭ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
7JTVBMJ[BUJPO .FUIPET
ɨF GPDVT PG UIJT QBQFS JT PO UFNQPSBM WJTVBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPET TJODF UIJT IBT CFFO UIF QSJNBSZ
WJTVBMJ[BUJPO UZQF TUVEJFE GPS BJEJOH IVNBOT JO PSHBOJ[JOH BOE FYQMPSJOH QBUUFSOT JO BCTUSBDUFE
&)3 DPOUFOU "MM UIF TZTUFNT UIBU BSF DPNQBSFE JO UIJT QBQFS EJTQMBZ TPNF UZQF PG UJNFMJOF
XJUI UJNF SVOOJOH GSPN UIF MFGU QBSU UIF TDSFFO UP UIF SJHIU UJNF CFJOH PO UIF YBYJT BOE
DBUFHPSJFT PG FWFOUT BMPOH UIF ZBYJT 7BSJPVT UFDIOJRVFT GPS HSBQIJDBMMZ SFQSFTFOUJOH TQFDJëD
FWFOUT BSF VTFE 	FH JDPOT TIBQFT
 "TCSV7JFX NBLFT VTF PG ǭ% XIJMF BMM UIF PUIFST BSF ìBU
Ǭ%
*OGPWJT IBT CFFO UIF LFZXPSE VTFE UP EFTDSJCF UIFTF TZTUFNT XJUI UIF JEFB PG QSFTFOU
JOH B NFUIPE GPS IVNBO VTFST 	NPTU PGUFO TUBUFE BT CFJOH DMJOJDJBOT
 UP SFDPHOJ[F QBUUFSOT
BOE UIFSFCZ BNQMJGZ DPHOJUJPO <ǲǪ> 0UIFS NFUIPET GPS SFDPHOJ[JOH QBUUFSOT JO &)3 GPS TFD
POEBSZ VTF BSF QVSFMZ BVUPNBUFE BOE DPOEVDUFE UISPVHI EBUB NJOJOH UFDIOJRVFT #FSUJOJ BOE
-BMBOOF <ǲǫ> XSPUF BCPVU UIF DPNQMFNFOUBSZ SPMF PG BVUPNBUJD EBUB BOBMZTJT BOE WJTVBMJ[BUJPO
JO LOPXMFEHF EJTDPWFSZ ɨFZ EJTDVTT WJTVBM BOBMZUJDT BO PVUHSPXUI PG JOGPWJT UIBU DBO CF TFFO BT
BO JOUFHSBUFE BQQSPBDI DPNCJOJOH WJTVBMJ[BUJPO IVNBO GBDUPST BOE EBUB BOBMZTJT ɨFZ TVHHFTU
Ǯ DBUFHPSJFT GPS DMBTTJGZJOH BQQSPBDIFT 1VSF 7JTVBMJ[BUJPO 	7*4
 $PNQVUBUJPOBMMZFOIBODFE
7JTVBMJ[BUJPO 	7
 7JTVBMMZ FOIBODFE .JOJOH 	.
 BOE *OUFHSBUFE 7JTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE .JO
JOH 	7.
 *O UIF TZTUFNT XF IBWF DPNQBSFE UIFSF JT B TQFDUSVN PG JEFBT BCPVU IPX UP WJTVBMJ[F
&)3 DPOUFOUT JODMVEJOH NPWFNFOUT UPXBSET FOIBODFE PS JOUFMMJHFODF JO UIF QSPDFTTJOH PG UIF
VOEFSMZJOH &)3 EBUB *O -JGFMJOFTǬ UIF EBUB WJTVBMJ[FE XBT PCUBJOFE GSPN BOPOZNJ[FE &)3T
UIPVHI DPPQFSBUJPO XJUI UIF JǬCǬ 1SPKFDU <ǫǲ> ɨF JOQVU GPSN PG UIF EBUB JT B TJNQMF ǭDPMVNO
UBCMF DPOUBJOJOH A*% A&WFOU 5ZQF BOE A5JNF &BDI *% DBO IBWF NVMUJQMF FWFOUT IBQQFOJOH
BU WBSJPVT UJNFT -JGFMJOFTǬ BMMPXT TPSUJOH PG UIF EBUB TP UIBU SFDPSET XJUI UIF NPTU JODJEFOUT
PG POF UZQF PG FWFOU BSF TIPXO BU UIF UPQ PG UIF TDSFFO ɨJT UZQF PG JOGPWJT SFMJFT PO IVNBO
QBUUFSO SFDPHOJUJPO POMZ BOE XPVME CF DPOTJEFSFE BT 7*4 CZ #FSUJOJ BOE -BMBOOF <ǲǫ> *O UIF
$-&' QSPKFDU UIF $-&' $ISPOJDMF XIJDI VOEFSMJFT UIF WJTVBMJ[BUJPOT JT B TFNBOUJD OFUXPSL
NPEFMJOH PG XIBU IBQQFOFE UP UIF QBUJFOU XIZ BOE IPX 4FNBOUJD SFMBUJPOT BSF DBVTBMJUZ
SFBTPO ëOEJOH BOE DPOTFRVFODF ɨF UZQFT PG FWFOUT NPEFMFE BSF QSPCMFN JOWFTUJHBUJPO
BOE USFBUNFOU ɨF $-&' 7JTVBM /BWJHBUPS NJHIU CF DPOTJEFSFE BT 7 DPNQVUBUJPOBMMZ FO
IBODFE WJTVBMJ[BUJPO CFDBVTF TPNF TPSU PG BVUPNBUFE DPNQVUBUJPO TVQQPSUT UIF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO
*O $-&' UIF WJTVBM EJTQMBZ JT iFOIBODFE XJUI WJTVBM UFDIOJRVFT GPS IJHIMJHIUJOH SFMBUJPOTIJQT
CFUXFFO FWFOUT PO UIF UJNFMJOFw /POF PG UIF TZTUFNT TP GBS UIBU XF IBWF TFFO XPVME RVBM
JGZ BT WJTVBMMZ FOIBODFE NJOJOH PS JOUFHSBUFE WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE NJOJOH 5BCMF Ǭǯ QSPWJEFT B GVMM
PWFSWJFX GPS BMM TZTUFNT SFWJFXFE
ɨF QBQFST XF IBWF SFBE UIBU DPWFS &)3 WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BT TFFO JO UIF TZTUFNT QSFTFOUFE
FYQSFTT UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG BCTUSBDUFE &)3 EBUB .JTTJOH BOE JODPOTJTUFOU EBUB EFBMJOH XJUI
IJFSBSDIJDBM EBUB BOE QSPCMFNT XJUI HSBOVMBSJUZ BSF BMM DPODFSOT UIBU CFDPNF SFBEJMZ BQQBSFOU
UISPVHI BUUFNQUJOH UP CVJME JOGPWJT TZTUFNT 8BOH <ǰǳ> TVNNFE JU VQ CFTU AA$MJOJDBM EBUB
UFOE UP CF NFTTZ XJUI BTQFDUT UIBU CFDPNF POMZ PCWJPVT XIFO UIF EBUB JT WJTVBMJ[FE ɨF TBNF
IFBSU BUUBDL NJHIU CF SFDPSEFE UISFF UJNFT JO UISFF EBZT 	CZ UIF FNFSHFODZ SPPN QIZTJDJBO
B DBSEJPMPHJTU BOE B DMFSL GSPN UIF CJMMJOH PïDF
 BOE JU DBO CF IBSE UP EJêFSFOUJBUF JU GSPN
ǭ TFQBSBUF FWFOUT &WFO JG NFEJDBM FWFOU JOGPSNBUJPO JT DBSFGVMMZ SFDPSEFE BU UIF UJNF PG UIF






$-&' 7 BVUPNBUFE HFOFSBUJPO PG TVNNBSJFT
TFNBOUJD OFUXPSL PG &)3 SFDPSE FWFOUT
,/"7&** 7 TFNBOUJD 	POUPMPHZCBTFE
 OBWJHBUJPO BOE FYQMPSBUJPO PG
UIF EBUB
LOPXMFEHF CBTF JT VTFE UP JOUFSQSFU SBX EBUB
5JNF-JOF 7 EBUB NBQQJOH BOE SFPSHBOJ[BUJPO
DPOUFOUCBTFE UFDIOJRVFT UP FMVDJEBUF QSFEPNJOBOU TVC
KFDU PG SFQPSUT GPS DMBTTJëDBUJPO
"TCSV7JFX 7*4
5BCMF ČĖ 7JTVBM "OBMZUJDT PG 4ZTUFNT VTJOH UIF DMBTTJëDBUJPO GSPN #FSUJOJ BOE -BMBOOF <ǲǫ>
XPSL PO WJTVBMJ[BUJPOT OFFET UP BEFRVBUFMZ BEESFTT UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF EBUB SBUIFS UIBO XPSL
XJUI UFTU EBUB UIBU JT UPP TJNQMJTUJD
5FYU .JOJOH 5BTLT
"MM NFOUJPOFE TZTUFNT FYDFQU UIF $-&' BOE 5JNF-JOF PQFSBUF XJUI SFBEJMZ BWBJMBCMF MJTUT PG
UZQF BOE UJNFUBHHFE FWFOUT )PXFWFS DMJOJDBM SFDPSET BSF PGUFO TUPSFE JO UFYUVBM GPSN XIBU
NBLFT UIFN JOBDDFTTJCMF GPS NBDIJOF QSPDFTTJOH 5FYU NJOJOH UFDIOJRVFT OFFE UP CF BQQMJFE UP
BVUPNBUJDBMMZ USBOTGPSN UFYUVBM EBUB JOUP TUSVDUVSFE OPSNBMJ[FE GPSN ,FZ UBTLT JOWPMWF FWFOU
FYUSBDUJPO DMBTTJëDBUJPO BOE OPSNBMJ[BUJPO
ɨF $-&' TZTUFN VTFT BO BEWBODFE JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUJPO FOHJOF UP JEFOUJGZ QSFEFëOFE
DMBTTFT PG FOUJUJFT 	FH EJTFBTFT JOWFTUJHBUJPOT QSPCMFNT ESVHT FUD
 BOE TFNBOUJD SFMBUJPOTIJQT
CFUXFFO UIFN 	FH JOWFTUJHBUJPO JOEJDBUFT QSPCMFN
 JO OBUVSBM MBOHVBHF UFYUT ɨF JOGPSNBUJPO
FYUSBDUJPO QSPDFTT JOWPMWFT MFYJDBM BOE UFSNJOPMPHJDBM BOBMZTJT TZOUBDUJD BOE TFNBOUJD BOBMZTJT
BOE EJTDPVSTF BOBMZTJT 5P BEESFTT UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG NFEJDBM MBOHVBHF UIF TZTUFN NBLFT VTF PG
MBOHVBHF SFTPVSDFT JODMVEJOH UIF 6OJëFE .FEJDBM -BOHVBHF 4ZTUFN BOE UIF (FOF 0OUPMPHZ
&YUSBDUFE JOGPSNBUJPO JT TUPSFE JO UFNQMBUFT XIJDI DBO CF RVFVFE PS VTFE UP HFOFSBUF UFYUVBM
TVNNBSJFT ɨF 5JNF-JOF TZTUFN NBLFT VTF PG CPUI UFYUVBM DPOUFOUT PG UIF &)3 BT XFMM BT
OVNFSJDBM EBUB BOE DPEFT "O /-1CBTFE TZTUFN JT VTFE JO DPOKVODUJPO XJUI UIF 5JNF-JOF
6* GPS FYBNQMF QFSGPSNJOH TFDUJPO BOBMZTJT JO SBEJPMPHZ SFQPSUT UP EFUFSNJOF XIFUIFS TQFDJëD
TVCTFDUJPOT FYJTU XJUIJO UIF SFQPSUT UIBU BSF SFMBUFE UP DFSUBJO NFEJDBM QSPCMFNT <Ǳǭ>
$PODMVTJPOT
ɨF JOGPWJT TZTUFNT BOBMZ[FE BMMPX TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG &)3 DPOUFOU EBUB FTQFDJBMMZ BJNFE BU
DMJOJDJBOT EPDVNFOUJOH QBUJFOU DBSF "MM PG UIFN BSF GPDVTFE PO WJTVBMJ[JOH UFNQPSBM EBUB JO B
UJNFMJOF XIJMF EJTQMBZJOH TQFDJëD FWFOUT GSPN UIF QBUJFOU EBUB
ǭǯ
Ǭ &üõóĄĂÿþùó øõñüĄø óñĂõ
"MUIPVHI EJSFDUFE BU NFEJDBM QSBDUJUJPOFST JO UIFJS EBJMZ QBUJFOU DBSF SPVUJOF UIFZ XFSF OPU
BMXBZT EFWFMPQFE XJUI VTFS GFFECBDL &WBMVBUJPO PG UIF EJêFSFOU UPPMT XBT PGUFO CBTFE PO TJU
VBUJPOT PVUTJEF PG UIF DMJOJDBM TFUUJOH BOE NJHIU OPU SFìFDU SFBMJUZ " NPSF JOUJNBUF EJBMPH
XJUI DMJOJDJBOT XPVME CFOFëU UIF DSFBUJPO PG UBSHFUFE TZTUFNT BEESFTTJOH TQFDJëD OFFET PG UIF
NFEJDBM DPNNVOJUZ
ɨF PWFSBMM HPBM PG UIFTF UPPMT JT UP QSFTFOU VTFST UFNQPSBM JOGPSNBUJPO DPOUBJOFE JO B SFDPSE
JNQSPWJOH UIFJS BCJMJUZ UP SFDPHOJ[F QBUUFSOT GPS LOPXMFEHF EJTDPWFSZ BOE GPMMPXJOH USFBUNFOU
ɨFZ JOUSPEVDF TJNQMF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO UPPMT CVU TPNF JODMVEF BVUPNBUFE DPNQVUBUJPOBM FO
IBODFNFOUT TVQQPSUJOH JU
&)3 DPOUBJO NJTTJOH BOE JODPOTJTUFOU EBUB XIJDI JT JO HFOFSBM NFTTZ %VF UP UIF DPNQMFYJUZ
PG UIF VOEFSMZJOH EBUB GVUVSF XPSL OFFET UP BEESFTT UIFTF JOUSJDBDJFT SBUIFS UIBO VTJOH TJNQMJTUJD
BQQSPBDIFT
"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
8F XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL /PSEGPSTL BOE UIF /PSEJD $PVODJM PG .JOJTUFST GPS UIF GVOEJOH PG PVS
SFTFBSDI OFUXPSL )&9"OPSE  )FBMUI UFYU "OBMZTJT OFUXPSL JO UIF /PSEJD BOE #BMUJD DPVOUSJFT




#ñăõô PO UIF IZQPUIFTJT UIBU EJTFBTFT BSF BO FêFDU PG EJTSVQUFE GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT XIJDISFHVMBUF UIF NBOZ TZTUFNT JO UIF IVNBO CPEZ UIJT DIBQUFS JOUSPEVDFT TPNF PG UIF UPPMT
VTFE UP HBJO GVSUIFS JOTJHIU JOUP UIF VOEFSMZJOH DPNQMFY JOUFSBDUJPOT PG NBOZ EJTFBTF EJTFBTF
FUJPMPHJFT
0VS XPSL JO NBOZ PG UIF BSUJDMFT JO UIJT UIFTJT JT QSFEJDBUFE PO UIF GPMMPXJOH JG XF DPOTJEFS
B GVODUJPOBM NPEVMF 	DPNQMFY
 PG JOUFSBDUJOH QSPUFJOT UIF QIFOPUZQJD FêFDU PG EJTSVQUJOH BOZ
TJOHMF QSPUFJO JO UIF NPEVMF XJMM CF WFSZ TJNJMBS JOEFQFOEFOUMZ PG XIJDI JOEJWJEVBM QSPUFJOT
BSF EJTSVQUFE *G UIJT BTTVNQUJPO HFOFSBMMZ IPMET USVF UIFO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB DBO CF VTFE
GPS EJTDPWFSJOH OPWFM QSPUFJOT SFMBUFE UP B EJTFBTF KVTU CZ IBWJOH B TFU PG DBOEJEBUF QSPUFJOT BOE
SFMJBCMF GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT PG UIF EJTFBTF 'PS UIJT QVSQPTF XF IBWF DPOTUSVDUFE BO JOGFSSFE
IVNBO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO ǭǫ ɨJT OFUXPSL XBT VTFE JO NPTU
PG UIF BOBMZTFT JO UIJT UIFTJT
*O UIF GPMMPXJOH TFDUJPOT * XJMM CSJFìZ JOUSPEVDF UIF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF BOE IPX JU DBO CF
VTFE GPS EJTFBTF HFOF ëOEJOH ɨF $#4 JOIPVTF JOGFSSFE IVNBO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL
JT EFTDSJCFE BOE UIF EBUB VOEFSMZJOH FYQMBJOFE
*O UIF QBQFS FOUJUMFE " MBSHFTDBMF BOBMZTJT PG UJTTVFTQFDJíD QBUIPMPHZ BOE HFOF FYQSFTTJPO PG IV
NBO EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT XF BOBMZ[F UIF UJTTVF TQFDJëDJUZ PG EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT
*O UIJT JOUFHSBUJWF BQQSPBDI XF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ JOUFSTFDU QBUIPMPHJFT UJTTVFT QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT
BOE HFOF FYQSFTTJPO UP JOUFSQSFU UIF VOEFSMZJOH DBVTFT PG UJTTVFTQFDJëD QBUIPMPHZ PO TFWFSBM
MBZFST PG DFMMVMBS PSHBOJ[BUJPO 8F VTFE UFYU NJOJOH UP NBQ EJTFBTF QIFOPUZQFT UP UJTTVFT XIJMF
0.*. <ǰǭ> BOE 1VCNFE XFSF VTFE UP NBQ EJTFBTF QIFOPUZQFT UP HFOFT (FOF DPNQMFYFT
XFSF NBQQFE UP UJTTVFT VTJOH HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BSSBZ EBUB ɨF SFTVMUJOH MJTU PG HFOFSBUFE EJT
FBTF DPNQMFYFT JT BMTP VTFE JO 1BQFS 7* EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO Ǯǭ PG UIF OFYU DIBQUFS ɨF OFYU
NBOVTDSJQU FOUJUMFE %JTTFDUJOH TQBUJPUFNQPSBM QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH IVNBO IFBSU EFWFMPQ
NFOU BOE SFMBUFE EJTPSEFST DPNCJOFT QIFOPUZQJD JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN TQFDJëD LOPDLPVU NVUBOUT
JO HFOFT MFBEJOH UP IFBSU QBUIPMPHJFT XJUI QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB JO PSEFS UP FYQMPSF UIF
TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ ESJWJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU
ǭǱ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
čĊ ǰF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF
1SPUFJOT EP OPU BDU BT JTPMBUFE VOJUT JO UIF IVNBO CPEZ ɨFZ JOUFSBDU XJUI FBDI PUIFS BOE UIFTF
QIZTJDBM JOUFSBDUJPOT BSF B TUSPOH JOEJDBUJPO PG GVODUJPOBM BTTPDJBUJPO <ǲǬ> ɨFTF JOUFSBDUJPOT
BMMPX UIFN UP DPPQFSBUF BOE QFSGPSN WJUBM DFMMVMBS GVODUJPOT XPSLJOH UPHFUIFS JO GVODUJPOBM
NPEVMFT 'VSUIFSNPSF USBOTDSJQUT GSPN UIPTF HFOFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI TJNJMBS EJTPSEFST TIPX B
IJHIFS MJLFMJIPPE PG IBWJOH QIZTJDBM JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO UIFN <Ǯǰ> *G UIJT IPMET USVF UIFO
GBJMVSF PG B TJOHMF DPNQPOFOU JO UIF OFUXPSL FH EVF UP MPTT PG GVODUJPOBMJUZ TUFNNJOH GSPN
NVUBUJPO XJMM SFOEFS UIF FOUJSF NPEVMF EZTGVODUJPOBM BOE SFTVMU JO TJNJMBS EJTFBTF QIFOPUZQFT
1SPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSLT 	11*T
 PS JOUFSBDUPNFT BSF UIFO BO JOUFSFTUJOH EBUB
UZQF UP CF JODMVEFE JO B XPSLìPX GPS EJTFBTF HFOF ëOEJOH BOE IBWF QSPWFE UP CF BO JNQPSUBOU
SFTPVSDF GPS QSFEJDUJPO PG EJTFBTF HFOFT <ǮǱ ǲǭ ǲǮ> %FTQJUF UIF BEWBODFT PG UIF UFDIOPMPHZ
ESJWJOH MBSHF TDBMF QSPUFPNJDT FYQFSJNFOUT UIFSF BSF SFQPSUT PG B IJHI OVNCFS PG GBMTF QPTJUJWFT
BOE UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF FYQFSJNFOUT BSF QFSGPSNFE JO NPEFM PSHBOJTNT *O PSEFS UP GVMMZ FYQMPSF
UIJT EBUB XF EFWJTFE BO BQQSPBDI UP JOUFHSBUF 11*T BDSPTT TFWFSBM PSHBOJTNT BOE UP SFNPWF GBMTF
QPTJUJWFT CBTFE PO B DPOëEFODF TDPSF
&TUJNBUJOH UIF TJ[F PG UIF JOUFSBDUPNF
ɨF TJ[F PG BO PSHBOJTNhT JOUFSBDUPNF IBT CFFO TVHHFTUFE UP DPSSFMBUF CFUUFS XJUI UIF CJPMPHJDBM
DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF PSHBOJTN SBUIFS UIBO HFOPNF TJ[F <ǲǯ> 3FDFOU TUVEJFT FTUJNBUF UIBU UIF
IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF DPOUBJOT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǫǭǪǪǪǪ JOUFSBDUJPOT NPTU PG UIFN VONBQQFE
BOE UIBU UIF GSBDUJPO PG UIPTF JEFOUJëFE VQ UP OPX SFQSFTFOUT ǲǝ PG UIF GVMM JOUFSBDUPNF <ǲǰ>
ɨJT TUBUFNFOU DPNFT UP DPOUSBEJDU FBSMJFS FTUJNBUFT CZ 4UVNQG FU BM TJ[JOH UIF JOUFSBDUPNF XJUI
ǰǯǪǪǪǪ JOUFSBDUJPOT <ǲǯ> 4JNJMBS FTUJNBUFT XFSF SFQPSUFE EVSJOH UIF POHPJOH FêPSUT PG UIF
)VNBO (FOPNF 1SPKFDU BMUIPVHI BGUFS TFRVFODJOH UIF OVNCFS PG HFOFT UVSOFE PVU UP CF NVDI
MPXFS UIBO FYQFDUFE 7FOLBUFTBO FU BM <ǲǰ> TVHHFTU UIBU UIF BNCJHVJUZ DPODFSOJOH UIF TJ[F PG UIF
IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF JT EVF UP VOSFTPMWFE EJêFSFOUJBUJPO CFUXFFO TFUT PG QSPUFJO QBJST UIBU DBO
JOUFSBDU 	CJPQIZTJDBM JOUFSBDUJPOT
 BOE EP JOUFSBDU 	CJPMPHJDBM JOUFSBDUJPOT
 'VSUIFSNPSF UIFSF
BSF TVHHFTUJPOT UIBU IJHIUISPVHIQVU ZFBTU UXPIZCSJE 	:Ǭ)
 JOUFSBDUJPOT GPS IVNBO QSPUFJOT
BSF NPSF QSFDJTF UIBO MJUFSBUVSFDVSBUFE JOUFSBDUJPOT TVQQPSUFE CZ B TJOHMF QVCMJDBUJPO <ǲǱ>
1SPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB
1IZTJDBM QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT BSF NBJOMZ TDSFFOFE GPS JO MBSHF TDBMF FYQFSJNFOUT VTJOH POF PG
UXP DPNNPO NFUIPET ZFBTUǬIZCSJE 	:Ǭ)
 BQQSPBDIFT PS BïOJUZ QVSJëDBUJPO GPMMPXFE CZ
NBTT TQFDUSPNFUSZ 	"1.4
 #PUI BSF SFQPSUFE UP CF PG IJHI RVBMJUZ CVU PG EJêFSFOU BOE DPN
QMFNFOUBSZ OBUVSF <ǲǲ> :Ǭ) JT CBTFE PO UIF BDUJWBUJPO PG EPXOTUSFBN SFQPSUFS HFOFT XIFO
B USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS CJOET UP BO VQTUSFBN BDUJWBUJPO TJUF *G POF QSPUFJO JT IZCSJEJ[FE UP UIF
%/" CJOEJOH EPNBJO BOE BOPUIFS QSPUFJO UP UIF BDUJWBUJPO EPNBJO PG UIF TBNF USBOTDSJQ
UJPO GBDUPS QIZTJDBM JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIFTF UXP QSPUFJOT JT EFUFDUFE CZ USBOTMBUJPOBM BDUJWJUZ
"1.4 JT B UXPTUFQ QSPDFTT EVSJOH UIF ëSTU TUFQ QVSJëDBUJPO CBJU QSPUFJOT BSF UBHHFE XJUI B
NPMFDVMF PS DIFNJDBM BOE UIFO USBQQFE JO BO BïOJUZ DPMVNO UPHFUIFS XJUI BMM UIFJS JOUFSBDU
JOH QBSUOFST 	JO B DPNQMFY
 %VSJOH UIF TFDPOE TUFQ JEFOUJëDBUJPO UIF USBQQFE DPNQMFYFT BSF
BOBMZ[FE CZ B NBTT TQFDUSPNFUFS JO PSEFS UP JEFOUJGZ BMM UIF DPNQPOFOUT %VF UP UIF OBUVSF PG
ǭǲ
ǭǫ ɨF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF
UIJT NFUIPE BMM UIF DPOTUJUVFOUT PG UIF DPNQMFY BSF SFWFBMFE CVU JUhT IBSE UP TBZ XIJDI PG UIF
QSPUFJOT JO UIF DPNQMFY BDUVBMMZ JOUFSBDU QIZTJDBMMZ
%BUBCBTFT
"T FYQFSJNFOUBM EBUB DPOUJOVFT UP ìPX JO B OVNCFS PG EBUBCBTFT IBWF FNFSHFE DPNCJOJOH UFYU
NJOJOH BOE NBOVBM DVSBUJPO UP FYUSBDU UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT GSPN UIF MJUFSBUVSF ɨF NBJO EBUBCBTFT
BSF .*/5 <ǲǳ> #*/% <ǳǪ> (SJE <ǳǫ> *OU"DU <ǳǬ> %*1 <ǳǭ> BOE IQSE <ǳǮ> ɨFJS HSPXUI
JO UIF QBTU ZFBST JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǭǫ ɨFSF JT MJUUMF PWFSMBQ CFUXFFO UIF EJêFSFOU EBUBCBTFT
UIFSFGPSF JO PSEFS UP HFU UIF CFTU DPWFSBHF PG 11* EBUB XF OFFE UP JOUFHSBUF BMM PG UIFN
'JHVSF čĊ(SPXUI PG UIF NBKPS QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUBCBTFT CBTFE PO UIF OVNCFS PG QQJ QBJST DPOUBJOFE
	TUBUJTUJDT BOE ëHVSF CZ 0MHB 3JHJOB PMHB!DCTEUVEL

ǰF *O8FC
'PS UIF QVSQPTF PG EFUFSNJOJOH IVNBO JOUFSBDUJPOT BOE NBJOUBJOJOH IJHI DPWFSBHF PG UIF IV
NBO JOUFSBDUPNF XF EFWJTFE B TUSBUFHZ UP DSFBUF BO JOIPVTF IVNBO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFU
XPSL 	*O8FC
 ɨF EBUBCBTF XBT TFU VQ TP UIBU JU DBO CF VQEBUFE PO B SFHVMBS CBTJT SFUSJFWJOH
EBUB GSPN UIF BWBJMBCMF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO EBUBCBTFT
ɨF QVCMJDMZ BWBJMBCMF EBUB PG IVNBO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT JT MPX DPNQBSFE UP UIF MBSHF OVN
CFS PG JOUFSBDUJPO EFUFSNJOFE JO NPEFM PSHBOJTNT CVU JU IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU NBOZ JOUFSBD
UJPOT BSF DPOTFSWFE BDSPTT EJêFSFOU TQFDJFT <ǳǯ> ɨFSFGPSF JU JT B GFBTJCMF TUSBUFHZ UP JNQPSU
DSPTTTQFDJFT JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB GSPN NPEFM PSHBOJTNT VTJOH PSUIPMPHZCBTFE NBQQJOHT UP UIF
IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF
8F EPXOMPBEFE BOE SFGPSNBUUFE EBUB GSPN UIF ,ZPUP &ODZDMPQFEJB PG (FOFT BOE (FOPNFT
	,&((
 <ǳǰǳǲ> BOE .1BDU JO BEEJUJPO UP UIF EBUBCBTFT NFOUJPOFE JO 4FDUJPO ǭǫ 5P NBQ
ǭǳ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
PSUIPMPHPVT QSPUFJOT CFUXFFO TQFDJFT XF VTFE UIF *O1BSBOPJE EBUBCBTF <ǳǳ> ɨF SFTVMUJOH IV
NBO JOGFSSFE 11* OFUXPSL DPOUBJOT NPSF UIBO ǯǫǪǪǪǪ VOJRVF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO USBOTDSJQUT
PG ǬǬǯǬǭ IVNBO HFOFT
" SFMJBCJMJUZ TDPSF JT DPNQVUFS GPS BMM UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT JO UIF OFUXPSL JO PSEFS UP ëMUFS PVU
TQVSJPVT JOUFSBDUJPOT MJLFMZ UP CF GBMTF QPTJUJWFT 'JSTU BMM UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT BSF BTTJHOFE B UPQPMPHZ
TDPSF CBTFE PO UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG UIF OFUXPSL TVSSPVOEJOH UIF JOUFSBDUJPO BT SFQPSUFE CZ
EF -JDIUFOCFSH FU BM <ǫǪǪ> BOE B TVQQPSUJOH FWJEFODF NFUSJD UBLJOH JOUP BDDPVOU UIF TJ[F PG
UIF FYQFSJNFOU UIBU SFQPSUFE UIF JOUFSBDUJPO BOE UIF OVNCFS PG TFQBSBUF FYQFSJNFOUT UIBU
DPOëSN JU ɨF SBX TDPSF GPS FBDI JOUFSBDUJPO JT UIFO B QSPEVDU PG UIF UPQPMPHJDBM TUSFOHUI
BOE TVQQPSUJOH FWJEFODF 6TJOH UIF SBX TDPSF B DBMJCSBUJPO DVSWF JT ëUUFE BHBJOTU UIF PWFSMBQ
XJUI B HPME TUBOEBSE TFU PG IVNBO JOUFSBDUJPOT¤ GPS DPOWFSUJOH JU UP B QSPCBCJMJTUJD DPOëEFODF
TDPSF " DVUPê PG ǪǫǯǮ XBT BQQMJFE UP UIF OFUXPSL <ǮǱ> SFTVMUJOH JO ǫǬǮǱǯǳ IJHI DPOëEFODF
QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT
#Z DPNCJOJOH NVMUJQMF QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO SFTPVSDFT XF XFSF BCMF UP JOGFS B IVNBO QSPUFJO
JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL TVQQPSUJOH NPSF UIBO ǯǪǪǪǪǪ JOUFSBDUJPOT 'VSUIFSNPSF CZ BQQMZJOH B
TDPSJOH TDIFNF XF DPOTUSVDUFE B OFUXPSL PG BMNPTU ǫǬǯǪǪǪ IJHI DPOëEFODF JOUFSBDUJPOT
DPNJOH DMPTF UP UIF TVHHFTUFE TJ[F PG UIF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF <ǲǰ> *OUFHSBUJPO GSPN NVMUJ
QMF EBUBCBTFT BOE PSUIPMPHZCBTFE USBOTGFS GSPN NPEFM PSHBOJTNT QSPWJEFT B NPSF DPNQMFUF
QJDUVSF PG UIF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF XIJDI DBO CF VTFE GPS TVCTFRVFOU BOBMZTFT *O UIF GPMMPX
JOH BSUJDMFT UIF *O8FC BTTVNFT B DFOUSBM SPMF JO FTUBCMJTIJOH QSFWJPVTMZ VOLOPXO DPSSFMBUJPOT
CFUXFFO QSPUFJOT JOWPMWFE JO EJêFSFOU EJTFBTFT
"T PG WFSTJPO Ǯǫ SFMFBTFE +VMZ ǬǪǫǪ
¤ɨF HPME TUBOEBSE JT DPNQPTFE PG USVTUFE IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT GSPN TFWFSBM TPVSDFT IJHI
DPOëEFODF TNBMM TDBMF EBUB 	MFTT UIBO ǯ IVNBO JOUFSBDUJPOT QFS TUVEZ
 GSPN .*/5 #*/% BOE *OU"DU ,&((
FO[ZNFT JOWPMWFE JO OFJHICPSJOH TUFQT 	&$SFM
 BOE ,&(( BOOPUBUFE QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT 	11SFM
 BOE
JOUFSBDUJPOT GSPN QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT JOEJSFDU DPNQMFY SFBDUJPOT BOE OFJHICPSJOH SFBDUJPOT GSPN 3FBDUPNF <ǫǪǫ>
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1$FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT 5FDIOJDBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG %FONBSL CVJMEJOH ǬǪǲ %,ǬǲǪǪ -ZOHCZ %FONBSL
21FEJBUSJD 4VSHJDBM 3FTFBSDI -BCPSBUPSJFT .BTT(FOFSBM )PTQJUBM GPS $IJMESFO .BTTBDIVTFUUT (FOFSBM )PTQJUBM ǯǯ 'SVJU 4USFFU
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3)BSWBSE .FEJDBM 4DIPPM Ǭǯ 4IBUUVDL 4USFFU #PTUPO ." ǪǬǫǫǯ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44UPDLIPMN #JPJOGPSNBUJDT $FOUFS "MCBOPWB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 3PTMBHTUVMMTCBDLFO ǭǯ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 4XFEFO
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!ɨFTF BVUIPST DPOUSJCVUFE FRVBMMZ
Ǯǫ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
"CTUSBDU
)FSJUBCMF EJTFBTFT BSF DBVTFE CZ HFSNMJOF NVUBUJPOT XIJDI EFTQJUF UJTTVFXJEF QSFT
FODF PGUFO MFBE UP UJTTVFTQFDJëD QBUIPMPHZ )FSF XF NBLF B TZTUFNBUJD BOBMZTJT PG UIF
MJOL CFUXFFO UJTTVFTQFDJëD HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BOE QBUIPMPHJDBM NBOJGFTUBUJPOT JO NBOZ IV
NBO EJTFBTFT BOE DBODFST %JTFBTFT XFSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ NBQQFE UP UJTTVFT UIFZ BêFDU GSPN
EJTFBTF SFMFWBOU MJUFSBUVSF JO .FEMJOF UP DSFBUF B EJTFBTFUJTTVF DPWBSJBUJPO NBUSJY PG IJHI
DPOëEFODF BTTPDJBUJPOT PG NPSF UIBO ǫǪǪǪ EJTFBTFT UP Ǳǭ UJTTVFT #Z SFUSJFWJOH NPSF UIBO
ǬǪǪǪ LOPXO EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE HFOFSBUJOH ǫǯǪǪ EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT
XF BOBMZ[FE UIF EJêFSFOUJBM FYQSFTTJPO PG B HFOF PS DPNQMFY JOWPMWFE JO B QBSUJDVMBS EJT
FBTF JO UIF UJTTVFT BêFDUFE CZ UIF EJTFBTF DPNQBSFE UP OPOBêFDUFE UJTTVFT 8IFO UIJT
BOBMZTJT XBT TDBMFE UP BMM EJTFBTFT JO PVS EBUB TFU UIFSF JT B TJHOJëDBOU UFOEFODZ GPS EJT
FBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT UP CF PWFSFYQSFTFE JO UIF OPSNBM UJTTVFT XIFSF EFGFDUT DBVTF
QBUIPMPHZ *O DPOUSBTU DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT XFSF OPU PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO UIF UJTTVFT
GSPN XIJDI UIF UVNPST FNBOBUF 8F TQFDJëDBMMZ JEFOUJëFE B DPNQMFY JOWPMWFE JO 9: TFY
SFWFSTBM UIBU JT UFTUJTTQFDJëD BOE EPXOSFHVMBUFE JO PWBSJFT 8F BMTP JEFOUJëFE DPNQMFYFT
JO 1BSLJOTPO EJTFBTF DBSEJPNZPQBUIJFT BOE NVTDVMBS EZTUSPQIZ TZOESPNFT UIBU BSF TJN
JMBSMZ UJTTVF TQFDJëD 0VS NFUIPE SFQSFTFOUT B DPODFQUVBM TDBêPME GPS PSHBOJTN TQBOOJOH
BOBMZTFT BOE SFWFBMT BO FYUFOTJWF MJTU PG UJTTVFTQFDJëD ESBGU NPMFDVMBS QBUIXBZT CPUI
LOPXO BOE VOFYQFDUFE PS OPWFM UIBU NJHIU CF EJTSVQUFE JO EJTFBTF
*OUSPEVDUJPO
1BUIPMPHZ DBVTFE CZ EFGFDUT JO IVNBO HFOFT JT VTVBMMZ IJHIMZ UJTTVFTQFDJëD <Ǯǰ ǫǪǬǫǪǮ> *O
IFSJUBCMF EJTFBTFT UIJT TVHHFTUT UIBU TQFDJëD TQBUJPUFNQPSBM GVODUJPOT PG UIF JNQMJDBUFE HFOFT
BSF EJTSVQUFE EVF UP HFSNMJOF NVUBUJPOT 3FTFBSDI PO UJTTVF TQFDJëDJUZ PG IVNBO EJTFBTFT IBT
GPDVTFE PO UIF BOBMZTJT PG TJOHMF EJTFBTF HFOFT JO BêFDUFE UJTTVFT <ǫǪǯ ǫǪǰ> BOE BMUIPVHI
JU IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU EJTFBTF HFOFT HFOFSBMMZ UFOE UP CF FYQSFTTFE JO B MJNJUFE OVNCFS PG
UJTTVFT <Ǯǰ> JU JT TUJMM VODMFBS JO NBOZ DBTFT IPX UIF UJTTVFTQFDJëD FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSOT PG EJTFBTF
HFOFT DPSSFMBUF XJUI UIFJS QBUIPMPHJDBM NBOJGFTUBUJPOT
1SPUFPNJDT BQQSPBDIFT IBWF FTUBCMJTIFE UIBU NPTU HFOF QSPEVDUT FYFSU UIFJS GVODUJPO BT NFN
CFST PG POF PS NPSF QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT <ǫǪǱǫǫǫ> BOE UIBU NVUBUJPOT JO EJêFSFOU QSPUFJOT
QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO UIF TBNF DPNQMFY TVDI BT DFMMVMBS NBDIJOFT SJHJE TUSVDUVSFT EZOBNJD TJH
OBMJOH PS NFUBCPMJD OFUXPSLT BOE QPTUUSBOTMBUJPOBM NPEJëDBUJPO TZTUFNT HFOFSBMMZ MFBE UP
TJNJMBS QIFOPUZQFT <ǮǱ ǫǪǲ ǫǫǬ> " OFYU MPHJDBM TUFQ JT UP NPEFM FOUJSF EJTFBTF DPNQMFYFT BOE
UP BOBMZ[F UIF MJOL CFUXFFO UJTTVFTQFDJëDJUZ PG UIF DPNQMFYFT BOE UIF QBUIPMPHJDBM NBOJGFTUB
UJPOT XJUI XIJDI UIFZ BSF BTTPDJBUFE XIFO EFGFDUJWF )PXFWFS TVDI FêPSUT BSF IBNQFSFE CZ
UIF MBDL PG BEFRVBUF DPWFSBHF PO FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPUFPNJD EBUB JO IVNBOT BOE PG TUSBUFHJFT GPS
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ BOBMZ[JOH IVOESFET PG EJTFBTFT BOE UIFJS SFMBUFE HFOFT BOE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT
BDSPTT NVMUJQMF UJTTVFT PG UIF IVNBO PSHBOJTN
)FSF XF EFTDSJCF B TUSBUFHZ 	'JHVSF ǭǬ
 GPS TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ DPSSFMBUJOH QBUIPMPHJDBM NBOJGFT
UBUJPOT PG EJTFBTFT XJUI FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSOT PG JNQMJDBUFE HFOFT BOE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT BDSPTT
NBOZ IVNBO UJTTVFT 'PS UIJT BOBMZTJT XF DSFBUFE BOE WBMJEBUFE B OVNCFS PG EBUB TFUT JODMVEJOH
NPSF UIBO ǫǯǪǪ EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT BOE UP UIFTF BEEFE UJTTVF BOE TVCDFMMVMBS
MPDBMJ[BUJPO ɨFO B NFUIPE GPS TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ BTTPDJBUJOH EJTFBTFT UP BêFDUFE UJTTVFT XBT EFWFM




UP XIJDI DBVTBUJWF HFOFT DPVME CF NBQQFE XF BOBMZ[F UIF DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UJTTVFTQFDJëD
FYQSFTTJPO BOE QBUIPMPHJDBM NBOJGFTUBUJPO CPUI BU UIF DFMMVMBS MFWFM PG TJOHMF EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE
GPS FOUJSF EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT 'JOBMMZ XF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ DPNQBSFE UIF UJTTVF
TQFDJëD QBUUFSO PG FYQSFTTJPO BOE QBUIPMPHZ JO DBODFS JOJUJBUJOH HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT DBVTJOH
GBNJMJBM DBODFST UP UIBU PG OPODBODFS EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT
3FTVMUT
4ZTUFNBUJD HFOFSBUJPO PG BO BUMBT PG EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT XJUI UJTTVF
SFTPMVUJPO
#Z NJOJOH UIF (FOF$BSET <ǫǫǭ> SFTPVSDF GPS HFOFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI EJTFBTFT XF HFOFSBUFE B MJTU
PG ǬǬǬǱ VOJRVF EJTFBTFSFMBUFE QSPUFJOT 4JNJMBS UP UIF NFUIPE UIBU XF SFQPSUFE FBSMJFS <ǮǱ>
BO JO TJMJDP BQQSPBDI GPS HFOFSBUJOH EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT CBTFE PO BO JOGFSSFE
IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL XBT VTFE 	TFF 4* BOE 'JHVSF 4ǫ©
 'PMMPXJOH UIJT
TUSBUFHZ XF HFOFSBUFE ǫǯǬǮ SBX DPNQMFYFT DPNQSJTJOH ǮǯǰǰǬ VOJRVF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO
ǯǬǪǬ VOJRVF QSPUFJOT ɨF RVBMJUZ PG UIF DPNQMFYFT XBT WBMJEBUFE CZ NFBTVSFT JEFOUJDBM UP UIF
POFT SFQPSUFE JO NBKPS FYQFSJNFOUBM TDSFFOT JO 4 DFSFWJTJBF & DPMJ BOE ) TBQJFOT <Ǯǲ ǫǪǱ
ǫǫǫ ǫǫǮ> TIPXJOH UIBU UIF RVBMJUZ PG PVS EBUB NBUDIFT UIF SFQSPEVDJCJMJUZ BWFSBHF QSPCBCJMJT
UJD JOUFSBDUJPO TDPSFT BDDVSBDZ BOE DPWFSBHF SFQPSUFE JO UIFTF TUVEJFT 	TFF 4* BOE 'JHVSF 4Ǭ

'JOBMMZ UIF DPNQMFYFT XFSF NBQQFE UP UJTTVFT VTJOH UIF FYQSFTTJPO EBUB GSPN Ǳǭ OPOEJTFBTFE
UJTTVFT GSPN UIF /PWBSUJT 3FTFBSDI 'PVOEBUJPO (FOF &YQSFTTJPO %BUBCBTF 	(/'
 <ǫǫǯ> ɨF
FYQSFTTJPO MFWFM PG B DPNQMFY JO B UJTTVF XBT DBMDVMBUFE CZ BWFSBHJOH PWFS UIF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT
PG BMM HFOFT SFQSFTFOUFE JO UIF DPNQMFY
.BQQJOH DPNQMFYFT UP EJTFBTFT
5P NBQ DPNQMFYFT UP EJTFBTFT XF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ JEFOUJëFE UIF QSPUFJOT UIBU IBE CFFO BTTPDJ
BUFE UP FBDI PG UIF EJTFBTFT NFOUJPOFE JO 0.*. ɨJT XBT EPOF VTJOH UIF QSPUFJO UP 0.*.
NBQQJOH EJTQMBZFE JO (FOF$BSET ȅ EBUBCBTF 8F UIFO NFBTVSFE UIF PWFSMBQ CFUXFFO QSPUFJOT
JO DPNQMFYFT BOE QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF EJTFBTFT BOE DBMDVMBUFE UIF TJHOJëDBODF PG UIJT
PWFSMBQ #FDBVTF B OVNCFS PG DPNQMFYFT BSF LOPXO UP CF JOWPMWFE JO EJêFSFOU EJTFBTFT XF
BMMPXFE GPS B DPNQMFY UP CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NPSF UIBO POF EJTFBTF *O UPUBM UIF ǫǯǬǮ SBX DPN
QMFYFT XFSF NBQQFE UP ǫǪǯǮ 0.*. EJTFBTFT *O UIF GVSUIFS UFYU XF SFGFS UP UIFTF BT EJTFBTF
DPNQMFYFT
%JTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY
5P PVS LOPXMFEHF UIFSF FYJTUT OP TZTUFNBUJD NBQQJOH PG EJTFBTFT UP BêFDUFE UJTTVFT 8F EF
UFSNJOFE UIF DPWBSJBODF PG B EJTFBTF XJUI B UJTTVF CZ JEFOUJGZJOH UIF OVNCFS PG QVCMJDBUJPOT
DPNFOUJPOJOH UIF EJTFBTF BOE UJTTVF 	BOE TZOPOZNT UIFSFPG 
 SFMBUJWF UP UIF OVNCFS PG QVC
MJDBUJPOT NFOUJPOJOH UIF EJTFBTF PS UJTTVF BMPOF <ǫǫǰ> 8F USBOTGPSNFE UIF DPWBSJBODF JOUP




ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
'JHVSF čČ 0WFSWJFX PG UIF TUVEZ 	B
 ɨF EJêFSFOU BOBMZTFT BOE IPX UIFZ SFMBUF UP FBDI PUIFS 	C
 ǯǳ JOIFSJUFE
DBODFST BOE NPSF UIBO ǫǪǪǪ PUIFS .FOEFMJBO EJTPSEFST BSF NBQQFE UP ǫǬǰǯ DBVTBUJWF HFOFT BOE ǫǯǬǮ DPNQMFYFT
VTJOH B DPNCJOBUJPO PG BVUPNBUFE QBSTJOH PG 0.*. BOE 1VCNFE (FOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT BSF TUSBUJëFE JOUP UISFF
NBKPS DBUFHPSJFT OPODBODFS EJTFBTF DBODFSHBJO PG GVODUJPO BOE DBODFSMPTT PG GVODUJPO ɨJT TUSBUJëDBUJPO JT
EPOF CZ B DPNCJOBUJPO PG NBOVBM DVSBUJPO BOE TFNJBVUPNBUFE TUFQT 	D
 " VOJRVF TFU PG ǫǯǬǮ QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT
BTTPDJBUFE UP EJTFBTF BSF HFOFSBUFE CZ RVFSZJOH UIF QSPUFJOT PG EJTFBTF HFOFT GPS EJSFDU JOUFSBDUJPO QBSUOFST JO B IVNBO
QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL GPMMPXFE CZ TFWFSBM RVBMJUZ DPOUSPM TUFQT 	E
 5SBOTDSJQUJPOBM SFHVMBUJPO PG CPUI HFOFT
BOE TFUT PG HFOFT UIBU XPSL UPHFUIFS JO DFMMVMBS DPNQMFYFT BSF BOBMZ[FE BDSPTT UJTTVFT PG UIF IVNBO PSHBOJTN 	F

%JTFBTFT BSF NBQQFE UP SFMFWBOU UJTTVFT VTJOH BTTPDJBUJPO EFHSFF PG QBSUJDVMBS EJTFBTFT BOE UJTTVFT BDSPTT .&%-*/&
4UFQT BSF UBLFO UP SFEVDF FSSPST JO XPSE SFDPHOJUJPO BOE IBOEMF TZOPOZNT BDDVSBUFMZ ɨFTF TUFQT BSF GPMMPXFE CZ
EFUFSNJOBUJPO PG BO PQUJNBM DVUPê BOE SJHPSPVT RVBMJUZ DPOUSPM )FSFCZ XF QSPEVDFE B NBUSJY XIFSF EJTFBTFT BSF
NBQQFE UP UJTTVFT SFMFWBOU UP UIF QBUIPMPHZ XJUI B QSFDJTJPO PG NPSF UIBO Ǫǲ $BODFST BSF NBQQFE UP UJTTVFT UIBU
BSF UIF QSJNBSZ PSJHJO PG UVNPS GPSNBUJPO XJUI B QSFDJTJPO PWFS Ǫǳǯ
ǮǮ
ǭǬ 1BQFS ***
UIBU B HJWFO UJTTVFEJTFBTF QBJS DPOTUJUVUFE PG UIF UPUBM DPWBSJBODF GPS B HJWFO EJTFBTF $BMDV
MBUJOH BO BTTPDJBUJPO TDPSF GPS UIF Ǳǭ UJTTVFT VTFE JO UIF (/' UJTTVF BUMBT <ǫǫǯ> WFSTVT ǫǪǯǮ
0.*. EJTFBTFT ZJFMEFE B EJTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY 	'JHVSF ǭǭ
 #Z NBOVBMMZ WBMJEBUJOH
UIF BTTPDJBUJPOT XF EFUFSNJOFE B DVUPê XIFSF UJTTVFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF QBUIPMPHZ PG B HJWFO
EJTFBTF DPVME CF EFUFSNJOFE XJUI B QSFDJTJPO PWFS ǲǪǝ 	TFF 4* BOE 'JHVSF 4ǭ
 NFBOJOH UIBU
BCPWF UIJT UISFTIPME UJTTVFT SFMFWBOU UP UIF QBUIPMPHZ PG B HJWFO EJTFBTF DBO CF BDDVSBUFMZ JEFO
UJëFE BNPOHTU UIF (/' BUMBT UJTTVFT JO NPSF UIBO ǲǪǝ PG UIF DBTFT 5JTTVFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF
QBUIPMPHZ PG B HJWFO EJTFBTFT BSF JO UIF GVSUIFS UFYU EFëOFE BT EJTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPOT TDPSJOH
BCPWF UIJT DVUPê
.BQQJOH DPNQMFYFT UP DBODFST
" MBSHF OVNCFS PG HFOFT IBWF CFFO BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DBODFST EVF UP BCFSSBOU FYQSFTTJPO PS TP
NBUJD NVUBUJPOT JO UVNPST )PXFWFS GFX PG UIFTF HFOFT IBWF BDUVBMMZ CFFO QSPWFO UP QMBZ B
SPMF JO UIF JOJUJBUJPO PG UIF UVNPS )FODF BO BVUPNBUFE NBQQJOH PG DBODFS HFOFT UP DPN
QMFYFT XPVME JODMVEF NBOZ HFOFT UIBU BSF NVUBUFE JO UVNPST CVU EP OPU DBVTF UIF DBODFS "T
XF BSF JOUFSFTUFE JO TUVEZJOH UIF UJTTVF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG EJTFBTF JOJUJBUJOH HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT
XF NBOVBMMZ DSFBUFE BO FYIBVTUJWF MJTU PG IFSJUBCMF DBODFS HFOFT UIBU JOJUJBUF UVNPST UISPVHI
HFSNMJOF NVUBUJPOT ɨFTF HFOFT XFSF NBQQFE UP 0.*. EJTFBTFT EFTDSJCJOH UIF DBODFST NBO
VBMMZ 	5BCMF 4ǬȆ
 'PS UIJT TVCTFU PG HFOFT UIFSF JT DPNQFMMJOH FWJEFODF UIBU EFGFDUT BSF UIF
QSJNBSZ DBVTF PG UIF DBODFS *O UPUBM XF FYUSBDUFE B TVCTFU PG ǯǫ HFOFT JO XIJDI NVUBUJPOT MFBE
UP IFSJUBCMF DBODFST BOE NBQQFE UIFN UP ǯǳ DBODFST 4JODF NPTU DBODFS NVUBUJPOT BSF FJUIFS
MPTT PS HBJO PG GVODUJPO XIJDI DPVME JOìVFODF UIF NFDIBOJTNT PG EJTFBTF QSPHSFTTJPO BOE IBWF
CFBSJOH PO UIF NFDIBOJTNT PG UJTTVFTQFDJëDJUZ XF GVSUIFS TUSBUJëFE UIF DBODFS HFOFT JOUP MPTT
PS HBJO PG GVODUJPO BT EFëOFE JO 7PHFMTUFJO FU BM <ǫǪǭ> &YBNQMFT PG MPTT PG GVODUJPO HFOFT BSF
UVNPS TVQQSFTTPS PS %/" SFQBJS HFOFT UIBU CFDPNF EFGFDUJWF XIFO NVUBUFE BOE FYBNQMFT PG
HBJO PG GVODUJPO BSF LJOBTFT XIJDI CFDPNF DPOTUJUVUJWFMZ BDUJWBUFE CZ NVUBUJPOT 	5BCMF 4ǭ

$BODFS BTTPDJBUFE DPNQMFYFT XFSF JEFOUJëFE BT DPNQMFYFT FOSJDIFE GPS UIJT TVCTFU PG HFOFT *O
UIF GVSUIFS UFYU XF SFGFS UP UIFTF BT DBODFS DPNQMFYFT
(FOFSBUJOH B EJTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY GPS DBODFST
$BODFS UP UJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO NBQQJOH JT OPU TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE *O UIJT TUVEZ XF XFSF JOUFSFTUFE
JO FYDMVTJWFMZ TUVEZJOH UIF UJTTVFT JO XIJDI UVNPST BSF JOJUJBUFE UISPVHI HFSNMJOF NVUBUJPOT
PG QBSUJDVMBS HFOFT 4JODF DBODFST HFOFSBMMZ BêFDU NBOZ UJTTVFT UISPVHI EPXOTUSFBN FêFDUT
TVDI BT NFUBTUBTFT BTTPDJBUJPOT UP OPOJOJUJBUJOH UJTTVFT IBE UP CF ëMUFSFE PVU 'VSUIFSNPSF
NBOZ DBODFS TZOESPNFT BSJTJOH GSPN HFSNMJOF NVUBUJPOT JO DBODFS HFOFT BMTP JODMVEF OPO
NBMJHOBOU QBUIPMPHZ GPS XIJDI EJTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO IBE UP CF EJTSFHBSEFE JO UIJT BOBMZTJT
'PS UIJT SFBTPO XF NBOVBMMZ BOBMZ[FE UIF DPNQMFUF TVCTFU PG UJTTVFT BTTPDJBUFE UP IFSJUBCMF
DBODFS TZOESPNFT SFTVMUJOH JO B QSFDJTJPO BQQSPYJNBUJOH ǫǪǪǝ GPS UIF DBODFSUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPOT




ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
'JHVSF čč%JTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY ɨF DPMPS SBOHF HPFT GSPN MJHIU HSFZ XIJDI DPSSFTQPOET UP OP BTTPDJ
BUJPO PG EJTFBTF BOE UJTTVF UP EBSL CMVF BU ǫǬǝ BTTPDJBUJPO ɨF QFSDFOU BTTPDJBUJPO JT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG B EJTFBTFhT
BTTPDJBUJPO UP B QBSUJDVMBS UJTTVF JO UIF /PWBSUJT 3FTFBSDI 'PVOEBUJPO (FOF &YQSFTTJPO %BUBCBTF 	(/'
 BUMBT PVU
PG UIF DVNVMBUJWF BTTPDJBUJPO UP BMM UJTTVF JO UIF BUMBT 	B
 ɨF ëSTU ǫǪǪ EJTFBTFT NBQQFE UP UIF Ǳǭ UJTTVFT JO UIF (/'
BUMBT 	C
 " TVCTFU PG UIF EJTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPOT
$PSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO QBUIPMPHZ BOE UJTTVFTQFDJíD FYQSFTTJPO
'JSTU XF BOBMZ[FE UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG EJTFBTF HFOFT JO UIF UJTTVF XJUI UIF IJHIFTU EJTFBTF
BTTPDJBUJPO JO UIF EJTFBTFUJTTVF NBUSJY 	SBOL POF
 ɨJT BOBMZTJT XBT SFQFBUFE GPS UIF ǬOE UP
ǬǯUI IJHIFTU BTTPDJBUFE UJTTVFT 	SBOL UXP UP Ǭǯ
 BOE UIF BWFSBHF [ TDPSF BU FBDI SBOL MFWFM XBT
QMPUUFE BT B DVSWF 	'JHVSF ǭǮB
 'PS FYBNQMF NZPTJO IFBWZ DIBJO ǰ 	.:)ǰ
 JT JOWPMWFE JO
IZQFSUSPQIJD DBSEJPNZPQBUIZ BOE UIF UJTTVFT GSPN UIF (/' BUMBT SBOLFE ëSTU BOE TFDPOE JO
SFMBUJPO UP IZQFSUSPQIJD DBSEJPNZPQBUIZ BSF IFBSU BOE DBSEJBD NZPDZUFT 8F EFUFSNJOFE UIF
[TDPSF PG .:)ǰ JO IFBSU 	UJTTVF SBOL POF
 UIF BWFSBHF [TDPSF PG .:)ǰ JO UIF UXP IJHI
FTU SBOLFE UJTTVFT IFBSU BOE DBSEJBD NZPDZUFT 	UJTTVF SBOL UXP
 ɨJT QSPDFEVSF JT SFQFBUFE
GPS SBOLT UISFF UP Ǭǯ ɨJT HJWFT B TFU PG SBOL EFQFOEFOU [TDPSFT GPS .:)ǰ ɨJT QSPDFEVSF
JT SFQFBUFE GPS FWFSZ EJTFBTF HFOF JO FWFSZ EJTFBTF ZJFMEJOH SBOL EFQFOEFOU [TDPSFT GPS FWFSZ
HFOFEJTFBTF DPNCJOBUJPO XIJDI JT QMPUUFE JO 'JHVSF ǭǮB ɨJT ëHVSF TIPXT UIF DMFBS UFOEFODZ
PG PWFSFYQSFTTJPO GPS EJTFBTF HFOFT JO UJTTVFT XJUI UIF IJHIFTU SBOL 	CMVF DVSWF
 ɨF DVSWFT
GPS DBODFS HFOFT TIPX UXP EJêFSFOU USFOET 8IJMF HBJO PG GVODUJPO HFOFT BSF PWFSFYQSFTTFE
JO UJTTVFT XJUI UIF IJHIFTU SBOL 	SFE DVSWF
 MPTT PG GVODUJPO HFOFT BSF VOEFSFYQSFTTFE 	HSFFO
DVSWF

5P TFF JG UIF PCTFSWFE FYQSFTTJPO USFOET XFSF TJHOJëDBOU XF BWFSBHFE UIF [ TDPSFT JO UIF UJT
TVFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF EJTFBTF BOE DPNQBSFE UP UIFJS FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT JO OPOBêFDUFE UJTTVFT
	'JHVSF ǭǮC
 'PS OPODBODFS EJTFBTF HFOFT XF PCTFSWFE B TJHOJëDBOU UFOEFODZ PG PWFSFYQSFT
TJPO 	Q<ǫǪFǰ
 XIJDI JT BMTP UIF DBTF GPS HBJO PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT 	QǭǳFǬ
 CVU XJUI
MFTT TJHOJëDBODF -PTT PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT TIPX UIF DPOWFSTF USFOE PG VOEFSFYQSFTTJPO
	QǫǪFǬ

8F DBSSJFE PVU UIF TBNF BOBMZTJT GPS UIF QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT XIJDI TIPXFE UIBU UIF FYQSFT
TJPO USFOE PCTFSWFE GPS EJTFBTF HFOFT JT DPOTFSWFE BU UIF MFWFM PG EJTFBTF QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT 	TFF
'JHVSF ǭǮE BOE ǭǮD
 ɨFTF EJTFBTF DPNQMFYFT EJTQMBZ B TJHOJëDBOU UFOEFODZ UP CF PWFSFY
QSFTTFE JO UJTTVFT XIFSF UIFZ BSF JOWPMWFE JO QBUIPMPHZ 	Q<ǫǪFǰ CMVF DVSWF
 8IJMF QSPUFJO
DPNQMFYFT TJHOJëDBOUMZ FOSJDIFE GPS HBJO PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT GPMMPX UIF UFOEFODZ PG PWFS
Ǯǰ
ǭǬ 1BQFS ***
FYQSFTTJPO 	Q ǪǮǮ SFE DVSWF
 BOE DPNQMFYFT FOSJDIFE GPS MPTT PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT BSF
VOEFSFYQSFTTFE 	QǭǮFǭ HSFFO DVSWF

"T UIF [ TDPSFT XFSF MPXFS GPS UIF DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT DPNQBSFE UP UIF NPSF SPCVTU
WBMVFT PG UIF OPODBODFS EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT XF UFTUFE JG UIJT SFTVMU XBT JOìVFODFE CZ
UIF EBUB TFU BOE OPSNBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPE 8F SFQMJDBUFE UIF BOBMZTJT VTJOH B EJêFSFOU BOE OPWFM
SPCVTU NVMUJBSSBZ 	3."
 CBTFE OPSNBMJ[BUJPO TDIFNF <ǫǫǱ> &YQSFTTJPO EBUB OPSNBMJ[FE XJUI
UIJT BMHPSJUIN TUJMM TIPXFE B TJHOJëDBOU PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT CVU
CPUI UIF PWFS BOE VOEFSFYQSFTTJPO USFOET GPS UIF DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT EFDSFBTFE JO
TJHOJëDBODF 5P UFTU JG B GFX EJTFBTFT PS UJTTVFT XFSF ESJWJOH UIF PCTFSWFE USFOE XF BOBMZ[FE UIF
FYQSFTTJPO USFOE CSPLFO EPXO JOUP TJOHMF UJTTVFT 	'JHVSF 4Ǯ
 BOE CZ CPPUTUSBQQJOH UIF EBUBTFU
CPUI PO EJTFBTF BOE UJTTVF MFWFM ɨJT BOBMZTJT TIPXT UIBU UIBU NPTU UJTTVFT DPOUSJCVUF UP UIF
PCTFSWFE SFTVMUT BOE UIFZ BSF SPCVTU UP CPPUTUSBQQJOH PG UIF EBUB TFU
&YBNQMFT PG EJTFBTF DPNQMFYFT XJUI UJTTVF BOE QIFOPUZQF DPSSFMBUJPO
&YBNQMFT PG UIF DPSSFMBUJPOT GPVOE CFUXFFO UJTTVF FYQSFTTJPO BOE QBUIPMPHZ PS QIFOPUZQF SF
QPSUFE BSF QSPWJEFE JO 'JHVSF ǭǯ "MTP UIF NPTU TJHOJëDBOU HFOF POUPMPHZ 	(0
 TVCDFMMVMBS
BOE GVODUJPOBM DBUFHPSJFT GPS UIF DPNQMFY JO RVFTUJPO BSF JOEJDBUFE GPMMPXFE CZ UIF TJHOJëDBODF
XJUI XIJDI UIF DPNQMFY DBO CF BTTJHOFE UP UIJT (0 DBUFHPSZ 5JTTVF OBNFT BSF BT EFëOFE JO UIF
(/' BUMBT ɨF GVMM TFUT PG QSPUFJOT JO FBDI DPNQMFY DBO CF TFFO JO 'JHVSF 4ǯ 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ
.BUFSJBM POMJOF

9: TFY SFWFSTBM DBO CF DBVTFE CZ NVUBUJPOT JO UIF USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST 43: 	4FY EFUFSNJO
JOH 3FHJPO :
 <ǫǫǲ> 409 ǳ 	UIF 43: TFY EFUFSNJOJOH SFHJPO :CPY ǳ HFOF
 <ǫǫǳ> /3ǯ"ǫ
	UIF OVDMFBS SFDFQUPS TVCGBNJMZ ǯ"ǫ
 NPSF DPNNPOMZ LOPXO BT 4'ǫ <ǫǬǪ ǫǬǫ> BOE /3Ǫ#ǫ
	OVDMFBS SFDFQUPS TVCGBNJMZ Ǫ#ǫ
 NPSF DPNNPOMZ LOPXO BT %"9ǫ <ǫǬǬ> "EEJUJPOBMMZ 409
ǳ JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DBNQPNFMJD EZTQMBTJB B CPOF EJTPSEFS UIBU MFBET UP B OVNCFS PG BTTPDJBUFE
TLFMFUBM BOE DBSUJMBHJOPVT EFGPSNJUJFT <ǫǬǭ> 4'ǫ JT OFFEFE GPS HPOBE BOE BESFOBM EJêFSFOUJ
BUJPO <ǫǬǪ ǫǬǮ> BOE GPS QSPQFS TUFSPJEPHFOFTJT BT XFMM BT GPS .VMMFSJBO *OIJCJUJOH 4VCTUBODF
	.*4
 MJHBOE BOE .*4 SFDFQUPS FYQSFTTJPO <ǫǬǮ ǫǬǯ> %"9ǫ XIJDI MFBET UP 9: TFY SFWFS
TBM CPUI XIFO PWFSFYQSFTTFE CZ JOIJCJUJOH 4'ǫ <ǫǬǬ> BOE XIFO JOBDUJWBUFE BT JU JT SFRVJSFE
GPS UFTUJT EJêFSFOUJBUJPO CZ SFHVMBUJOH FYQSFTTJPO PG 409ǳ <ǫǬǰ> 8IJMF UIF BDUJWJUZ PG 4'ǫ
%"9ǫ BOE 409ǳ JT SFRVJSFE GPS UFTUJT EJêFSFOUJBUJPO BOE EFWFMPQNFOU OPOF PG UIFTF HFOFT
BSF FTTFOUJBM GPS PWBSJBO EFWFMPQNFOU <ǫǬǰǫǬǳ> )FSF XF JEFOUJGZ B USBOTDSJQUJPOBM SFHVMB
UJPO DPNQMFY 	(0ǪǪǪǰǭǯǯ QǫǳFǲ
 DPOUBJOJOH %"9ǫ 4'ǫ BOE 409ǳ BMM PG XIJDI BSF
LOPXO UP CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI TFY SFWFSTBM 	QǰǳFǰ
 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF DPNQMFY DPOUBJOT 409ǲ
UIBU JT DMPTFMZ SFMBUFE UP 409ǳ BOE JNQMJDBUFE JO SFHVMBUJOH UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG UFTUJTTQFDJëD
HFOFT <ǫǭǪ> 8IJMF UIF DPNQMFY JT PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO UFTUJT DFMMT JU JT VOEFSFYQSFTTFE JO PWBSJFT
	'JHVSF ǭǯ PO QBHF Ǯǳ
 XIJDI DPJODJEFT XJUI UIF LOPXO CJPMPHZ PG UIF NPTU XFMM DIBSBDUFS
J[FE PG JUT DPNQPOFOUT 0VS NFUIPE UIVT IBT QSFEJDUJWF WBMVF BT JU DBO J EFUFDU JOUFSBDUJPOT
CFUXFFO NPMFDVMFT XIJDI CZ UIFNTFMWFT BSF LOPXO UP CF JNQPSUBOU JO TFY EJêFSFOUJBUJPO BOE
EFUFSNJOBUJPO CZ QSPEVDJOH TFY SFWFSTBM JJ WBMJEBUF UIFTF ëOEJOHT CZ EFNPOTUSBUJOH EJNPS
QIJD UJTTVFTQFDJëD FYQSFTTJPO UIBU DPSSFMBUFT XJUI UIF QBUIPMPHZ SFTVMUJOH GSPN JOBDUJWBUJPO PG
TFWFSBM NFNCFST PG UIF DPNQMFY BOE JJJ SFWFBM UIF JNQPSUBODF PG OFX JOUFSBDUPST XPSUIZ PG
GVSUIFS TUVEZ
ǮǱ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
'JHVSF čď &YQSFTTJPO MFWFMT PG EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT JO QBUIPMPHJDBMMZ BTTPDJBUFE UJTTVFT 	B
 ɨF FYQSFTTJPO
MFWFM PG HFOFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI EJTFBTFT BOE DBODFST JO UIF UJTTVFT NPTU BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF QBSUJDVMBS EJTFBTF DBVTFE CZ
UIF HFOFT 5JTTVFT BSF SBOLFE XJUI UIF NPTU BTTPDJBUFE UJTTVF BU UIF JOUFSTVCTFDUJPO XJUI UIF ZBYJT BOE JO EFDMJOJOH
PSEFS GSPN MFGU UP SJHIU ɨJT QMPU TIPXT UIF USFOE PG PWFSFYQSFTTJPO GPS EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE HBJO PG GVODUJPO DBODFS
HFOFT JO UJTTVFT XJUI UIF IJHIFTU SBOL -PTT PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT BSF HFOFSBMMZ VOEFSFYQSFTTFE JO UIF UJTTVFT
XJUI UIF IJHIFTU SBOL 	C
 ɨF BWFSBHF EJTFBTF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO JO BTTPDJBUFE UJTTVFT JT TIPXO %JTFBTF HFOFT BSF
PWFSFYQSFTTFE XJUI BO BWFSBHF [TDPSF PG ǪǬǲ 	Q<ǫǪFǰ
 ɨF DBODFS BTTPDJBUFE HFOFT TIPX UXP EJêFSFOU USFOET
HBJO PG GVODUJPO GPMMPX UIF USFOE PG BMM EJTFBTF HFOFT XJUI BO BWFSBHF [TDPSF PG ǪǭǪ 	QǭǳFǬ
 CVU MPTT PG GVODUJPO
HFOFT IBWF B UFOEFODZ UP CF VOEFSFYQSFTTFE JO UIF UJTTVFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UVNPS GPSNBUJPO XJUI BO BWFSBHF [TDPSF
PG ǪǬǫ 	QǫǪFǬ
 	DE
 ɨF TBNF BOBMZTJT JT TIPXO BU UIF MFWFM PG QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT XIFSF UIF USFOE JT DPOTFSWFE
Ǯǲ
ǭǬ 1BQFS ***
'PVS PUIFS DPNQMFYFT XIFSF UJTTVFTQFDJëD PWFSFYQSFTTJPO DPSSFMBUFT XJUI QBUIPMPHJDBM NBO
JGFTUBUJPOT BSF EFQJDUFE JO 'JHVSF ǭǯ 	TFF 4* BOE 'JHVSF 4ǯ GPS NPSF EFUBJMT PO UIFTF GPVS DPN
QMFYFT BOE GPS FYBNQMFT PG DBODFS SFMBUFE DPNQMFYFT
 ɨFTF JODMVEF J B DPNQMFY JOWPMWFE JO
$IBSDPU.BSJF5PPUI EJTFBTF UZQF Ǯ' BOE PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO TQJOBM DPSE EPSTBM SPPU HBOHMJPO
BOE TLFMFUBM NVTDMFT JJ B TBSDPHMZDBO DPNQMFY JOWPMWFE JO -JNC(JSEMF NVTDVMBS EZTUSPQZ
PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO TLFMFUBM NVTDMF DBSEJBD NZPDZUFT BOE IFBSU JJJ B NZPëCSJM DPNQMFY JOWPMWFE
JO GBNJMJBM DBSEJPNZPQBUIZ PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO TFWFSBM UJTTVFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF EJTFBTF TVDI BT
IFBSU BOE DBSEJDBD NZPDZUFT JW BOE B DPNQMFY JOWPMWFE JO DBUFDIPM NFUBCPMJTN BOE 1BSLJO
TPO EJTFBTF PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO B OVNCFS PG SFMFWBOU CSBJO UJTTVFT JODMVEJOH UIF DBVEBUF OVDMFVT
TVCUIBMBNJD OVDMFVT BOE HMPCVT QBMMJEVT 8IJMF UIF PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG UIF TBSDPHMZDBO BOE
NZPëCSJM DPNQMFY JO TLFMFUBM UJTTVFT JT XFMM LOPXO UIF PWBSJBOUFTUFT EJNQPSIJD FYQSFTTJPO
QBUUFSO PG UIF TFYSFWFSTBM DPNQMFY BOE UIF PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG B 1BSLJOTPO DPNQMFY JO TFWFSBM
SFMFWBOU CSBJO UJTTVFT PG UIF CBTBM HBOHMJB BSF TVHHFTUJWF PG UIF VOEFSMZJOH UJTTVFTQFDJëD CJPMPHZ
PG UIFTF EJTPSEFST "DSPTT BMM FYBNQMFT UIF UJTTVFTQFDJëD FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSOT DPSSFMBUF XJUI UIF
QBUIPMPHJDBM DIBOHFT PCTFSWFE XIFO POF PS TFWFSBM NFNCFST PG UIF DPNQMFY BSF EFGFDUJWF
'JHVSF čĖ 3FQSFTFOUBUJWF FYBNQMFT PG EJTFBTF DPNQMFYFT BSF EJTQMBZFE %JTFBTFT BSF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UJTTVFT VTJOH
PVS EJTFBTFUJTTVF NBUSJY BOE FYQSFTTJPO EBUB BSF GSPN UIF (/' EBUB TFU ɨF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT PG DPNQMFYFT BSF
TIPXO BT [TDPSFT *G B EJTFBTF JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NPSF UIBO UISFF UJTTVFT POMZ UIF UISFF NPTU BTTPDJBUFE UJTTVFT BSF
TIPXO GPS DMBSJUZ *O B HJWFO DPNQMFY QSPUFJOT SFMFWBOU UP UIF EJTFBTF JO RVFTUJPO BSF ZFMMPX ɨF ëHVSF TIPXT UIF
HFOFSBM UFOEFODZ PG PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG UIF DPNQMFYFT JO UIF UJTTVFT JO XIJDI UIFZ BSF JOWPMWFE JO QBUIPMPHZ DPNQBSFE
UP UIFJS FYQSFTTJPO MFWFM JO PUIFS UJTTVFT
Ǯǳ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
%JTDVTTJPO
ɨF DPNQMFY EBUB TFU SFQPSUFE IFSF JT NPSF UIBO UISFF UJNFT MBSHFS UIBO PVS SFQPSUFE TFU PG
DPNQMFYFT <ǮǱ> BOE DPOUBJOT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ TFWFO UJNFT NPSF JOUFSBDUJPOT DPNQBSFE UP UIF POMZ
QSFWJPVTMZ SFQPSUFE FYQFSJNFOUBM TDSFFO GPS IVNBO DPNQMFYFT <ǫǭǫ> 5P PVS LOPXMFEHF UIJT
EBUB TFU DPNQSJTFT UIF ëSTU TFU PG TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ HFOFSBUFE DPNQMFYFT XJUI UJTTVF QIFOPUZQF BOE
TVCDFMMVMBS SFTPMVUJPO JO BOZ NBNNBMJBO PSHBOJTN ɨF FOUJSF BUMBT JT NBEF BWBJMBCMF POMJOF
BU KWWSZZZFEVGWXGNVXSSOGJI
" UIFPSFUJDBM MJNJUBUJPO PG PVS BQQSPBDI JT UIBU XF VTF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO EBUB UP NBQ DPN
QMFYFT UP UJTTVFT EVF UP UIF MBDL PG HPPE DPWFSBHF PG RVBOUJUBUJWF QSPUFPNJDT FYQSFTTJPO EBUB
&BSMZ TUVEJFT PG UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO N3/" FYQSFTTJPO BOE QSPUFJO BCVOEBODF MFWFMT
IBWF DPOTJTUFOUMZ SFQPSUFE NPEFTU DPSSFMBUJPOT <ǫǭǬǫǭǮ> )PXFWFS SFDFOU XPSL XIJDI VTFT
B QSPCBCJMJTUJD GSBNFXPSL UP NPEFM UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO UIF FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ SFDPSEFE QSP
UFJO BOE N3/" QBUUFSOT IBT DPOëSNFE UIBU JO Ǳǯǝ PG BMM HFOFT UJTTVF N3/" FYQSFTTJPO
QBUUFSOT MJOFBSMZ DPSSFMBUF XJUI QSPUFJO BCVOEBODF BOE UIJT PWFSBMM HPPE DPSSFMBUJPO JT TIPXO
GPS UIF EBUBTFU XF VTF JO UIJT XPSL <ǫǭǯ> )PXFWFS UP UFTU IPX B MBDL PG DPSSFMBUJPO GPS Ǭǯǝ PG
UIF HFOFT BêFDUT PVS SFTVMUT XF SBOEPNJ[FE Ǭǯǝ PG UIF EBUB QPJOUT BOE GPVOE UIBU UIF SFTVMUT
BDIJFWFE GPS EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT BOE GPS MPTT PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT
XFSF SPCVTU 	Q<ǫǪFǭ TFF 4*
 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF UJTTVF SFTPMVUJPO PG PVS DPNQMFYFT JT TVQ
QPSUFE CZ UIF PCTFSWBUJPO UIBU UIFZ BSF TJHOJëDBOUMZ FOSJDIFE JO QSPUFJOT DPPDDVSJOH JO UJTTVF
TBNQMFT UIBU BSF BOBMZ[FE VTJOH NBOVBMMZ DVSBUFE JNNVOPIJTUPDIFNJTUSZ EBUB 	4* BOE 'JHVSF
4Ǭ

0VS SFTVMUT TVQQPSU UIF OPUJPO UIBU LOPXO EJTFBTF HFOFT HFOFSBMMZ BSF UJTTVF TQFDJëD <Ǯǰ
ǫǪǮ> CZ CFJOH TFMFDUJWFMZ PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO UIF UJTTVFT JO XIJDI TQFDJëD HFOF EFGFDUT DBVTF
QBUIPMPHZ "MUFSOBUJWFMZ IJHI MFWFMT PG HFOF FYQSFTTJPO NBZ CF OFFEFE GPS UIF GVODUJPOBM BD
UJWJUZ PG UIF UJTTVF .PSFPWFS XF TIPX UIBU UIJT USFOE JT DPOTFSWFE BMTP BU UIF MFWFM PG UIF
QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT JO XIJDI UIF EJTFBTF HFOFT DBSSZ PVU UIFJS CJPMPHJDBM GVODUJPO
.PTU LOPXO HFOFT XIJDI JOJUJBUF DBODFS BSF JOWPMWFE JO VCJRVJUPVT QSPDFTTFT TVDI BT %/"
SFQBJS DFMM DZDMF SFHVMBUJPO BOE BQPQUPTJT <ǫǪǭ ǫǭǰǫǭǲ> BOE 5BCMF 4ǭ "OE JU SFNBJOT B
LFZ QV[[MF JO PODPMPHZ UP EFUFSNJOF IPX HFSNMJOF NVUBUJPOT JO HFOFSBM HFOFT JOJUJBUF UJTTVF
TQFDJëD UVNPST <ǫǭǱ> 5P JOWFTUJHBUF UIJT DPOUSBEJDUJPO XF BMTP BOBMZ[FE UIF FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSOT
PG DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT JOWPMWFE JO IFSJUBCMF DBODFS TZOESPNFT ɨF HBJO PG GVODUJPO
DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT GPMMPX UIF USFOE PG OPO DBODFS EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE BSF HFOFSBMMZ
PWFSFYQSFTTFE JO UJTTVFT XIFSF UIFZ JOJUJBUF UVNPST DPOWFSTFMZ DPNQMFYFT FOSJDIFE GPS MPTT PG
GVODUJPO HFOFT BSF VOEFSFYQSFTTFE JO UIF UJTTVFT XIFSF NVUBUJPOT DBVTF OFPQMBTUJD USBOTGPSNB
UJPO 0VS SFTVMUT GPS DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT XFSF OPU SPCVTU XIFO EJêFSFOU BMHPSJUINT
XFSF VTFE UP OPSNBMJ[F UIF FYQSFTTJPO EBUB ɨFSF DPVME CF B OVNCFS PG SFBTPOT GPS UIF MBDL PG
B UJTTVFTQFDJëDJUZ TJHOBM GPS UIF BOBMZ[FE DBODFS HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT ɨF DVSSFOU DPODFQUT PG
DBODFS JOEJDBUF UIBU TPNF UVNPST BSF JOJUJBUFE CZ B TNBMM TVCTFU PG TUFN DFMMT <ǫǭǳ> XIPTF TQF
DJëD FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT XPVME CF JNQPTTJCMF UP EFUFDU JO UJTTVF TBNQMFT XJUI UIF SFTPMVUJPO VTFE
IFSF "OPUIFS IZQPUIFTJT JT UIBU UVNPS JOJUJBUJPO JT DBVTFE CZ B DPNCJOBUJPO PG NVUBUJPOT JO B
LFZ HFOF FYQPTVSF UP NVUBHFOJD TVCTUBODFT PS JPOJ[JOH SBEJBUJPO BOE IJHI QSPMJGFSBUJPO SBUFT
PG TQFDJëD DFMM QPQVMBUJPOT JO B UJTTVF <ǫǭǱ> B DPNCJOBUJPO XF EP OPU BOBMZ[F IFSF )PXFWFS
PVS SFTVMUT IJHIMJHIU UIF GVOEBNFOUBM EJêFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF UJTTVF TQFDJëDJUZ PG DBODFST BOE
PUIFS EJTFBTFT BOE TIPXT UIBU UIJT EJêFSFODF JT DPOTJTUFOU PO CPUI HFOF BOE DPNQMFY MFWFM
ǯǪ
ǭǬ 1BQFS ***
'VODUJPOBM HFOPNJDT BOE TFRVFODJOH IBWF CFFO FYUSFNFMZ VTFGVM UPPMT GPS JEFOUJGZJOH UIF
DPNQMFUF TFUT PG HFOFT JO IVNBOT BOE NPEFM PSHBOJTNT BOE EFEVDJOH IPX EJTSVQUJPO PG EJG
GFSFOU HFOFT JO B DPNNPO NPMFDVMBS QBUIXBZ DBO MFBE UP TJNJMBS QIFOPUZQJD QBUIPMPHJFT ɨFTF
SFTVMUT JOEJDBUF IPX UIF GVODUJPO PG HFOFT JT PSHBOJ[FE JO TQBDF BOE UJNF ɨF OFYU TUFQ JT UP
NPEFM FOUJSF TZTUFNT VTJOH EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO BOE TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ ɨJT IBT QSPWFO EJïDVMU JO
IVNBOT EVF UP FYQFSJNFOUBM MJNJUBUJPOT BOE FUIJDBM JTTVFT TVHHFTUJOH UIBU PUIFS TUSBUFHJFT NVTU
CF DPOTJEFSFE 8F UBLF B TUFQ UPXBSET UIJT HPBM CZ DSFBUJOH B OVNCFS PG OFX EBUB TFUT JO QBSU
CZ SFëOJOH SFBOBMZ[JOH BOE JOUFHSBUJOH FYJTUJOH EBUB UP JEFOUJGZ B DPNQSFIFOTJWF MJTU PG GVOD
UJPOBM NPEVMFT UIBU BSF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI QBUIPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT JO IVNBOT 8F BOBMZ[F UIFJS
TQBUJBM UJTTVFTQFDJëD BOE TVCDFMMVMBS QBUUFSOT BOE DPSSFMBUF UIJT JOGPSNBUJPO XJUI UIF EJTFBTFT
UIBU BSF UIF SFTVMU PG EFGFDUT JO UIF NPEVMFT "T TVDI PVS EBUB TFU BOE UIF TDBêPME PG UIF BOBMZTJT
QSFTFOUFE DPVME CF VTFGVM JO EJTFBTF TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ PG IVNBOT BOE QSPWJEFT ESBGU NFDIBOJTUJD
QBUIXBZT UIBU DBO TFSWF BT QPUFOUJBM NPMFDVMBS ESVH UBSHFUT
.BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
.BQQJOH HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT UP UJTTVFT
8F VTFE UIF (/' UJTTVF BUMBT <ǫǫǯ> UIBU JODMVEFT SFQSPEVDFE 3/" FYQSFTTJPO FYQFSJNFOUT
GSPN Ǳǳ IVNBO UJTTVFT 4JY UJTTVFT XFSF SFNPWFE BT UIFZ XFSF EFSJWFE GSPN DBODFS UJTTVFT 8F
DIPTF UIF (/' EBUB TFU BT JU EJTQMBZT IJHI SFQSPEVDJCJMJUZ <ǫǮǪ> BOE UIF USBOTDSJQU MFWFMT TIPX
HFOFSBMMZ B MJOFBS SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI QSPUFJO BCVOEBODF <ǫǭǯ> 8F MPHUSBOTGPSNFE IZCSJEJ[BUJPO
MFWFMT BOE OPSNBMJ[FE XJUIJO FBDI UJTTVF 	UP FOTVSF FRVBM XFJHIU
 GPMMPXFE CZ B OPSNBMJ[BUJPO
BDSPTT BMM UJTTVFT UIFSFCZ FOTVSJOH UIBU FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT SFQSFTFOUFE UIF SFMBUJWF QSFTFODF PG B
USBOTDSJQU JO POF UJTTVF DPNQBSFE UP UIF PUIFS ǱǬ IFBMUIZ UJTTVFT JO UIF EBUB TFU 'PS DPNQMFYFT
UIF OPSNBMJ[FE FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT PG BMM HFOFT JO B DPNQMFY XFSF BWFSBHFE GPS FBDI UJTTVF 5P UFTU
UIF FêFDU PG EJêFSFOU OPSNBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPET PO PVS SFTVMUT XF QSFQBSFE UIF TBNF EBUB TFU XJUI
&LMVOE BOE 4[BMMBTJhT OPWFM OPSNBMJ[BUJPO NFUIPE <ǫǫǱ> BOE DPNQBSFE UIF SFTVMUT
" DVSBUFE TFU PG HFOFT JO XIJDI NVUBUJPOT MFBE UP UVNPS GPSNBUJPO
8F DVSBUFE B TFU PG HFOFT JO XIJDI NVUBUJPOT IBE CFFO TIPXO UP MFBE UP IFSJUBCMF UVNPS
GPSNBUJPO BOE NBQQFE UIFN UP 0.*. EJTFBTFT 	TFF 5BCMF 4ǭ
 #Z GPMMPXJOH UIF EFëOJUJPOT
JOUSPEVDFE CZ 7PHFMTUFJO FU BM <ǫǪǭ> XF BMTP OPUFE XIFUIFS UIF HFOFT XFSF PODPHFOFT PS OPO
PODPHFOFT 	TVDI BT UVNPS TVQQSFTTPST PS %/" SFQBJS QSPUFJOT
 	TFF 5BCMF 4Ǯ

.BQQJOH PG DPNQMFYFT UP 0.*. EJTFBTFT
8F DBMDVMBUFE UIF FOSJDINFOU PG QSPUFJOT JOWPMWFE JO UIF TBNF 0.*. EJTFBTF VTJOH UIF BO
OPUBUJPOT JO (FOF$BSET XIJDI IBT QSFWJPVTMZ CFFO TIPXO UP CF BO BDDVSBUF XBZ PG NBQQJOH
HFOFT UP EJTFBTFT <ǮǱ> 8F DBMDVMBUFE UIF TJHOJëDBODF PG BO FOSJDINFOU VTJOH B IZQFSHFPNFUSJD
UFTU
ǯǫ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
6OEFS BOE PWFSFYQSFTTJPO TJHOJíDBODF
8F BWFSBHFE UIF FYQSFTTJPO [ TDPSF PWFS BMM EJTFBTF HFOFT JO UIF NPTU EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE UJTTVF BT
EFUFSNJOFE GSPN UIF EJTFBTFUJTTVF NBUSJY 'PS FBDI SBOL GSPN ǫ UISPVHI Ǭǯ XF DBMDVMBUFE UIF
BWFSBHF [ TDPSF ZJFMEJOH B DVSWF *O 'JHVSF ǭǮ PO QBHF Ǯǲ UIJT DVSWF JT QMPUUFE BT UIF BWFSBHF
[ TDPSFT PG BMM HFOFEJTFBTF QBJST JO UJTTVFT XJUI B QBSUJDVMBS SBOL ɨJT QSPDFEVSF XBT SFQFBUFE
GPS HBJO PG GVODUJPO BOE MPTT PG GVODUJPO DBODFS HFOFT "HBJO UIJT BQQSPBDI XBT SFQFBUFE PO B
QSPUFJO DPNQMFY MFWFM "MM SFQPSUFE TJHOJëDBODFT BSF UXPUBJMFE VTJOH UIF 4UVEFOUT UUFTU
%JTFBTFUJTTVF BTTPDJBUJPO NBUSJY
5P JEFOUJGZ UIF UJTTVFT NPTU BêFDUFE CZ EJTFBTFT EFTDSJCFE JO UIF 0.*. EBUBCBTF <ǰǭ> XF VTFE
DPNFOUJPOJOH PG B HJWFO EJTFBTF XJUI B HJWFO UJTTVF BDSPTT .&%-*/& <ǫǫǰ> ɨF UJTTVF OBNFT
GSPN UIF /PWBSUJT 3FTFBSDI 'PVOEBUJPO (FOF &YQSFTTJPO %BUBCBTF 	(/'
 <ǫǫǯ> XFSF NBOVBMMZ
DVSBUFE BOE USBOTMBUFE UP DPSSFTQPOEJOH NFEJDBM TVCKFDU IFBEJOH 	.F4)
 UFSNT 	UP SFEVDF
FSSPST JO XPSE SFDPHOJUJPO BOE IBOEMF TZOPOZNT QSPQFSMZ
 4JNJMBSMZ UIF EJTFBTF OBNFT XFSF
EFUFSNJOFE VTJOH EJTFBTF UJUMFT QSPWJEFE JO 0.*. "MTP UIFTF UJUMFT XFSF NBOVBMMZ DVSBUFE
BOE USBOTMBUFE UP UIF SFMFWBOU .F4) UFSNT 8F VTFE 0DIJBJhT DPFïDJFOU 	0$
 BT B NFBTVSF PG
TJNJMBSJUZ EFSJWFE GSPN UIF DPPDDVSSFODFT <ǫǮǫǫǮǭ> BOE DBMDVMBUFE BO BTTPDJBUJPO TDPSF 	TFF
CFMPX
 BT UIF QFSDFOUBHF PG UIF UPUBM OPSNBMJ[FE DPPDDVSSFODF PG B HJWFO EJTFBTF UIBU DPVME CF
BUUSJCVUFE UP B HJWFO UJTTVF 7BMJEBUJPO XBT DBSSJFE PVU BT EFTDSJCFE JO UIF 4*
"DLOPXMFEHFNFOUT
ɨF BVUIPST XJTI UP UIBOL .BUUIJBT .BOO +JSJ #BSUFL (FSU+BO # WBO 0NNFO #BSCBSB 1PCFS
BOE +POBUIBO 3PTBOE GPS WBMVBCMF JOQVU PO UIF NBOVTDSJQU BOE QSPKFDU 8F GVSUIFS XJTI UP
UIBOL UIF 7JMMVN ,BOO 3BTNVTTFO 'PVOEBUJPO UIF 4JNPO 4QJFT 'PVOEBUJPO UIF /BUJPOBM
*OTUJUVUF PG $IJME )FBMUI BOE %FWFMPQNFOU 	/*$)%
 ΢$% 30ǫ )%ǪǯǯǫǯǪ BOE UIF /B
UJPOBM *OTUJUVUF PG )FBMUI 	/*)
 GPS ëOBODJBM TVQQPSU BOE "OEFST -FOEBHFS BOE -FOF )FQ
GSPN ."15 GPS IFMQ XJUI UIF ëHVSFT ;FOJB .BSJBO 4USMJOH BTTJTUFE JO UIF JOJUJBM BOBMZTFT 8F







.PM 4ZTU #JPM ǬǪǫǪ WPM ǰ QQ ǭǲǫ
,BTQFS -BHF1,2,3,4∗ ,KFME .MMHÌSE5 4UFWFO (SFFOXBZ6 )JSPLP 8BLJNPUP6 +PTIVB .
(PSIBN6 $ISJTUPQIFS 5 8PSLNBO4 &TLF #FOETFO7 /JDMBT 5 )BOTFO4 0MHB 3JHJOB4
'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF4 $PSOFMJB 8JFTF8 7JODFOU . $ISJTUPêFMT8 "NZ & 3PCFSUT9,10 -FTMJF
# 4NPPU10 8JMMJBN 5 1V5,10,11 1BUSJDJB , %POBIPF1,2 /JFMT 5PNNFSVQ12 4SFO
#SVOBL4,13 $ISJTUJOF 4FJENBO6 +POBUIBO 4FJENBO6 -BST " -BSTFO12∗
1 1FEJBUSJD 4VSHJDBM 3FTFBSDI -BCPSBUPSJFT .BTT(FOFSBM )PTQJUBM GPS $IJMESFO .BTTBDIVTFUUT (FOFSBM )PTQJUBM #PTUPO
.BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
2)BSWBSE .FEJDBM 4DIPPM #PTUPO .BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
3#SPBE *OTUJUVUF PG .*5 BOE )BSWBSE $BNCSJEHF .BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
4$FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT %FQBSUNFOU PG 4ZTUFNT #JPMPHZ 5FDIOJDBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG %FONBSL -ZOHCZ %FONBSL
5%FWFMPQNFOUBM #JPMPHZ 6OJU %FQBSUNFOU PG $FMMVMBS BOE .PMFDVMBS .FEJDJOF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG $PQFOIBHFO $PQFOIBHFO
%FONBSL
6%FQBSUNFOU PG (FOFUJDT )BSWBSE .FEJDBM 4DIPPM #PTUPO .BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
7'FSUJMJUZ $MJOJD %FQBSUNFOU PG 0CTUFUSJDT BOE (ZOFDPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZ )PTQJUBM PG 0EFOTF 0EFOTF %FONBSL
8$FOUFS GPS )FBSU 'BJMVSF 3FTFBSDI "DBEFNJD .FEJDBM $FOUSF "NTUFSEBN ɨF /FUIFSMBOET
91BSUOFST )FBMUI$BSF $FOUFS GPS (FOFUJDT BOE (FOPNJDT #PTUPO .BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
10%FQBSUNFOU PG $BSEJPMPHZ $IJMESFOhT )PTQJUBM #PTUPO .BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
11)BSWBSE 4UFN $FMM *OTUJUVUF )BSWBSE 6OJWFSTJUZ $BNCSJEHF .BTTBDIVTFUUT 64"
128JMIFMN +PIBOOTFO $FOUSF GPS 'VODUJPOBM (FOPNF 3FTFBSDI %FQBSUNFOU PG $FMMVMBS BOE .PMFDVMBS .FEJDJOF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG
$PQFOIBHFO $PQFOIBHFO %FONBSL
13$FOUFS GPS 1SPUFJO 3FTFBSDI 6OJWFSTJUZ PG $PQFOIBHFO $PQFOIBHFO %FONBSL
!$PSSFTQPOEBODF UP ,BTQFS -BHF 	MBHFLBTQFS!NHIIBSWBSEFEV
 BOE -BST " -BSTFO 	MBSTBM!TVOELVEL

ǯǭ
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"CTUSBDU
"CFSSBOU PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B XJEF TQFDUSVN PG EJTPSEFST GSPN
TDIJ[PQISFOJB UP DPOHFOJUBM IFBSU EJTFBTF CVU TZTUFNTMFWFM JOTJHIU JOUP UIF VOEFSMZJOH
QSPDFTTFT JT WFSZ MJNJUFE 6TJOH IFBSU NPSQIPHFOFTJT BT HFOFSBM NPEFM GPS EJTTFDUJOH UIF
GVODUJPOBM BSDIJUFDUVSF PG PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU XF DPNCJOFE EFUBJMFE QIFOPUZQF JOGPS
NBUJPO GSPN EFMFUFSJPVT NVUBUJPOT JO Ǭǯǯ HFOFT XJUI IJHIDPOëEFODF FYQFSJNFOUBM JO
UFSBDUPNF EBUB BOE DPVQMFE UIF SFTVMUT UP UIPSPVHI FYQFSJNFOUBM WBMJEBUJPO )FSFCZ
XF NBEF UIF ëSTU TZTUFNBUJD BOBMZTJT PG TQBUJPUFNQPSBM QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH NBOZ
TUBHFT PG B EFWFMPQJOH PSHBO JEFOUJGZJOH TFWFSBM OPWFM TJHOBMMJOH NPEVMFT 0VS SFTVMUT
TIPX UIBU PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU SFMJFT PO TVSQSJTJOHMZ GFX FYUFOTJWFMZ SFDZDMFE QSPUFJO
NPEVMFT UIBU JOUFHSBUF JOUP DPNQMFY IJHIFSPSEFS OFUXPSLT ɨJT EFTJHO BMMPXT UIF GPS
NBUJPO PG B DPNQMJDBUFE PSHBO VTJOH TJNQMF CVJMEJOH CMPDLT BOE TVHHFTUT IPX NVUB
UJPOT JO UIF TBNF HFOFT DBO MFBE UP EJWFSTF QIFOPUZQFT 8F PCTFSWF B TUSJLJOH UFNQPSBM
DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO PSHBO DPNQMFYJUZ BOE UIF OVNCFS PG EJTDSFUF GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT DP
PSEJOBUJOH NPSQIPHFOFTJT 0VS BOBMZTJT FMVDJEBUFT UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO BOE DPNQPTJUJPO PG
TQBUJPUFNQPSBM QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT UIBU ESJWF UIF GPSNBUJPO PG PSHBOT XIJDI JO UIF GVUVSF
NBZ MBZ UIF GPVOEBUJPO PG OPWFM BQQSPBDIFT JO USFBUNFOUT EJBHOPTUJDT BOE SFHFOFSBUJWF
NFEJDJOF
*OUSPEVDUJPO
*OTJHIU JOUP UIF CJPMPHZ PG NPMFDVMBS OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU JT BO JNQPSUBOU BOE
FNFSHJOH ëFME TJODF BCFSSBUJPOT JO UIFTF TZTUFNT VOEFSMJF B XJEF TQFDUSVN PG IJHIMZ QPMZHFOJD
IVNBO EJTPSEFST SBOHJOH GSPN TDIJ[PQISFOJB <ǫǮǮ> UP DPOHFOJUBM IFBSU EJTFBTF 	$)%
 <ǫǮǯ>
6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF GVODUJPOBM BSDIJUFDUVSF PG OFUXPSLT UIBU PSDIFTUSBUF UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG
PSHBOT NBZ BMTP MBZ UIF GPVOEBUJPO PG OPWFM BQQSPBDIFT JO SFHFOFSBUJWF NFEJDJOF CFDBVTF NB
OJQVMBUJPO PG UIFTF TZTUFNT XJMM CF OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF TVDDFTT PG UJTTVFFOHJOFFSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT
BOE TUFN DFMM UIFSBQZ <ǫǮǰ>
8F VTFE IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU BOE $)% BT B HFOFSBM NPEFM GPS EJTTFDUJOH UIF GVODUJPOBM QSP
UFJO OFUXPSLT VOEFSMZJOH B EFWFMPQJOH PSHBO BOE JUT SFMBUFE HFOFUJDBMMZ DPNQMFY IVNBO EJTPS
EFS ɨF IFBSU JT QBSUJDVMBSMZ TVJUBCMF GPS TVDI BO BOBMZTJT CFDBVTF JU JT BNPOH UIF NPTU TUVEJFE
PG BMM PSHBOT JU JT UIF PSHBO NPTU TVTDFQUJCMF UP EJTFBTF BOE JUT EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPDFTTFT BOE
HFOFT BSF FYUSBPSEJOBSJMZ DPOTFSWFE FOBCMJOH TUSBJHIU GPSXBSE JOUFHSBUJPO PG EBUB CFUXFFO IV
NBOT BOE NPEFM PSHBOJTNT <ǫǮǱ ǫǮǲ> (FOFUJD TUVEJFT JO IVNBOT BOE NPEFM PSHBOJTNT IBWF
JEFOUJëFE IVOESFET PG HFOFT JOWPMWFE JO IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU *O NJDF QIFOPUZQFT DBVTFE CZ
UBSHFUFE NVUBUJPOT DBO CF PSHBOJ[FE JOUP IJFSBSDIJDBM NPSQIPMPHJDBM TVCHSPVQT XIJDI QPJOU
BU UIF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM SPMF PG UIF EJTSVQUFE HFOFT ɨFTF SFTVMUT IBWF MFE UP B IZQPUIFTJT TVHHFTU
JOH UIBU EVSJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU BVUPOPNPVT BOBUPNJDBM TVCTUSVDUVSFT BSF DPPSEJOBUFE CZ
EJTDSFUF QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT PS QBUIXBZT 	JF GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT
 JOUFHSBUJOH JOUP IJHIFSPSEFS
GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT BOE UIBU FWPMVUJPOBSZ OFXFS BOBUPNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT NJHIU SFDZDMF QBSUT PG
UIF OFUXPSLT VTFE JO NPSF BODJFOU TUSVDUVSFT <ǫǮǳ> "MUIPVHI USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST IBWF CFFO
JEFOUJëFE BT DFOUSBM QMBZFST JO UIFTF QSPDFTTFT <ǫǮǲǫǯǲ> XF DVSSFOUMZ MBDL PWFSWJFXT PG IPX
NPTU HFOFT JOUFHSBUF JOUP GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT BOE OFUXPSLT EVSJOH UIF EJêFSFOU EFWFMPQNFOUBM
TUBHFT 0VS MBDL PG VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIJT CJPMPHJDBM BSDIJUFDUVSF JT FYFNQMJëFE CZ UIF LOPXMFEHF
UIBU HFOFUJD GBDUPST DPOUSJCVUF TJHOJëDBOUMZ UP $)% <ǫǮǯ> CVU MFTT UIBO ǯǝ PG $)% QBUJFOUT
ǯǮ
ǭǭ 1BQFS *7
IBWF NVUBUJPOT XJUIJO UIF GFX JEFOUJëFE DBVTBM IVNBO HFOFT TVHHFTUJOH UIBU NBOZ HFOFUJD
QSJODJQMFT PG UIF NPMFDVMBS OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU SFNBJO UP CF VOEFSTUPPE
3FTVMUT BOE %JTDVTTJPO
'JSTU XF NBOVBMMZ DVSBUFE B TFU PG Ǭǯǯ DBSEJBD EFWFMPQNFOUBM HFOFT JO XIJDI UBSHFUFE NV
UBUJPO MFBET UP IFBSU QIFOPUZQFT JO NPVTF NPEFMT GSPN UIF .PVTF (FOPNF %BUBCBTF WFS
ǭǮǮ <ǫǯǳ> 8F VTFE UIF *OQBSBOPJE PSUIPMPHZ EBUBCBTF <ǫǰǪ> UP ëOE UIF PSUIPMPHPVT Ǭǯǯ IV
NBO HFOFT BOE UIFO JEFOUJëFE UIFJS DPSSFTQPOEJOH IVNBO QSPUFJOT 8F VTFE *O1BSBOPJE TJODF
UIJT NFUIPE TFWFSBM UJNFT IBT CFFO TIPXO UP CF TVQFSJPS UP PUIFS NFUIPET GPS NBQQJOH GVOD
UJPOBM PSUIPMPHT <ǫǰǫ ǫǰǬ> 8F SFGFS UP UIJT TFU PG IVNBO QSPUFJOT BT DBSEJBD EFWFMPQNFOUBM
	$%
 QSPUFJOT ɨF Ǭǯǯ QSPUFJOT BSF TUSBUJëFE JOUP B UPUBM PG ǫǳ NPSQIPMPHJDBM TVCHSPVQT SF
ìFDUJOH UIF TQFDJëD QIFOPUZQF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIFJS NVUBUJPO 	5BCMF 4ǫȇ
 XIJDI DBO CF VTFE
BT BO JOEJDBUPS GPS UIF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM SPMF PG UIF JOEJWJEVBM HFOFT 'PS FBDI PG UIF ǫǳ TFUT PG
QSPUFJOT XF DPOTUSVDUFE GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT 	'JHVSFT 4ǫ4Ǯ
 VTJOH UIFJS JOUFSBDUJPO QBUUFSOT JO
SFëOFE FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPUFPNJDT EBUB 	.BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
 BOE JOEFFE TFWFSBM OPWFM NPE
VMFT OPU QSFWJPVTMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU FNFSHFE GSPN PVS BOBMZTJT 	TFF CFMPX

3BOEPNJ[BUJPO UFTUT PG UIF SFTVMUJOH OFUXPSLT TIPX UIBU ǫǲ PG UIF ǫǳ HFOF TFUT TJHOJëDBOUMZ
JOUFSBDU BU UIF QSPUFJO MFWFM BGUFS BEKVTUNFOU GPS NVMUJQMF UFTUJOH VTJOH B #POGFSSPOJ DPSSFDUJPO
	.BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET BOE 'JHVSFT 4ǫ4Ǯ
 JOEJDBUJOH UIBU UIF HFOFT JOWPMWFE JO FBDI EFWFM
PQNFOUBM TUBHF IBWF B TUSPOH UFOEFODZ UP EJSFDUMZ JOUFSBDU BU UIF QSPUFJO MFWFM PS BSF QBSU PG
DPOOFDUFE QBUIXBZT *O UPUBM UIF SFTVMUJOH JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSLT DPOTJTUT PG ǰǬǳ VOJRVF QSPUFJOT
IBWF CPUI UJNF BOE UJTTVF SFTPMVUJPO BOE EFTDSJCF B XJEF WBSJFUZ PG EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHFT BOE
BOBUPNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT JO UIF EFWFMPQJOH IFBSU ɨFTF EBUB SFQSFTFOU B OFX GSBNFXPSL GPS UIF
TUVEZ PG PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU BU UIF TZTUFNT MFWFM BOE UIFZ FYUFOE DPOTJEFSBCMZ PVS VOEFSTUBOE
JOH PG UIF IJHIMZ QPMZHFOJD OBUVSF PG PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPDFTTFT XIJDI IBT CFFO TIPXO
QSFWJPVTMZ BU UIF MFWFM PG HFOF FYQSFTTJPO <ǫǰǭ>
8F NBOVBMMZ BOOPUBUFE UIF GVODUJPOBM DMVTUFST JO UIF OFUXPSLT CZ MJUFSBUVSF DVSBUJPO 8F
DIPTF NBOVBM MJUFSBUVSF DVSBUJPO PWFS BVUPNBUFE HFOF POUPMPHZ BOBMZTFT UP FYQMPJU UIF DPOTJE
FSBCMF FYQFSJFODF BOE FYQFSUJTF JO PVS HSPVQ PO EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPHSBNT ɨJT BOBMZTJT SFWFBMFE
TFWFSBM GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT XIJDI BSF OPWFM JO SFMBUJPO UP IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU JODMVEJOH GPDBM
BEIFTJPO TJHOBMJOH NPEVMFT BOE B NPEVMF PG VOLOPXO GVODUJPO XIJDI JODMVEF 4PSUJOH OFYJO
ǳ 	4/9ǳ 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO 'JHVSF 4Ǭ$ BOE 4ǭ"
 ɨF RVBMJUZ PG UIF EBUB XBT DPO
ëSNFE CZ UIF FYJTUFODF PG NBOZ LOPXO GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT JO UIF OFUXPSLT 	FH /05$)
TJHOBMJOH JO EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF WFOUSJDVMBS USBCFDVMBF <ǫǰǮ>
 &YBNQMFT PG GPVS OFUXPSLT BSF
TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǭǰ PO UIF GPMMPXJOH QBHF UIF QSPUFJOT JOWPMWFE JO GPVS QIFOPUZQFT BOE UIFJS
JOUFSBDUJPO QBSUOFST GBMM JOUP EJTUJODU NPEVMFT SFQSFTFOUFE BT IJHIMZ JOUFSDPOOFDUFE TVCDMVTUFST
JO UIF OFUXPSLT &H UIF EBUB TIPX UIBU 8/5 TFNBQIPSJO '('1%('3 #.15('CFUB
BOE SFUJOPJD BDJE TJHOBMJOH BSF JOWPMWFE JO EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF PVUìPX USBDU BOE TVHHFTU UIBU
FYUFOTJWF DPNNVOJDBUJPO UBLFT QMBDF XJUIJO BOE CFUXFFO NPEVMFT
5P HFU JOTJHIU JOUP IPX UIF NPEVMBSJUZ PG IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU JT PSHBOJ[FE BDSPTT TQBUJP
UFNQPSBM NPSQIPMPHJDBM TUBHFT XF DSFBUFE NPEVMF NBQT PG UIF EJêFSFOU OFUXPSLT BOE HSPVQFE
UIFN BDDPSEJOH UP UFNQPSBM EFWFMPQNFOU 	JF FBSMZ JOUFSNFEJBUF BOE MBUF EFWFMPQNFOUBM
ȇ"WBJMBCMF POMJOF PO KWWSZZZQDWXUHFRPPVEMRXUQDOYQVXSSLQIRPVEB6KWPO
ǯǯ
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'JHVSF čė &YBNQMFT PG GPVS GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG EJêFSFOU BOBUPNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT JO
UIF IVNBO IFBSU ɨFTF GPVS OFUXPSLT DPOTUSVDUFE CZ BOBMZ[JOH UIF JOUFSBDUJPO QBUUFSOT PG GPVS EJêFSFOU TFUT PG
DBSEJBD EFWFMPQNFOU 	$%
 QSPUFJOT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF NPSQIPMPHJDBM HSPVQT |BUSJBM TFQUBM EFGFDUTh |BCOPSNBM
BUSJPWFOUSJDVMBS WBMWF NPSQIPMPHZh |BCOPSNBM NZPDBSEJBM USBCFDVMBF NPSQIPMPHZh BOE |BCOPSNBM PVUìPX USBDU
EFWFMPQNFOUh	5BCMF 4ǫ POMJOF
 $% 1SPUFJOT GSPN UIF SFMFWBOU HSPVQT BSF TIPXO JO PSBOHF BOE UIFJS JOUFSBDUJPO
QBSUOFST BSF HSFZ 'VODUJPOBM NPEVMFT BOOPUBUFE CZ MJUFSBUVSF DVSBUJPO BSF JOEJDBUFE XJUI B DPMPVSFE CBDLHSPVOE
)JHISFTPMVUJPO ëHVSFT 	JODMVEJOH QSPUFJO OBNFT
 DBO CF TFFO JO 'JHVSF 4Ǭ" 4Ǭ$ 4Ǭ% BOE 4ǭ# SFTQFDUJWFMZ
$FOUSBMMZ JO UIF ëHVSF JT B IBFNBUPYZMJOFPTJO TUBJOFE GSPOUBM TFDUJPO PG UIF IFBSU GSPN B ǭǱ EBZT IVNBO FNCSZP
XIFSF UJTTVFT BêFDUFE CZ UIF GPVS OFUXPSLT BSF NBSLFE "4 	EFWFMPQJOH BUSJBM TFQUVN
 &$ 	FOEPDBSEJBM DVTIJPOT
XIJDI BSF BOBUPNJDBM QSFDVSTPST UP UIF BUSJPWFOUSJDVMBS WBMWFT
 75 	EFWFMPQJOH WFOUSJDVMBS USBCFDVMBF
 BOE 0'5
	EFWFMPQJOH PVUìPX USBDU




TUBHFT PG PSHBOPHFOFTJT 'JHVSF ǭǱ PO UIF OFYU QBHF
 )FSF UIF NPEVMBS EFTJHO PG UIF GVODUJPOBM
OFUXPSLT CFDPNFT DMFBS BDSPTT EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHFT BOE BOBUPNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT 4VSQSJTJOHMZ BM
UIPVHI UIF OFUXPSLT JO TPNF JOTUBODFT DPOUBJO IVOESFET PG QSPUFJOT UIFZ DPOTJTU PG SFMBUJWFMZ
GFX QSPUFJO NPEVMFT UIBU BSF FYUFOTJWFMZ SFDZDMFE BDSPTT EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHFT 	'JHVSF Ǭ ǭǱ "
BOE #
 .PSFPWFS FBDI OFUXPSL DPOTJTUT PG B DPNCJOBUPSJBM VOJRVF NPEVMF QBUUFSO "MUIPVHI
NPEVMBSJUZ JT LOPXO UP CF B DPSF GFBUVSF PG UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG PSHBOJTNT <ǫǰǯ> UP PVS LOPXM
FEHF UIJT DPODFQU IBT OPU CFFO TIPXO BU UIF MFWFM PG QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT JO PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU
CFGPSF ɨJT PSHBOJ[BUJPOBM DPODFQU BMMPXT GPS UIF GPSNBUJPO PG B WFSZ DPNQMFY PSHBO VTJOH SFM
BUJWFMZ TJNQMF CVJMEJOH CMPDLT BOE TVHHFTUT IPX NVUBUJPOT JO UIF TBNF HFOFT BOE NPEVMFT DBO
MFBE UP WFSZ EJWFSTF QIFOPUZQFT 'PS FYBNQMF /05$) TJHOBMMJOH NPEVMFT BSF QSFTFOU JO UIF
OFUXPSLT SFQSFTFOUJOH BUSJBM TFQUBM EFGFDUT 	"4% 'JHVSF 4Ǭ"
 BOE EPVCMF PVUMFU SJHIU WFOUSJDMF
	%037 'JHVSF 4ǭ$
 JO MJOF XJUI UIF PCTFSWBUJPO UIBU NVUBUJPOT JO /05$)ǫ NBZ MFBE UP
BUSJBM TFQUBM EFGFDUT JO POF JOEJWJEVBM BOE EPVCMF PVUMFU SJHIU WFOUSJDMF JO BOPUIFS <ǫǰǰ>
%FWFMPQNFOU PG UIF IVNBO IFBSU TUBSUT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ UXP XFFLT BGUFS GFSUJMJ[BUJPO XJUI
UIF GPSNBUJPO PG UIF DBSEJBD DSFTDFOU BOE UIF TVCTFRVFOU GPSNBUJPO BOE MPPQJOH PG UIF QSJN
JUJWF IFBSU UVCF "U UIJT TUBHF UIF IFBSU JT BO BOBUPNJDBMMZ TJNQMF TUSVDUVSF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF
|FBSMZ QIFOPUZQFh OFUXPSLT JO 'JHVSF ǭǱ -PPQJOH JT GPMMPXFE CZ FYUFOTJWF UJTTVF SFNPEFMMJOH
XIJDI JODMVEFT TFQUBUJPO PG UIF BUSJVN BOE WFOUSJDMFT BOE EFWFMPQNFOU PG USBCFDVMBF XJUIJO
UIF WFOUSJDMFT %FGFDUT BU UIJT TUBHF SFTVMUT JO |JOUFSNFEJBUF QIFOPUZQFTh ɨF MBTU TUBHFT PG IFBSU
EFWFMPQNFOU JODMVEF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF IFBSU WBMWFT BOE TFQBSBUJPO PG UIF PVUìPX USBDU BT
EFUFSNJOFE CZ |MBUF QIFOPUZQFTh ɨSPVHIPVU UIJT USBOTGPSNBUJPO UIF PSHBO BMPOH XJUI UIF
FNCSZP CFDPNFT BO BOBUPNJDBMMZ NVDI NPSF FMBCPSBUF TUSVDUVSF <ǫǮǲ> XIJDI SFNBSLBCMZ JT
NJSSPSFE JO UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT XF IBWF JEFOUJëFE BT ESJWFST PG UIFTF
QSPDFTTFT
8F IBWF RVBOUJëFE OFUXPSL DPNQMFYJUZ CBTFE PO J
 UIF OVNCFS PG EJTUJODU GVODUJPOBM NPE
VMFT QSFTFOU JO FBDI OFUXPSL BOE JJ
 UIF UPUBM BNPVOU PG QSPUFJOT JO FBDI OFUXPSL ɨF BNPVOU
PG NPEVMFT JO OFUXPSLT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI |FBSMZ QIFOPUZQFTh JT PO BWFSBHF Ǭǯ XIJDI JODSFBTFT UP
BO BWFSBHF PG ǯǲ GPS |MBUF QIFOPUZQFTh 	'JHVSF ǭǱ$ 4QFBSNBO ρ  ǪǱǰ Q  ǪǪǫǪ
 " TJNJMBS
PCTFSWBUJPO DBO CF NBEF GPS UIF UPUBM BNPVOU PG QSPUFJOT JO FBDI OFUXPSL UIBU JODSFBTFT GSPN
BO BWFSBHF PG ǮǬ UP ǫǫǳ 	'JHVSF ǭǱ% 4QFBSNBO ρ  ǪǱǬ Q  ǪǪǫǰ
 "MUIPVHI UIF TUBHFT
PG IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU BSF CSPBEMZ EFëOFE UIFSF JT B DMFBS USFOE BDSPTT BMM OFUXPSLT GPS MBUFS
QIFOPUZQFT UP CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NPSF DPNQMFY BOE GVODUJPOBMMZ EJWFSTF OFUXPSLT 
ɨVT PVS BOBMZTJT PG UIF OFUXPSLT TUSPOHMZ TVHHFTU UIBU JODSFBTFE NPSQIPMPHJDBM DPNQMFY
JUZ PG UIF IFBSU JT DPSSFMBUFE XJUI JODSFBTFE TJHOBMMJOH DPNQMFYJUZ BU UIF NPMFDVMBS MFWFM XIJDI
TVQQPSU B NPEFM QSFEJDUJOH UIBU UIF GPVS DIBNCFSFE IFBSU IBT FWPMWFE CZ BEEJUJPO PG OFX BV
UPOPNPVT BOBUPNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT <ǫǰǱ ǫǰǲ> "OBMZTJT PG GVODUJPOBM EBUB BU UIF TZTUFNT MFWFM TVH
HFTUT UIBU UIJT FWPMVUJPO JO QBSU SFMJFT PO SFDZDMJOH BOE TIVðJOH PG FYJTUJOH GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT
UP DSFBUF DPNCJOBUPSJBM VOJRVF GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT UIBU ESJWF UIF GPSNBUJPO PG OFX BOBUPN
JDBM TUSVDUVSFT 'VSUIFSNPSF PVS SFTVMUT NJSSPS UIF ëOEJOHT PG FWPMVUJPO NPEFMMJOH BOE BM
HPSJUINT XIJDI TIPX UIBU NPEVMBSJUZ JO OFUXPSLT DBO TQPOUBOFPVTMZ BSJTF VOEFS DIBOHJOH
FOWJSPONFOUT <ǫǰǳ ǫǱǪ> B QSJODJQMF XIJDI BMMPXT GPS SBQJE PSHBOJTN BEBQUBUJPO UP OFX EF
NBOET <ǫǰǳ> *NQPSUBOUMZ XF DPVQMF UIFTF ëOEJOHT UP UIF BOBUPNJDBM EFWFMPQNFOU PG PSHBOT
BOE UPHFUIFS UIFTF TUVEJFT HJWF JOTJHIU JOUP UIF GPSDFT UIBU BEWBODF TUSVDUVSBM TJNQMJDJUZ JO CJ
PMPHJDBM OFUXPSLT VOEFSMZJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU
ǯǱ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
'JHVSF čĘ 	"
 "O PWFSWJFX PG UIF NPEVMBS PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU 1SPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSLT BSF
QMPUUFE BU UIF SFTPMVUJPO PG GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT &BDI NPEVMF JT DPMPVS DPEFE BDDPSEJOH UP GVODUJPOBM BTTJHONFOU
BT EFUFSNJOFE CZ MJUFSBUVSF DVSBUJPO ɨF BNPVOU PG QSPUFJOT JO FBDI NPEVMF JT QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF BSFB PG JUT
DPSSFTQPOEJOH OPEF &EHFT JOEJDBUF EJSFDU 	MJOFT
 PS JOEJSFDU 	EPUUFE MJOFT
 JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO QSPUFJOT GSPN UIF
SFMFWBOU NPEVMFT 	#
 3FDZDMJOH PG GVODUJPOBM NPEVMFT EVSJOH IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU ɨF CBST SFQSFTFOU GVODUJPOBM
NPEVMFT BOE SFDZDMJOH JT JOEJDBUFE CZ BSSPXT ɨF CBST GPMMPX UIF DPMPVS DPEF PG 	"
 BOE UIF IFJHIU PG UIF CBST SFQ
SFTFOU UIF OVNCFS PG QSPUFJOT JO FBDI NPEVMF BT TIPXO PO UIF :BYJT 	MFGU
 	$&
 $PSSFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO BOBUPNJDBM
NPEVMBS BOE USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPNQMFYJUZ JO PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOUBM OFUXPSLT 8F QMPUUFE OFUXPSL DPNQMFYJUZ BMPOH
BO BYJT PG JODSFBTJOH BOBUPNJDBM DPNQMFYJUZ BT EFëOFE CZ UIF FBSMZ MBUF BOE JOUFSNFEJBUF QIFOPUZQFT 	$ BOE %

BOE PCTFSWF B TJHOJëDBOU DPSSFMBUJPO "MTP NPEVMBS BOE USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPNQMFYJUZ DPSSFMBUF TJHOJëDBOUMZ EVSJOH
UIF USBWFSTJOH PG PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPHSBNT BOE TUBHFT 	&
 *O B HJWFO OFUXPSL NPEVMF DPOUFOU JT UIF BNPVOU
PG NPEVMFT QSPUFJO DPOUFOU UIF BNPVOU PG QSPUFJOT BOE USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPOUFOU UIF BNPVOU PG QSPUFJOT EJSFDUMZ
JOWPMWFE JO USBOTDSJQUJPOBM BDUJWBUJPO
ǯǲ
ǭǭ 1BQFS *7
'PSNBUJPO PG PSHBOT EFQFOET PO IJHIMZ DPOTFSWFE TFUT PG USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST <ǫǱǫ> PG XIJDI
TQBUJPUFNQPSBM SFHVMBUJPO JT DSJUJDBM UP BDIJFWF DPSSFDU QBUUFSOJOH <ǫǯǰ> %VSJOH EFWFMPQNFOU
TFSJFT PG USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST GVODUJPO IJFSBSDIJDBMMZ UP SFHVMBUF TQFDJëD EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSP
HSBNT <ǫǰǭ ǫǱǬ ǫǱǭ> ɨFTF PCTFSWBUJPOT SBJTF UIF RVFTUJPO PG IPX USBOTDSJQUJPOBM QSPHSBNT
BSF MJOLFE UP UIF UJNJOH PG EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPDFTTFT BOE UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO UIF USBOTDSJQ
UJPOBM QSPHSBNT DFMMVMBS OFUXPSLT EJTFBTFT BOE UIF EFWFMPQJOH PSHBO
("5"Ę /,9Ėę BOE 5#9ę BSF LOPXO UP CF JOWPMWFE JO NBOZ TUBHFT PG IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU
BOE EFGFDUT JO UIFTF HFOFT IBWF CFFO FTUBCMJTIFE BT UIF DBVTF PG GBNJMJBM $)% <ǫǯǪ ǫǯǬ ǫǯǱ>
"T FYQFDUFE XF PCTFSWF UIFTF USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO NPTU PG UIF OFUXPSLT BOE
BDSPTT BMNPTU BMM TUBHFT PG IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU TUSFTTJOH UIFJS JNQPSUBODF 	'JHVSF 4ǫ4Ǯ
 *O
BEEJUJPO UP ("5"Ę /,9Ėę BOE 5#9ę UIF OFUXPSLT BMTP DPOUBJO B MBSHF BNPVOU PG PUIFS
QSPUFJOT EJSFDUMZ JOWPMWFE JO USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPOUSPM FJUIFS BT USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST PS CZ QBSUJD
JQBUJOH JO USBOTDSJQUJPO JOJUJBUJPO DPNQMFYFT BOE OFUXPSLT 	'JHVSF ǭǱ PO UIF GBDJOH QBHF BOE
'JHVSFT 4ǫ4Ǯ

5XP USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPODFQUT IBWF CFFO PCTFSWFE JO PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU 4PNF SFHVMBUPST BSF
POMZ BDUJWF GPS B CSJFG QFSJPE PG UJNF BOE VTVBMMZ QSPEVDF B VOJGPSN SFTQPOTF JO UIF FYQSFTTJOH
DFMMT <ǫǯǯ ǫǰǭ ǫǱǭ> 0UIFS SFHVMBUPST TVDI BT ("5"Ę /,9Ėę BOE 5#9ę BSF DPOUJOVPVTMZ
FYQSFTTFE CVU BDUJWBUF EJêFSFOU TFUT PG HFOFT BU EJêFSFOU EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHFT TVHHFTUJOH UIFZ
BSF QBSUT PG NPSF IFUFSPHFOFPVT BOE DPNQMFY USBOTDSJQUJPOBM QSPHSBNT <ǫǯǭ ǫǯǮ ǫǯǲ ǫǱǮ>
ɨF MBUUFS UZQF PG SFHVMBUPST FYFSU UIFJS TQFDJëD GVODUJPO CZ FYQMPJUJOH QSPNPUFS BïOJUZ HSB
EJFOUT BOE CZ UISPVHI DPNQMJDBUFE QBUUFSOT PG QSPNPUFS FMFNFOUT UIBU TDBêPME TFUT PG USBO
TDSJQUJPOBM QSPUFJOT <ǫǯǭ ǫǯǮ> 0VS EBUB TIPX UIBU ("5"Ę /,9Ėę BOE 5#9ę QBSUJDJQBUF JO
NPTU PG UIF USBOTDSJQUJPOBM NPEVMFT UISPVHIPVU IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU BT FYQFDUFE 	'JHVSF 4ǫ4Ǯ

CVU JOUFSFTUJOHMZ UIF NPEVMFT WBSZ XJEFMZ JO DPNQMFYJUZ BOE JO UIF TQFDJëD DPNQPTJUJPO PG UIF
QBSUJDJQBUJOH QSPUFJOT ɨVT PO UIF MFWFM PG USBOTDSJQUJPOBM QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT XF PCTFSWF DPN
CJOBUPSJBM SFHVMBUJPO XIJDI QSPWJEFT UIF PSHBOJTN XJUI B IJHI EFHSFF PG ìFYJCJMJUZ GPS ("5"Ę
/,9Ėę BOE 5#9ę BOE FOBCMFT UIFN UP QMBZ B CSPBE SPMF EVSJOH IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU ɨJT
JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF SFNBSLBCMF WBSJBCJMJUZ PG QIFOPUZQJD PVUDPNF UIBU DBO CF UIF SFTVMU PG
NVUBUJPOT JO FBDI PG UIFTF HFOFT
*OUFSFTUJOHMZ UIF BNPVOU PG USBOTDSJQUJPOBM QSPUFJOT JO UIF OFUXPSLT JODSFBTFT GSPN BO BWFS
BHF PG ǫǫ JO UIF OFUXPSLT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI |FBSMZ QIFOPUZQFTh UP ǭǬ JO UIF OFUXPSLT BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI |MBUF QIFOPUZQFTh .PSFPWFS UIFSF JT B TJHOJëDBOU DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF BNPVOU PG NPE
VMFT JO FBDI OFUXPSL BOE UIF BNPVOU PG QSPUFJOT EJSFDUMZ JOWPMWFE JO USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPOUSPM JO
UIF TBNF OFUXPSLT 	'JHVSF ǭǱ& 4QFBSNBO ρ  Ǫǰǳ Q  ǪǪǭǯ
 ɨVT PVS SFTVMUT TIPX B EJSFDU
SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO BOBUPNJDBM NPEVMBS BOE USBOTDSJQUJPOBM DPNQMFYJUZ EVSJOH UIF USBWFSTJOH
PG PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPHSBNT BOE TVQQPSU UIF DPODFQU PG DPNCJOBUPSJBM SFHVMBUJPO BU UIF
QSPUFJO MFWFM
5P FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ UFTU UIF CJPMPHJDBM BDDVSBDZ PG UIF NPEVMF NBQT XF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ JEFO
UJëFE Ǯǳ OPWFM IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPUFJOT GSPN UIF NPEVMFT 	5BCMF 4Ǭ 5BCMF 4ǭ
 ɨFTF
DBOEJEBUFT XFSF JOUFSBDUJOH TJHOJëDBOUMZ XJUI UIF $% TFU CVU XFSF OPU JO UIF MJUFSBUVSF BTTPDJ
BUFE XJUI IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPDFTTFT 	UIF QSPDFEVSF GPS TDPSJOH BOE JEFOUJGZJOH UIF ëOBM Ǯǳ
DBOEJEBUFT JT EFTDSJCFE JO EFUBJM JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO BOE 'JHVSFT 4ǯ
 5XFMWF PG UIFTF
DBOEJEBUFT XFSF TFMFDUFE GPS JNNVOPIJTUPDIFNJTUSZ 	*)
 BOBMZTFT UP UFTU JG UIFZ XFSF FYQSFTTFE
BU UIF UJNF BOE QMBDF EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSLT JO XIJDI UIFZ QBSUJDJQBUF BOE UIF
ǯǳ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
TQFDJëD NPSQIPMPHJDBM HSPVQT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIPTF OFUXPSLT 	UIF QSPDFEVSF BOE DSJUFSJB GPS
DIPPTJOH UIF UFTUFE QSPUFJOT JT EFTDSJCFE JO EFUBJM JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO BOE 'JHVSFT
4ǯ BOE 4ǰ
 *NNVOPIJTUPDIFNJDBM BOBMZTFT XFSF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ QFSGPSNFE PO B UPUBM PG ǭǲǬ
UJTTVF TFDUJPOT GSPN ǫǳ EFWFMPQJOH IVNBO IFBSUT JO B CMJOEFE GBTIJPO BOE B TFNJRVBOUJUBUJWF
NFBTVSF GPS UIF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFM PG FBDI QSPUFJO XBT EFUFSNJOFE JO BU MFBTU TJY BOBUPNJDBM TUSVD
UVSFT PS UJTTVFT BOE BDSPTT TJY EFWFMPQNFOUBM UJNF QPJOUT 	5BCMF 4Ǯ BOE 'JHVSFT 4Ǳ4ǫǭ

'PS BMM UXFMWF QSPUFJOT XF TFF TUSPOH FWJEFODF PG IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOUBM GVODUJPO 	5BCMF
4Ǯ
 *NQPSUBOUMZ FMFWFO PG UIF QSPUFJOT 	4/9ǳ %--ǫ 	%&-5"
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 BOE BSF TQFDJG
JDBMMZ FYQSFTTFE JO UIF BOBUPNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF NPSQIPMPHJDBM HSPVQJOH PG UIF
GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSL JO XIJDI UIFZ QBSUJDJQBUF 	5BCMF 4ǯ BOE 4Ǳ4ǫǭ

"T B TUBOEBSEJ[FE FTUJNBUF PG UIF OFUXPSLCBTFE QSFEJDUJPO TJHOBM XF DBMDVMBUFE UIF QSFDJ
TJPO PG PVS QSFEJDUJPOT BT UIF USVF GVODUJPOBM QSFEJDUJPOT BNPOHTU BMM GVODUJPOBM QSFEJDUJPOT
	PS UIF BNPVOU PG USVF QPTJUJWFT BNPOHTU BMM QPTJUJWFT
 6TJOH B DPOTFSWBUJWF FTUJNBUF PG B USVF
GVODUJPOBM QSFEJDUJPO UIF QSFDJTJPO JT ǪǱǬ 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO BOE 5BCMF 4ǯ
 NFBO
JOH UIBU UIF NPSQIPMPHJDBM HSPVQT BTTPDJBUFE OFUXPSLT JO XIJDI B DBOEJEBUF FNFSHFT DPSSFMBUF
XJUI UIF DBOEJEBUFT CFJOH TQFDJëDBMMZ BOE IJHIMZ FYQSFTTFE JO SFMFWBOU UJTTVFT BU SFMFWBOU UJNF
QPJOUT JO ǱǬǝ PG UIF DBTFT 'PS FYBNQMF 4/9ǳ XIJDI JT OPU BTTPDJBUFE XJUI IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU
JO UIF MJUFSBUVSF FNFSHFT JO TFWFSBM OFUXPSLT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI WBMWF EFWFMPQNFOU 	'JHVSF 4Ǭ$
BOE 4ǭ"
 8F DPOëSNFE UIJT SPMF PG 4/9ǳ CZ PCTFSWJOH UIBU JU JT IJHIMZ FYQSFTTFE TQFDJëDBMMZ
JO UIF DFMM QPQVMBUJPOT ESJWJOH UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF FOEPDBSEJBM DVTIJPOT 	&$
 XIJDI BSF
BOBUPNJDBM QSFDVSTPST PG UIF IFBSU WBMWFT BOE BPSUJD WBMWFT 	"7 'JHVSF ǭǲ PO UIF OFYU QBHF
"$
 "OBMPHPVTMZ %--ǫ BOE 15(4Ǭ BSF QSFEJDUFE UP CF JOWPMWFE JO UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF
BUSJBM TFQUVN 	'JHVSF 4Ǭ"
 BOE DBSEJBD NZPDBSEJVN 	'JHVSF 4Ǯ"&
 SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɨFTF QSF
EJDUJPOT BSF DPOëSNFE CZ UIFJS TQFDJëD FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSOT JO UIF SFMFWBOU TUSVDUVSFT PG UIF
EFWFMPQJOH IFBSU BU UIF DPSSFDU EFWFMPQNFOUBM UJNF QPJOUT 	'JHVSF ǭǲ%'
 'PS FOMBSHFNFOUT
PG *) QJDUVSFT NBOZ NPSF EFUBJMT FYBNQMFT PG BOUJCPEZ TQFDJëDJUZ BOE B NPSF UIPSPVHI EJT
DVTTJPO PG UIF GVODUJPOBM SPMFT PG UIFTF DBOEJEBUFT TFF 4VQQMFNFOUBM *OGPSNBUJPO BOE 'JHVSF
4Ǳ4ǫǮ
5P GVSUIFS WBMJEBUF UIF OFUXPSL EBUB XF DBSSJFE PVU FYQSFTTJPO QSPëMJOH PG UIF MBSHFS TFU PG Ǯǳ
DBOEJEBUFT BDSPTT EJêFSFOU EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHFT VTJOH RVBOUJUBUJWF SFBMUJNF 351$3 PO 3/"
FYUSBDUFE GSPN ǫǮ FNCSZPOJD IVNBO IFBSUT 	'JHVSF ǭǲ(-
 ɨF DBOEJEBUFT XFSF TJHOJëDBOUMZ
EJêFSFOUJBMMZ FYQSFTTFE EVSJOH IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU DPNQBSFE UP B TFU PG DPOUSPMT 	'JHVSF ǭǲ(
.BOO8IJUOFZ 	8JMDPYPO
 8 UFTU Q<ǪǪǪǰ 5BCMF 4ǰ
 BOE TJHOJëDBOUMZ IJHIFS FYQSFTTFE
JO IFBSU UJTTVFT UIBO SBOEPN DPOUSPMT 	QǪǪǫǰ 'JHVSF 4ǫǯ BOE 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO

5P JOWFTUJHBUF UIJT USFOE JO NPSF EFUBJM XF BOBMZ[FE UIF SFMBUJWF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT PG B TVCTFU
PG UIF DBOEJEBUFT JO ǫǬ BEEJUJPOBM IFBSUT BU ǫǬ EJêFSFOU UJNF QPJOUT CFUXFFO ǮǪ BOE ǰǱ EBZT
QPTU GFSUJMJ[BUJPO 	5BCMF 4Ǳ
 ɨJT BOBMZTJT TIPXFE UIBU IBMG PG UIF DBOEJEBUFT XFSF TJHOJëDBOUMZ
EJêFSFOUJBMMZ FYQSFTTFE BDSPTT UIFTF UXFMWF UJNF QPJOUT GVSUIFS TVQQPSUJOH UIFJS SPMF JO IVNBO
IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU 	'JHVSF ǭǲ)- BOE 5BCMF 4Ǳ
 5PHFUIFS XJUI UIF *) SFTVMUT UIFTF EBUB




'JHVSF čę &YBNQMFT PG GVODUJPOBM WBMJEBUJPOT PG DBOEJEBUFT FNFSHJOH GSPN UIF OFUXPSLT 	"'
 ɨF GVODUJPOBM WBMJEBUJPOT SFMZ
PO B UPUBM PG ǭǲǬ UJTTVF TFDUJPOT PG XIJDI POMZ B WFSZ TNBMM TVCTFU 	TJY PG ǭǲǬ PS MFTT UIBO Ǭǝ
 BSF TIPXO JO UIJT ëHVSF 	"
 4/9ǳ JT
MPDBUFE JO DMVTUFST PG VOLOPXO GVODUJPO JOWPMWFE JO EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF DBSEJBD WBMWFT 	'JHVSF 4Ǭ$ BOE 4ǭ"
 XIJDI DPSSFMBUFT XJUI
JUT TQFDJëD FYQSFTTJPO JO FOEPUIFMJBM DFMMT PG UIF FOEPDBSEJBM DVTIJPOT 	&$ QSFDVSTPST PG IFBSU WBMWFT
 JO B OJOF XFFL PME IVNBO




 5PMVJEJOF CMVF TUBJOJOH PG IZBMVSPOJD BDJE B NBSLFS GPS FQJUIFMJBMNFTFODIZNBM USBOTGPSNBUJPO JO UIF FOEPDBSEJBM
DVTIJPOT DPSSFMBUFT XJUI UIF FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSO PG 4/9ǳ IFSFCZ DPOëSNJOH JUT FYQSFTTJPO TQFDJëDBMMZ JO UIF EFWFMPQJOH QBSUT PG
UIF &$ 	$
 4/9ǳ FYQSFTTJPO JO FOEPUIFMJBM DFMMT PG UIF EFWFMPQJOH BPSUJD WBMWFT 	"7
 JO B OJOF XFFL PME IVNBO IFBSU 4USPOH
FYQSFTTJPO JT TIPXO JO FOEPUIFMJBM DFMMT MJOJOH UIF WBMWFT BOE JO DFMMT XJUIJO UIF WBMWFT 	%
 %--ǫ FYQSFTTJPO JO UIF MFBEJOH FEHF PG
TFQUVN QSJNVN 	41
 JO B TJY XFFL PME IVNBO IFBSU %--ǫ JT MPDBUFE JO B /05$) TJHOBMJOH DMVTUFS JOWPMWFE JO EFWFMPQNFOU BG
UIF BUSJBM TFQUVN 	'JHVSF 4Ǭ"
 /PUF UIF TUSPOHFS FYQSFTTJPO JO UIF NJHSBUJOH BOE EFWFMPQJOH QBSU PG UIF 41 	BSSPXT
 DPNQBSFE UP
FOEPUIFMJBM DFMMT MJOJOH UIF JOOFS TVSGBDF PG UIF BUSJBM XBMM 	BTUFSJY
 	&'
 &YQSFTTJPO JO DBSEJPNZPDZUFT PG UIF WFOUSJDMF BOE BUSJVN
PG 15(4Ǭ JO BO ǫǲ XFFL PME IVNBO IFBSU 15(4Ǭ JT MPDBUFE JO TFWFSBM DMVTUFST JOWPMWFE JO NZPDBSEJBM HSPXUI BOE PSHBOBOJTBUJPO
	'JHVSF 4Ǯ"&
 /PUF UIF TUSPOHFS FYQSFTTJPO PG 15(4Ǭ JO UIF BUSJVN 	"U
 DPNQBSFE UP UIF WFOUSJDMF 	7U
 	(-
 7BMJEBUJOH B MBSHFS
TFU PG Ǯǳ DBOEJEBUFT CZ SFBMUJNF RVBOUJUBUJWF 351$3 	(
 ɨF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFM PG UIF DBOEJEBUF HFOFT BOE Ǭǳ DPOUSPM HFOFT
XFSF NFBTVSFE JO UXP IFBSUT DPMMFDUFE GSPN FNCSZPT BU BHFT Ǯǰ EBZT BOE ǰǱ EBZT SFTQFDUJWFMZ $POUSPMT XFSF HFOFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH
UP SBOEPNMZ DIPTFO QSPUFJOT UIBU EJE OPU TJHOJëDBOUMZ JOUFSBDU XJUI UIF Ǭǯǯ $% QSPUFJOT CVU XFSF SFQSFTFOUFE JO PVS JOUFSBDUJPO
EBUB TFU ɨF EBUB EJTUSJCVUJPO JT EJTQMBZFE CZ B CPYBOEXIJTLFS QMPU " TJOHMF PVUMJFS EBUB QPJOU JO UIF DPOUSPM HSPVQ JT TIPXO
XJUI BO BTUFSJY 	)
 )FBUNBQ TIPXJOH UIF SFMBUJWF MFWFM PG HFOF FYQSFTTJPO PG ǫǲ SFQSFTFOUBUJWF DBOEJEBUFT 	MFWFM BU EBZ ǮǪ  ǫ

ɨF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFM PG FBDI PG UIF ǫǲ DBOEJEBUF HFOFT XBT BOBMZ[FE JO IFBSUT DPMMFDUFE GSPN ǫǬ IVNBO FNCSZPT PS GFUVTFT
PG UIF JOEJDBUFE TUBHFT PG EFWFMPQNFOU 	CFUXFFO EBZ ǮǪǰǲ QPTU GFSUJMJ[BUJPO
 ɨF EBUB XBT TPSUFE JO GPVS HSPVQT BDDPSEJOH
UP FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSO PG UIF HFOFT VTJOH IJFSBSDIJDBM DMVTUFSJOH 4UBUJTUJDBM TJHOJëDBOU DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO FYQSFTTJPO WBMVF BOE
EBZT QPTU GFSUJMJ[BUJPO JT NBSLFE CZ BO BTUFSJTL 	*-
 3FQSFTFOUBUJWF QMPUT PG HFOF FYQSFTTJPO XJUIJO UIF GPVS HSPVQT " USFOE MJOF
SFQSFTFOUJOH UIF BWFSBHF WBMVF PG UIF EBUB JO GPVS HSPVQT PG UISFF EBUB QPJOUT JT TIPXO BT B TNPPUIFE MJOF &YQSFTTJPO MFWFMT XFSF
NFBTVSFE CZ 21$3 BOE UIF EBUB XBT OPSNBMJ[FE VTJOH UIF BWFSBHF WBMVF PG TJY IPVTFLFFQJOH HFOFT 	("1%) $09Ę" #Ė.
"51Ě" )135 31-ďė
 ǰǫ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
$PODMVTJPO
8F QSFTFOU B GSBNFXPSL GPS HBJOJOH OFX JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ PG UIF QSPUFJO OFU
XPSLT ESJWJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU BOE SFMBUFE QPMZHFOJD IVNBO EJTFBTF QIFOPUZQFT FYFNQMJ
ëFE IFSF XJUI IFBSU EFWFMPQNFOU BOE $)% 0VS BOBMZTJT JT UIF ëSTU FYBNQMF PG MBSHFTDBMF
JOUFHSBUJPO PG QIFOPUZQJD EBUB GSPN UBSHFUFE NJDF NVUBOUT XJUI IJHIDPOëEFODF FYQFSJNFO
UBM QSPUFPNJDT EBUB BOE SFQSFTFOUT UIF NPTU DPNQSFIFOTJWF DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO BOE BOBMZTJT PG UIF
GVODUJPOBM QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT VOEFSMZJOH UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG BO PSHBO TZTUFN UP EBUF " TUSFOHUI
PG PVS BQQSPBDI JT UIBU JU JNNFEJBUFMZ QVUT OFX DBOEJEBUFT JO UIF GVODUJPOBM DPOUFYU PG PUIFS
NPSF XFMMDIBSBDUFSJ[FE OFUXPSL DPNQPOFOUT
8F IBWF TIPXO UIBU BOBMZTJT PG PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU BU UIF TZTUFNT MFWFM DBO CF VTFE UP EJT
DPWFS OFX EFWFMPQNFOUBM NPEVMFT HBJO JOTJHIU JOUP UIF FWPMVUJPO PG PSHBOT BOE VOEFSTUBOE
UIF CJPMPHZ PG IJHIMZ QPMZHFOJD EJTPSEFST BTTPDJBUFE XJUI BCFSSBOU PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOU " XFBL
OFTT PG UIF NFUIPE JT UIF MBDL PG DFMMVMBS SFTPMVUJPO PG UIF OFUXPSLT EVF UP VTF PG NBDSPTDPQJD
QIFOPUZQFT BT UIF TUBSUJOH QPJOU PG UIF BOBMZTJT )PXFWFS UIF NPSQIPMPHJDBM TVCHSPVQT BTTPDJ
BUFE XJUI UIF OFUXPSLT BOE UIF *) EBUB 	XIJDI IBT UIF SFTPMVUJPO PG JOEJWJEVBM DFMMT
 TUSPOHMZ
TVHHFTUT JO XIJDI DFMM QPQVMBUJPOT UIF JOEJWJEVBM OFUXPSLT BSF BDUJWF ɨF OFUXPSLT HFOFSBUFE
IFSF DBO CF VTFE BT B DPNNVOJUZ SFTPVSDF GPS BEESFTTJOH NBKPS RVFTUJPOT JO EFWFMPQNFOUBM
BOE DBSEJBD CJPMPHZ BOE XF IBWF NBEF B EBUBCBTF PG UIF SFMFWBOU OFUXPSL EBUB BWBJMBCMF BU
KWWSZZZFEVGWXGNVXSSOGJI
*O QSJODJQMF UIF GSBNFXPSL DBO CF BQQMJFE UP BOZ PSHBO UP XJEFO PVS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG
UIF GVODUJPOBM BSDIJUFDUVSF PG QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT UIBU ESJWF UIF GPSNBUJPO PG PSHBOT "EEJUJPO
BMMZ UIFZ DBO GBDJMJUBUF UIF FWPMVUJPO PG OPWFM BQQSPBDIFT JO SFHFOFSBUJWF NFEJDJOF CFDBVTF B
UIPSPVHI DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO BOE VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF HFOFT QSPUFJOT QBUIXBZT BOE DPODFQUT
VOEFSMZJOH PSHBO EFWFMPQNFOUBM QSPHSBNT XJMM CF OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF TVDDFTTGVM NBOJQVMBUJPO PG
UIFTF TZTUFNT JO UJTTVFFOHJOFFSJOH UFDIOPMPHJFT BOE TUFN DFMM UIFSBQZ 'JOBMMZ UIF OFUXPSLT
DBO CF VTFE BT B GVODUJPOBM TDBêPME GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH DPNCJOBUPSJBM FêFDUT PG HFOFHFOF BOE
HFOFFOWJSPONFOU JOUFSBDUJPOT JO DPNQMFY IFBSU QIFOPUZQFT
.BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET
(FOFSBUJOH B GVODUJPOBM OFUXPSL
" OFUXPSL JT HFOFSBUFE CZ EFUFSNJOJOH UIF ëSTU BOE TFDPOE PSEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT PG $% QSPUFJOT
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B HJWFO NPSQIPMPHJDBM TVCHSPVQ JO B IVNBO QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL DPO
TJTUJOH PG SFëOFE FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPUFPNJDT EBUB ɨJT OFUXPSL JT EFTDSJCFE JO IJHI EFUBJM JO 	-BHF
FU BM ǬǪǪǲ -BHF FU BM ǬǪǪǱ
<ǮǱ ǰǯ> BOE POMJOF KWWSZZZFEVGWXGNVXSSOGJI ɨF
GVMM OFUXPSL 	*O8FC Ǭǳ
 DBO CF EPXOMPBEFE GSPN KWWSZZZFEVGWXGNVXSSOGJI
*OUFSBDUJPOT PG UIF $% QSPUFJOT BSF JOUFHSBUFE JOUP B OFUXPSL CZ BMXBZT JODMVEJOH EJSFDU JO
UFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO $% QSPUFJOT BOE POMZ JODMVEJOH JOEJSFDU JOUFSBDUJPOT NFEJBUFE UISPVHI
QSPUFJOT XJUI 2 QFSDFOU PG JUT JOUFSBDUJPOT UP UIF $% TFU 7BSJPVT UISFTIPMET GPS 2 BSF JUFS
BUJWFMZ UFTUFE BOE WBMVF PG 2 GPS UIF ëOBM OFUXPSL JT DIPTFO CBTFE PO XIJDI WBMVF HJWFT UIF
PQUJNBM OFUXPSL TJHOJëDBODF UIJT QSPDFEVSF JT EFTDSJCFE JO EFUBJM JO <ǫǱǯ ǫǱǰ> ɨF NFUIPE
GPS EFUFSNJOJOH OFUXPSL TJHOJëDBODFT DBO CF TFFO CFMPX %FUBJMFE WJFXT PG UIF OFUXPSLT DBO




ɨF TJHOJëDBODF PG FBDI PG UIF HFOFSBUFE ǫǳ OFUXPSLT XBT EFUFSNJOFE CZ SBOEPNJ[BUJPO UFTUJOH
BT EFTDSJCFE JO EFUBJM QSFWJPVTMZ <ǫǱǯ ǫǱǰ> 4QFDJëDBMMZ GPS BO JOQVU TFU PG / JOQVU QSPUFJOT
ZJFMEJOH BO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL 	DPOOFDUFE DPNQPOFOU
 XJUI ( JOQVU QSPUFJOT BOE 5 UPUBM
QSPUFJOT B OFUXPSL TDPSF 	/4JOQVU
 XBT EFUFSNJOFE ɨJT OFUXPSL TDPSF JT UIF GSBDUJPO PG JOQVU
QSPUFJOT PG BMM QSPUFJOT JO UIF OFUXPSL 	(5
 8F UIFO EFUFSNJOFE UIF TJHOJëDBODF PG UIF
OFUXPSL TDPSF CZ FNQJSJDBMMZ FTUJNBUJOH UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG PCTFSWJOH B TJNJMBS PS CFUUFS OFUXPSL
TDPSF JO OFUXPSLT HFOFSBUFE CZ VTJOH ǫǪǪǪǪ SBOEPN JOQVU TFUT PG TJ[F /JOQVU ɨF SBOEPN
HFOF TFUT XFSF DIPTFO TP UIF EFHSFF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG QSPUFJOT JO UIF SBOEPN TFUT BQQSPYJNBUF
UIF JOQVU TFU "T FBDI RVFSZ HFOFSBUFT B WBSZJOH OVNCFS PG OFUXPSLT 	DPOOFDUFE DPNQPOFOUT

UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ FTUJNBUFT DBO CF DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF UPUBM BNPVOU PG OFUXPSLT QSPEVDFE CZ BMM
ǫǪǪǪǪ SBOEPNJ[BUJPOT UIBU IBWF B OFUXPSL TDPSF> /4JOQVU 'PS UIJT SFBTPO OFUXPSL QWBMVFT
DBO CF MPXFS UIBO UIF BNPVOU PG SBOEPN RVFSJFT "MM OFUXPSL Q WBMVFT DBO CF TFFO JO 'JHVSFT
4ǫ4Ǯ CFMPX UIF UJUMF PG UIF OFUXPSL 5P SVMF PVU UIF DIBODF PG GVODUJPOBM CJBT JO UIF $% TFU
XF BOBMZ[FE UIF TFU GPS CJBT BT EJTDVTTFE JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO
*EFOUJGZJOH DBOEJEBUFT GPS *) BOE FYQSFTTJPO BOBMZTFT
" TFU PG SBX DBOEJEBUFT XFSF EFUFSNJOFE CZ RVFSZJOH BMM QSPUFJOT JO PVS JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL
GPS UIF BNPVOU PG JOUFSBDUJPOT UP UIF $% TFU BOE EFUFSNJOJOH UIF IZQFSHFPNFUSJD QSPCBCJMJUZ
PG UIJT JOUFSBDUJPO QSPëMF 0VU PG BMM QSPUFJOT JO UIF QSPUFPNF GPSUZ OJOF OPWFM DBOEJEBUFT IBE
B TJHOJëDBOU JOUFSBDUJPO QSPëMF UP UIF $% QSPUFJOT BGUFS BEKVTUNFOU GPS NVMUJQMF UFTUJOH 	EF
TDSJCFE JO EFUBJM JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO BOE 'JHVSF 4ǯ
 8F UIFO VTFE UIF GVODUJPOBM
OFUXPSLT BTTJHOFE UP FBDI NPSQIPMPHJDBM TVCHSPVQ UP EFUFSNJOF UIF NPTU MJLFMZ EFWFMPQNFOUBM
GVODUJPO PG UIF DBOEJEBUFT ɨJT XBT EPOF CZ JEFOUJGZJOH UIF TQFDJëD TVCOFUXPSLT UP XIJDI
UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT PG UIF DBOEJEBUFT XFSF NPTU TJHOJëDBOU 	BT EFTDSJCFE JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *O
GPSNBUJPO BOE 'JHVSF 4ǰ
 ǫǬ PG UIF Ǯǳ DBOEJEBUFT XFSF DIPTFO GPS *) BOBMZTJT CBTFE PO UIF
PWFSMBQ CFUXFFO NPSQIPMPHJDBM TVCHSPVQT BOE UIF EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHFT QSFTFOU JO PVS QBOFM
PG FNCSZPOJD IFBSUT BWBJMBCMF GPS WBMJEBUJPO FYQFSJNFOUT
)VNBO FNCSZPOJD BOE GFUBM IFBSU UJTTVFT
)VNBO FNCSZPOJD UJTTVFT XFSF DPMMFDUFE GSPN MFHBM BCPSUJPOT BDDPSEJOH UP UIF )FMTJOLJ %FD
MBSBUJPO ** BOE UIFJS VTF XBT BQQSPWFE CZ UIF MPDBM TDJFODF FUIJDT DPNNJUUFF &NCSZPOJD PS
GFUBM BHF XBT CBTFE PO NFBTVSFNFOU PG DSPXOSVNQ MFOHUI 	$3-
 *NNJEJBUFMZ BGUFS EJTTFD
UJPO UIF TBNQMFT XFSF TOBQ GSP[FO JO MJRVJE OJUSPHFO PS USFBUFE XJUI 3/" MBUFS BDDPSEJOH UP
NBOVGBDUVSFShT JOTUSVDUJPOT 	"NCJPO "VTUJO 59
 4BNQMFT GPS JNNVOPIJTUPDIFNJTUSZ XFSF
EJTTFDUFE JOUP BQQSPQSJBUF UJTTVF CMPDLT BOE ëYFE GPS ǫǬǬǮ IPVST BU Ǯo$ JO FJUIFS ǫǪǝ OFVUSBM
CVêFSFE GPSNBMJO Ǯǝ 'PSNPM$BMDJVN -JMMJFhT PS #PVJOhT ëYBUJWFT ɨF TQFDJNFOT XFSF EFIZ
ESBUFE XJUI HSBEFE BMDPIPMT DMFBSFE JO YZMFOF BOE QBSBïO FNCFEEFE 4FSJBM TFDUJPOT ǭǯ 	N
UIJDL XFSF DVU JO USBOTWFSTF TBHJUUBM PS IPSJ[POUBM QMBOFT BOE QMBDFE PO TJMBOJ[FE TMJEFT
ǰǭ
ǭ %ùăõñăõ ÷õþõ öùþôùþ÷
*NNVOPIJTUPDIFNJDBM BOBMZTJT
4FDUJPOT XFSF EFQBSBïOJ[FE BOE SFIZESBUFE JO YZMFOF GPMMPXFE CZ B TFSJFT PG HSBEFE BMDPIPMT
BDDPSEJOH UP FTUBCMJTIFE QSPDFEVSFT ɨF TFDUJPOT XFSF USFBUFE XJUI B GSFTI Ǫǯǝ TPMVUJPO PG IZ
ESPHFO QFSPYJEF JO NFUIBOPM GPS ǫǯ NJOVUFT UP RVFODI FOEPHFOPVT QFSPYJEBTF BOE UIFO SJOTFE
JO 53*4 CVêFSFE TBMJOF 	5#4 ǯN. 5SJT)$M ǫǮǰ N. /B$M Q) Ǳǰ
 /POTQFDJëD CJOEJOH
XBT JOIJCJUFE CZ JODVCBUJPO GPS ǭǪ NJOVUFT XJUI CMPDLJOH CVêFS 	$IFN.BUF BOUJCPEZ EJMVFOU
4ǬǪǬǬ %BLP$ZUPNBUJPO (MPTUSVQ %FONBSL
 BU SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF ɨF TFDUJPOT XFSF UIFO
JODVCBUFE PWFSOJHIU BU Ǯo$ XJUI UIF QSJNBSZ BOUJCPEZ JO CMPDLJOH CVêFS 	$IFN.BUF BOUJCPEZ
EJMVFOU 4ǬǪǬǬ %BLP$ZUPNBUJPO
 ɨF TFDUJPOT XFSF XBTIFE XJUI 5#4 BOE UIFO JODVCBUFE GPS
ǭǪ NJOVUFT XJUI B QFSPYJEBTFMBCFMMFE TFDPOEBSZ BOUJCPEZ ɨF TFDUJPOT XFSF XBTIFE XJUI 5#4
GPMMPXFE CZ JODVCBUJPO GPS ǫǪ NJO XJUI ǭǭhEJBNJOPCFO[JEJOF DISPNPHFO TPMVUJPO 1PTJUJWF
TUBJOJOH XBT SFDPHOJ[FE BT B CSPXO DPMPS ɨF TFDUJPOT XFSF EFIZESBUFE JO HSBEFE BMDPIPMT
GPMMPXFE CZ YZMFOF BOE DPWFSTMJQQFE XJUI %19 NPVOUJOH NFEJB /POJNNVOF SBCCJU *H(ǫ
	9Ǫǳǭǰ
 XBT VTFE BT OFHBUJWF DPOUSPM 4QFDJëDJUZ PG UIF BOUJCPEJFT XFSF EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIFJS
BCJMJUZ UP TUBJO TQFDJëD DFMM QPQVMBUJPOT JO UIF UJTTVF TFDUJPOT 	FYBNQMFT BSF TIPXO JO ëHVSF
4Ǳ4ǫǬ

ɨF GPMMPXJOH QSJNBSZ BOUJCPEJFT XFSF VTFE BOUJ15(4Ǭ 	ǭǯǲǬǪǪ *OWJUSPHFO
 BOUJ
."1,ǲ 	4$ǰǬǯǮ 4BOUB $SV[ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ 4BOUB $SV[ $"
 BOUJ$"7ǭ 	ǰǫǪǮǬǫ #%
USBOTEVDUJPO MBCPSBUPSJFT 'SBOLMJO -BLFT /+
 BOUJ."1,ǭ 	4$Ǳǭǲǭ 4BOUB $SV[ #JPUFDI
OPMPHZ
 BOUJ43$ 	"5ǱǪǫǰ .#- JOUFSOBUJPOBM 8PCPSO ."
 BOUJ+"(Ǭ 	4$ǲǫǯǱ 4BOUB
$SV[ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ
 BOUJ%--ǫ 	4$ǳǫǪǬ 4BOUB $SV[ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ
 BOUJ/05$)ǭ 	4$
ǱǮǱǮ 4BOUB $SV[ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ
 BOUJ/05$)Ǯ 	4$ǯǯǳǮ 4BOUB $SV[ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ

BOUJ#.9 	BCǱǭǲǲǱ "CDBN $BNCSJEHF 6,
 BOUJ15,Ǭ# 	BCǱǲǫǫǳ "CDBN
 BOUJ#.1Ǯ
	BCǭǫǫǰǯ "CDBN 
 "OUJ&('3 	΢ǬǬǭǬ $FMM 4JHOBMJOH 5FDIOPMPHZ #PTUPO ."

3FBMUJNF RVBOUJUBUJWF 351$3
8F DIPTF RVBOUJUBUJWF SFBMUJNF RVBOUJUBUJWF 351$3 	21$3
 GPS UIJT BOBMZTJT CFDBVTF JU JT
DPOTJEFSFE UP CF UIF NPTU BDDVSBUF BOE TFOTJUJWF NFUIPE GPS EFUFDUJOH 3/" EJêFSFODFT BMTP
BU WFSZ TNBMM BNPVOUT <ǫǱǱ> 5PUBM 3/" XBT JTPMBUFE GSPN UJTTVFT VTJOH 53*[PM 3FBHFOU 	*O
WJUSPHFO 5BBTUSVQ %FONBSL
 BOE D%/" TZOUIFTJ[FE XJUI 4VQFS4DSJQU ** 	3/BTF )
 SFWFSTF
USBOTDSJQUBTF 	*OWJUSPHFO
 BDDPSEJOH UP NBOVGBDUVSFShT JOTUSVDUJPOT 21$3 BOBMZTJT XBT DBSSJFE
PVU PO B "#* ǱǯǪǪ 'BTU SFBMUJNF 1$3 TZTUFN VTJOH B -JHIU$ZDMFS 'BTU4UBSU %/" .BTUFS1-64
4:#3 (SFFO* LJU 	3PDIF )WJEPWSF %FONBSL
 1SJNFS TFRVFODFT VTFE GPS 21$3 BOBMZTJT
BSF BWBJMBCMF PO SFRVFTU 5P FYDMVEF UIBU QPMZNPSQIJD HFOF FYQSFTTJPO CFUXFFO UIF JOEJWJE
VBM EFWFMPQJOH IFBSUT DPVME BDDPVOU GPS UIF PCTFSWFE EJêFSFOUJBM FYQSFTTJPO USFOET SFQPSUFE CZ
21$3 XF BMTP VTFE 1PMPOZ .VMUJQMFY "OBMZTJT PG (FOF &YQSFTTJPO 	1."(&
 <ǫǱǲ> UP NFB
TVSF UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG UIF Ǯǳ DBOEJEBUFT JO SJHIU WFOUSJDVMBS PVUìPX USBDU 	3705
 GSPN 50'
QBUJFOUT BU UIF UJNF PG QSJNBSZ TVSHJDBM SFQBJS BOE MFGU WFOUSJDMF 	-7
 DPMMFDUFE GSPN QBUJFOUT
XJUI FJUIFS IFBSU GBJMVSF PS EJBCFUJD DBSEJPNZPQBUIZ ɨF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT PG UIF DBOEJEBUFT
XFSF DPNQBSFE UP UIF FYQSFTTJPO MFWFMT PG B EJêFSFOU TFU PG Ǯǳ SBOEPNMZ DIPTFO DPOUSPMT BGUFS
OPSNBMJ[JOH CPUI HFOF TFUT BHBJOTU HFOF FYQSFTTJPO JO HMJPCMBTUPNB UJTTVF )FSF UIF IFBSU EF
WFMPQNFOUBM DBOEJEBUFT XFSF TJHOJëDBOUMZ IJHIFS FYQSFTTFE JO IFBSU UJTTVF UIBO UIF DPOUSPMT 	Q
 ǪǪǫǰ





8F XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL $ISJTUJOF ,PDLT #BSCBSB 1PCFS $ISJT $PUTBQBT +PTI ,PSO 4PVNZB
3BZDIBVEIVSJ #FO 7PJHIU (FSBTJNPT 4ZLJPUJT BOE -BST +VIM +FOTFO GPS DSJUJDBM EJTDVTTJPOT
8F BSF BMTP HSBUFGVM UP UIF $IBSMFT -FF MBC GPS EJTDVTTJPOT BOE JOQVU PO UIF QSPKFDU BOE SF
TVMUT ɨJT XPSL XBT TVQQPSUFE CZ ɨF %BOJTI )FBSU 'PVOEBUJPO UIF 7JMMVN ,BOO 3BTNVTTFO
'PVOEBUJPO BOE ɨF /PWP /PSEJTL 'PVOEBUJPO 8JMIFMN +PIBOOTFO $FOUSF GPS 'VODUJPOBM
(FOPNF 3FTFBSDI JT FTUBCMJTIFE CZ UIF %BOJTI /BUJPOBM 3FTFBSDI 'PVOEBUJPO ,- JT TVQQPSUFE
CZ B HSBOU GSPN A'PSTLOJOHTSÌEFU GPS 4VOEIFE PH 4ZHEPN BOE ,- BOE 1,% BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ
/*$)% 30ǫ HSBOU )%ǪǯǯǫǯǪǪǭ ɨF BVUIPST XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL -JMMJBO 3BTNVTTFO BOE




'SPN DIFNJDBMT UP EJTFBTF
%ùăõñăõ EFWFMPQNFOU JT OPU POMZ BUUSJCVUBCMF UP HFOF QPMZNPSQIJTN PS IFSJUBCMF EFGFDUT*O NBOZ JOTUBODFT UIF BDUJPOT PG HFOFT BSF LOPXO UP CF NPEJëFE CZ FOWJSPONFOUBM
DPOEJUJPOT BOE IVNBO EJTFBTF QSPQFOTJUZ JT TIBQFE CZ JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO FBDI JOEJWJEVBMhT
HFOFT BOE UIF FOWJSPONFOU <ǫǱǳ> 	'JHVSF Ǯǫ
 &OWJSPONFOUBM BHFOUT IBWF CFFO TIPXO UP JOìV
FODF DISPOJD EJTFBTF TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ DPNCJOFE XJUI BO BSSBZ PG GBDUPST TVDI BT HFOFUJD ëU BHF
BOE PUIFS QSFEJTQPTJUJPO DPOEJUJPOT <ǫǲǪ> 5SVF VOEFSTUBOEJOH BCPVU EJTFBTFT DBOOPU DPNF


































'JHVSF ďĊ 4VNNBSZ PG HFOF SFHVMBUPSZ NFDIBOJTNT BêFDUFE CZ FYQPTVSF UP FYUFSOBM BHFOUT XJUI EJTFBTF JNQMJDB
UJPOT "EBQUFE GSPN &EXBSET FU BM <ǫǱǳ>
ǰǱ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
8IFO UIJOLJOH BCPVU EJTFBTF FUJPMPHZ POF TIPVME IBWF JO NJOE UIBU EJTFBTF SJTL JT CFTU
QSFEJDUFE CZ DPOTJEFSJOH HFOFUJD BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM GBDUPST DPNCJOFE ɨFSF BSF OVNFSPVT
UZQFT PG FOWJSPONFOUBM BHFOUT JODMVEJOH JOGFDUJPVT BHFOUT DIFNJDBMT EJFU BOE SBEJBUJPO 	'JH
VSF Ǯǫ
 ɨFZ BêFDU HFOFT JO NVMUJQMF XBZT JODMVEJOH %/" NFUIZMBUJPO BOE NVUBUJPOT 3/"
TUBCJMJUZ BOE JOìVFODF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BOE QSPUFJO GVODUJPO "U UIF TBNF UJNF OBUVSBMMZ PD
DVSSJOH QPMZNPSQIJTNT JO UIF QPQVMBUJPO NBZ JO UVSO BêFDU UIF DIFNJDBM TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ BOE
JODSFBTF UIF EJTFBTF QSFEJTQPTJUJPO <ǫǲǫ>
'PS CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH UIF FêFDUT PG UIF FOWJSPONFOU JO UIF IVNBO IFBMUI BOE EFDJQIFS
UIFJS DPNQMFY NFDIBOJTNT PG BDUJPO XF OFFE UP DPNCJOF UIF BMSFBEZ FYJTUJOH JOGPSNBUJPO
BCPVU ESVHT QFTUJDJEFT BOE PUIFS FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT XJUI HFOF BOE QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO
EBUB BDSPTT TQFDJFT BOE IPX UIFZ SFMBUF UP IVNBO EJTFBTFT 6MUJNBUFMZ XF XPVME MJLF UP DSFBUF B
GSBNFXPSL GPS BDDFTTJOH IVNBO EJTFBTF SJTL JO B DPNNVOJUZ PS FWFO CFUUFS BU UIF MFWFM PG UIF
JOEJWJEVBM
ɨF QVSQPTF PG UIJT DIBQUFS JT UP GSBNF ESVH UBSHFUT JO UIF DPOUFYU PG DFMMVMBS BOE EJTFBTF
OFUXPSLT ɨF BSUJDMF %FDJQIFSJOH %JTFBTFT BOE #JPMPHJDBM 5BSHFUT GPS &OWJSPONFOUBM $IFNJDBMT
VTJOH 5PYJDPHFOPNJDT /FUXPSLT JO 4FDUJPO ǮǬ EFTDSJCFT B HFOFSJD BQQSPBDI UP VOEFSTUBOEJOH
UIF VOEFSMZJOH NPMFDVMBS NFDIBOJTNT UIBU SFHVMBUF DIFNJDBM BDUJWJUZ JO UIF IVNBO CPEZ BOE
EJTDPWFS XIJDI CJPMPHJDBM QBUIXBZT UIFZ QFSUVSC ɨF NFUIPE JT CBTFE PO UIF JOUFHSBUJPO PG
UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB DIFNJDBM TUSVDUVSF QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB BOE EJTFBTF BOE GVODUJPOBM
BOOPUBUJPO ɨF NBJO UBTL JO UIF BSUJDMF XBT DSFBUJOH B QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO OFUXPSL
	11"/
 XIFSF UXP QSPUFJOT BSF BTTPDJBUFE JG UIFZ BSF BêFDUFE CZ UIF TBNF DIFNJDBMT ɨJT
OFUXPSL XBT CFODINBSLFE BHBJOTU SFëOFE FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUBCBTFT 	SFGFS UP
$IBQUFS ǭ

*O UIF MBTU NBOVTDSJQU JODMVEFE JO UIJT UIFTJT FOUJUMFE $IFN1SPU " %JTFBTF $IFNJDBM #JPM
PHZ %BUBCBTF XF DPOTUSVDU B EBUBCBTF 	$IFN1SPU
 DPNQJMJOH TFWFSBM OFUXPSLT EFWFMPQFE JO
QSFWJPVT XPSL ɨJT POMJOF EBUBCBTF JOUFHSBUFT DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BOOPUBUJPO SFTPVSDFT BOE UIF
EJTFBTF DPNQMFYFT GSPN 1BQFS *** $IFN1SPU XBT EFTJHOFE UP TVQQPSU JO TJMJDP FWBMVBUJPO PG
DIFNJDBMT BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET BOE UIF TFMFDUJPO PG OFX DPNQPVOET CBTFE PO UIFJS
BDUJWJUZ QSPëMF BHBJOTU CJPMPHJDBM UBSHFUT
ďĊ $IFNJDBMT BOE EJTFBTF
4VTDFQUJCJMJUZ BOE FYQPTVSF
"T FYQMPSFE JO UIF QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST NBOZ DPNNPO IVNBO EJTFBTFT TFFN UP CF QPMZHFOJD
XIFSF UIF JODJEFODF PG EFGFDUT PO B TJOHMF HFOF NBZ OPU USJHHFS UIF EJTFBTF CVU NJHIU CFDPNF
EFUSJNFOUBM JG NVMUJQMF WBSJBOUT PG TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ HFOFT BDDVNVMBUF JO B EJTFBTF DMVTUFS ɨFTF
TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ HFOFT BMPOF BSF OPU FOPVHI GPS DBVTJOH EJTFBTF UIFZ SBUIFS JODSFBTF PS EFDSFBTF
SJTL JO DPNCJOBUJPO XJUI PUIFS HFOFT BOE XJUI FYQPTVSF UP FYUFSOBM BHFOUT <ǫǲǪ>
$PPQFS <ǫǲǬ> SFMBUFT UP UIF FYBNQMF PG UIF "GSJDBO"NFSJDBO QPQVMBUJPO JO UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT
SFGFSSJOH UIBU UIJT QBSUJDVMBS NJOPSJUZ TVêFST GSPN NPSF DBTFT PG WBTDVMBS EJTFBTF BOE EFNFOUJB
UIBO UIF DBVDBTJBO QPQVMBUJPO JO UIF TBNF BSFB CVU UIBU CPUI DPOEJUJPOT BSF JOGSFRVFOU JO 8FTU
"WBJMBCMF BU KWWSZZZFEVGWXGNVHUYLFHV&KHP3URW
ǰǲ
Ǯǫ $IFNJDBMT BOE EJTFBTF
"GSJDB ɨF FYQMBOBUJPO GPS UIF MPXFS EJTFBTF SBUFT JO UIF "NFSJDBO WFSTVT "GSJDBO QPQVMBUJPO
DBO CF QJDUVSFE BT BO FYBNQMF PG HFOFFOWJSPONFOU JOUFSBDUJPOT
*O UIF CSPBEFS QVCMJD BTQFDU DPNNPO EJTFBTFT SFTVMU GSPN DPNNPO FYQPTVSFT UP FOWJSPO
NFOUBM DPOEJUJPOT XIJDI XF BMM BSF TVTDFQUJCMF GPS CVU JO WBSZJOH EFHSFFT ɨFSF JT UIFSFGPSF BO
JNQBDU PO CPUI UIF HFOFUJD BOE UIF FOWJSPONFOUBM GBDUPST PO UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG QIFOPUZQFT
1PMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ BOE TJEFFìFDUT
" GFX ZFBST CBDL ESVH EFTJHO XBT CBTFE PO UIF QSFNJTF UIBU ESVHT TFMFDUJWFMZ JOUFSBDU XJUI POF
PS UXP NPMFDVMFT BOE UIVT QSFWFOUJOH PS USFBUJOH EJTFBTF ɨJT OPUJPO IBT TFSJPVTMZ CFFO QVU
CBDL BOE OPX XF LOPX UIBU NPTU ESVHT JOUFSBDU XJUI NVMUJQMF UBSHFUT 	QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ

'PS TPNF ESVHT UIJT FêFDU JT CFOFëDJBM BOE QSPCBCMZ FTTFOUJBM JO QTZDIJBUSJD NFEJDBUJPO <ǫǲǭ>
" TJNQMJTUJD XPSLìPX GPS CFOFëDJBM QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ DBO CF TFFO JO 'JHVSF ǮǬ XIFSF POF
DPNQPVOE BDUT PO UXP EJêFSFOU UBSHFUT UIBU BSF QBSU PG UIF TBNF QBUIXBZ UIFSFGPSF QPUFO
UJBUJOH JUT BDUJPO BOE USJHHFSJOH B CJHHFS QIFOPUZQJD SFTQPOTF 0UIFS UIFSBQFVUJD ESVHT IBWF
CFFO XJUIESBXO GSPN UIF NBSLFU EVF UP TFSJPVT BEWFSTF TJEFFêFDUT CFDBVTF UIFZ JOUFSBDU XJUI







'JHVSF ďČ $PNQPVOE ǫ JT B QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ FYBNQMF POF ESVH BêFDUT UXP NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GSPN UIF TBNF
QBUIXBZ QPUFOUJBUJOH UIF QIFOPUZQJDBM DIBOHF $PNQPVOE Ǭ PO JUT IBOE UBSHFUT B EJêFSFOU NPMFDVMF BOE JT
DIFNJDBMMZ EJTTJNJMBS CVU EJTUVSCT UIF TBNF QBUIXBZ BT DPNQPVOE ǫ SFTVMUJOH JO B TJNJMBS QIFOPUZQF
4JEFFêFDU TJNJMBSJUZ IBT BMTP CFFO VTFE UP JOGFS ESVH UBSHFUT FWFO PO DIFNJDBMMZ EJêFSFOU
ESVHT BOE UIFSBQFVUJD JOEJDBUJPOT <ǫǲǮ> %SVH TJEFFêFDUT DPVME CF EVF UP JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI UIF
QSJNBSZ PS BEEJUJPOBM UBSHFUT EPXOTUSFBN OFUXPSL QFSUVSCBUJPOT QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO ESVH
ESVH JOUFSGFSFODF EPTBHF FêFDUT PS QSPCMFNT JO UIF NFUBCPMJ[BUJPO PG UIF ESVH
4ZTUFNT DIFNJDBM UPYJDPMPHZ
%BUB JOUFHSBUJPO BU WBSJPVT MFWFMT DBO IFMQ QSFEJDUJOH UIF BEWFSTF FêFDUT DBVTFE CZ ESVHT BOE
FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT BOE DPOUSJCVUJOH GPS MPXFSJOH ESVH EFWFMPQNFOU DPTUT #Z UBLJOH
UPYJDPMPHZ EBUB BOE DPNCJOJOH JU XJUI HFOF BOE UJTTVF SFTPMVUJPO XF DBO CFUUFS QJOQPJOU XIFSF
ǰǳ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
UIF NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS FBDI DPNQPVOE BSF BOE DPOUSJCVUF GPS BO FBSMJFS EFUFDUJPO PG TJEF
FêFDUT
'JHVSF ďč 0WFSMBQ CFUXFFO DIFNJDBMT JO UIF EJêFSFOU UBSHFU TZTUFNT PG UIF IVNBO CPEZ 4ZTUFNT BSF DPOOFDUFE
BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS DPNNPO DIFNJDBMT "SFB PG UIF DJSDMF JT QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF OVNCFS PG DIFNJDBMT UBSHFUJOH UIF
TZTUFN BOE FEHF UIJDLOFTT SFQSFTFOUT UIF OVNCFS PG DPNNPO DIFNJDBMT CFUXFFO UXP TZTUFNT 'JHVSF CZ "VEPV[F
FU BM JO QSFQBSBUJPO
'JHVSF Ǯǭ JT BO FYBNQMF PG B TVDI BQQSPBDI XIFSF XF UPPL UPYJDPMPHZ EBUB GPS Ǭǯǰǯǰ
DIFNJDBMT BOOPUBUFE GPS ǫǫ TZTUFNT JO UIF IVNBO CPEZ BOE DIFDLFE XIJDI DIFNJDBMT XFSF
UBSHFUJOH NPSF UIBO POF TZTUFN JO UIF IVNBO CPEZ ɨF JEFB PG UIF NBOVTDSJQU 	"VEPV[F FU BM
JO QSFQBSBUJPO
 JT UP DPOOFDU FBDI TZTUFN UP JUhT DPNQPOFOU UJTTVFT BOE JOUFHSBUF UIFN XJUI








1-P4 $PNQVU #JPM ǬǪǫǪ WPM ǰ 	ǯ
 QQ FǫǪǪǪǱǲǲ
,BSJOF "VEPV[F1 "HOJFT[LB 4JFSBLPXTLB +VODLFS1 'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF1 ,POSBE
,SZTJBL#BMUZO1 /JMT 8FJOIPME1 0MJWJFS 5BCPVSFBV1 ɨPNBT 4LU +FOTFO1  4SFO
#SVOBL1!
1$FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT %FQBSUNFOU PG 4ZTUFNT #JPMPHZ 5FDIOJDBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG %FONBSL #VJMEJOH ǬǪǲ
%,ǬǲǪǪ -ZOHCZ %FONBSL
!$PSSFTQPOEFODF TIPVME CF BEESFTTFE UP CSVOBL!DCTEUVEL UFM Ǯǯ Ǯǯ Ǭǯ ǬǮ ǱǱ GBY Ǯǯ Ǯǯ ǳǭ ǫǯ ǲǯ
Ǳǫ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
"CTUSBDU
&YQPTVSF UP FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT BOE ESVHT NBZ IBWF B OFHBUJWF FêFDU PO IV
NBO IFBMUI " CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF NPMFDVMBS NFDIBOJTN PG TVDI DPNQPVOET JT
OFFEFE UP EFUFSNJOF UIF SJTL 8F QSFTFOU B IJHI DPOëEFODF IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTP
DJBUJPO OFUXPSL CVJMU VQPO UIF JOUFHSBUJPO PG DIFNJDBM UPYJDPMPHZ BOE TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ
ɨJT DPNQVUBUJPOBM TZTUFNT DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ NPEFM SFWFBMT VODIBSBDUFSJ[FE DPOOFDUJPOT
CFUXFFO DPNQPVOET BOE EJTFBTFT UIVT QSFEJDUJOH XIJDI DPNQPVOET NBZ CF SJTL GBDUPST
GPS IVNBO IFBMUI "EEJUJPOBMMZ UIF OFUXPSL DBO CF VTFE UP JEFOUJGZ VOFYQFDUFE QP
UFOUJBM BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO DIFNJDBMT BOE QSPUFJOT &YBNQMFT BSF TIPXO GPS DIFNJDBMT
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI CSFBTU DBODFS MVOH DBODFS BOE OFDSPTJT BOE QPUFOUJBM QSPUFJO UBSHFUT GPS
EJFUIZMIFYZMQIUIBMBUF ǬǭǱǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQEJPYJO QJSJOJYJD BDJE BOE QFSNF
UISJOF ɨF DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT BSF TVQQPSUFE UISPVHI SFDFOU QVCMJTIFE TUVE
JFT XIJDI JMMVTUSBUF UIF QPXFS PG PVS BQQSPBDI UIBU JOUFHSBUFT UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB XJUI
PUIFS EBUB UZQFT
*OUSPEVDUJPO
)VNBOT BSF EBJMZ FYQPTFE UP EJWFSTF IB[BSEPVT DIFNJDBMT WJB TLJODBSF QSPEVDUT QMBTUJD DVQT
DPNQVUFST BOE QFTUJDJEFT UP NFOUJPO CVU B GFX TPVSDFT ɨF QPUFOUJBM FêFDU PG UIFTF FOWJSPO
NFOUBM DPNQPVOET PO IVNBO IFBMUI JT B NBKPS DPODFSO <ǫǱǳ ǫǲǯ> 'PS FYBNQMF DIFNJDBMT
TVDI BT QIUIBMBUF QMBTUJDJ[FST IBWF CFFO XJEFMZ MJOLFE UP BMMFSHJFT SFQSPEVDUJWF EJTPSEFST BOE
OFVSPMPHJDBM EFGFDUT )VNBOT BSF JOUFOUJPOBMMZ FYQPTFE UP ESVHT VTFE GPS USFBUNFOU BOE DVSF
PG EJTFBTFT .BOZ ESVHT BêFDU NVMUJQMF UBSHFUT BOE NBZ JOUFSBDU PS BêFDU UIF TBNF QSPUFJOT
BT FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT <ǫǲǰǫǲǲ> ɨF NFDIBOJTN PG BDUJPO PG UIFTF TNBMM NPMFDVMFT JT
PGUFO OPU DPNQMFUFMZ VOEFSTUPPE BOE DBO CF BTTPDJBUFE UP BEWFSTF BOE UPYJD FêFDUT UISPVHI GPS
FYBNQMF ESVHESVH JOUFSBDUJPOT <ǫǲǳ> ɨFSF JT UIVT B OFFE UP JNQSPWF PVS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG
UIF VOEFSMZJOH NFDIBOJTN PG BDUJPO PG DIFNJDBMT BOE UIF CJPMPHJDBM QBUIXBZT UIFZ QFSUVSC UP
GVMMZ FWBMVBUF UIF JNQBDU PG TNBMM NPMFDVMFT PO IVNBO IFBMUI
"O FTTFOUJBM TUFQ UPXBSET EFDJQIFSJOH UIF FêFDU PG DIFNJDBMT PO IVNBO IFBMUI JT UP JEFOUJGZ
BMM QPTTJCMF NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT PG B HJWFO DIFNJDBM 7BSJPVT OFUXPSLPSJFOUFE DIFNJDBM QIBSNB
DPMPHZ BQQSPBDIFT IBWF CFFO QVCMJTIFE SFDFOUMZ UP JEFOUJGZ OPWFM QSPUFJO DBOEJEBUFT GPS ESVHT
VTJOH TUSVDUVSBM DIFNJDBM TJNJMBSJUZ <ǫǲǭ ǫǲǮ ǫǳǪ ǫǳǫ> 'PS FYBNQMF,FJTFS FU BM <ǫǳǪ> BQQMJFE
OFUXPSL BOBMZTJT UP ESVHT BOE UIFJS UBSHFUT ɨF BVUIPST JEFOUJëFE VOFYQFDUFE NPMFDVMBS UBS
HFUT TVDI BT NVTDBSJOJD BDFUZMDIPMJOF SFDFQUPS .3 BMQIBǬ BESFOFSHJD SFDFQUPS BOE OFVSPLJOJO
/,Ǭ SFDFQUPS GPS NFUIBEPOF FNFUJOF BOE MPQFSBNJEF SFTQFDUJWFMZ "EEJUJPOBMMZ SFDFOU TUVE
JFT IBWF EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU DIFNJDBMT DPVME CF DMBTTJëFE CBTFE VQPO UIFJS FêFDU PO N3/"
FYQSFTTJPO EFUFDUFE CZ NJDSPBSSBZT <ǫǳǬ ǫǳǭ> -BNC FU BM <ǫǳǬ> TIPXFE UIBU HFOPNJD TJHOB
UVSFT DPVME CF VTFE UP SFDPHOJ[F ESVHT XJUI DPNNPO NFDIBOJTN PG BDUJPO BMMPXJOH EJTDPWFSZ
PG VOLOPXO NPEFT PG BDUJPO %FTQJUF UIF FYQMPTJPO PG DIFNJDBMCJPMPHJDBM OFUXPSLT UIF DIFN
JDBM UPYJDJUZ SFNBJOT B NBKPS JTTVF JO IVNBO IFBMUI "OBMZTJT PG FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT XJUI
TJNJMBS HFOF FYQSFTTJPO QSPëMFT JT TUJMM MBDLJOH 8JUI UIF SFDFOU BEWBODFT JO UPYJDPHFOPNJDT
JOGPSNBUJPO PO HFOFQSPUFJO BDUJWJUZ JO SFTQPOTF UP TNBMM NPMFDVMF FYQPTVSFT CFDPNFT NPSF
BWBJMBCMF ɨJT QSPWJEF OFDFTTBSZ EBUB UP EFWFMPQ DPNQVUBUJPOBM TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ NPEFMT UP QSF
EJDU CPUI IJHI MFWFM BTTPDJBUJPOT 	MJOLJOH DIFNJDBM FYQPTVSFT UP EJTFBTFT
 BOE NPSF EFUBJMFE




*O UIJT QBQFS XF QSFTFOU B NFUIPE UIBU DBO BTTPDJBUF DIFNJDBMT UP EJTFBTF BOE JEFOUJGZ QP
UFOUJBM NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT CBTFE PO UIF JOUFHSBUJPO PG UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB DIFNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT
QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB EJTFBTF JOGPSNBUJPO BOE GVODUJPOBM BOOPUBUJPO ɨF DPSF PG
PVS QSPDFEVSF JT EFSJWFE GSPN UIF AUBSHFU IPQQJOH DPODFQU EFëOFE QSFWJPVTMZ <ǫǲǰ> #VU JO
TUFBE PG DPOTJEFSJOH POMZ CJOEJOH BDUJWJUZ XF FYUFOEFE UIF DPODFQU UP HFOF FYQSFTTJPO *G UXP
QSPUFJOT BSF BêFDUFE XJUI UXP DIFNJDBMT UIFO CPUI QSPUFJOT BSF EFFNFE BTTPDJBUJOH JO DIFN
JDBM TQBDF 0VS BQQSPBDI JT OPU POMZ B TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFM CVU NJNJDT UIF USVF CJPMPHJDBM TZTUFN
CZ DPOTUSVDUJOH B OFUXPSL PG BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO IVNBO QSPUFJOT EFëOFE BT 1SPUFJO1SPUFJO
"TTPDJBUJPO /FUXPSL 	11"/
 8F IBWF WBMJEBUFE PVS OFUXPSL CZ DPNQBSJTPO XJUI UXP IJHI
DPOëEFODF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO 	11*
 OFUXPSLT BOE CZ BTTFTTJOH UIF GVODUJPOBM FOSJDI
NFOU PG DMVTUFST JO UIF OFUXPSL HFOFSBUFE ɨF 11"/ SFWFBMFE CPUI LOPXO BT XFMM BT NBOZ
OPWFM TVSQSJTJOH DPOOFDUJPOT CFUXFFO DIFNJDBMT BOE EJTFBTFT PS QSPUFJOT 8F QSPWJEF MJUFSB
UVSF TVQQPSU GPS TPNF PG UIF VOFYQFDUFE BTTPDJBUJPOT TVDI BT UIF DPOOFDUJPO CFUXFFO EJFUIZM
IFYZMQIUIBMBUF 	%&)1
 BOE HBNNBBNJOPCVUZSJD BDJE " SFDFQUPS CFUB UBSHFU <ǫǳǮ> BT XFMM BT
CFUXFFO BQPDBSPUFOBM B DIFNJDBM GPVOE JO TQJOBDI BOE OFDSPTJT ɨJT JMMVTUSBUFT UIF VTFGVMOFTT
PG BO BQQSPBDI UIBU JOUFHSBUFT UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB XJUI PUIFS EJWFSTF EBUB UZQFT
3FTVMUT
#BTFE PO UIF $PNQBSBUJWF 5PYJDPHFOPNJDT %BUBCBTF 	$5%
 <ǫǲǫ> XF DPOTUSVDUFE B IVNBO
11"/ " XPSLìPX PG UIF TUSBUFHZ JT TIPXO PO 'JHVSF ǮǮ 8F FYUSBDUFE ǮǬǫǳǮ BTTPDJBUJPOT
CFUXFFO ǬǮǳǪ DIFNJDBMT BOE ǰǪǰǪ IVNBO QSPUFJOT GSPN UIF $5% 8F NBQQFE DPNQPVOET
UP DIFNJDBM TUSVDUVSFT GSPN 1VC$IFN BOE FYUSBDUFE UIFJS JOEJDBUJPO PG VTF GSPN .FEJDBM 4VC
KFDU )FBEJOHT 	.F4)¤
 UP DMBTTJGZ UIFN BT FJUIFS ESVHT 	.F4) A1IBSNBDFVUJDBM "DUJPOT
 PS
FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT 	.F4) A5PYJD "DUJPOT BOE A4QFDJBMUZ 6TFT PG $IFNJDBMT

*O UIF $5% ESVHT BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET BSF DMBJNFE UP CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UPYJ
DPMPHJDBMMZ JNQPSUBOU QSPUFJOT 5P FTUJNBUF IPX NVDI UIF JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN UIF $5% EJêFST
GSPN BWBJMBCMF EBUB PO QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM BDUJPO PG ESVHT XF DPNQBSFE UIF EBUB TIBSFE CFUXFFO
$5% BOE %SVH#BOL BT PG .BZ ǬǪǪǳ <ǫǳǯ> %SVH#BOL JT B SFQPTJUPSZ PG QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM BD
UJPO GPS A'PPE BOE %SVH "ENJOJTUSBUJPO BQQSPWFE ESVHT 'SPN UIF ǫǭǯǲ ESVHT HBUIFSFE JO
%SVH#BOL ǮǬǪ ESVHT NBUDIFE JO $5% *OUFSFTUJOHMZ XIFSFBT ǫǮǪǭ QSPUFJOT BSF BTTPDJBUFE UP
UIFTF ESVHT JO %SVH#BOL POMZ ǫǳǮ QSPUFJOT BSF GPVOE JO CPUI EBUBCBTFT 'PS FYBNQMF BDDPSE
JOH UP %SVH #BOL DFMFDPYJC B LOPXO OPOTUFSPJEBM BOUJJOìBNNBUPSZ ESVH JT BTTPDJBUFE UP
UXP NFUBCPMJ[JOH FO[ZNFT UIF $ZUPDISPNF 1ǮǯǪ Ǭ$ǳ 	$:1Ǭ$ǳ
 BOE UIF $ZUPDISPNF 1ǮǯǪ
Ǭ%ǰ 	$:1Ǭ%ǰ
 BOE UP UXP ESVH UBSHFUT UIF 1SPTUBHMBOEJO () TZOUIBTF Ǭ 	$09Ǭ
 BOE UIF
ǭQIPTQIPJOPTJUJEFEFQFOEFOU QSPUFJO LJOBTF ǫ 	1%1,ǫ
 *O UIF $5% DFMFDPYJC JT MJOLFE UP
ǭǭ IVNBO QSPUFJOT JODMVEJOH $:1Ǭ$ǳ BOE $09Ǭ ɨF UPYJDJUZ JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUFE GSPN
$5% JT SFMBUJWFMZ EJêFSFOU UP UIF LOPXO QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM BDUJPO PG ESVHT BOE TIPVME CF DPO
TJEFSFE BT B DPNQMFNFOUBSZ TPVSDF PG JOGPSNBUJPO
4USVDUVSFUBSHFU SFMBUJPOTIJQ
5P JOWFTUJHBUF UIF BTTVNQUJPO UIBU UXP DPNQPVOET TIBSJOH TJNJMBS TUSVDUVSF DBO QPUFOUJBMMZ BG
GFDU UIF TBNF NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT XF DPNQBSFE DIFNJDBM QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF DPNQPVOET DPMMFDUFE
¤KWWSZZZQOPQLKJRYPHVK0%URZVHUKWPO
Ǳǭ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
'JHVSF ďď8PSLìPX PG UIF TUSBUFHZ GPS HFOFSBUJOH B IVNBO 11"/ BOE QSFEJDUJOH OPWFM BTTPDJBUJPOT %"5" &Y
USBDUJPO BOE ëMUFSJOH PG IVNBO QSPUFJODIFNJDBM BTTPDJBUJPOT GSPN $5% ɨF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG UIF DIFNJDBM TQBDF CZ
1SJODJQBM $PNQPOFOU "OBMZTJT QSPKFDUJPO DPOëSNT UIBU ESVHT 	%
 BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT 	&
 TIBSFE TUSVD
UVSBM QSPQFSUJFT BOE UIFO NBZ BêFDU TJNJMBS QSPUFJO UBSHFUT ɨF UXP ëSTU QSJODJQBM DPNQPOFOUT XIJDI FYQMBJOFE
BCPVU ǮǮǝ PG UIF WBSJBODF PO UIF DBMDVMBUFE QSPQFSUJFT BSF TIPXO 	HSFFO QIBSNBDFVUJDBM BDUJPOT SFE UPYJD BDUJPOT
BOE CMVF TQFDJBMUZ VTFT PG DIFNJDBM
 "MM QSPUFJOT 	1
 XFSF NBQQFE UP &OTFNCM HFOF JEFOUJëFST UP GBDJMJUBUF GVSUIFS
EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO .0%&- (&/&3"5*0/ $POTUSVDUJPO PG UIF 11"/ ɨF 11"/ XBT DSFBUFE GSPN BTTPDJBUJPOT
QSFTFOU JO UIF $5% 	EBTIFE FEHF MJOFT
 CFUXFFO DIFNJDBMT BOE QSPUFJOT *O UIF 11"/ UXP QSPUFJOT BSF DPOOFDUFE
UP FBDI PUIFS 	FEHF MJOFT
 JG UIFZ TIBSF B DPNNPO DIFNJDBM " XFJHIUFE TDPSF SFQSFTFOUFE CZ UIF XJEUI PG UIF
CMBDL FEHFT XBT BTTJHOFE UP FBDI QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO *U SFQSFTFOUT UIF TUSFOHUI PG UIF OFUXPSL CFUXFFO UXP
QSPUFJOT BT EFëOFE CZ UIF OVNCFS PG TIBSFE DPNQPVOET GPS CPUI NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT 4FMFDUJPO PG B TDPSJOH GVODUJPO
BOE B IJHI DPOëEFODF 11"/ BGUFS PWFSMBQT DPNQBSJTPO XJUI UXP IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNFT 	11*T
 CBTFE PO FYQFSJ
NFOUBM FWJEFODFT $MVTUFSJOH PG UIF 11"/ BOE FWBMVBUJPO PG UIF CJPMPHJDBM NFBOJOHGVM PG UIF DMVTUFST VTJOH (FOF
0OUPMPHZ BOOPUBUJPOT 13&%*$5*0/ 	ǫ
 1SFEJDUJPO PG OPWFM NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS DIFNJDBM VTJOH B OFJHICPS
QSPUFJO QSPDFEVSF %&)1 	PSBOHF
 JT LOPXO UP CF DPOOFDUFE XJUI CMVF QSPUFJOT BOE JT QSFEJDUFE UP CF BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI HSFFO QSPUFJOT " DPOëEFODF TDPSF XBT DBMDVMBUFE GPS FBDI QSPUFJO SFQSFTFOUFE CZ UIF XJEUI PG UIF FEHFT UIJDL
FEHF GPS IJHI TDPSF UP UIJO FEHF GPS MPX TDPSF 	Ǭ
 1SFEJDUJPO PG EJTFBTF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DIFNJDBM BGUFS JOUFHSBUJPO PG
QSPUFJOEJTFBTF JOGPSNBUJPO VTJOH (FOF$BSET JO DMVTUFST "T FYBNQMF BQPDBSPUFOBM B DPNQPVOE GPVOE JO TQJOBDI
JT QSFEJDUFE UP CF MJOL UP OFDSPTJT
ǱǮ
ǮǬ 1BQFS 7
GSPN UIF $5% ɨF DIFNJDBMT XFSF DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ ǯǪ QSPQFSUJFT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF TUSVD
UVSF JODMVEJOH UIF NPMFDVMBS NBTT BOE BïOJUZ GPS B MJQJE FOWJSPONFOU ɨF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG
QSPQFSUJFT BT JU BQQFBST JO B NVMUJEJNFOTJPOBM QSPQFSUJFT TQBDF XBT QSPKFDUFE BOE WJTVBMJ[FE
JO UXP EJNFOTJPOT VTJOH QSJODJQBM DPNQPOFOU BOBMZTJT 	1$"
 	TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǮǮ
 ɨFSF
JT TVCTUBOUJBM PWFSMBQ JO UIF 1$" QSPKFDUJPOT CFUXFFO FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT BOE ESVHT JO
EJDBUJOH UIBU UIFZ DBO QPUFOUJBMMZ BêFDU UIF TBNF QSPUFJO UBSHFUT 8F BMTP DPNQBSFE UIF PSBM
CJPBWBJMBCJMJUZ QSPëMFT PG DPNQPVOET CBTFE PO TUBOEBSE -JQJOTLJ <ǫǳǰ> BOE 7FCFS <ǫǳǱ> SVMFT
"HBJO PWFSMBQT XFSF PCTFSWFE JOEJDBUJOH UIBU FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT NJNJD ESVH QSPQFSUJFT
	TFF 'JHVSF 4ǫ©
 ɨFTF SFTVMUT DPOëSN UIBU JU JT SFBTPOBCMF UP HFOFSBUF B OFUXPSL CZ JOUFHSBU
JOH UPYJDPHFOPNJDT LOPXMFEHF GSPN CPUI ESVHT BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET BT UIFZ TIBSF
NBOZ QSPQFSUJFT
(FOFSBUJOH B IJHI DPOíEFODF IVNBO 1SPUFJO1SPUFJO "TTPDJBUJPO /FUXPSL
ɨF IVNBO 11"/ XBT HFOFSBUFE CBTFE PO UIF BTTVNQUJPO UIBU JG UXP QSPUFJOT BSF CJPMPHJDBMMZ
BêFDUFE XJUI UIF TBNF DIFNJDBMT 	EFëOFE BT TIBSFE DIFNJDBMT
 UIFZ BSF MJLFMZ UP CF JOWPMWFE
JO B DPNNPO NFDIBOJTN PG BDUJPO PG UIF DIFNJDBMT ɨFO UXP QSPUFJOT BSF DPOOFDUFE UP FBDI
PUIFS JG UIFZ BSF MJOLFE UP UIF TBNF DIFNJDBM JO UIF $5% ɨF SFTVMUJOH 11"/ DPOTJTUT PG ǬǮǮ
NJMMJPO BTTPDJBUJPOT 5P SFEVDF OPJTF BOE TFMFDU UIF NPTU TJHOJëDBOU BTTPDJBUJPOT XF BTTJHOFE
UXP SFMJBCJMJUZ TDPSFT UP FBDI QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO B TDPSF CBTFE PO IZQFSHFPNFUSJD DBMDV
MBUJPO BOE B XFJHIUFE TDPSF ɨF XFJHIUFE TDPSF XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF TVN PG XFJHIUT GPS TIBSFE
DIFNJDBMT XIFSF XFJHIUT XFSF JOWFSTFMZ QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF OVNCFS PG BTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJOT GPS
B HJWFO DPNQPVOE
8F XFOU POFTUFQ GVSUIFS BOE DPNQBSFE UIF 11"/ XJUI UXP IVNBO 11* EBUBCBTFT 	ǫ

B IJHI DPOëEFODF TFU PG FYQFSJNFOUBM 11*T FYUSBDUFE GSPN B DPNQJMBUJPO PG EJWFSTF EBUB
TPVSDFT <ǮǱ> BOE 	Ǭ
 11*T CBTFE PO BO JOUFSOBM DPOTJTUFOU TJOHMF EBUB TPVSDF <Ǯǲ> 0VS 11"/
QFSGPSNFE XFMM DPNQBSFE UP CPUI 11*T #BTFE PO UIF DBMJCSBUJPO DVSWFT 	'JHVSF 4Ǭ
 XF DPO
TJEFSFE B UISFTIPME UIBU DBQUVSF HPPE PWFSMBQT CFUXFFO PVS 11"/ BOE UIF 11* OFUXPSLT GPS
EJêFSFOU SFMJBCJMJUZ TDPSFT UIVT SFEVDJOH PVS 11"/ UP BSPVOE ǬǪǪǪǪǪ SFMJBCMF BTTPDJBUJPOT
6TJOH UIJT BQQSPBDI UIF NPMFDVMBS UBSHFU QSFEJDUJPOT BSF MJNJUFE UP UIF ǭǯǬǲ QSPUFJOT QSFTFOU
JO UIF 11"/ 5P DPOëSN UIBU CJPMPHJDBM JOGPSNBUJPO JT OPU MPTU XIFO TFMFDUJOH POMZ ǲǝ PG UIF
FOUJSF 11"/ XF DPNQBSFE GVODUJPOBM FOSJDINFOU GPS UIF DPNQMFUF OFUXPSL 	ǰǪǰǪ QSPUFJOT

BOE GPS UIF IJHI DPOëEFODF TVCOFUXPSL 	ǭǯǬǲ QSPUFJOT
 VTJOH (FOF 0OUPMPHZ 	(0
 <ǫǳǲ>
'PS FYBNQMF DFMM QSPMJGFSBUJPO 	QWBMVFT PG ǭǬǬFǭǰ BOE ǫǮǰFǬǱ GPS UIF MBSHF OFUXPSL BOE UIF
TVCOFUXPSL SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 BOE QSPUFJO CJOEJOH 	QWBMVFT PG ǫǬFǱǬ BOE ǮǫǭFǮǱ GPS UIF MBSHF
OFUXPSL BOE UIF TVCOFUXPSL SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 XFSF UIF NPTU PWFSSFQSFTFOUFE UFSNT
4JODF QSPUFJOT UFOE UP GVODUJPO JO HSPVQT PS DPNQMFYFT BO JNQPSUBOU TUFQ IBT CFFO UP WFSJGZ
UIBU PVS IJHI DPOëEFODF OFUXPSL NJNJDT USVF CJPMPHJDBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO ɨJT UBTL JT DPNNPOMZ
FYFDVUFE VTJOH HSBQI DMVTUFSJOH QSPDFEVSFT XIJDI BJN BU EFUFDUJOH EFOTFMZ DPOOFDUFE SFHJPOT
XJUIJO UIF JOUFSBDUJPO HSBQI 5XP DMVTUFSJOH NFUIPET IBWF CFFO BQQMJFE UP PVS OFUXPSL ɨF
NPMFDVMBS DPNQMFY EFUFDUJPO 	.$0%&
 BQQSPBDI <ǫǳǳ> UIBU BMMPXT NVMUJQMF DMVTUFST BTTJH
OBUJPO GPS B QSPUFJO NJNJDLJOH UIF SFBMJUZ BT B QSPUFJO DBO QBSUJDJQBUF JO TFWFSBM DPNQMFYFT
©4VQQMFNFOUBSZ *OGPSNBUJPO POMJOF BU KWWSZZZSORVFRPSELRORUJDUWLFOHLQIRGRL
MRXUQDOSFELV
Ǳǯ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE UIF NBSLPW DMVTUFS BMHPSJUIN 	.$-
 <ǬǪǪ> XIJDI BTTJHO
POF QSPUFJO UP B VOJRVF DMVTUFS IBT CFFO TIPXO UP CF TVQFSJPS UP PUIFS HSBQI DMVTUFSJOH NFUI
PET JO SFDFOU TUVEJFT <ǬǪǫ ǬǪǬ> "QQMJFE PO PVS OFUXPSL .$0%& FYUSBDUFE GFX MBSHF DPSF
DMVTUFST BOE TFWFSBM UJOZ DMVTUFST 	QPTTJCMZ TJOHMFUPO DMVTUFST
 ɨF .$0%& BQQSPBDI SFTVMUT JO
B DMVTUFSJOH BSSBOHFNFOU XJUI B XFBL DMVTUFSXJTF TFQBSBUJPO $PNQBSFE UP .$- .$0%&
ZJFMEFE B MPXFS OVNCFS PG DMVTUFST XJUI B IJHIFS OVNCFS PG QSPUFJOT QFS DMVTUFS 0OMZ ǭǯ
DMVTUFST WBSZJOH JO TJ[F GSPN ëWF UP ǲǮǯ QSPUFJOT XFSF FYUSBDUFE 6TJOH UIF .$- BMHPSJUIN XF
PCUBJOFE B NPSF IFUFSPHFOFPVT TFQBSBUJPO XJUI ǯǲ DMVTUFST WBSZJOH JO TJ[F GSPN ëWF UP ǮǰǬ QSP
UFJOT ɨFSFGPSF UP JEFOUJGZ UIF CJPMPHJDBMMZ NFBOJOHGVMOFTT PG PVS OFUXPSL XF VTFE DPNQMFYFT
FYUSBDUFE VTJOH UIF .$- NFUIPE &BDI DMVTUFS XBT UIFO JOWFTUJHBUFE GPS GVODUJPOBM FOSJDINFOU
CBTFE PO (0 UFSNT 5P FOTVSF UIF IJHI RVBMJUZ PG GVODUJPOBM BOOPUBUJPOT XF VTFE POMZ BOOPUB
UJPOT FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ TVQQPSUFE PS XJUI USBDFBCMF SFGFSFODFT )ZQFSHFPNFUSJD UFTUJOH XBT VTFE
UP EFUFSNJOF (0 GVODUJPOBM BOOPUBUJPO PWFSSFQSFTFOUFE BNPOHTU FBDI DMVTUFS ɨF UXP UPQ
TDPSJOH NPMFDVMBS GVODUJPOT GPVOE XFSF IFNF CJOEJOH 	QWBMVF PG ǰǰǪFǬǯ DMVTUFS Ǯ
 BOE
HMVDVSPOPTZM USBOTGFSBTF BDUJWJUZ 	QWBMVF PG ǬǭǮFǬǫ DMVTUFS ǫǬ
 3FHVMBUJPO PG BQPQUPTJT 	Q
WBMVF PG ǫǰǱFǫǱ DMVTUFS Ǭ
 BOE PYJEBUJPO SFEVDUJPO 	QWBMVF PG ǰǰǱFǫǮ DMVTUFS Ǯ
 XFSF UIF
NPTU IJHIMZ FOSJDIFE DBUFHPSJFT JO UIF CJPMPHJDBM QSPDFTT CSBODI PG UIF (0 ɨJT BOBMZTJT UIVT
DPOëSNT UIBU DMVTUFST JO UIF OFUXPSL BOE UIFSFGPSF UIF QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI FBDI PUIFS
BSF GVODUJPOBMMZ DPIFSFOU ɨJT XBT GVSUIFS FWJEFODF UIBU UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG UIF OFUXPSL JT
NFBOJOHGVM
%JTFBTFT BTTPDJBUFE UP DMVTUFST
*O UIF DMVTUFST PG UIF 11"/ QSPUFJOT BSF NPSF DPOOFDUFE XJUI PUIFS QSPUFJOT XJUIJO UIF DMVT
UFS UIBO XJUI UIF PUIFS UBSHFUT JO UIF OFUXPSL "T QSPUFJOT BSF BTTPDJBUFE CBTFE PO UIFJS TIBSFE
SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI DIFNJDBMT QSPUFJOT XJUIJO B HJWFO DMVTUFS UFOE UP CF NPSF MJOLFE UP TQF
DJëD DPNQPVOET *U JT UIVT QPTTJCMF UP ëOE BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO EJTFBTFT BOE UIF DIFNJDBMT
UIBU VOEFSMJF UIF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT XJUIJO UIF DMVTUFS VTJOH QSPUFJOTQFDJëD EJTFBTF
BOOPUBUJPOT 'PS FBDI DMVTUFS XF JOWFTUJHBUFE JG TQFDJëD EJTFBTF BOOPUBUJPO XBT GPVOE NPSF
GSFRVFOUMZ UIBO FYQFDUFE CZ VTJOH QSPUFJOEJTFBTF JOGPSNBUJPO <ǬǪǭ> 8F JEFOUJëFE TFWFSBM EJT
FBTFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI TQFDJëD DMVTUFST ɨFTF JODMVEFE UIF UXP NPTU DPNNPO UZQFT PG DBODFS
CSFBTU DBODFS 	DMVTUFS ǫ QWBMVF PG ǳǰǱFǫǲ
 BOE MVOH DBODFS 	DMVTUFS ǫǬ QWBMVF PG ǮǲǮF
ǫǬ
 BT XFMM BT OFDSPTJT 	DMVTUFS Ǭ QWBMVF PG ǬǬǰFǫǬ
 JDIUIZPTJT 	B TLJO EJTPSEFS BTTPDJBUFE UP
DMVTUFS Ǯ QWBMVF PG ǫǮǫFǯ
 SFUJOPCMBTUPNB 	DMVTUFS Ǳ QWBMVF PG ǳǮǰFǲ
 BOE JOìBNNBUJPO
	DMVTUFS ǲ QWBMVF PG ǫǯǯFǯ

.JOJOH UIF OFUXPSL GPS DIFNJDBMT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI EJTFBTF
5P QSFEJDU XIJDI DIFNJDBMT NBZ BêFDU IVNBO IFBMUI XF UIFO BOBMZ[FE TFMFDUFE DMVTUFST UP JEFO
UJGZ OFX DIFNJDBMEJTFBTF BTTPDJBUJPOT 	TFF 5BCMF Ǯǫ
 8IFO MJOLJOH EJTFBTFT UP DPNQPVOET JU
JT JNQPSUBOU UP LFFQ JO NJOE UIBU UIFSF JT OP EJSFDUJPO JO UIF BTTPDJBUJPO JF JU JT OPU QPTTJCMF
GSPN UIF OFUXPSL UP TFQBSBUF QPTJUJWF GSPN OFHBUJWF BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO B DIFNJDBM BOE B EJT
FBTF %JTDSJNJOBUJOH CFUXFFO XIFUIFS B DPNQPVOE QSFWFOUT PS DBVTFT EJTFBTF SFRVJSFT NBOVBM
JOUFSQSFUBUJPO PG UIF BTTPDJBUJPO
Ǳǰ
ǮǬ 1BQFS 7
$MVTUFS *% %JTFBTF $IFNJDBM OBNF Q7BMVF
ǫ #SFBTU DBODFS FTUSBEJPM ǱǰǲFǫǭǮ
	ǮǰǬ QSPUFJOT
 	ǫǬǲ QSPUFJOT




















5BCMF ďĊ.JOJOH UIF 11"/ GPS DIFNJDBMT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI CSFBTU DBODFS MVOH DBODFS BOE OFDSPTJT VTJOH B DMVTUFS
JOH QSPDFEVSF $IFNJDBMT BMSFBEZ LOPXO GSPN UIF MJUFSBUVSF UP CF BTTPDJBUFE UP EJTFBTF BSF TIPXO JO JUBMJD *O CPME
BSF UIF DIFNJDBMT TJHOJëDBOUMZ BTTPDJBUFE UP EJTFBTF XIJDI BSF VOLOPXO UP CF EJTFBTFDBVTJOH DIFNJDBM GSPN UIF
MJUFSBUVSF ɨF OVNCFS PG QSPUFJOT JT TIPXO JO CSBDLFUT GPS FBDI DMVTUFS EJTFBTF BOE OPWFM BTTPDJBUJPO "T FYBNQMF
BNPOH UIF Ǯǭǭ QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE UP DMVTUFS Ǭ ǫǬǬ BSF LOPXO UP CF MJOLFE UP OFDSPTJT "NPOH UIFTF ǫǬǬ ǲ BSF
DPOOFDUFE UP BQPDBSPUFOBM JO $5%
0OF PG UIF DMVTUFST TIPXFE IJHI FOSJDINFOU GPS CSFBTU DBODFS ɨF NPTU TJHOJëDBOUMZ BTTP
DJBUFE DIFNJDBMT BSF BMSFBEZ LOPXO GSPN UIF MJUFSBUVSF UP CF SFMBUFE UP DBODFS UIVT TVQQPSUJOH
UIF DMVTUFSJOH RVBMJUZ PG UIF 11"/ "NPOH UIF NPTU TJHOJëDBOUMZ BTTPDJBUFE DIFNJDBMT BSF UIF
XFMMLOPXO QPMZDIMPSJOBUFE CJQIFOZMT 	1$#T
 1$#T BSF VTFE GPS B WBSJFUZ PG BQQMJDBUJPOT JF
ìBNF SFUBSEBOUT QBJOUT BOE QMBTUJDJ[FST "GUFS CFJOH CBOOFE EVF UP UIFJS UPYJDJUZ UIFZ TUJMM QFS
TJTU JO UIF FOWJSPONFOU 1SFWJPVT SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU TQFDJëD 1$#T NBZ JOEFFE CF BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI CSFBTU DBODFS <ǬǪǮ> 4FWFSBM PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 	&1" *"3$
 IBWF DMBTTJëFE 1$#T BT QSPCBCMF
IVNBO DBSDJOPHFOT 8IFO XF JOTQFDUFE BOPUIFS DMVTUFS IJHIMZ DPOOFDUFE UP MVOH DBODFS VTJOH
PVS 11"/ NFUIPE UIJNFSPTBM EJOJUSPDIMPSPCFO[FOF 	%/$#
 BOE TUZSFOF XFSF TJHOJëDBOUMZ
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIJT DMVTUFS ɨJNFSPTBM BOE %/$# BSF OPU LOPXO MVOH DBODFSDBVTJOH DIFN
JDBMT XIJMF UIF MBTU DPNQPVOE TUZSFOF IBT CFFO DMBTTJëFE BT B QPTTJCMF DBSDJOPHFO ɨJNFSPTBM
JT BO PSHBOPNFSDVSZ DIFNJDBM XJEFMZ VTFE BT QSFTFSWBUJWF JO IFBMUI DBSF QSPEVDUT BOE JO WBD
DJOFT *U NBZ IBWF QPTTJCMF BEWFSTF IFBMUI FêFDUT TVDI BT B SPMF JO BVUJTN BOE JO OFSWPVT TZTUFN
EJTPSEFST <ǬǪǯ> BT XFMM BT QPTTJCMF HFOFUPYJD FêFDUT UP IVNBO MZNQIPDZUFT <ǬǪǰ> /P TUVEZ
IBT QSFWJPVTMZ SFMBUFE JU UP MVOH DBODFS ɨF TFDPOE DIFNJDBM %/$# JT LOPXO UP CF B TLJO
BMMFSHFO UIBU NBZ DBVTF EFSNBUJUJT (FOFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI BMMFSHJFT XFSF TIPXO UP CF VQ SFHV
MBUFE JO SBU MVOH UJTTVF BGUFS %/$# FYQPTVSF <ǬǪǱ> CVU OP EJSFDU MJOL UP MVOH DBODFS IBT CFFO
EFNPOTUSBUFE TP GBS "OPUIFS JOUFSFTUJOH ëOEJOH JT UIF BTTPDJBUJPO CFUXFFO BQPDBSPUFOBM BOE
OFDSPTJT "QPDBSPUFOBM B OBUVSBM DBSPUFOPJE GPVOE JO TQJOBDI BOE DJUSVT JT VTFE BT B SFEPSBOHF
DPMPSJOH BHFOU 	&ǫǰǪ&
 JO GPPET QIBSNBDFVUJDBMT BOE DPTNFUJDT QSPEVDUT /P EJSFDU FWJEFODF
ǱǱ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
IBT CFFO GPVOE UIBU MJOLT BQPDBSPUFOBM UP OFDSPTJT )PXFWFS JO WJUSP BOE JO WJWP TUVEJFT <ǬǪǲ>
IBWF TVHHFTUFE UIBU TQJOBDI NBZ CF B HPPE BOUJDBODFS BHFOU ɨJT JT JO MJOF XJUI FQJEFNJPMPHJD
TUVEJFT UIBU IBWF TIPXO UIBU UIPTF XIP DPOTVNF IJHIFS EJFUBSZ MFWFMT PG GSVJUT BOE WFHFUBCMFT
IBWF B MPXFS SJTL PG DFSUBJO UZQFT PG DBODFS <ǬǪǳ> EVF UP UIF QSFTFODF PG DBSPUFOPJET 'VSUIFS
NPSF DBSPUFOPJET IBWF CFFO EFëOFE BT DIFNPQSFWFOUJWF BHFOUT <ǬǫǪ> 4UVEJFT IBWF FTUBCMJTIFE
BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO DBSPUFOF BOE CFUBDBSPUFOF XJUI SFEVDFE SJTL PG QSPTUBUF DBODFS <Ǭǫǫ> PS
CSFBTU DBODFS <ǬǫǬ> ɨF QSFEJDUJPO UIBU BQPDBSPUFOBM JT QPTJUJWFMZ BTTPDJBUFE UP OFDSPTJT BOE
DPVME QSFWFOU DFSUBJO UZQFT PG DBODFS JT UIVT JOEJSFDUMZ TVQQPSUFE CZ PUIFS TUVEJFT ɨF PUIFS
DIFNJDBMT TJHOJëDBOUMZ BTTPDJBUFE UP EJTFBTF 	5BCMF Ǯǫ
 BSF EJTDVTTFE JO UIF TVQQMFNFOUBSZ UFYU
	TFF 5FYU 4ǫ

1SFEJDUJOH OPWFM NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS DIFNJDBMT
#FTJEFT SFWFBMJOH EJTFBTFDIFNJDBM BTTPDJBUJPOT UIF OFUXPSL DBO CF VTFE UP QSFEJDU OPWFM UBSHFUT
GPS DIFNJDBMT *U IBT CFFO TIPXO UIBU NBOZ TNBMM NPMFDVMFT BêFDU NVMUJQMF QSPUFJOT SBUIFS UIBO
B TJOHMF UBSHFU BOE UIBU QSPUFJOT TIBSJOH BO JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI B DIFNJDBM BSF UBSHFUFE CZ UIF TBNF
DIFNJDBMT <ǫǳǪ> #BTFE PO UIF $5% EBUB BWBJMBCMF TUSPOH QSPNJTDVJUJFT CFUXFFO TPNF QSPUFJOT
FYJTU 'PS FYBNQMF NPSF PG Ǭǯǝ PG DIFNJDBMT BOOPUBUFE UP FTUSPHFO SFDFQUPS ǫ 	&43ǫ
 BêFDUT
BMTP QSPHFTUFSPOF SFDFQUPS 	1(3
 *O UIF TBNF PSEFS DZUPDISPNF QǮǯǪ Ǭ%ǰ 	$:1Ǭ%ǰ
 BOE
DZUPDISPNF QǮǯǪ Ǭ$ǳ 	$:1Ǭ$ǳ
 TIBSFE POFUIJSE PG UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF BTTPDJBUFE DPNQPVOET
#Z UIF UFSN BìFDUFE XF DPOTJEFS FêFDUT TVDI BT VQ SFHVMBUFE EPXO SFHVMBUFE BHPOJTU BO
UBHPOJTU BOE JOIJCJUPS ɨFO PVS OFUXPSL DBO OPU CF VTFE UP JEFOUJGZ DIFNJDBM TZOFSHJFT PS
PQQPTJUF FêFDU PO QSPUFJOT ɨVT JG UXP QSPUFJOT BSF BêFDUFE CZ UXP DIFNJDBMT BOE POF PG UIF
QSPUFJOT JT GVSUIFS EFSFHVMBUFE CZ BO BEEJUJPOBM DIFNJDBM UIFO JU NJHIU CF UIBU CPUI QSPUFJOT
BSF JO GBDU EFSFHVMBUFE XJUI UIF TBNF UISFF DIFNJDBMT #BTFE PO UIJT BTTVNQUJPO BOE JO PSEFS UP
TVHHFTU OPWFM BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO DIFNJDBMT BOE QSPUFJOT B OFJHICPS QSPUFJO QSPDFEVSF XBT
VTFE XIJDI TDPSFE UIF BTTPDJBUJPO CFUXFFO FBDI QSPUFJO BOE FBDI DIFNJDBM 	TFF .BUFSJBMT BOE
.FUIPET
 .PMFDVMBS UBSHFUT LOPXO UP CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B DIFNJDBM XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF
$5% BOE UIF 11"/ XBT TDBOOFE GPS QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B IJHI TDPSF ɨF TJHOJëDBODF
PG FOSJDINFOU XBT DBMDVMBUFE CZ SBOEPN UFTUJOH 	GPS UIF DPOëEFODF TDPSFT TFF 5FYU 4Ǭ
 BOE
TVCOFUXPSLT XFSF TVCTFRVFOUMZ PSEFSFE BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS TJHOJëDBODF 'PVS FYBNQMFT PG WBS
JPVT DIFNJDBMT BSF QSFTFOUFE JO 5BCMF ǮǬ PO QBHF ǲǫ 	PUIFS DBTF TUPSJFT BSF TIPXO JO 5BCMF 4ǫ

5P FTUJNBUF UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG PVS BQQSPBDI GPS BQQSPWFE ESVHT XF BOBMZ[FE UIF MFWFM PG SFDBMM
BOE QSFDJTJPO PCUBJOFE GPS UIF ǮǬǪ DPNNPO ESVHT CFUXFFO %SVH#BOL BOE $5% 8F PCUBJOFE
B SFDBMM BOE B QSFDJTJPO PG ǯǳǫǝ BOE ǭǱǱǝ SFTQFDUJWFMZ DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF QFSDFOUBHF PG
JOUFSBDUJPOT JO %SVH#BOL SFUSJFWFE BOE QFSDFOUBHF PG JOUFSBDUJPOT JO %SVH#BOL GSPN BMM JOUFS
BDUJPOT QSFEJDUFE PCUBJOFE GSPN $5% EBUB BOE GSPN UIF OFJHICPS QSPUFJO QSPDFEVSF ɨFTF
WBMVFT JMMVTUSBUF UIBU JOGPSNBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF UXP EBUB TPVSDFT BSF SFMBUJWFMZ EJêFSFOU
&YBNQMFT PG QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE UP DIFNJDBMT
1IUIBMBUFT NBJOMZ VTFE BT QMBTUJDJ[FST IBWF SFDFJWFE B MPU PG BUUFOUJPO BT FOWJSPONFOUBM DPN
QPVOET CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF QPUFOUJBM IVNBO DBSDJOPHFOT "T UIFSF BSF NBOZ QIUIBMBUFT XF GPDVTFE
PO %J&UIZM)FYZM 1IUIBMBUF 	%&)1
 UIBU IBT CFFO BTTPDJBUFE XJUI NPSF QSPUFJOT DPNQBSFE
UP PUIFS QIUIBMBUFT TVDI BT BEEJUJPOBM JOGPSNBUJPO PO LJOBTFT 	FH NJUPHFOBDUJWBUFE QSPUFJO
Ǳǲ
ǮǬ 1BQFS 7
LJOBTF ǫ BOE NJUPHFOBDUJWBUFE QSPUFJO LJOBTF ǭ
 <Ǭǫǭ> %&)1 JT XJEFMZ VTFE EVF UP JUT TVJU
BCMF QSPQFSUJFT BOE MPX DPTU BOE JT QSFTFOU JO UIF HFOFSBM FOWJSPONFOU BU IJHI MFWFMT &YQPTVSF
UP %&)1 JT PG QBSUJDVMBS DPODFSO XJUI SFHBSE UP EFWFMPQJOH GFUVTFT XIFSF JU JT CFMJFWFE UP DBVTF
NBMGPSNBUJPO PG SFQSPEVDUJWF PSHBOT BOE OFVSPMPHJDBM EFGFDUT <ǬǫǮ> 6TJOH PVS BQQSPBDI TFW
FSBM QSPUFJOT XFSF JEFOUJëFE BT CFJOH BTTPDJBUFE XJUI %&)1 	5BCMF ǮǬ PO QBHF ǲǫ
 $ZTUFJOF
EJPYZHFOBTF UZQF * 	$%Ǫǫ
 BOE QFSPYJTPNF QSPMJGFSBUPSBDUJWBUFE SFDFQUPS BMQIB 	11"3"
 UIF
UXP UPQ TDPSJOH QSPUFJOT BSF BMSFBEZ LOPXO JO UIF $5% BOE GSPN UIF MJUFSBUVSF <Ǭǫǯ Ǭǫǰ> BT
NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS %&)1 4JY PUIFS IJHI SBOLJOH QSPUFJOT BSF OFX QPUFOUJBM %&)1 NPMFD
VMBS UBSHFUT XIJDI BSF OPU SFDPSEFE JO UIF $5% 	UIVT OPU JOQVU EBUB
 "NPOH UIFN GPVS
HBNNBBNJOPCVUZSJD BDJE " 	("#"
 SFDFQUPST XFSF QSFEJDUFE BT QPUFOUJBM %&)1 NPMFDVMBS
UBSHFUT ɨFTF BTTPDJBUJPOT BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ B SFDFOU TUVEZ TIPXJOH UIBU %&)1 DBO NPEVMBUF
UIF GVODUJPO PG JPO DIBOOFMT BT ("#" SFDFQUPST JO B NBOOFS TJNJMBS UP WPMBUJMF BOFTUIFUJDT JO
FYQFSJNFOUT PO FYQSFTTFE SFDFQUPST <ǫǳǮ> ɨJT NBLFT TFOTF CFDBVTF UIF ("#" OFVSPUSBOT
NJUUFS TZTUFN IBT CFFO JNQMJDBUFE JO UIF QBUIPHFOFTJT PG CJQPMBS EJTPSEFST 	OFVSPMPHJDBM EJT
PSEFST
 WJB HBNNBBNJOPCVUZSJD BDJE SFDFQUPS TVCVOJU BMQIBǫ 	("#"αǫ
 <ǬǫǱ> BOE %&)1
JT BMTP BTTPDJBUFE XJUI OFVSPMPHJDBM EFGFDUT <ǬǫǮ> *O BEEJUJPO UP ("#" SFDFQUPST XF JEFOUJ
ëFE TFWFSBM PUIFS DBOEJEBUFT JODMVEJOH QSPPQJPNFMBOPDPSUJO 	10.$
 BOE B DZUPDISPNF 1ǮǯǪ
	$:1ǭ"ǫǫ
 8F MPPLFE BU BOPUIFS FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBM UIF ǬǭǱǲ5FUSB$IMPSP%JCFO[P
Q%JPYJO 	5$%%
 XIJDI PSJHJOBUFT GSPN CVSOJOH PS JODJOFSBUJPO PG DIMPSJOBUFE JOEVTUSJBM
DPNQPVOET 5$%% JT CFMJFWFE UP DBVTF B XJEF WBSJFUZ PG QBUIPMPHJDBM BMUFSBUJPOT XJUI UIF
NPTU TFWFSF CFJOH QSPHSFTTJWF BOPSFYJB BOE CPEZ XFJHIU MPTT <Ǭǫǲ> 5$%% JT BMTP LOPXO UP CF
B OFVSPUPYJO MFBEJOH UP OFVSPEFWFMPQNFOUBM BOE OFVSPCFIBWJPSBM EFëDJUT <Ǭǫǳ ǬǬǪ> BOE BD
DVNVMBUJOH JO UIF CSBJO BT XFMM BT PUIFS PSHBOT <ǬǬǫ> 8F JEFOUJëFE TJY QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI 5$%% UIBU BSF OPU SFDPSEFE JO UIF $5% GPS IVNBO 	5BCMF ǮǬ
 "NPOH UIFN ëWF
BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ MJUFSBUVSF 	TFF 5FYU 4Ǭ
 ɨJT JODMVEFE QSPUFJO LJOBTF $ FMJQTPO 	13,$&

LOPXO UP CF JOWPMWFE JO CSBJO UVNPST<ǬǬǬ> DBSOJUJOF QBMNJUPZMUSBOTGFSBTF * 	$15ǫ"
 ǫǫβ
IZESPYZTUFSPJE EFIZESPHFOBTF UZQF ǫ 	)4%ǫǫ#ǫ
 BOE BQPMJQPQSPUFJO # 	"10#
 XIJDI BSF
BMM MJOLFE UP PCFTJUZ <ǬǬǭǬǬǯ> 'VSUIFSNPSF XF JOWFTUJHBUFE JO EFUBJM UIF ESVH QJSJOJYJD BDJE
	1"
 	BMTP OBNFE 8:ǫǮǰǮǭ
 XIJDI JT B QFSPYJTPNF QSPMJGFSBUPSBDUJWBUFE SFDFQUPS 	11"3

BHPOJTU XJUI TUSPOH IZQPMJQJEFNJD FêFDUT 1" XBT OFWFS BQQSPWFE GPS DMJOJDBM VTF EVF UP IFQ
BUPDBSDJOPHFOFTJT BEWFSTF FêFDU TIPXO JO BOJNBM TUVEJFT <ǬǬǰ> 5P EBUF UIFSF JT OP FWJEFODF
UIBU 1" QSPNPUFT DBSDJOPHFOFTJT JO IVNBOT <ǬǬǱ> BOE UIJT IBT TQVSSFE OFX TUVEJFT GPS JEFO
UJGZJOH DFMMVMBS QSPDFTTFT UIBU BSF DBQBCMF PG SFTQPOEJOH UP 1" "NPOH ǫǫ NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT
JEFOUJëFE BOE OPU SFDPSEFE JO UIF $5% 	5BCMF ǮǬ
 POMZ ëWF BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ UIF MJUFSBUVSF
	TFF 5FYU 4Ǭ
 'PS FYBNQMF UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG UIF $ǭ QSPUFJO BO BDZMBUJPO TUJNVMBUJOH QSPUFJO
JOWPMWFE JO OFDSPTJT BOE BëCSJOPHFOFNJB 	CMPPE EJTPSEFST
 IBT CFFO TIPXO UP CF BêFDUFE CZ
1" JO SBUT <ǬǬǲ> 'JOBMMZ XF TUVEJFE QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI QFSNFUISJO JO NPSF EFUBJM 1FSNF
UISJO JT B XJEFMZ VTFE JOTFDUJDJEF BDBSJDJEF BOE JOTFDU SFQFMMFOU DMBTTJëFE CZ UIF 64 &1" BT B
MJLFMZ IVNBO DBSDJOPHFO CVU TUJMM VTFE JO IFBMUIDBSF GPS UIF USFBUNFOU PG MJDF JOGFTUBUJPOT BOE
TDBCJFT 'PVS QSPUFJOT OPU SFDPSEFE JO UIF $5% XFSF JEFOUJëFE BT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI QFSNFUISJO
ɨSFF PG UIFN BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ MJUFSBUVSF 	TFF 5FYU 4Ǭ GPS EFUBJMT
 JODMVEJOH B DZUPDISPNF 1ǮǯǪ
	$:1Ǭ#ǫ
 <ǬǬǳ ǬǭǪ> BOE TFY IPSNPOFCJOEJOH HMPCVMJO 	4)#(
 <Ǭǭǫ> XIJDI BSF QSPUFJOT
MJOLFE UP UIF FOEPDSJOF TZTUFN ɨFTF ëOEJOHT TVHHFTU B NFDIBOJTN CZ XIJDI DISPOJD FYQP
Ǳǳ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
TVSF PG IVNBOT UP QFTUJDJEFT DPOUBJOJOH UIJT DPNQPVOE NBZ SFTVMU JO EJTUVSCBODFT JO FOEPDSJOF
FêFDUT SFMBUFE UP BOESPHFO BDUJPO
ɨF FYBNQMFT XF QSPWJEF JODMVEF CPUI LOPXO BOE OFX QSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT XJUI B HJWFO
DIFNJDBM BOE NBOZ PG UIF OPWFM BTTPDJBUJPOT BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ UIF MJUFSBUVSF 8F DPNQBSFE PVS
BQQSPBDI XJUI 453*/( 	WFSTJPO 453*/( ǫ <ǬǭǬ>
 B IJHIDPOëEFODF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJ
BUJPO OFUXPSL UP TFF JG UIF ëOEJOHT HFOFSBUFE CZ UIF DVSSFOU BQQSPBDI BSF BMTP GPVOE CZ PUIFS
FYJTUJOH NFUIPET ɨF 453*/( OFUXPSL JODMVEFT EJSFDU 	QIZTJDBM
 BOE JOEJSFDU 	GVODUJPOBM

BTTPDJBUJPOT EFSJWFE GSPN EJWFSTF TPVSDFT BT HFOPNJD DPOUFYU IJHI UISPVHIQVU FYQFSJNFOUT
DPFYQSFTTJPO BOE MJUFSBUVSF "T B UFTU FYBNQMF XF VTFE UIF ǫǯ QSPUFJOT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI %&)1
JO UIF $5% UP RVFSZ UIF 11"/ CZ B OFJHICPS QSPUFJO QSPDFEVSF ɨF TBNF ǫǯ QSPUFJOT XFSF
BMTP VTFE UP RVFSZ UIF 453*/( OFUXPSL 4VCTFRVFOUMZ XF DPNQBSFE UIF QSFEJDUFE NPMFDVMBS
UBSHFUT CFUXFFO UIF UXP OFUXPSLT 	11"/ BOE 453*/(
 *O UIF SFTVMUJOH 453*/( OFUXPSL
OPOF PG UIF ("#" SFDFQUPST XFSF GPVOE 	TFF 'JHVSF 4ǭ
 ɨF 453*/( OFUXPSL TIPXFE B
DMFBS UFOEFODZ UP BTTPDJBUF QIUIBMBUFT XJUI LJOBTFT BOE OVDMFBS SFDFQUPST ɨJT FYBNQMF EFNPO
TUSBUFE UIBU PVS BQQSPBDI XBT DPNQMFNFOUBSZ UP PUIFS BTTPDJBUJPO BQQSPBDIFT ɨJT IJHIMJHIUT
UIF WBMVF PG JOUFHSBUJOH WBSJPVT TPVSDFT PG EBUB UP VOEFSTUBOE QPUFOUJBM UPYJD FêFDUT PO IVNBO
IFBMUI DBVTFE CZ DIFNJDBM FYQPTVSF
%JTDVTTJPO
8F QSPQPTF BO BQQSPBDI EJêFSFOU GSPN FYJTUJOH DPNQVUBUJPOBM DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ OFUXPSLT
XIJDI QSJNBSJMZ JOUFHSBUF ESVHT JOGPSNBUJPO UP JEFOUJGZ OFX NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS DIFNJDBMT
BOE UP MJOL UIFN UP EJTFBTFT *O PVS BQQSPBDI XF IBWF JOUFHSBUFE UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB GPS ESVHT
BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET ɨF BCJMJUZ UP NBLF OFX ëOEJOHT VTJOH B EJêFSFOU OFUXPSL
JT JMMVTUSBUFE CZ B DPNQBSJTPO XJUI B TJNJMBS NFUIPE TIPXJOH UIF DBQBDJUZ PG PVS 11"/ UP
JEFOUJGZ OPWFM DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT 6TJOH QIUIBMBUF BT BO FYBNQMF PVS NPEFM TVHHFTUT
QPUFOUJBM BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO %&)1 BOE ("#" SFDFQUPST XIJDI IBWF OPU CFFO QSFEJDUFE
QSFWJPVTMZ
"O FYUFOTJPO PG UIJT OFUXPSL CZ JOUFHSBUJOH NPSF EBUB GPS FYBNQMF PUIFS DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO
BTTPDJBUJPOT PS EPTF MFWFMT GPS XIJDI B DPNQPVOE NBZ BêFDU IVNBO IFBMUI XPVME CF CFOFëDJBM
UP UIF QSPQPTFE BQQSPBDI 1BSBDFMTVT 	ǫǮǳǭǫǯǮǫ
 JT PGUFO DJUFE GPS IJT RVPUF AABMM UIJOHT BSF
QPJTPOT BOE OPUIJOH JT XJUIPVU QPJTPO POMZ UIF EPTF QFSNJUT TPNFUIJOH OPU UP CF QPJTPOPVT
ɨJT FNQIBTJ[F UIBU UIF EPTF PG B DIFNJDBM JT BO JTTVF UP DPOTJEFS JO UIF EFSFHVMBUJPO PG TZTUFNT
CJPMPHZ /FWFSUIFMFTT B HMPCBM NBQQJOH DPVME BMMPX B CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG BEWFSTF FêFDUT
PG ESVHT BOE UPYJD FêFDUT PG FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET ɨJT DPVME CF VTFE BT B OFX BQQSPBDI
GPS SJTL BTTFTTNFOU BOE SFHVMBUPSZ EFDJTJPONBLJOH GPS IVNBO IFBMUI
"NPOH UIF FYBNQMFT QSFTFOUFE TPNF QSFEJDUJPOT BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ MJUFSBUVSF GPS PUIFS PS
HBOJTNT 3FHBSEJOH UPYJDPHFOPNJDT UIF BWBJMBCMF IVNBO EBUB BSF HFOFSBMMZ TQBSTF DPNQBSFE UP
SPEFOUT %BUB PO UPYJDJUZ  BEWFSTF FêFDUT PG DIFNJDBMT PO IVNBOT  DBO CF BDRVJSFE UISPVHI
FQJEFNJPMPHJD TUVEJFT BOE GSPN PDDVQBUJPOBM BDDJEFOUSFMBUFE FYQPTVSFT BT JOUFOUJPOBM IV
NBO UFTUJOH PG FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET SFNBJOT MJNJUFE )PXFWFS EJêFSFODFT FYJTU CFUXFFO
NPEFM BOJNBM BOE IVNBO SFTQPOTFT UP DIFNJDBMT JODMVEJOH EJêFSFODFT JO UIF UZQF PG BEWFSTF
FêFDUT FYQFSJFODFE BOE UIF EPTBHFT BU XIJDI UIFZ PDDVS ɨF EJêFSFODFT NBZ SFìFDU WBSJBUJPOT
JO UIF VOEFSMZJOH CJPDIFNJDBM NFDIBOJTNT JO NFUBCPMJTN PS JO UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF DIFN
JDBMT "T BO FYBNQMF CJTQIFOPM " 	#1"
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5BCMF ďČ 1SFEJDUJOH OPWFM NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS DIFNJDBMT !1SPUFJOT LOPXO UP CF BTTPDJBUFE UP B DPNQPVOE
XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF $5% *O CSBDLFUT JT UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG LOPXO QSPUFJOT VTFE UP RVFSZ UIF 11"/ 5P
ëOE OPWFM QSPUFJO UBSHFUT 	JO CPME
 BTTPDJBUFE UP B DIFNJDBM B OFJHICPS QSPUFJOT QSPDFEVSF XBT VTFE XIJDI TDPSFE
UIF BTTPDJBUJPO CFUXFFO QSPUFJOT BOE DIFNJDBMT 	DQTDPSF
 "NPOH UIF OPWFM QSFEJDUFE QSPUFJOT 	UIVT OPU JOQVU
EBUB
 TPNF BSF TVQQPSUFE CZ MJUFSBUVSF IJHIMJHIUJOH UIF VTFGVMOFTT PG UIF 11"/ UP JEFOUJGZ OFX DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO
BTTPDJBUJPOT
ǲǫ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
	'JHVSF Ǯǯ
 *O UIF IVNBO TZTUFNT TUVEJFE UP EBUF #1" EPFT OPU BêFDU UIF QSPUPPODPHFOF
D'04 	'04
 BOE UIF NJUPHFOBDUJWBUFE QSPUFJO LJOBTF ǲ 	.",1ǲ
 CVU TFFNT UP NPEJGZ UIFJS
FYQSFTTJPO JO SPEFOU TQFDJFT #1" CJOET BOE NPEJëFT UIF BDUJWJUZ PG UIF FTUSPHFO SFDFQUPS BMQIB
	&43ǫ
 JO B WFSZ DPOTFSWBUJWF XBZ BDSPTT PSHBOJTNT <ǫǲǫ> #1" IBT BO BCJMJUZ UP GVODUJPO BT
BO FTUSPHFO MJLF SFDFQUPS 	&3
 BHPOJTU BOE UIVT IBT UIF QPUFOUJBM UP EJTSVQU OPSNBM FOEPDSJOF
TJHOBMJOH UISPVHI SFHVMBUJPO PG &3 UBSHFU HFOFT FH BOESPHFO SFDFQUPST FTUSPHFO SFDFQUPS QSP
HFTUFSPOF SFDFQUPST ɨFSF JT B OFFE UP JOUFHSBUF EBUB XJUI DSPTTTQFDJFT FYUSBQPMBUJPO JO PSEFS
UP IBWF B NPSF BDDVSBUF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF IVNBO SJTL GSPN DIFNJDBM FYQPTVSF
ɨF NBKPS MJNJUBUJPO PG PVS JOUFHSBUJWF TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ BQQSPBDI JT UIBU UIF NPMFDVMBS UBS
HFU QSFEJDUJPOT BSF MJNJUFE UP UIF ǭǯǬǲ QSPUFJOT QSFTFOU JO PVS 11"/ XIJDI SFQSFTFOU POMZ
ǫǯǝ PG UIF FTUJNBUFE IVNBO QSPUFPNF <Ǭǭǭ> )FODF UIF DVSSFOU MBDL PG IJHI RVBMJUZ EBUB
JT UIF MJNJUJOH GBDUPS JO BQQSPBDIFT TVDI BT UIF POF EFTDSJCFE IFSF 5PEBZ IJHI UISPVHIQVU
NFUIPEPMPHJFT SFTVMU JO BWBJMBCMF MBSHF TDBMF EBUB JO CPUI DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ BOE TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ
CVU UIFTF EBUB BSF EJTDJQMJOF TQFDJëD <ǬǭǮ>  ɨFSF JT BO FWJEFOU OFFE GPS UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG
EBUBCBTFT <Ǭǭǯ> UP JOUFHSBUF EJTQBSBUF EBUBTFUT TVDI BT UPYJDPHFOPNJDT EBUB JO PSEFS QSPHSFTT JO
TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ SFTFBSDI *O BEEJUJPO UIF SFTVMUT PG UIF EJTFBTFDPNQPVOE BTTPDJBUJPO BOBMZTJT
XJMM JNQSPWF JO UIF GVUVSF BT OFXFS NPSF DPNQMFUF BOE DVSBUFE EBUB XJMM CFDPNF BWBJMBCMF
.BUFSJBM BOE .FUIPET
%BUB TFU
8F EPXOMPBEFE UIF QVCMJDMZ BWBJMBCMF $PNQBSBUJWF 5PYJDPHFOPNJDT %BUBCBTF 	$5%
 BT PG
+VOF Ǭǰ ǬǪǪǲ <ǫǲǫ>  ɨF $5% DPOUBJOT DVSBUFE JOGPSNBUJPO DPNCJOJOH ESVH BOE FOWJSPO
NFOUBM DIFNJDBM EBUB BTTPDJBUFE XJUI QSPUFJOT 8F TFMFDUFE ǮǬǫǳǮ BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO ǬǮǳǪ
VOJRVF DPNQPVOET BOE ǰǪǰǪ NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT LOPXO UP CF JOWPMWFE JO IVNBO EJTFBTF %JG
GFSFOU BTTPDJBUJPOT BSF QSFTFOUFE JO UIF $5% TVDI BT ADIFNJDBM Y SFTVMUT JO JODSFBTFE FYQSFTTJPO
PG QSPUFJO [ PS ADPNQPVOE Y CJOET UP QSPUFJO [ (FOF FYQSFTTJPO EBUB BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ QSFTFOU JO
UIF $5% TVDI BT B DIFNJDBM DBO JODSFBTF EFDSFBTF PS BêFDU B HFOF FYQSFTTJPO )PXFWFS POMZ
GFX CJOEJOH EBUB BSF QSFTFOU JO $5% BOE UIFSFGPSF JOUFHSBUFE JO PVS OFUXPSL ǭǫǲǳ JO UPUBM
BNPOH UIF ǮǬǫǳǮ BTTPDJBUJPOT 4DSJQUT XFSF VTFE UP SFNPWF BTTPDJBUJPOT XJUI OFHBUJPO TVDI BT
ADIFNJDBM Y EPFT OPU BêFDU QSPUFJO [
2VBMJUZ PG DIFNJDBM BOE QSPUFJO BOOPUBUJPOT
5P WFSJGZ UIF VOJRVFOFTT PG DIFNJDBMT DIFNJDBM OBNFT FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF $5% XFSF DIFDLFE
VTJOH 1VC$IFNȅ UP BWPJE TZOPOZNPVT OBNFT GPS UIF TBNF DPNQPVOE ɨF GFX DIFNJDBM OBNFT
OPU SFUSJFWFE WJB UIF EBUBCBTF XFSF NBOVBMMZ WFSJëFE 5P EFUFSNJOF PWFSMBQT XJUI QSPUFJO
QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUBCBTFT BOE GBDJMJUBUF GVSUIFS EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO UIF $5% QSPUFJO OBNFT
XFSF NBQQFE UP UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH &OTFNCM *%T <Ǭǭǰ> BT PG +VOF Ǭǰ ǬǪǪǲ 0OMZ ǫǯǝ PG UIF
ǮǬǫǳǮ DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT DPVME OPU CF DMFBSMZ JEFOUJëFE
ȅKWWSSXEFKHPQFELQOPQLKJRY BT PG +VOF Ǭǰ ǬǪǪǲ
ǲǬ
ǮǬ 1BQFS 7
'JHVSF ďĖ $SPTTTQFDJFT DPNQBSBUJWF UPYJDPHFOPNJDT GPS CJTQIFOPM " 	#1"
 .PMFDVMBS UBSHFUT BSF SFQSFTFOUFE BT
OPEFT BOE DPMPSFE CZ HFOF GBNJMZ /PEFT QSFTFODF SFQSFTFOU BWBJMBCMF JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF $5% BOE
OPEF BCTFODF BSF UIF VOLOPXO JOGPSNBUJPO $PMPSFE OPEFT EFëOFE UIBU #1" BêFDU UIF QSPUFJO XIJMF OPEFT BSF OPU
DPMPSFE XIFO #1" EPFT OPU BêFDU UIF QSPUFJO ɨJT ëHVSF IJHIMJHIUT TJNJMBSJUJFT BOE EJêFSFODFT FYJTUJOH CFUXFFO
BOJNBM NPEFM BOE IVNBO SFTQPOTFT UP DIFNJDBM FYQPTVSF
ǲǭ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
4USVDUVSFUBSHFU SFMBUJPOTIJQ
5P JOWFTUJHBUF DIFNJDBM TQBDF PG ESVHT BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DPNQPVOET ǯǪ UXPEJNFOTJPOBM
QSPQFSUJFT XFSF DBMDVMBUFE GPS FBDI TUSVDUVSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN 1VC$IFN 5P WJTVBMJ[F UIFN QSJO
DJQBM DPNQPOFOU BOBMZTJT 	1$"
 XBT QFSGPSNFE "MM OFDFTTBSZ EBUB XFSF DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH UIF
.0& TPGUXBSFȆ
(FOFSBUJOH B IJHI DPOíEFODF IVNBO 1SPUFJO1SPUFJO "TTPDJBUJPOT /FUXPSL
3FMFWBOU IVNBO DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT DPMMFDUFE GSPN UIF $5% XFSF VTFE UP DSF
BUF B 11"/ ɨF NBYJNVN OVNCFS PG NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT BTTJHOFE UP POF DPNQPVOE AUFSU
#VUZMIZESPQFSPYJEF XBT ǫǫǲǳ BOE UIF NBYJNVN PG DIFNJDBMT BTTJHOFE UP POF QSPUFJO UIF
DZUPDISPNF 1ǮǯǪ ǭ"Ǯ 	$:1ǭ"Ǯ
 XBT ǬǱǰ ɨF 11"/ XBT HFOFSBUFE CZ JOTUBOUJBUJOH B OPEF
GPS FBDI QSPUFJO BOE MJOLJOH CZ BO FEHF BOZ QSPUFJOQSPUFJO QBJS XIFSF BU MFBTU POF PWFSMBQ
QJOH DIFNJDBM XBT JEFOUJëFE 4DSJQUT XFSF VTFE UP DPOWFSU UIF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT JOUP
B OPOSFEVOEBOU MJTU PG BTTPDJBUJPOT *G QSPUFJOT " BOE # BSF BTTPDJBUFE UIF OFUXPSL NBZ IBWF
UXP BTTPDJBUJPOT "# BOE #" 0OMZ POF PG UIFTF BTTPDJBUJPOT XBT SFUBJOFE JO UIF 11"/
8F BTTJHOFE UXP SFMJBCJMJUZ TDPSFT UP FBDI QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO B TDPSF CBTFE PO IZQFS
HFPNFUSJD DBMDVMBUJPO BOE B XFJHIUFE TDPSF ɨF XFJHIUFE TDPSF XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF TVN PG
XFJHIUT GPS PWFSMBQQJOH DPNQPVOET XIFSF XFJHIUT XFSF JOWFSTFMZ QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF OVNCFS
PG BTTJHOFE QSPUFJOT ɨF SFTVMUJOH 11"/ JT B DPNQMFY TUSVDUVSF DPOUBJOJOH B UPUBM PG ǬǮǮ
NJMMJPO VOJRVF BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO ǰǪǰǪ IVNBO QSPUFJOT
7BMJEBUJOH UIF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO TDPSF
ɨF SFMJBCJMJUZ PG UIF XFJHIUFE TDPSF XBT DPOëSNFE CZ ëUUJOH B DBMJCSBUJPO DVSWF PG EJêFSFOU
TDPSFT BHBJOTU -BHFhT 11*T <ǮǱ> 	WFSTJPO Ǭǳ
 BOE 7JEBMhT 11*T <Ǯǲ> 0OMZ ǭǯǪǪǪ IJHI DPOëEFODF
FYQFSJNFOUBM JOUFSBDUJPOT XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN -BHFhT 11* XIJDI DPOUBJOT JOUFSBDUJPOT QSFTFOU
JO UIF MBSHFTU EBUBCBTFT 	3FBDUPNF ,&(( y
 BOE EBUB JOGFSSFE GSPN NPEFM PSHBOJTNT 7J
EBMhT 11*T BSF CBTFE PO BO JOUFSOBM DPOTJTUFOU TJOHMF EBUB TPVSDF EFëOFE VTJOH ZFBTU UXPIZCSJE
TZTUFN BOE DPOUBJOT ǭǫǫǫ JOUFSBDUJPOTɨF PWFSMBQT PG PVS 11"/ TDPSFT BOE -BHF7JEBM 11*T
BSF TIPXO JO 'JHVSF 4Ǭ ɨF CFODINBSL SFWFBMFE UIBU UIF XFJHIUFE TDPSF JT TVQFSJPS UP B TDPSF
DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF OFHBUJWF MPHBSJUIN PG QWBMVFT GSPN B UFTU JO IZQFSHFPNFUSJD EJTUSJCVUJPO BOE
B TJNQMF PWFSMBQ DPVOU 5P FTUJNBUF UIF SPCVTUOFTT PG UIF NPEFM GPVS UISFTIPMET TFMFDUFE GSPN
UIF AXFJHIUFE TDPSF DVSWFT 	ǯǝ ǲǝ ǫǬǯǝ BOE ǫǱǝ
 PG UIF DPNQMFUF 11"/ XFSF VTFE UP QFS
GPSN QSFEJDUJPO GPS %&)1 "U ǯǝ ǱǭǪǪǪ BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO ǬǫǪǯ QSPUFJOT XFSF FYUSBDUFE
ɨF OVNCFS PG QSPUFJOT JT SFMBUJWFMZ TUBCMF BU ǲǝ BOE ǫǬǯǝ )PXFWFS UIF OVNCFS PG BTTPDJB
UJPOT JODSFBTFE TJHOJëDBOUMZ GSPN ǬǪǪǪǲǪ UP ǭǪǰǪǪǪ JODMVEJOH MPXFS TDPSF BTTPDJBUJPOT JO UIF
PVUQVU ëMF PG QSFEJDUJPO ɨF UISFTIPME PG ǫǱǝ DPSSFTQPOET UP ǮǫǯǪǪǪ BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO
ǭǲǳǮ QSPUFJOT "MM UISFTIPMET TIPXFE B HPPE QSFEJDUJPO XJUI UIF ("#" SFDFQUPST GPS %&)1
"T UIF ǫǬǝ UISFTIPME BMSFBEZ BEEFE TPNF NPSF OPJTF JO UIF QSFEJDUJPO XF EFDJEFE UP OPU JO
DMVEF NPSF QSPUFJOT JO PSEFS UP LFFQ UIF NPTU TJHOJëDBOU BTTPDJBUJPOT 8F UIFO DPOTJEFSFE B
UISFTIPME PG ǲǝ SFQSFTFOUFE CZ UIF WFSUJDBM MJOF JO 'JHVSF 4Ǭ XIJDI DBQUVSFE B HPPE PWFSMBQ
Ȇ$IFNJDBM $PNQVUJOH (SPVQ WFSTJPO ǬǪǪǱǪǳ
ǲǮ
ǮǬ 1BQFS 7
CFUXFFO PVS 11"/ BOE UIF 11* OFUXPSLT ɨJT TFMFDUJPO SFQSFTFOUT ǬǪǪǪǲǪ BTTPDJBUJPOT PG
UIF DPNQMFUF 11"/
"NPOH UIF Ǭ ǪǪǪǪǪ IJHI DPOëEFODF BTTPDJBUJPOT TFMFDUFE ǭǯǬǲ QSPUFJOT XFSF JEFOUJëFE
BOE UIFTF XFSF TJHOJëDBOUMZ FOSJDIFE BNPOH UIF IJHI TDPSJOH QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT BT
TIPXO JO 'JHVSF 4Ǭ 	ǲǰǫ -BHFhT 11* JOUFSBDUJPOT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP ǬǮǮǝ XFSF GPVOE BNPOH
UIF UPQ ǯǝ PG UIF IJHI TDPSJOH QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT
 #Z DPNQBSJTPO POMZ ǫǲǯǬ PG
UIF IJHI DPOëEFOU JOUFSBDUJPOT GSPN -BHF XFSF JEFOUJëFE JO B SBOEPN 11"/ DSFBUFE CZ OPEF
QFSNVUBUJPO BOE OP FOSJDINFOU XBT TFFO GPS UIF SBOEPN OFUXPSL "T FYBNQMF UIF TFMFDUJPO
PG IJHI DPOëEFODF BTTPDJBUJPOT BMMPXFE UP DPOTFSWF POMZ ǲǪǭ QSPUFJOT GSPN UIF ǫǫǲǳ QSPUFJOT
BTTJHOFE UP UIF AUFSU#VUZMIZESPQFSPYJEF
11"/ DMVTUFSJOH
" IJHI DPOëEFODF TVCOFUXPSL PG Ǭ ǪǪǪǪǪ QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT XBT TFMFDUFE XIJDI
DPOUBJOFE ǭǯǬǲ QSPUFJOT ɨJT TVCOFUXPSL XBT IJHIMZ JOUFSDPOOFDUFE XJUI UIF NBKPSJUZ PG
QSPUFJOT CFMPOHJOH UP B TJOHMF MBSHF DMVTUFS *O PSEFS UP JODSFBTF UIF SFTPMVUJPO BOE GBDJMJUBUF CJP
MPHJDBM JOUFSQSFUBUJPO UXP DMVTUFSJOH NFUIPET XFSF BQQMJFE UP UIF TVCOFUXPSL .$0%& <ǫǳǳ>
BOE .$- <ǬǪǪ> 8F VTFE UIF EFGBVMU TFUUJOHT GPS .$0%& 	ìVê PQUJPO TFU UP Ǫǫ NPEF TDPSF
DVUPê TFU UP ǪǬ EFHSFF DVUPê TFU UP Ǭ
 BOE PCUBJOFE ǭǯ DMVTUFST 0OF NBKPS ESBXCBDL PG UIJT
BMHPSJUIN JT UIBU OPU BMM UIF QSPUFJOT JO UIF OFUXPSL XFSF DMVTUFSFE 8F VTFE UIF .$- BMHP
SJUIN XJUI TDIFNF BOE HSBOVMBSJUZ QBSBNFUFST TFU UP Ǳ GPS IJHIFTU QFSGPSNBODF BOE HSBOVMBSJUZ
8JUI UIF .$- BQQSPBDI XF JEFOUJëFE B UPUBM PG ǯǲ DMVTUFST BT TUSPOHMZ JOUFSDPOOFDUFE XJUI B
NJOJNVN TJ[F PG ǯ QSPUFJOT ɨFTF DMVTUFST XFSF MJOLFE UPHFUIFS JOUP B OFX OFUXPSL DPOTJTUJOH
PG B TDPSFE DMVTUFSDMVTUFS BTTPDJBUJPO OFUXPSL ɨF BTTPDJBUJPO TDPSF CFUXFFO FBDI DMVTUFS QBJS
XBT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF NFBO PG UIF 11"/ CFUXFFO FBDI QBJS PG DMVTUFST &BDI DMVTUFS XBT
JOWFTUJHBUFE GPS GVODUJPOBM BOBMZTJT CBTFE PO UIF UISFF (FOF 0OUPMPHZ DBUFHPSJFT 	B
 NPMFDVMBS
GVODUJPO 	C
 CJPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT BOE 	D
 DFMMVMBS DPNQPOFOUT BT PG +BOVBSZ ǬǪǪǳ 5P SFEVDF
UIF OPJTF BOE JNQSPWF UIF RVBMJUZ PG UIF GVODUJPOBM BOOPUBUJPO XF POMZ VTFE UIF GVODUJPOBM
BOOPUBUJPO JG JU XBT FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ TVQQPSUFE PS IBE USBDFBCMF SFGFSFODFT ɨF GPMMPXJOH (0
FWJEFODF DPEFT XFSF BMMPXFE *.1 	*OGFSSFE GSPN .VUBOU 1IFOPUZQF
 *(* 	*OUFSGFSFE GSPN
(FOFUJD *OUFSBDUJPO
 *1* 	*OGFSSFE GSPN 1IZTJDBM *OUFSBDUJPOT
 BOE *%" 	*OGFSSFE GSPN %JSFDU
"TTBZ
 BOE 5"4 	5SBDFBCMF "VUIPS 4UBUFNFOU
 "U UJNF PG VTF UIF NPMFDVMBS GVODUJPO DBUFHPSZ
DPOUBJOFE ǯǳǲǫ QSPUFJOT UIF CJPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT DBUFHPSZ ǯǫǳǰ QSPUFJOT BOE UIF DFMMVMBS
DPNQPOFOUT ǯǫǯǫ QSPUFJOT 8F DPNQBSFE IVNBO QSPUFJOT QSFTFOU JO (0 DBUFHPSJFT XJUI QSP
UFJOT FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF $5% ǫǮǭǝ PG UIF $5% QSPUFJOT DPVME OPU CF BOOPUBUFE GPS UIF
NPMFDVMBS GVODUJPO ǫǰǰǝ GPS CJPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT BOE ǫǮǳ ǝ GPS DFMMVMBS DPNQPOFOUT
5P JEFOUJGZ DIFNJDBMT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI EJTFBTF QSPUFJOTQFDJëD JOGPSNBUJPO TVDI BT JOWPMWF
NFOU JO EJTFBTF XBT JOUFHSBUFE JO FBDI DMVTUFS ɨF 0OMJOF .FOEFMJBO *OIFSJUBODF JO .BO
EBUBCBTF 	0.*.
ȇ BOE UIF (FOF$BSET EBUBCBTFȈ XFSF DPOTJEFSFE BT TPVSDFT PG QSPUFJOEJTFBTF
DPOOFDUJPOT 7BSJPVT DMVTUFST XFSF JOWFTUJHBUFE 'PS FYBNQMF DMVTUFS ǫ DPOUBJOFE ǮǰǬ QSPUFJOT




Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
QSPUFJOT ǫǬǲ XFSF BTTPDJBUFE UP CSFBTU DBODFS 	XJUI HJWF B QWBMVF PG ǳǰǱFǫǲ GPS CSFBTU DBO
DFS UP DMVTUFS ǫ
 6TJOH 0.*. POMZ ǳǪ QSPUFJOT BNPOH UIF ǮǰǬ XFSF SFUSJFWFE XJUI EJTFBTF
BOOPUBUJPOT -PPLJOH BU UIF DMVTUFS FOSJDINFOU XJUI 0.*. XF PCUBJOFE BU UIF UPQ B OPO
TJHOJëDBOU QWBMVF PG ǪǪǪǮǲ 	DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UXP QSPUFJOT GPS QBHFU EJTFBTF PG CPOF
 "T
BOPUIFS FYBNQMF XF BOBMZ[FE UIF TFDPOE DMVTUFS $MVTUFS Ǭ DPOUBJOFE Ǯǭǭ QSPUFJOT Ǭǲǫ QSP
UFJOT XFSF BOOPUBUFE UP EJTFBTFT JO (FOFDBSET GPS POMZ Ǳǲ QSPUFJOT JO 0.*. "EEJUJPOBMMZ
DMVTUFS Ǭ IBT B TJHOJëDBOU QWBMVF PG ǬǬǰFǫǬ VTJOH (FOF$BSET JOGPSNBUJPO GPS OFDSPTJT "D
DPSEJOH UP UIFTF SFTVMUT XF EFDJEFE UP VTF (FOF$BSET BT B TPVSDF PG QSPUFJOEJTFBTF SFMBUJPO
TIJQT 5P BWPJE UPP NBOZ GBMTF QPTJUJWF GSPN (FOFDBSET XF TFU B TJHOJëDBODF DVUPê WBMVF
PG UIF (FOF$BSET",4Ǭ TDPSF CBTFE PO B DPNQBSJTPO XJUI 0.*. ɨJT XBT EPOF CZ PWFS
MBQQJOH DPNNPO QSPUFJOEJTFBTF BTTPDJBUJPOT GSPN (FOFDBSET BHBJOTU 0.*. 	TFF 'JHVSF 4Ǯ

ɨF QSPUFJOEJTFBTF DPOOFDUJPOT XFSF LFQU XJUI B NJOJNVN ",4Ǭ TDPSF PG ǰǪ BOE QWBMVFT
XFSF DBMDVMBUFE GPS FBDI EJTFBTF QSFTFOU JO DMVTUFST ɨFO DIFNJDBM JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN UIF $5%
XBT JOUFHSBUFE XJUI FBDI DMVTUFS BOE QWBMVFT XFSF BTTJHOFE UP FBDI DIFNJDBM "MM QWBMVFT PC
UBJOFE XFSF DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH IZQFSHFPNFUSJD UFTUJOH BOE XFSF DPSSFDUFE GPS NVMUJQMF UFTUJOH
XJUI #POGFSSPOJ DPSSFDUJPO ɨF TJHOJëDBODF DVUPê GPS UIF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVFT XBT TFU UP ǪǪǯ
/FJHICPS QSPUFJO QSPDFEVSF
5P QSFEJDU NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS B DIFNJDBM B OFUXPSLOFJHICPShT QVMM EPXO XBT EPOF JO B
UISFF TUFQT QSPDFEVSF 	ǫ
 4FMFDUJPO PG UIF JOQVU QSPUFJO	T
 &YUSBDUJPO PG UIF QSPUFJO	T
 LOPXO
UP CF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF TFMFDUFE DIFNJDBM GSPN UIF $5% 	Ǭ
 *EFOUJëDBUJPO PG OFUXPSL	T
 TVS
SPVOEJOH UIF JOQVU QSPUFJOT CZ B OFJHICPS QSPUFJOT QSPDFEVSF *O UIJT QSPDFEVSF PVS 11"/
XBT RVFSJFE GPS UIF JOQVU QSPUFJOT BOE BTTPDJBUJPOT CFUXFFO UIFTF XFSF BEEFE /FYU UIF ëSTU
PSEFS JOUFSBDUPST PG BMM UIF JOQVU QSPUFJOT XFSF RVFSJFE BOE BEEFE 'PS FBDI OFJHICPS B TDPSF
XBT DBMDVMBUFE UBLJOH JOUP BDDPVOU UIF UPQPMPHZ PG UIF TVSSPVOEJOH OFUXPSL CBTFE PO UIF SB
UJP CFUXFFO UPUBM BTTPDJBUJPOT BOE BTTPDJBUJPOT XJUI JOQVU QSPUFJOT .PMFDVMBS UBSHFUT XJUI B
TDPSF IJHIFS UIBO UIF UISFTIPME 	Ǫǫ
 XFSF LFQU JO UIF ëOBM TVCOFUXPSL	T
 ɨJT OPEF JODMV
TJPO QBSBNFUFS JT JO UIF DPOTFSWBUJWF FOE PG UIF PQUJNBM SBOHF GPS QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO
OFUXPSLT <ǮǱ> "T B ëOBM TUFQ BMM QSPUFJOT JO UIF DPNQMFY XFSF DIFDLFE GPS BTTPDJBUJPOT BNPOH
UIFN BOE UIF NJTTJOH POF XFSF BEEFE 	ǭ
 &TUBCMJTINFOU PG B DPOëEFODF TDPSF GPS UIF TVS
SPVOEJOH OFUXPSL 	DTDPSF
 BOE PG B TDPSF GPS FBDI QSPUFJO 	DQTDPSF
 &BDI PG UIF QVMMFE EPXO
DPNQMFYFT XBT UFTUFE GPS FOSJDINFOU PO PVS JOQVU TFU CZ DPNQBSJOH UIFN BHBJOTU ǫǪFǮ SBOEPN
DPNQMFYFT GPS UIF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO TFU UP FTUBCMJTI B DTDPSF GPS FBDI TVCOFUXPSL BOE
B DQTDPSF GPS FBDI DPOOFDUFE QSPUFJOT ɨF DQTDPSF XBT VTFE UP SBOL QSPUFJOT UP TFMFDU QPUFOUJBM
NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT GPS DIFNJDBMT "O JMMVTUSBUJPO PG DQTDPSF JT BWBJMBCMF PO 5BCMF 4Ǭ GPS BQQSPWFE
ESVHT
1PTUTDSJQU
"MM UIF $5% IVNBO QSPUFJODIFNJDBM BTTPDJBUJPOT XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIF $5% PO +VOF Ǭǰ
ǬǪǪǲ 4VCTFRVFOU VQEBUFT PG $5% BT PG +VOF Ǭǯ ǬǪǪǳ EJE OPU DIBOHF UIF PWFSBMM USFOET PS




ɨF BVUIPST XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL %BOJFM &ETHÊSE GPS IJT UFDIOJDBM IFMQ BOE 3BNOFFL (VQUB GPS
DSJUJDBM SFBEJOH PG UIF NBOVTDSJQU
ǲǱ




0MJWJFS 5BCPVSFBV1+∗ 4POOZ ,JN /JFMTFO1+ ,BSJOF "VEPV[F1 /JMT 8FJOIPME1
%BOJFM&ETHÊSE1 'SBODJTDP 4 3PRVF1 *SFOF ,PVTLPVNWFLBLJ1 "MJOB #PSB2 3BNPOB
$VSQBO2 ɨPNBT 4LU +FOTFO1 4SFO #SVOBL1 BOE 5VEPS 0QSFB1,3∗
1$FOUFS GPS #JPMPHJDBM 4FRVFODF "OBMZTJT %FQBSUNFOU PG 4ZTUFNT #JPMPHZ 5FDIOJDBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG %FONBSL -ZOHCZ %FONBSL
2*OTUJUVUF PG $IFNJTUSZ 3PNBOJBO "DBEFNZ %FQBSUNFOU PG $PNQVUBUJPOBM $IFNJTUSZ 5JNJTPBSB 3PNBOJB
3%JWJTJPO PG #JPDPNQVUJOH 4DIPPM PG .FEJDJOF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG /FX .FYJDP "MCVRVFSRVF /. 64"
+ 05 BOE 4,/ DPOUSJCVUFE FRVBMMZ UP UIJT XPSL







4ZTUFNT QIBSNBDPMPHZ JT BO FNFSHFOU BSFB UIBU TUVEJFT ESVH BDUJPO BDSPTT NVM
UJQMF TDBMFT PG DPNQMFYJUZ GSPN NPMFDVMBS BOE DFMMVMBS UP UJTTVF BOE PSHBOJTN MFWFMT
ɨFSF JT B DSJUJDBM OFFE UP EFWFMPQ OFUXPSLCBTFE BQQSPBDIFT UP JOUFHSBUF UIF HSPXJOH
CPEZ PG DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ LOPXMFEHF XJUI OFUXPSL CJPMPHZ BOE UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF SF
MBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO ESVH BDUJPO BOE HFOFUJD TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ UP EJTFBTF )FSF XF SFQPSU
$IFN1SPU B %JTFBTF $IFNJDBM #JPMPHZ EBUBCBTF XIJDI JT CBTFE PO B DPNQJMBUJPO PG NVM
UJQMF DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BOOPUBUJPO SFTPVSDFT BT XFMM BT EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO  QSPUFJO
JOUFSBDUJPOT 	11*
 8F BTTFNCMFE NPSF UIBO ǱǪǪǪǪǪ VOJRVF DIFNJDBMT XJUI CJPMPHJDBM
BOOPUBUJPO GPS ǭǪǯǱǲ QSPUFJOT 8F HBUIFSFE PWFS UXP NJMMJPO DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO JOUFSBD
UJPOT XIJDI XFSF JOUFHSBUFE JO B RVBMJUZ TDPSFE IVNBO 11* OFUXPSL PG ǮǬǲǮǬǳ JOUFS
BDUJPOT ɨF 11* OFUXPSL MBZFS BMMPXT GPS TUVEZJOH EJTFBTF BOE UJTTVF TQFDJëDJUZ UISPVHI
FBDI QSPUFJO DPNQMFY $IFN1SPU DBO BTTJTU JO UIF JO TJMJDP FWBMVBUJPO PG FOWJSPONFOUBM
DIFNJDBMT OBUVSBM QSPEVDUT BOE BQQSPWFE ESVHT BT XFMM BT UIF TFMFDUJPO PG OFX DPN
QPVOET CBTFE PO UIFJS BDUJWJUZ QSPëMF BHBJOTU NPTU LOPXO CJPMPHJDBM UBSHFUT JODMVEJOH
UIPTF SFMBUFE UP BEWFSTF ESVH FWFOUT 3FTVMUT GSPN UIF EJTFBTF DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ EBUBCBTF
BTTPDJBUF DJUBMPQSBN BO BOUJEFQSFTTBOU XJUI PTUFPHFOFTJT JNQFSGFDU BOE MFVLFNJB BOE
CJTQIFOPM " BO FOEPDSJOF EJTSVQUPS XJUI DFSUBJO UZQFT PG DBODFS SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɨF TFSWFS
DBO CF BDDFTTFE BU IUUQXXXDCTEUVELTFSWJDFT$IFN1SPUǫǪ
*OUSPEVDUJPO
ɨF PME ESVH EFTJHO QBSBEJHN JF ESVHT JOUFSBDU TFMFDUJWFMZ XJUI POF PS UXP UBSHFUT 	HFOFT

SFTVMUJOH JO USFBUNFOU BOE QSFWFOUJPO PG EJTFBTF JT OPX DIBMMFOHFE CZ TFWFSBM TUVEJFT UIBU TIPX
NPTU ESVHT JOUFSBDUJOH XJUI NVMUJQMF UBSHFUT 	AQPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ
 <ǫǲǭ ǫǲǱ> 'PS FYBNQMF
DFMFDPYJC PGUFO DPOTJEFSFE B TFMFDUJWF DZDMPPYZHFOBTFǬ OPOTUFSPJEBM BOUJJOìBNNBUPSZ ESVH
	/4"*%
 IBT CFFO EPDVNFOUFE UP CF BDUJWF PO BU MFBTU UXP BEEJUJPOBM UBSHFUT OBNFMZ DBSCPOJD
BOIZESBTF ** BOE ǯMJQPYZHFOBTF <ǬǭǱ> 3PTJHMJUB[POF XIJDI IBT CFFO VTFE GPS UIF USFBUNFOU
PG UZQF ** EJBCFUFT NFMMJUVT OPU POMZ TUJNVMBUFT UIF QFSPYJTPNF QSPMJGFSBUPS BDUJWBUFE SFDFQUPS
HBNNB CVU BMTP CMPDLT JOUFSGFSPO HBNNBJOEVDFE DIFNPLJOF FYQSFTTJPO JO (SBWFT EJTFBTF
PS PQIUIBMNPQBUIZ <Ǭǭǲ> 1PMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ JT OPU BMXBZT CFOFëDJBM BT JU PGUFO DBVTFT TJEF
FêFDUT $JTBQSJEF XIJDI BDUT BT B TFSPUPOFSHJD ǯ)5Ǯ SFDFQUPS BHPOJTU BT XFMM BT BTUFNJ[PMF
XIJDI CMPDLT IJTUBNJOF )ǫ SFDFQUPST 	)ǫ3
 IBWF CPUI CFFO XJUIESBXO GSPN BMM NBSLFUT EVF
UP UIF SJTL PG GBUBM DBSEJBD BSSIZUINJB BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIFJS CMPDLBEF PG UIF I&3( QPUBTTJVN
JPO DIBOOFM BO ABOUJUBSHFU BTTPDJBUFE UP 25 QSPMPOHBUJPO BOE AUPSTBEFT EF QPJOUFT <Ǭǭǳ>
)PXFWFS AUBSHFU BOE ABOUJUBSHFUT BSF EZOBNJD BUUSJCVUFT BT FYFNQMJëFE CZ UIF DBTF PG )ǫ3
BOUBHPOJTUT BOE UIFJS 	JO
BCJMJUZ UP BDIJFWF DMJOJDBMMZ TJHOJëDBOU MFWFMT JO UIF CSBJO JOìVFODFE
CZ UIF "51CJOEJOH DBTTFUUF USBOTQPSUFS "#$#ǫ 	BMTP LOPXO BT 1HMZDPQSPUFJO
 XIJDI FðVYFT
TPNF PG UIFTF ESVHT GSPN UIF CSBJO <ǬǮǪ> "DRVJSJOH LOPXMFEHF PG UIF DPNQMFUF QIBSNBDPMPHZ
QSPëMF IBT JOTQJSFE OFX TUSBUFHJFT UP QSFEJDU BOE UP DIBSBDUFSJ[F ESVHUBSHFU BTTPDJBUJPOT JO
PSEFS UP JNQSPWF UIF TVDDFTT SBUFT PG DVSSFOU ESVH EJTDPWFSZ QBSBEJHNT JF JODSFBTF UIF FïDBDZ
BOE SFEVDF UPYJDJUZ BOE BEWFSTF FêFDUT <ǫǲǱ>
"T MBSHFTDBMF DIFNJDBM CJPBDUJWJUZ EBUBCBTFT BSF CFJOH BTTFNCMFE UIF QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ BOE
QSPNJTDVJUZ 	JF MPX BïOJUZ CJPBDUJWJUZ BDSPTT NVMUJQMF HFOF GBNJMJFT
 PG DIFNJDBMT BSF QSPëMFE
MJLF QJFDFT PG B QV[[MF <ǬǮǫ> ɨFTF TUVEJFT BSF PGUFO GPDVTFE PO TQFDJëD QSPUFJO GBNJMJFT TVDI
ǲǳ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
BT (QSPUFJO DPVQMFE SFDFQUPST <ǬǮǬ> OVDMFBS SFDFQUPST <ǬǮǭ> BOE LJOBTFT <ǬǮǮ> CVU HMPCBM
QIBSNBDPMPHZ QSPëMFT PG DIFNJDBMT BSF DPOTJEFSFE BT XFMM <ǫǲǭ ǫǲǱ> 3FDFOU DIFNPJOGPSNBUJDT
BEWBODFT TVQQPSU UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ EBUB NJOJOH FH WJB J1)"$& BO
JOUFHSBUJWF XFCCBTFE UPPM UIBU FOBCMFT QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM TQBDF OBWJHBUJPO GPS TNBMM NPMFDVMF
ESVHT <ǬǮǯ> #JPMPHJDBM JOGPSNBUJPO DBO BMTP CF SFUSJFWFE GPS B MBSHF TFU PG DIFNJDBM DPNQPVOET
UISPVHI 1VC$IFN <ǬǮǰ> $IF#* BOE $I&.#- <ǬǮǱ>
5XP DPODFQUVBM EFWFMPQNFOUT TVQQPSU QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ TZTUFNT QIBSNBDPMPHZ BJNFE BU
ESVH BDUJPOT JO UIF DPOUFYU PG SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSLT <ǬǮǲ> BOE TZTUFNT DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ <ǬǮǳ>
XIJDI JOUSPEVDFT DIFNJDBM BXBSFOFTT JO TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ 4JODF QSPUFJOT SBSFMZ PQFSBUF JO JTP
MBUJPO JOTJEF BOE PVUTJEF DFMMT CVU SBUIFS GVODUJPO JO IJHIMZ JOUFSDPOOFDUFE DFMMVMBS QBUIXBZT
JOUFSBDUPNF OFUXPSLT IBWF CFFO EFWFMPQFE CZ EBUB JOUFHSBUJPO :JMEJSJN FU BM <ǫǲǲ> DPNCJOFE
'%"BQQSPWFE ESVHT XJUI B IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO 	11*
 OFUXPSL 	IVNBO JOUFSBD
UPNF
 JO PSEFS UP BOBMZ[F UIF JOUFSSFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO ESVH UBSHFUT BOE EJTFBTFHFOF QSPEVDUT
" TJNJMBS XPSL IBT CFFO CBTFE PO 1VC$IFN CJPBTTBZ BT TPVSDF PG QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ <ǬǯǪ>
ɨF VTF PG TJEFFêFDU TJNJMBSJUZ IBT CFFO QSPQPTFE PO UIF BTTVNQUJPO UIBU ESVHT XJUI TJNJMBS
TJEFFêFDUT BSF MJLFMZ UP JOUFSBDU XJUI TJNJMBS UBSHFU QSPUFJOT <Ǭǯǫ> 3FDFOU BEWBODFT JODMVEF B
QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPO OFUXPSL CBTFE PO UIF DIFNJDBM UPYJDPMPHZ PG FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFN
JDBMT <ǬǯǬ> BOE B IVNBO EJTFBTF OFUXPSL MJOLJOH EJTPSEFST BOE EJTFBTF HFOFT UP WBSJPVT LOPXO
QIFOPUZQFT <Ǯǰ>
0VS HPBM JO UIF QSFTFOU XPSL XBT UP EFWFMPQ B EJTFBTF DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ TFSWFS DBMMFE
$IFN1SPU CBTFE PO UIF JOUFHSBUJPO PG DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BOOPUBUJPO SFTPVSDFT UIBU BSF OPX
BDDFTTJCMF GSPN MBSHF SFQPTJUPSJFT BOE DVSBUFE EJTFBTFMJOLFE QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO 	11*

EBUB <ǮǱ> $IFN1SPU JT EFTJHOFE UP BTTJTU UIF FMVDJEBUJPO PG ESVH BDUJPOT JO UIF DPOUFYU PG DFM
MVMBS BOE EJTFBTF OFUXPSLT 'VSUIFS UP UIBU JU BMMPXT UIF JEFOUJëDBUJPO PG BEEJUJPOBM HFOFT UIBU
NBZ QMBZ NBKPS SPMFT JO NPEVMBUJOH DIFNJDBM SFTQPOTF JF UP ESVHT FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJDBMT
BOE OBUVSBM QSPEVDUT UIVT MFBEJOH UP OFX PQUJPOT JO ESVH EJTDPWFSZ BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFN
JDBM FWBMVBUJPO -BTUMZ UIF $IFN1SPU TFSWFS DPVME DPOUSJCVUF UP ESVH SFQVSQPTJOH BT XFMM BT UP
UIF JOWFTUJHBUJPO PG DIFNJDBMT SFMBUFE UP BOUJUBSHFUT BOE BEWFSTF ESVH FWFOUT
*NQMFNFOUBUJPO
%BUB TPVSDFT
8F ëSTU HBUIFSFE DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUB GSPN EJêFSFOU PQFO TPVSDF EBUBCBTFT JF
$I&.#- 	WFSTJPO DIFNCM@Ǫǯ
 <ǬǮǱ> #JOEJOH%# <Ǭǯǭ> 1%41 ,J %BUBCBTF <ǬǯǮ> %SVH#BOL
	WFSTJPOǬǯ
 <Ǭǯǯ> 1IBSN(,# <Ǭǯǰ> BOE UXP DPNNFSDJBM EBUBCBTFT 80.#"5 	WFSTJPO
ǬǪǪǳ
 BOE 80.#"51, 	WFSTJPO ǬǪǪǲ
 <ǬǮǫ> "DUJWF DPNQPVOET GSPN UIF 1VC$IFN CJPBT
TBZ 	ǬǪǫǪ
 IBWF CFFO DPMMFDUFE BT XFMM <ǬǮǰ> 8F DPOTJEFSFE POMZ BDUJWF DPNQPVOET GSPN ADPO
ëSNBUPSZ BTTBZT JO PSEFS UP DBQUVSF IJHI DPOëEFODF DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BOOPUBUJPOT GSPN 1VC
$IFN %SVHUBSHFU JOGPSNBUJPO XBT DPMMFDUFE GSPN %SVH#BOL BOE 1IBSN(,# *O BEEJUJPO
XF JOUFHSBUFE DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BTTPDJBUJPOT GSPN $5% 	WFSTJPO ǬǪǪǳ
 <ǫǲǫ> BOE 45*5$)
	WFSTJPO 45*5$) ǬǪ
 <ǬǯǱ> ɨFTF MBTU UXP EBUBCBTFT DPOTJEFS UIF FêFDU PS NPEVMBUJPO 	QPTJ
UJWF PS OFHBUJWF
 PG B DIFNJDBM PO QSPUFJOT PUIFS UIBO UIBU EFëOFE BT CJOEJOH BDUJWJUZ &YBNQMFT
JODMVEF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO PS QBUIXBZ EBUB XIFSF UIF EFSFHVMBUJPO PG B HFOF CZ B DIFNJDBM NBZ CF
ǳǪ
Ǯǭ 1BQFS 7*
OPU EVF UP B QIZTJDBM JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF UXP FOUJUJFT CVU B SFTQPOTF BU B DFMMVMBS MFWFM %V
QMJDBUF DIFNJDBMT XFSF GPVOE CZ VTJOH *O$I* LFZT BOE XFSF NFSHFE JOUP B TJOHMF $IFN1SPU *%
0WFSBMM UIF ëOBM EBUBCBTF DPOUBJOT ǱǪǪǪǪǪ EJTUJODU NPMFDVMFT BOOPUBUFE GPS ǭǪǯǱǲ QSPUFJOT
%FTDSJQUPST BOE TJNJMBSJUZ NFBTVSFNFOU
ɨF DIFNJDBM TUSVDUVSF PG UIF NPMFDVMFT XBT FODPEFE VTJOH UXP SBUIFS EJêFSFOU UZQFT PG ëOHFS
QSJOUT ɨF ǫǰǰ ."$$4 LFZT FODPEF UIF QSFTFODF PS BCTFODF PG QSFEFëOFE TVCTUSVDUVSBM PS
GVODUJPOBM HSPVQT <Ǭǯǲ> 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE B NPSF DPNQMFY ǭQPJOU QIBSNBDPQIPSF ëOHFS
QSJOU 	(QJ%"1)ǭ
 JT CBTFE PO BO FYQBOTJPO PG UIF 1"55: QIBSNBDPQIPSF GFBUVSF SFDPHOJUJPO
TDIFNF PG B Ǭ% TUSVDUVSF <Ǭǯǳ> ɨJT TDIFNF BTTJHOT POF PS NPSF QIBSNBDPQIPSF GFBUVSF UZQFT
UP BMM BUPNT JO B NPMFDVMF VTJOH B QSFEFëOFE MJTU PG 4."35 RVFSJFT ɨF MJTU PG QIBSNBDPQIPSF
GFBUVSF UZQFT DPNQSJTFT IZESPHFOCPOE EPOPS 	%




 *O BEEJUJPO BO FYUSB MBCFM 	Q PS QJ
 JT BEEFE UP FBDI GFBUVSF JG UIF PSJHJOBUJOH
BUPN PS HSPVQ JT TQ2IZCSJEJ[FE PS QMBOBS GPS PUIFS SFBTPOT ɨF (QJ%"1)ǭ QIBSNBDPQIPSF
GFBUVSF TDIFNF JT FYQSFTTFE JO Ǭ% BT USJQMFU GFBUVSF DPNCJOBUJPOT XJUI B HSBQI CBTFE JOUFSBUPN
EJTUBODF CJOOJOH TDIFNF #PUI ëOHFSQSJOUT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE JO UIF .PMFDVMBS 0QFSBUJOH &O
WJSPONFOU 	.0&  WFSTJPO ǬǪǪǲǫǪ
 <ǬǰǪ> ɨF TJNJMBSJUZ CFUXFFO UXP NPMFDVMFT JT NFBTVSFE
VTJOH UIF 5BOJNPUP DPFïDJFOU 	5D
 B NFUIPE PG DIPJDF GPS UIF DPNQVUBUJPO PG ëOHFSQSJOU
CBTFE TJNJMBSJUZ <Ǭǰǫ> ɨF 5BOJNPUP DPFïDJFOU JT EFëOFE BT UIF OVNCFS PG CJUT JO DPNNPO
EJWJEFE CZ UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG VTFE CJUT JO CPUI NPMFDVMFT 'PS BOZ QBJS PG DIFNJDBMT 5D
BTTVNFT WBMVFT CFUXFFO Ǫ BOE ǫ " IJHI 5BOJNPUP DPFïDJFOU SFQSFTFOUT IJHI TJNJMBSJUZ
1SPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL 	11*

ɨF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF VTFE JT BO JOIPVTF QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL JOGFSSFE GSPN
FYQFSJNFOUT JO CPUI IVNBOT BOE NPEFM PSHBOJTNT <ǮǱ> 6TJOH BO FMBCPSBUF TDPSJOH TDIFNF
BMM JOUFSBDUJPOT IBWF CFFO WBMJEBUFE BHBJOTU B HPME TUBOEBSE <Ǯǲ> ɨF DVSSFOU JOUFSBDUPNF
DPOUBJOT ǮǬǲǮǬǳ VOJRVF QSPUFJOQSPUFJOT JOUFSBDUJPOT EFSJWFE GSPN TPVSDF EBUBCBTFT TVDI BT
#*/% <ǳǪ> (3*% <ǳǫ> .*/5 <ǬǰǬ> EJQ@GVMM <Ǭǰǭ> )13% <ǬǰǮ> JOUBDU <Ǭǰǯ> NQQJ <Ǭǰǰ>
.1BDU <ǬǰǱ> 3FBDUPNF <Ǭǰǲ> BOE ,&(( <ǳǲ> %BUB BSF USBOTGFSSFE CFUXFFO PSHBOJTNT CZ VT
JOH UIF *OQBSBOPJE PSUIPMPHZ EBUBCBTF <ǫǰǪ> *O UPUBM UIF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF DPNQSJTFT ǬǬǳǳǱ
HFOFT
)VNBO EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT #BTFE PO B QSFWJPVT TUVEZ <ǰǯ> EJTFBTFBTTPDJBUFE
QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT XBT BTTPDJBUFE UP UIF DIFNJDBMQSPUFJO BOOPUBUJPO #Z NJOJOH 0.*. <ǰǭ>
BOE (FOF$BSET <ǫǫǭ> UXP EBUB SFTPVSDFT GPS HFOFT BTTPDJBUJPO UP EJTFBTFT XF DPMMFDUFE B MJTU PG
ǬǬǬǱ VOJRVF EJTFBTFSFMBUFE QSPUFJOT BOE NBQQFE UIF DPNQMFYFT PG HFOFT UP EJTFBTF 4JNJMBSMZ
DPNQMFYFT PG HFOFT XFSF NBQQFE UP (FOF 0OUPMPHZ 	(0
 UFSNT <Ǭǰǳ> BOE UJTTVFT CZ VTJOH
UIF FYQSFTTJPO EBUB GSPN Ǳǭ OPOEJTFBTF UJTTVFT GSPN UIF /PWBSUJT 3FTFBSDI 'PVOEBUJPO (FOF
&YQSFTTJPO %BUBCBTF 	(/'
 <ǫǫǯ> BOE )VNBO 1SPUFJO "UMBT <ǬǱǪ> 6TFST PG $IFN1SPU DBO
UIVT SFUSJFWF HFOF DPNQMFYFT UIBU BSF SFMBUFE UP B RVFSZ DIFNJDBM BOE WJTVBMJ[F UIF BOOPUBUJPOT
PG FBDI DPNQMFY
ǳǫ
Ǯ 'Ăÿý óøõýùóñüă Ąÿ ôùăõñăõ
"QQMJDBUJPOT
2VFSZ TVCNJTTJPO
ɨFSF BSF TFWFSBM RVFSZ PQUJPOT GPS UIF VTFS UP BDDFTT UIF EBUB JO UIF $IFN1SPU EBUBCBTF 8F
IBWF JOUFHSBUFE B MJTU PG DPNNPO OBNFT PG DIFNJDBMT UIBU DBO CF VTFE BT RVFSJFT " MJTU PG
DIFNJDBMT DBO BMTP CF SFUSJFWFE CZ QSPUFJO OBNF VTJOH UIF ATFBSDI CZ 5BSHFU ëFME "OPUIFS
PQUJPO JT UP QFSGPSN B TFBSDI CZ FOUFSJOH B DIFNJDBM TUSVDUVSF ɨF VTFS DBO UZQF B 4.*-&4
TUSJOH PS ESBX UIF TUSVDUVSF JO UIF +.& .PMFDVMBS &EJUPS BQQMFU UIBU JT QBSU PG $IFN1SPUhT
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 UIJT QSPUFJO JT MJOLFE UP UIF A%JTFBTF
DPNQMFYFT TFSWFS XIFSF EJWFSTF CJPMPHJDBM BOE EJTFBTF JOGPSNBUJPO JT QSPWJEFE BT FYQMBJOFE JO
UIF OFYU TFDUJPO
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<ǫǰ> 1SPLPTDI ) 6  (BOTMBOEU 5 1FSTQFD
UJWFT GPS NFEJDBM JOGPSNBUJDT SFVTJOH UIF
FMFDUSPOJD NFEJDBM SFDPSE GPS DMJOJDBM SF







<ǫǱ> &CJEJB " .VMEFS $ 5SJQQ #  .PSHBO
. 8 (FUUJOH EBUB PVU PG UIF FMFDUSPOJD QB
UJFOU SFDPSE DSJUJDBM TUFQT JO CVJMEJOH B EBUB
XBSFIPVTF GPS EFDJTJPO TVQQPSU 1SPD ".*"
4ZNQ ǱǮǯǳ 	ǫǳǳǳ

<ǫǲ> .VSQIZ 4 / .FOEJT . & #FSLPXJU[
% " ,PIBOF *  $IVFI ) $ *OUF
HSBUJPO PG DMJOJDBM BOE HFOFUJD EBUB JO UIF
JǬCǬ BSDIJUFDUVSF ".*" "OOVBM 4ZNQPTJVN
QSPDFFEJOHT  ".*" 4ZNQPTJVN ".*" 4ZN
QPTJVN ǫǪǮǪ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǳ> -PVLJEFT ( (LPVMBMBT%JWBOJT " 
.BMJO # "OPOZNJ[BUJPO PG FMFDUSPOJD
NFEJDBM SFDPSET GPS WBMJEBUJOH HFOPNF
XJEF BTTPDJBUJPO TUVEJFT 1SPD /BUM "DBE




<ǬǪ> *BDPOP - - .VMUJDFOUSJD VOJWFSTBM
QTFVEPOZNJTBUJPO GPS TFDPOEBSZ VTF PG UIF
FIS 4UVE )FBMUI 5FDIOPM *OGPSN ĊČė Ǭǭǳ
ǮǱ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<Ǭǫ> -JV ) -VTTJFS : "  'SJFENBO $ %JT
BNCJHVBUJOH BNCJHVPVT CJPNFEJDBM UFSNT
JO CJPNFEJDBM OBSSBUJWF UFYU BO VOTVQFS






<ǬǮ> 4XBOTPO % 3 'JTI PJM SBZOBVEhT TZO
ESPNF BOE VOEJTDPWFSFE QVCMJD LOPXMFEHF
1FSTQFDU #JPM .FE čĉ Ǳǫǲ 	ǫǳǲǰ

<Ǭǯ> $PIFO " .  )FSTI 8 3 " TVSWFZ
PG DVSSFOU XPSL JO CJPNFEJDBM UFYU NJOJOH
#SJFG #JPJOGPSNBUJDT ė ǯǱǱǫ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<Ǭǰ> +FOTFO - + 4BSJD +  #PSL 1 -JUFSBUVSF
NJOJOH GPS UIF CJPMPHJTU GSPN JOGPSNBUJPO
SFUSJFWBM UP CJPMPHJDBM EJTDPWFSZ /B




<ǬǱ> "OBOJBEPV 4 ,FMM % #  JDIJ 5TV
KJJ + 5FYU NJOJOH BOE JUT QPUFOUJBM
BQQMJDBUJPOT JO TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ 5SFOET






UGRF 	BIPW KLJK	BRULJ VHDUFK	B
VRUW G	BGRFDQFKRU 	YLHZ F	B
DFFW &	BYHUVLRQ 	B
XUO9HUVLRQ 	BXVHULG 	PG 
GIIDEFGIGGEF
<Ǭǲ> .FZTUSF 4 . 4BWPWB ( , ,JQQFS
4DIVMFS , $  )VSEMF + ' &YUSBDUJOH
JOGPSNBUJPO GSPN UFYUVBM EPDVNFOUT JO
UIF FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSE B SFWJFX PG






<Ǭǳ> %FT3PDIFT $ . FU BM &MFDUSPOJD IFBMUI
SFDPSET JO BNCVMBUPSZ DBSFB OBUJPOBM TVS
WFZ PG QIZTJDJBOT / &OHM + .FE čĖĚ ǯǪǰǪ
	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǭǪ> (SFFOIBMHI 5 FU BM "EPQUJPO BOE OPO
BEPQUJPO PG B TIBSFE FMFDUSPOJD TVNNBSZ
ǫǪǪ
#JCMJPHSBQIZ
SFDPSE JO FOHMBOE B NJYFENFUIPE DBTF
TUVEZ #.+ čďĉ Dǭǫǫǫ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǭǫ> )PêNBO 4 &MFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET BOE
SFTFBSDI QSJWBDZ WFSTVT TDJFOUJëD QSJPSJUJFT
"N + #JPFUI Ċĉ ǫǳǬǪ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǭǬ> ,VTI 3 % 8IBU UIF QBUJFOU TIPVME PSEFS
4DJ 5SBOTM .FE Ċ ǭDNǭ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǭǭ> 4DIFVFSNBOO 3 )  .JMHSPN ) 1FS
TPOBMJ[FE DBSF DPNQBSBUJWF FêFDUJWFOFTT SF
TFBSDI BOE UIF FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSE $VSS
0QJO "MMFSHZ $MJO *NNVOPM Ċĉ ǫǰǲǱǪ
	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǭǮ> 5SFNCMBZ . $ #FSOEU % + -VUIFS
4 - 'PVMJT 1 3  'SFODI % % *EFO
UJGZJOH GBMMSFMBUFE JOKVSJFT 5FYU NJOJOH UIF
FMFDUSPOJD NFEJDBM SFDPSE *OG 5FDIOPM.BOBH
Ċĉ ǬǯǭǬǰǯ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǭǯ> 8BMTI 4 ) ɨF DMJOJDJBOhT QFSTQFDUJWF
PO FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET BOE IPX UIFZ




<ǭǰ> 1BSL + -FF %4 $ISJTUBLJT / " 
#BSBCÈTJ "- ɨF JNQBDU PG DFMMVMBS
OFUXPSLT PO EJTFBTF DPNPSCJEJUZ .PM




<ǭǱ> 1SBUIFS + $ FU BM .FEJDBM EBUB NJOJOH
LOPXMFEHF EJTDPWFSZ JO B DMJOJDBM EBUB






<ǭǲ> &NCJ 1 + +BJO " $MBSL +  )BS
SJT $ . %FWFMPQNFOU PG BO FMFDUSPOJD
IFBMUI SFDPSECBTFE DMJOJDBM USJBM BMFSU TZT
UFN UP FOIBODF SFDSVJUNFOU BU UIF QPJOU PG
DBSF ".*" "OOVBM 4ZNQPTJVN QSPDFFEJOHT 
".*" 4ZNQPTJVN ".*" 4ZNQPTJVN Ǭǭǫǯ
	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǭǳ> -JBP , 1 FU BM &MFDUSPOJD NFEJDBM SFDPSET
GPS EJTDPWFSZ SFTFBSDI JO SIFVNBUPJE BSUISJ




<ǮǪ> -POH 8 &YUSBDUJOH EJBHOPTFT GSPN EJT
DIBSHF TVNNBSJFT ".*" "OOVBM 4ZNQP
TJVN QSPDFFEJOHT  ".*" 4ZNQPTJVN ".*"
4ZNQPTJVN ǮǱǪǮ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<Ǯǫ> .FZTUSF 4  )BVH 1 + /BUVSBM MBOHVBHF
QSPDFTTJOH UP FYUSBDU NFEJDBM QSPCMFNT GSPN
FMFDUSPOJD DMJOJDBM EPDVNFOUT QFSGPSNBODF
FWBMVBUJPO + #JPNFE *OGPSN čĚ ǯǲǳǳǳ
	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǮǬ> #JUUFSNBO / -FSOFS &  #JUUFSNBO
) &WBMVBUJPO PG EBUB EJTQMBZ GPS QBUJFOU
PSJFOUFE FMFDUSPOJD SFDPSE PG BOUJDPBHVMBOU
UIFSBQZ 5FMFNFE + & )FBMUI Ċė ǱǳǳǲǪǰ
	ǬǪǫǪ

<Ǯǭ> 1BUSJDL +  -J . )JHI BDDVSBDZ JOGPSNB
UJPO FYUSBDUJPO PG NFEJDBUJPO JOGPSNBUJPO
GSPN DMJOJDBM OPUFT ǬǪǪǳ JǬCǬ NFEJDBUJPO
FYUSBDUJPO DIBMMFOHF + "N .FE *OGPSN "T
TPD ĊĘ ǯǬǮǱ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǮǮ> 4QBTJD * 4BSBGSB[ ' ,FBOF + "  /F
OBEJD ( .FEJDBUJPO JOGPSNBUJPO FYUSBD
UJPO XJUI MJOHVJTUJD QBUUFSO NBUDIJOH BOE TF
NBOUJD SVMFT + "N .FE *OGPSN "TTPD ĊĘ
ǯǭǬǯ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<Ǯǯ> "SPOTPO " 3 &êFDUJWF NBQQJOH PG
CJPNFEJDBM UFYU UP UIF VNMT NFUBUIFTBVSVT
UIF NFUBNBQ QSPHSBN 1SPD ".*" 4ZNQ ǫǱ
Ǭǫ 	ǬǪǪǫ

<Ǯǰ> (PI ,* FU BM ɨF IVNBO EJTFBTF OFU






<ǮǱ> -BHF , ,BSMCFSH & 4USMJOH ;  »MB
TPO 1 " IVNBO QIFOPNFJOUFSBDUPNF OFU
XPSL PG QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT JNQMJDBUFE JO HF




<Ǯǲ> 3VBM +' FU BM 5PXBSET B QSPUFPNFTDBMF
NBQ PG UIF IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JO





<Ǯǳ> 1BMMFS " 4 FU BM $PNQPVOE IFUFSP[ZHPVT
NVUBUJPOT JO UIF IBJSMFTT HFOF JO BUSJDIJB
XJUI QBQVMBS MFTJPOT + *OWFTU %FSNBUPM ĊČĊ
ǮǭǪǬ 	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǯǪ> $PMTPO / + -FB 3 " 2VJOMBO 4
.BD.JMMBO +  (SJïUIT - 3 ɨF FTUSP
HFO SFDFQUPS ǫ HǯǳǮB QPMZNPSQIJTN JT BTTP
DJBUFE XJUI NJHSBJOF TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ JO UXP JO
EFQFOEFOU DBTFDPOUSPM HSPVQT /FVSPHFOFU
JDT Ė ǫǬǳǭǭ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǯǫ> *LFEB " 4IJCBTBLJ ) 4IJP[BLJ " 
,JNVSB + "MPQFDJB XJUI DBSCBNB[FQJOF JO
UXP QBUJFOUT XJUI GPDBM TFJ[VSFT + /FVSPM
/FVSPTVSH 1TZDIJBUS ėč ǯǮǳǯǪ 	ǫǳǳǱ

<ǯǬ> .FSDLF : 4IFOH ) ,IBO 5 
-JQQNBOO 4 )BJS MPTT JO QTZDIPQIBS






<ǯǭ> .V[JOB % + &M4BZFHI 4  $BMBCSFTF
+ 3 "OUJFQJMFQUJD ESVHT JO QTZDIJBUSZGPDVT
PO SBOEPNJ[FE DPOUSPMMFE USJBM &QJMFQTZ 3FT
Ėĉ ǫǳǯǬǪǬ 	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǯǮ> ,SBTPXTLB % 4[ZNBOFL . 4DIXBSU[
3 "  .ZƽMJƵTLJ 8 $VUBOFPVT
FêFDUT PG UIF NPTU DPNNPOMZ VTFE BO
UJEFQSFTTBOU NFEJDBUJPO UIF TFMFDUJWF
TFSPUPOJO SFVQUBLF JOIJCJUPST + "N "DBE




<ǯǯ> 8IJUUZ $ 8 )PDLBEBZ + .  8IJUUZ
. . ɨF FêFDU PG PSBM DPOUSBDFQUJWFT PO
NJHSBJOF -BODFU Ċ ǲǯǰǳ 	ǫǳǰǰ

<ǯǰ> &BUPO 8 FU BM $PFMJBD EJTFBTF BOE
TDIJ[PQISFOJB QPQVMBUJPO CBTFE DBTF DPOUSPM
TUVEZ XJUI MJOLBHF PG EBOJTI OBUJPOBM SFHJT
UFST #.+ čČę Ǯǭǲǳ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǯǱ> #VTIBSB , 0 /FVSPMPHJD QSFTFOUBUJPO PG
DFMJBD EJTFBTF (BTUSPFOUFSPMPHZ ĊČę 4ǳǬǱ
	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǯǲ> 'FTTBUPV 4 ,PTUBLJ .  ,BSQBUIJPT 5
$PFMJBD EJTFBTF BOE BMPQFDJB BSFBUB JO DIJME
IPPE + 1BFEJBUS $IJME )FBMUI čĚ ǫǯǬǮ
	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǯǳ> .B ) FU BM 6TF PG GPVS CJPNBSLFST UP
FWBMVBUF UIF SJTL PG CSFBTU DBODFS TVCUZQFT JO
UIF XPNFOhT DPOUSBDFQUJWF BOE SFQSPEVDUJWF
FYQFSJFODFT TUVEZ $BODFS 3FT Ęĉ ǯǱǯǲǱ
	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǰǪ> 1MPWOJDL 3 . ɨF QSPHSFTTJPO PG FMFD
USPOJD IFBMUI SFDPSET BOE JNQMJDBUJPOT GPS
QTZDIJBUSZ "N + 1TZDIJBUSZ ĊėĘ ǮǳǲǯǪǪ
	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǰǫ> )FUUOF , . WBO .VMMJHFO & .
4DIVFNJF . + 4DIJKWFOBBST # +  ,PST
+ " 3FXSJUJOH BOE TVQQSFTTJOH VNMT UFSNT
GPS JNQSPWFE CJPNFEJDBM UFSN JEFOUJëDB
UJPO + #JPNFE 4FNBOUJDT Ċ ǯ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǰǬ> )JEBMHP $ " #MVNN / #BSBCÈTJ "-
 $ISJTUBLJT / " " EZOBNJD OFUXPSL BQ
QSPBDI GPS UIF TUVEZ PG IVNBO QIFOPUZQFT




<ǰǭ> )BNPTI " 4DPUU " ' "NCFSHFS + 4
#PDDIJOJ $ "  .D,VTJDL 7 " 0O
MJOF NFOEFMJBO JOIFSJUBODF JO NBO 	PNJN
 B
LOPXMFEHFCBTF PG IVNBO HFOFT BOE HFOFUJD
EJTPSEFST /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čč %ǯǫǮǱ
	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǰǮ> -BHF , FU BM %JTTFDUJOH TQBUJPUFNQPSBM
QSPUFJO OFUXPSLT ESJWJOH IVNBO IFBSU
EFWFMPQNFOU BOE SFMBUFE EJTPSEFST .PM




<ǰǯ> -BHF , FU BM " MBSHFTDBMF BOBMZTJT PG
UJTTVFTQFDJëD QBUIPMPHZ BOE HFOF FYQSFT
TJPO PG IVNBO EJTFBTF HFOFT BOE DPNQMFYFT




<ǰǰ> EF -VTJHOBO 4  WBO 8FFM $ ɨF
VTF PG SPVUJOFMZ DPMMFDUFE DPNQVUFS EBUB
GPS SFTFBSDI JO QSJNBSZ DBSF PQQPSUVOJ




<ǰǱ> ,FJN % 7JTVBM BOBMZUJDT 4DPQF BOE DIBM
MFOHFT 7JTVBM %BUB .JOJOH ǲFPSZ 5FDI
OJRVFT BOE 5PPMT GPS 7JTVBM "OBMZUJDT 4QSJOHFS
ǱǰǳǪ 	ǬǪǪǲ





<ǰǳ> "MJHOJOH UFNQPSBM EBUB CZ TFOUJOFM FWFOUT
EJTDPWFSJOH QBUUFSOT JO FMFDUSPOJD IFBMUI
SFDPSET 63- KWWSG[GRLRUJ

<ǱǪ> 8BOH 5 FU BM 5FNQPSBM TVNNBSJFT
4VQQPSUJOH UFNQPSBM DBUFHPSJDBM TFBSDI
JOH BHHSFHBUJPO BOE DPNQBSJTPO
*&&&JV CGĊĖ,−− 1056(2009).
<Ǳǫ> .VMUJNPEBM QSFTFOUBUJPO PG NFEJDBM IJTUPSJFT
<ǱǬ> ,/"7& ** UIF EFíOJUJPO BOE JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
PG BO JOUFMMJHFOU UPPM GPS WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE FY
QMPSBUJPO PG UJNFPSJFOUFE DMJOJDBM EBUB
<Ǳǭ> #VJ " " 5 "CFSMF % 3  ,BOHBSMPP
) 5JNFMJOF WJTVBMJ[JOH JOUFHSBUFE QBUJFOU
SFDPSET *&&& 5SBOT *OG 5FDIOPM #JPNFE ĊĊ
ǮǰǬǱǭ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǱǮ> ,PTBSB 3  .JLTDI 4 .FUBQIPST
PG NPWFNFOU B WJTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE VTFS
JOUFSGBDF GPS UJNFPSJFOUFE TLFMFUBM




FPG 5HWULHYH	GE 3XE0HG	GRSW 
&LWDWLRQ	OLVWBXLGV 
<Ǳǯ> 4IBIBS : .JLTDI 4  +PIOTPO 1
"O JOUFOUJPOCBTFE MBOHVBHF GPS SFQ
SFTFOUJOH DMJOJDBM HVJEFMJOFT 1SPD




FPG 5HWULHYH	GE 3XE0HG	GRSW 
&LWDWLRQ	OLVWBXLGV 
<Ǳǰ> $IVBI . (MZQIT GPS TPGUXBSF WJTVBMJ[B





<ǱǱ> "JHOFS 8  .JLTDI 4 $BSFWJT JOUFHSBUFE
WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG DPNQVUFSJ[FE QSPUPDPMT BOE
UFNQPSBM QBUJFOU EBUB "SUJG *OUFMM .FE čĘ
ǫǲ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<Ǳǲ> $BSF7JFX BOBMZ[JOH OVSTJOH OBSSBUJWFT GPS
UFNQPSBM USFOET
<Ǳǳ> 1PSUFU ' "VUPNBUJD HFOFSBUJPO PG UFY
UVBM TVNNBSJFT GSPN OFPOBUBM JOUFOTJWF DBSF
EBUB "SUJíDJBM *OUFMMJHFODF Ǳǲǳǲǫǰ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǲǪ> 7JTVBMJ[BUJPO PG QBUJFOU EBUB BU EJìFSFOU UFN
QPSBM HSBOVMBSJUJFT PO NPCJMF EFWJDFT
ǫǪǭ
#ùòüùÿ÷ĂñĀøĉ
<ǲǫ> #FSUJOJ &  -BMBOOF % 4VSWFZJOH UIF
DPNQMFNFOUBSZ SPMF PG BVUPNBUJD EBUB BOBM
ZTJT BOE WJTVBMJ[BUJPO JO LOPXMFEHF EJTDPW
FSZ 1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF "$. 4*(,%% 8PSL
TIPQ PO 7JTVBM "OBMZUJDT BOE ,OPXMFEHF %JT
DPWFSZ *OUFHSBUJOH "VUPNBUFE "OBMZTJT XJUI
*OUFSBDUJWF &YQMPSBUJPO ǫǬǬǪ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǲǬ> #PSL 1 FU BM 1SFEJDUJOH GVODUJPO GSPN
HFOFT UP HFOPNFT BOE CBDL + .PM #JPM Čęč
ǱǪǱǬǯ 	ǫǳǳǲ

<ǲǭ> 8V 9 +JBOH 3 ;IBOH . 2  -J 4
/FUXPSLCBTFE HMPCBM JOGFSFODF PG IVNBO
EJTFBTF HFOFT .PM 4ZTU #JPM ď ǫǲǳ 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǲǮ> 9V +  -J : %JTDPWFSJOH EJTFBTFHFOFT
CZ UPQPMPHJDBM GFBUVSFT JO IVNBO QSPUFJO
QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL #JPJOGPSNBUJDT
ČČ ǬǲǪǪǯ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǲǯ> 4UVNQG . 1 ) FU BM &TUJNBU
JOH UIF TJ[F PG UIF IVNBO JOUFSBDUPNF




<ǲǰ> 7FOLBUFTBO , FU BM "O FNQJSJDBM GSBNF
XPSL GPS CJOBSZ JOUFSBDUPNF NBQQJOH /BU




<ǲǱ> $VTJDL . & FU BM -JUFSBUVSFDVSBUFE QSP
UFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUBTFUT /BU .FUIPET ė ǭǳ
Ǯǰ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǲǲ> :V ) FU BM )JHIRVBMJUZ CJOBSZ QSPUFJO JO
UFSBDUJPO NBQ PG UIF ZFBTU JOUFSBDUPNF OFU
XPSL 4DJFODF 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǲǳ> $FPM " FU BM .JOU UIF NPMFDVMBS JOUFSBD
UJPO EBUBCBTF ǬǪǪǳ VQEBUF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čę %ǯǭǬǳ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǳǪ> #BEFS ( % #FUFM %  )PHVF $ 8 7
#JOE UIF CJPNPMFDVMBS JOUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL
EBUBCBTF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čĊ ǬǮǲǯǪ
	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǳǫ> #SFJULSFVU[ #+ FU BM ɨF CJPHSJE JOUFSBD
UJPO EBUBCBTF ǬǪǪǲ VQEBUF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čė %ǰǭǱǮǪ 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǳǬ> "SBOEB # FU BM ɨF JOUBDU NPMFDVMBS JOUFS
BDUJPO EBUBCBTF JO ǬǪǫǪ /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čę %ǯǬǯǭǫ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǳǭ> 9FOBSJPT * FU BM %JQ UIF EBUBCBTF PG JOUFS
BDUJOH QSPUFJOT /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT Čę Ǭǲǳ
ǳǫ 	ǬǪǪǪ

<ǳǮ> 1SBTBE 5 4 , FU BM )VNBO QSPUFJO SFG
FSFODF EBUBCBTFǬǪǪǳ VQEBUF /VDMFJD "DJET
3FT čĘ %ǱǰǱǱǬ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǳǯ> WPO .FSJOH $ FU BM $PNQBSBUJWF BT
TFTTNFOU PG MBSHFTDBMF EBUB TFUT PG QSPUFJO
QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT /BUVSF ďĊĘ ǭǳǳǮǪǭ
	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǳǰ> ,BOFIJTB . (PUP 4 'VSVNJDIJ .
5BOBCF .  )JSBLBXB . ,FHH GPS SFQSF
TFOUBUJPO BOE BOBMZTJT PG NPMFDVMBS OFUXPSLT
JOWPMWJOH EJTFBTFT BOE ESVHT /VDMFJD "DJET
3FT čę %ǭǯǯǰǪ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǳǱ> ,BOFIJTB . FU BM 'SPN HFOPNJDT UP DIFN
JDBM HFOPNJDT OFX EFWFMPQNFOUT JO LFHH
/VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čď %ǭǯǮǱ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǳǲ> ,BOFIJTB .  (PUP 4 ,FHH LZPUP FODZ
DMPQFEJB PG HFOFT BOE HFOPNFT /VDMFJD "DJET
3FT Čę ǬǱǭǪ 	ǬǪǪǪ

<ǳǳ> 3FNN . 4UPSN $ &  4POOIBNNFS
& - "VUPNBUJD DMVTUFSJOH PG PSUIPMPHT BOE
JOQBSBMPHT GSPN QBJSXJTF TQFDJFT DPNQBS
JTPOT + .PM #JPM čĊď ǫǪǮǫǯǬ 	ǬǪǪǫ

<ǫǪǪ> EF -JDIUFOCFSH 6 +FOTFO - + #SVOBL 4
 #PSL 1 %ZOBNJD DPNQMFY GPSNBUJPO





<ǫǪǫ> .BUUIFXT - FU BM 3FBDUPNF LOPXMFEHFCBTF
PG IVNBO CJPMPHJDBM QBUIXBZT BOE QSPDFTTFT
/VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čĘ %ǰǫǳǬǬ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǫǪǬ> $IBP & $  -JQLJO 4 . .PMFDVMBS
NPEFMT GPS UIF UJTTVF TQFDJëDJUZ PG EOB NJT
NBUDI SFQBJSEFëDJFOU DBSDJOPHFOFTJT /V
DMFJD "DJET 3FT čď ǲǮǪǯǬ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǪǭ> 7PHFMTUFJO # -BOF %  -FWJOF " + 4VSG
JOH UIF Qǯǭ OFUXPSL /BUVSF ďĉę ǭǪǱǫǪ
	ǬǪǪǪ

<ǫǪǮ> 8JOUFS & & (PPETUBEU -  1POUJOH
$ 1 &MFWBUFE SBUFT PG QSPUFJO TFDSFUJPO
FWPMVUJPO BOE EJTFBTF BNPOH UJTTVFTQFDJëD
HFOFT (FOPNF 3FT Ċď ǯǮǰǫ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǫǪǯ> #FZFS , FU BM *EFOUJëDBUJPO BOE DIBSBDUFSJ
[BUJPO PG B OFX BMQIBTZOVDMFJO JTPGPSN BOE
JUT SPMF JO MFXZ CPEZ EJTFBTFT /FVSPHFOFUJDT
	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǪǰ> ,JN , : ,FF . , $IPOH 4 " 
/BN . + (BMBOJO JT VQSFHVMBUFE JO
DPMPO BEFOPDBSDJOPNB $BODFS &QJEFNJPM
#JPNBSLFST 1SFW Ċė ǬǭǱǭǬǭǱǲ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǪǱ> #VUMBOE ( FU BM *OUFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL DPO
UBJOJOH DPOTFSWFE BOE FTTFOUJBM QSPUFJO DPN
QMFYFT JO FTDIFSJDIJB DPMJ /BUVSF ďčč ǯǭǫ
Ǳ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǫǪǲ> (BWJO " $ FU BM 1SPUFPNF TVSWFZ SFWFBMT
NPEVMBSJUZ PG UIF ZFBTU DFMM NBDIJOFSZ /B
UVSF ďďĉ ǰǭǫǰ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǪǳ> (BWJO " $ FU BM 'VODUJPOBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO
PG UIF ZFBTU QSPUFPNF CZ TZTUFNBUJD BOBMZTJT
PG QSPUFJO DPNQMFYFT /BUVSF ďĊĖ ǫǮǫǱ
	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǫǫǪ> )P : FU BM 4ZTUFNBUJD JEFOUJëDBUJPO PG QSP
UFJO DPNQMFYFT JO TBDDIBSPNZDFT DFSFWJTJBF
CZ NBTT TQFDUSPNFUSZ /BUVSF ďĊĖ ǫǲǪǭ
	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǫǫǫ> ,SPHBO / + FU BM (MPCBM MBOETDBQF PG QSP
UFJO DPNQMFYFT JO UIF ZFBTU TBDDIBSPNZDFT
DFSFWJTJBF /BUVSF ďďĉ ǰǭǱǮǭ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǫǬ> WBO %SJFM . " #SVHHFNBO + 7SJFOE
( #SVOOFS ) (  -FVOJTTFO +
" . " UFYUNJOJOH BOBMZTJT PG UIF





<ǫǫǭ> 4BGSBO . FU BM (FOFDBSET ǬǪǪǬ UPXBSET
B DPNQMFUF PCKFDUPSJFOUFE IVNBO HFOF
DPNQFOEJVN #JPJOGPSNBUJDT Ċę ǫǯǮǬǭ
	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǫǫǮ> 4UFM[M 6 FU BM " IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JO
UFSBDUJPO OFUXPSL B SFTPVSDF GPS BOOPUBUJOH
UIF QSPUFPNF $FMM ĊČČ ǳǯǱǰǲ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǫǫǯ> 4V " * FU BM " HFOF BUMBT PG UIF
NPVTF BOE IVNBO QSPUFJOFODPEJOH USBO
TDSJQUPNFT 1SPD /BUM "DBE 4DJ 6 4 " ĊĉĊ
ǰǪǰǬǱ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǫǫǰ> ,PSCFM + 0 FU BM 4ZTUFNBUJD BTTPDJBUJPO PG
HFOFT UP QIFOPUZQFT CZ HFOPNF BOE MJUFSB
UVSF NJOJOH 1-P4 #JPM č FǫǭǮ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǫǫǱ> &LMVOE " $  4[BMMBTJ ; $PSSFDUJPO PG
UFDIOJDBM CJBT JO DMJOJDBM NJDSPBSSBZ EBUB JN
QSPWFT DPODPSEBODF XJUI LOPXO CJPMPHJDBM
JOGPSNBUJPO (FOPNF #JPM Ě 3Ǭǰ 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǫǫǲ> 1PMBODP + $  ,PPQNBO 1 4SZ BOE UIF
IFTJUBOU CFHJOOJOHT PG NBMF EFWFMPQNFOU
%FW #JPM čĉČ ǫǭǬǮ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǫǳ> 1BUFM . FU BM 1SJNBUF EBYǫ TSZ
BOE TPYǳ FWPMVUJPOBSZ TUSBUJëDBUJPO PG TFY
EFUFSNJOBUJPO QBUIXBZ "N + )VN (FOFU
ėę ǬǱǯǲǪ 	ǬǪǪǫ

<ǫǬǪ> 1BSL 4 : 5POH .  +BNFTPO + - %JT
UJODU SPMFT GPS TUFSPJEPHFOJD GBDUPS ǫ BOE
EFTFSU IFEHFIPH QBUIXBZT JO GFUBM BOE BEVMU





<ǫǬǫ> 1BSLFS , - ɨF SPMFT PG TUFSPJEPHFOJD GBD
UPS ǫ JO FOEPDSJOF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE GVOD
UJPO .PM $FMM &OEPDSJOPM Ċďĉ ǯǳǰǭ
	ǫǳǳǲ

<ǫǬǬ> 4XBJO " /BSWBF[ 7 #VSHPZOF 1
$BNFSJOP (  -PWFMM#BEHF 3 %BYǫ BO
UBHPOJ[FT TSZ BDUJPO JO NBNNBMJBO TFY EFUFS
NJOBUJPO /BUVSF čĚĊ ǱǰǫǱ 	ǫǳǳǲ

<ǫǬǭ> 1PQ 3 ;BSBHP[B . 7 (BVEFUUF .
%PISNBOO 6  4DIFSFS ( " IPNP[Z
HPVT OPOTFOTF NVUBUJPO JO TPYǳ JO UIF EPN
JOBOU EJTPSEFS DBNQPNFMJD EZTQMBTJB B DBTF
PG NJUPUJD HFOF DPOWFSTJPO )VN(FOFU ĊĊĘ
Ǯǭǯǭ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǫǬǮ> .BD-BVHIMJO % 5  %POBIPF 1 , 4FY
EFUFSNJOBUJPO BOE EJêFSFOUJBUJPO / &OHM +
.FE čĖĉ ǭǰǱǱǲ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǫǬǯ> 4IFO 8 ) .PPSF $ $ *LFEB :
1BSLFS , -  *OHSBIBN ) " /VDMFBS
SFDFQUPS TUFSPJEPHFOJD GBDUPS ǫ SFHVMBUFT UIF
NVMMFSJBO JOIJCJUJOH TVCTUBODF HFOF B MJOL
UP UIF TFY EFUFSNJOBUJPO DBTDBEF $FMM ĘĘ
ǰǯǫǰǫ 	ǫǳǳǮ

<ǫǬǰ> .FFLT + + 8FJTT +  +BNFTPO + - %BYǫ
JT SFRVJSFE GPS UFTUJT EFUFSNJOBUJPO /BU
(FOFU čď ǭǬǭ 	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǫǬǱ> /PUBSOJDPMB $ .BMLJ 4 #FSUB 1 1PVMBU
'  #PJ[FU#POIPVSF # 5SBOTJFOU FYQSFT
TJPO PG TPYǳ QSPUFJO EVSJOH GPMMJDVMBS EFWFM
PQNFOU JO UIF BEVMU NPVTF PWBSZ (FOF &YQS
1BUUFSOT ė ǰǳǯǱǪǬ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǬǲ> #PVNB ( + 8BTICVSO - - "MCSFDIU
, )  &JDIFS & . $PSSFDU EPTBHF PG
GPHǬ BOE HBUBǮ USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST JT DSJUJ
DBM GPS GFUBM UFTUJT EFWFMPQNFOU JO NJDF 1SPD
/BUM "DBE 4DJ 6 4 " 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǬǳ> #JBTPO-BVCFS "  4DIPFOMF & + "Q
QBSFOUMZ OPSNBM PWBSJBO EJêFSFOUJBUJPO JO B
QSFQVCFSUBM HJSM XJUI USBOTDSJQUJPOBMMZ JOBD
UJWF TUFSPJEPHFOJD GBDUPS ǫ 	OSǯBǫTGǫ
 BOE
BESFOPDPSUJDBM JOTVïDJFODZ "N + )VN
(FOFU ėĘ ǫǯǰǭǲ 	ǬǪǪǪ

<ǫǭǪ> 4DIFQFST ( 8JMTPO . 8JMIFMN % 
,PPQNBO 1 4PYǲ JT FYQSFTTFE EVSJOH UFTUJT
EJêFSFOUJBUJPO JO NJDF BOE TZOFSHJ[FT XJUI
TGǫ UP BDUJWBUF UIF BNI QSPNPUFS JO WJUSP +
#JPM $IFN ČĘę ǬǲǫǪǫǲ 	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǫǭǫ> &XJOH 3 . FU BM -BSHFTDBMF NBQQJOH PG
IVNBO QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT CZ NBTT
TQFDUSPNFUSZ .PM 4ZTU #JPM č ǲǳ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǭǬ> (SJïO 5 + FU BM $PNQMFNFOUBSZ QSPëMJOH
PG HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BU UIF USBOTDSJQUPNF BOE
QSPUFPNF MFWFMT JO TBDDIBSPNZDFT DFSFWJTJBF
.PM $FMM 1SPUFPNJDT Ċ ǭǬǭǭǭ 	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǫǭǭ> 3PDI , ( - FU BM (MPCBM BOBMZTJT PG USBO
TDSJQU BOE QSPUFJO MFWFMT BDSPTT UIF QMBTNPE
JVN GBMDJQBSVN MJGF DZDMF (FOPNF 3FT Ċď
ǬǭǪǲǫǲ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǫǭǮ> .PPUIB 7 , FU BM *OUFHSBUFE BOBMZTJT
PG QSPUFJO DPNQPTJUJPO UJTTVF EJWFSTJUZ BOE
HFOF SFHVMBUJPO JO NPVTF NJUPDIPOESJB $FMM
ĊĊĖ ǰǬǳǮǪ 	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǫǭǯ> ,JTMJOHFS 5 FU BM (MPCBM TVSWFZ PG PS
HBO BOE PSHBOFMMF QSPUFJO FYQSFTTJPO JO
NPVTF DPNCJOFE QSPUFPNJD BOE USBOTDSJQ
UPNJD QSPëMJOH $FMM ĊČĖ ǫǱǭǲǰ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǭǰ> %BWJE 4 4 0h4IFB 7 -  ,VOEV 4
#BTFFYDJTJPO SFQBJS PG PYJEBUJWF EOB EBN
BHF /BUVSF ďďĘ ǳǮǫǯǪ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǭǱ> 'BMDL + .BJMBOE / 4ZMKVBTFO 3 (
#BSUFL +  -VLBT + ɨF BUNDILǬDEDǬǯB
DIFDLQPJOU QBUIXBZ HVBSET BHBJOTU SBEJPSF
TJTUBOU EOB TZOUIFTJT /BUVSF ďĊĉ ǲǮǬǱ
	ǬǪǪǫ

<ǫǭǲ> 1FUSPDDB ' FU BM "MUFSBUJPOT PG UIF UV
NPS TVQQSFTTPS HFOF BSMUTǫ JO PWBSJBO DBODFS




<ǫǭǳ> 4JOHI 4 , FU BM *EFOUJëDBUJPO PG IVNBO
CSBJO UVNPVS JOJUJBUJOH DFMMT /BUVSF ďčČ
ǭǳǰǮǪǫ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǫǮǪ> )VNJOJFDLJ - -MPZE " 5  8PMGF
, ) $POHSVFODF PG UJTTVF FYQSFTTJPO QSP
ëMFT GSPN HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BUMBT TBHFNBQ BOE
UJTTVFJOGP EBUBCBTFT #.$ (FOPNJDT ď ǭǫ
	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǫǮǫ> +BDLTPO % " 4PNFST , .  )BSWFZ
) ) 4JNJMBSJUZ NFBTVSFT .FBTVSFT PG DP
PDDVSSFODF BOE BTTPDJBUJPO PS TJNQMZ NFB
TVSFT PG DPPDDVSSFODF ǲF "NFSJDBO /BUV
SBMJTU Ċčč ǮǭǰǮǯǭ 	ǫǳǲǳ

<ǫǮǬ> 0DIJBJ " ;PPHFPHSBQIJD TUVEJFT PO UIF
TPMFPJE ëTIFT GPVOE JO KBQBO BOE JUT OFJHI
CPVSJOH SFHJPOT #VMM +QO 4PD 4DJ 'JTI ČČ
ǯǬǰǯǭǪ 	ǫǳǯǱ

<ǫǮǭ> 6EPI &  3IPBEFT + .JOJOH EPDVNFOUT
JO B TNBMM FOUFSQSJTF VTJOH XPSETUBU ǮǳǪ
ǮǳǮ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǮǮ> 8BMTI 5 FU BM 3BSF TUSVDUVSBM WBSJBOUT EJT
SVQU NVMUJQMF HFOFT JO OFVSPEFWFMPQNFOUBM
QBUIXBZT JO TDIJ[PQISFOJB 4DJFODF 	/FX
:PSL /:
 čČĉ ǯǭǳǯǮǭ 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǫǮǯ> #SVOFBV # ɨF EFWFMPQNFOUBM HFOFUJDT PG





<ǫǮǰ> $IJFO , %PNJBO *  1BSLFS , $BSEJP
HFOFTJT BOE UIF DPNQMFY CJPMPHZ PG SFHFOFS
BUJWF DBSEJPWBTDVMBS NFEJDJOF 4DJFODF 	/FX
:PSL /:
 čČČ ǫǮǳǮǫǮǳǱ 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǫǮǱ> 0MTPO & " EFDBEF PG EJTDPWFSJFT JO





<ǫǮǲ> 4SJWBTUBWB % .BLJOH PS CSFBLJOH UIF
IFBSU GSPN MJOFBHF EFUFSNJOBUJPO UP





<ǫǮǳ> 'JTINBO .  0MTPO & 1BSTJOH
UIF IFBSU HFOFUJD NPEVMFT GPS PSHBO






<ǫǯǪ> #BTTPO $ FU BM .VUBUJPOT JO IVNBO UCYǯ
<MTRC>DPSSFDUFE<STRC> DBVTF MJNC BOE DBSEJBD
NBMGPSNBUJPO JO IPMUPSBN TZOESPNF /BU




<ǫǯǫ> #FOTPO % FU BM .VUBUJPOT JO UIF DBSEJBD
USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS OLYǬǯ BêFDU EJWFSTF
DBSEJBD EFWFMPQNFOUBM QBUIXBZT + $MJO *O




<ǫǯǬ> (BSH 7 FU BM (BUBǮ NVUBUJPOT DBVTF IV
NBO DPOHFOJUBM IFBSU EFGFDUT BOE SFWFBM BO





<ǫǯǭ> (BVEFU + .VUUVNV 4 )PSOFS .
 .BOHP 4 8IPMFHFOPNF BOBMZ
TJT PG UFNQPSBM HFOF FYQSFTTJPO EVSJOH





<ǫǯǮ> (BVEFU +  .BOHP 4 3FHVMBUJPO PG
PSHBOPHFOFTJT CZ UIF DBFOPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT






<ǫǯǯ> ,PSOCFSH 5  5BCBUB 5 4FHNFO
UBUJPO PG UIF ESPTPQIJMB FNCSZP $VSS






<ǫǯǰ> 1PVSRVJF 0 ɨF TFHNFOUBUJPO DMPDL DPO
WFSUJOH FNCSZPOJD UJNF JOUP TQBUJBM QBU




<ǫǯǱ> 4DIPUU + FU BM $POHFOJUBM IFBSU EJTFBTF
DBVTFE CZ NVUBUJPOT JO UIF USBOTDSJQUJPO GBD




<ǫǯǲ> 8FBUIFSCFF 4 )BMEFS ( ,JN + )VE
TPO "  $BSSPMM 4 6MUSBCJUIPSBY SFHVMBUFT
HFOFT BU TFWFSBM MFWFMT PG UIF XJOHQBUUFSOJOH
IJFSBSDIZ UP TIBQF UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG





<ǫǯǳ> #VMU $ &QQJH + ,BEJO + 3JDIBSE
TPO +  #MBLF + ɨF NPVTF HFOPNF
EBUBCBTF 	NHE
 NPVTF CJPMPHZ BOE





<ǫǰǪ> 0h#SJFO , 3FNN .  4POOIBN
NFS & *OQBSBOPJE B DPNQSFIFOTJWF
EBUBCBTF PG FVLBSZPUJD PSUIPMPHT /VDMFJD




<ǫǰǫ> $IFO ' .BDLFZ " 7FSNVOU + 
3PPT % "TTFTTJOH QFSGPSNBODF PG PS
UIPMPHZ EFUFDUJPO TUSBUFHJFT BQQMJFE UP





<ǫǰǬ> )VMTFO 5 )VZOFO . EF 7MJFH +
 (SPFOFO 1 #FODINBSLJOH PSUIPMPH
JEFOUJëDBUJPO NFUIPET VTJOH GVODUJPOBM HF





<ǫǰǭ> .BEVSP .  3PUINBO + .BLJOH XPSN
HVUT UIF HFOF SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSL PG UIF





<ǫǰǮ> (SFHP#FTTB + FU BM /PUDI TJHOBM
JOH JT FTTFOUJBM GPS WFOUSJDVMBS DIBNCFS





<ǫǰǯ> 8BHOFS ( 1BWMJDFW .  $IFWFSVE
+ ɨF SPBE UP NPEVMBSJUZ /BU 3FW




<ǫǰǰ> (BSH 7 FU BM .VUBUJPOT JO OPUDIǫ DBVTF





<ǫǰǱ> .PPSNBO "  $ISJTUPêFMT 7 $BSEJBD
DIBNCFS GPSNBUJPO EFWFMPQNFOU HFOFT
BOE FWPMVUJPO 1IZTJPM 3FW ęč ǫǬǰǱ 	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǫǰǲ> 0MTPO & (FOF SFHVMBUPSZ OFUXPSLT
JO UIF FWPMVUJPO BOE EFWFMPQNFOU PG







<ǫǰǳ> ,BTIUBO /  "MPO 6 4QPOUBOFPVT
FWPMVUJPO PG NPEVMBSJUZ BOE OFUXPSL





<ǫǱǪ> -JQTPO ) 1PMMBDL +  4VI / 0O UIF
PSJHJO PG NPEVMBS WBSJBUJPO &WPMVUJPO Ėė
ǫǯǮǳǫǯǯǰ 	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǫǱǫ> 4BUPV :  4BUPI / (FOF SFHVMBUPSZ
OFUXPSLT GPS UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE FWP





<ǫǱǬ> ,JN 4 FU BM " HFOF FYQSFTTJPO NBQ GPS
DBFOPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT 4DJFODF 	/FX :PSL
/:
 ČĚč ǬǪǲǱǬǪǳǬ 	ǬǪǪǫ

<ǫǱǭ> 4LFBUI +  ɨPS 4 (FOFUJD DPO
USPM PG ESPTPQIJMB OFSWF DPSE EFWFMPQ






<ǫǱǮ> #FSHTUSPN % FU BM 1SPNPUFSTQFDJëD
SFHVMBUJPO PG NZPE CJOEJOH BOE TJH
OBM USBOTEVDUJPO DPPQFSBUF UP QBUUFSO






<ǫǱǯ> #FSHIPMEU 3 FU BM *OUFHSBUJWF BOBM
ZTJT GPS ëOEJOH HFOFT BOE OFUXPSLT
JOWPMWFE JO EJBCFUFT BOE PUIFS DPNQMFY





<ǫǱǰ> %h)FSUPH 8 FU BM 1SPUFPNJDT BOBM
ZTJT PG DZUPLJOFJOEVDFE EZTGVODUJPO
BOE EFBUI JO JOTVMJOQSPEVDJOH JOTǫF
DFMMT OFX JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF QBUIXBZT





<ǫǱǱ> -BOH + FU BM " DPNQBSJTPO PG SOB BN
QMJëDBUJPO UFDIOJRVFT BU TVCOBOPHSBN





<ǫǱǲ> ,JN + FU BM 1PMPOZ NVMUJQMFY BOBMZTJT PG
HFOF FYQSFTTJPO 	QNBHF
 JO NPVTF IZQFS
USPQIJD DBSEJPNZPQBUIZ 4DJFODF čĊė ǫǮǲǮ
	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǱǳ> &EXBSET 5 .  .ZFST + 1 &O
WJSPONFOUBM FYQPTVSFT BOE HFOF SFH
VMBUJPO JO EJTFBTF FUJPMPHZ $JFO






<ǫǲǪ> 0MEFO ,  8JMTPO 4 &OWJSPONFO
UBM IFBMUI BOE HFOPNJDT WJTJPOT BOE JN




<ǫǲǫ> %BWJT " 1 FU BM $PNQBSBUJWF UPY
JDPHFOPNJDT EBUBCBTF B LOPXMFEHF
CBTF BOE EJTDPWFSZ UPPM GPS DIFNJDBM
HFOFEJTFBTF OFUXPSLT /VDMFJD "DJET







<ǫǲǬ> $PPQFS 3 4 (FOFFOWJSPONFOU JOUFS
BDUJPOT BOE UIF FUJPMPHZ PG DPNNPO DPN
QMFY EJTFBTF "OO *OUFSO .FE ĊčĚ ǮǭǱǮǪ
	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǫǲǭ> ,FJTFS . + FU BM 1SFEJDUJOH OFX NPMFDVMBS





<ǫǲǮ> $BNQJMMPT . ,VIO . (BWJO "$
+FOTFO - +  #PSL 1 %SVH UBSHFU
JEFOUJëDBUJPO VTJOH TJEFFêFDU TJNJMBS




<ǫǲǯ> 1IJMMJQT %  "SMU 7 (FOPUPYJDJUZ EBN
BHF UP EOB BOE JUT DPOTFRVFODFT &94 ĚĚ
	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǫǲǰ> )PQLJOT " /FUXPSL QIBSNBDPMPHZ /BU
#JPUFDIOPM ČĖ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǲǱ> 1BPMJOJ ( 4IBQMBOE 3 WBO )PPSO 8
.BTPO +  )PQLJOT " (MPCBM NBQQJOH
PG QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM TQBDF /BU #JPUIFDIOPM
Čď 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǲǲ> :JMEJSJN . " (PI ,* $VTJDL
. & #BSBCÈTJ "-  7JEBM .





<ǫǲǳ> ,FJUI $ #PSJTZ "  4UPDLXFMM # .VMUJ
DPNQPOFOU UIFSBQFVUJDT GPS OFUXPSLFE TZT
UFNT /BU 3FW %SVH %JTDPWFSZ ď 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǫǳǪ> ,FJTFS . 3PUI # "SNCSVTUFS # &SOT
CFSHFS 1  *SXJO + 3FMBUJOH QSPUFJO QIBS
NBDPMPHZ CZ UIFJS MJHBOE DIFNJTUSZ /BU
#JPUFDIOPM ČĖ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǳǫ> .PSQIZ 3  3BOLPWJD ; 'SBHNFOUT
OFUXPSL CJPMPHZ BOE EFTJHOJOH NVMUJQMF MJH
BOET %SVH %JTDPW 5PEBZ ĊČ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǳǬ> -BNC + $SBXGPSE & 1FDL % .PEFMM
+  #MBU * ɨF DPOOFDUJWJUZ NBQ VTJOH
HFOFFYQSFTTJPO TJHOBUVSFT UP DPOOFDU TNBMM
NPMFDVMFT HFOFT BOE EJTFBTF 4DJFODF čĊč
	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǫǳǭ> 8JMMJBNT%FWBOF $ 8PMG .  3JDIBSE
" 5PXBSE B QVCMJD UPYJDPHFOPNJDT DBQBCJM
JUZ GPS TVQQPSUJOH QSFEJDUJWF UPYJDPMPHZ TVS
WFZ PG DVSSFOU SFTPVSDFT BOE DIFNJDBM JOEFY
JOH PG FYQFSJNFOUT JO HFP BOE BSSBZFYQSFTT
5PYJDPM 4DJ ĊĉĚ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǫǳǮ> :BOH - .JMVUJOPWJD 1 #SPTOBO 3
&HFS &  4POOFS + ɨF QMBTUJDJ[
FST EJ	ǬFUIZMIFYZM
QIUIBMBUF NPEVMBUFT
HBNNBBNJOPCVUZSJD BDJE UZQF B BOE
HMZDJOF SFDFQUPS GVODUJPO "OFTUI "OBMH ĊĉĖ
	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǫǳǯ> 8JTIBSU % ,OPY $ (VP " $IFOH %
 4ISJWBTUBWB 4 %SVHCBOL B LOPXMFEHF
CBTF GPS ESVHT ESVH BDUJPOT BOE ESVH UBSHFUT
/VDMFJD "DJET 3FT %BUBCBTF JTTVF 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǫǳǰ> -JQJOTLJ $ -PNCBSEP ' %PNJOZ # 
'FFOFZ 1 &YQFSJNFOUBM BOE DPNQVUBUJPOBM
BQQSPBDIFT UP FTUJNBUF TPMVCJMJUZ BOE QFSNF
BCJMJUZ JO ESVH EJTDPWFSZ BOE EFWFMPQNFOU
TFUUJOHT "EW %SVH %FMJW 3FW ďė 	ǬǪǪǫ

<ǫǳǱ> 7FCFS % +PIOTPO 4 $IFO H ) 4NJUI
#  8BSE , .PMFDVMBS QSPQFSUJFT UIBU JO
ìVFODF UIF PSBM CJPBWBJMBCJMJUZ PG ESVH DBO
EJEBUFT + .FE $IFN ďĖ 	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǫǳǲ> "TICVSOFS . (FOF POUPMPHZ UPPM GPS UIF
VOJëDBUJPO PG CJPMPHZ ǲF (FOF 0OUPMPHZ
$POTPSUJVN /BUVSF (FOFU ČĖ 	ǬǪǪǪ

<ǫǳǳ> #BEFS (  )PHVF $ "O BVUPNBUFE
NFUIPE GPS ëOEJOH NPMFDVMBS DPNQMFYFT JO





<ǬǪǪ> WBO %POHFO 4 " DMVTUFS BMHPSJUIN GPS
HSBQIT UFDIOJDBM SFQPSU JOTSǪǪǫǪ WFSTJPO
ďččĚ /BUJPOBM 3FTFBSDI *OTUJUVUF GPS .BUIF




<ǬǪǫ> #SPIÏF 4  WBO )FMEFO + &WBMVBUJPO PG
DMVTUFSJOH BMHPSJUINT GPS QSPUFJOQSPUFJO JO
UFSBDUJPO OFUXPSLT #.$ #JPJOGPSNBUJDT Ę
	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǬǪǬ> 7MBTCMPN +  8PEBL 4 .BSLPW DMVTUFS
JOH WFSTVT BïOJUZ QSPQBHBUJPO GPS UIF QBSUJ
UJPOJOH PG QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO HSBQIT #.$
#JPJOGPSNBUJDT Ċĉ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǬǪǭ> 3FCIBO . $IBMJGB$BTQJ 7 1SJMVTLZ +
 -BODFU % (FOFDBSET JOUFHSBUJOH JO
GPSNBUJPO BCPVU HFOFT QSPUFJOT BOE EJTFBTFT
5SFOET JO (FOFUJDT Ċč 	ǫǳǳǱ

<ǬǪǮ> 4BMFIJ ' 5VSOFS . 1IJMMJQT , 8JHMF
%  ,SFXTLJ % 3FWJFX PG UIF FUJPM
PHZ PG CSFBTU DBODFS XJUI TQFDJBM BUUFOUJPO UP
PSHBOPDIMPSJOFT BT QPUFOUJBM FOEPDSJOF EJT
SVQUPST + 5PYJDPM &OWJSPO )FBMUI # $SJU
3FW ĊĊ 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǬǪǯ> (FJFS % 4  (FJFS . " SFWJFX PG
UIJNFSPTBM 	NFSUIJPMBUF
 BOE JUT FUIZMNFS
DVSZ CSFBLEPXO QSPEVDU TQFDJëD IJTUPSJDBM
DPOTJEFSBUJPOT SFHBSEJOH TBGFUZ BOE FêFDUJWF
OFTT + 5PYJDPM &OW )FBMUI Ċĉ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǬǪǰ> 8FTUQIBM ( "THBSJ 4 4DIVM[ 5 #àOHFS
+  .àMMFS . ɨJNFSPTBM JOEVDFT NJ
DSPOVDMFJ JO UIF DZUPDIBMBTJO C CMPDL NJ
DSPOVDMFVT UFTU XJUI IVNBO MZNQIPDZUFT
"SDI 5PYJDPM ĘĘ 	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǬǪǱ> ,VQFS $ 4UJFSVN 3 #PPSTNB " 4DIJKG
.  1SJOTFO . ɨF DPOUBDU BMMFSHFO EJOJ
USPDIMPSPCFO[FOF 	EODC
 BOE SFTQJSBUPSZ BM
MFSHZ JO UIF UIǬQSPOF CSPXO OPSXBZ SBU
5PYJDPMPHZ Čďė 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǬǪǲ> 4BOJ ) 3BINBU " *TNBJM . 3PTMJ 3
 &OESJOJ 4 1PUFOUJBM BOUJDBODFS FêFDU PG
SFE TQJOBDI 	BNBSBOUIVT HBOHFUJDVT
 FYUSBDU
"TJB 1BD + $MJO /VUS Ċč 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǪǳ> #MPDL ( 1BUUFSTPO #  4VCBS " 'SVJU
WFHFUBCMFT BOE DBODFS QSFWFOUJPO B SFWJFX PG
UIF FQJEFNJPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF /VUS $BODFS
Ċę 	ǫǳǳǬ

<ǬǫǪ> ,SJOTLZ /  +PIOTPO & $BSPUFOPJE BD
UJPOT BOE UIFJS SFMBUJPO UP IFBMUI BOE EJTFBTF
.PM "TQFDUT .FE Čė 	ǬǪǪǯ

<Ǭǫǫ> 1FUFST 6 4FSVN MZDPQFOF PUIFS DBSPUFOPJET
BOE QSPTUBUF DBODFS SJTL B OFTUFE DBTF
DPOUSPM TUVEZ JO UIF QSPTUBUF MVOH DPMPSFDUBM
BOE PWBSJBO DBODFS TDSSFOJOH USJBM $BODFS
&QJEFNJPM #JPNBSLFST 1SFW Ċė 	ǫǳǳǱ

<ǬǫǬ> 5POJPMP 1 WBO ,BQQFM " "LINFE
LIBOPW " 'FSSBSJ 1  ,BUP * 4FSVN
DBSPUFOPJET BOE CSFBTU DBODFS "N + &QJ
EFNJPM ĊĖč 	ǬǪǪǫ

<Ǭǫǭ> .BSUJOBTTP ( .BHHJPSB . 5SPNCFUUB
" "OHFMB $  .V[JP ( &êFUDT PG
EJ	ǬFUIZMIFYZM
 QIUIBMBUF B XJEFMZ VTFE QFS
PYJTPNF QSPMJGFSBUPS BOE QMBTUJDJ[FST PO DFMM
HSPXUI JO UIF IVNBO LFSBUJOPDZUF DFMM MJOF
ODUD ǬǯǮǮ + 5PYJDPM &OW )FBMUI ėĚ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǬǫǮ> -BUJOJ ( 1PUFOUJBM IB[BSET PG FYQPTVSF UP
EJǬFUIZMIFYZM QIUIBMBUF JO CBCJFT B SFWJFX
#JPM /FPOBUF Ęę 	ǬǪǪǪ

<Ǭǫǯ> ,JN ) *TIJ[VLB . ,B[VTBLB "  'V
KJUB 4 "MUFSBUJPOT PG BDUJWJUJFT PG DZUPTPMJD
QIPTQIPMJQBTF BǬ BOE BSBDIJEPOJD BDJE NF
UBCPMJ[JOH FO[ZNFT JO EJ	ǬFUIZMIFYZM
 QI
UIBMBUF JOEVDFE UFTUJDVMBS BUSPQIZ + 7FU
.FE 4DJ ėė 	ǬǪǪǮ

<Ǭǫǰ> 5VSBO / 8BSJOH 3  3BNTEFO % ɨF
FêFDU PG QMBTUJDJTFST PO TVMQIBUF TVQQMZ FO




<ǬǫǱ> )PSJVDIJ : /BLBZBNB + *TIJHVSP )
0IUTVLJ 5  %FUFSB8BEMFJHI 4 1PTTJCMF
BTTPDJBUJPO CFUXFFO B IBQMPUZQF PG UIF HBCB
B SFDFQUPS BMQIB ǫ TVCVOJU HFOF 	HBCSBǫ
 BOE
NPPE EJTPSEFST #JPM 1TZDIJBUSZ ĖĖ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<Ǭǫǲ> .PPO # " TJOHMF BENJOJTUSBUJPO PG
Ǭ BOEǭ BOEǱ BOEǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQ
EJPYJO UIBU QSPEVDFT SFEVDFE GPPE BOE XB
UFS JOUBLF JOEVDFT MPOHMBTUJOH FYQSFTTJPO
PG DPSUJDPUSPQJOSFMFBTJOH GBDUPS BSHJOJOF WB
TPQSFTTJO BOE QSPPQJPNFMBOPDPSUJO JO SBU
CSBJO 5PYJDPM "QQM 1IBSNBDPM Ččč 	ǬǪǪǲ

<Ǭǫǳ> -FHBSF . )BOOFNBO 8 #BSIPVNJ
3 #VSHIBSEU 3  5JêBOZ$BTUPHMJPOJ
& Ǭ BOEǭ BOEǱ BOEǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[P
QEJPYJO BMUFST IJQQPDBNQBM BTUSPHMJB
OFVSPOBM HBQ KVODUJPOBM DPNNVOJDBUJPO
/FVSPUPYJDPMPHZ Ėď 	ǬǪǪǪ

<ǬǬǪ> /BZZBS 5 ;BXJB /  )PPE %
5SBOTQMBDFOUBM FêFDUT PG Ǭ BOEǭ BOEǱ
BOEǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQEJPYJO PO UIF
UFNQPSBM NPEVMBUJPO PG TQǫ EOB CJOEJOH
JO UIF EFWFMPQJOH DFSFCSBM DPSUFY BOE
DFSFCFMMVN &YQ 5PYJDPM 1BUIPM Ėč 	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǬǬǫ> ,BLFZBNB . 4POF ) .JZBCBSB : 
5PIZBNB $ 1FSJOBUBM FYQPTVSF UP Ǭ BOEǭ
BOEǱ BOEǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQEJPYJO BM
UFST BDUJWJUZEFQFOEFOU FYQSFTTJPO PG CEOG
NSOB JO UIF OFPDPSUFY BOE NBMF SBU TFYVBM
CFIBWJPS JO BEVMUIPPE /FVSPUPYJDPMPHZ Čď
	ǬǪǪǭ

<ǬǬǬ> ,JN 4  :BOH + /FVSPUPYJD FêFDUT
PG Ǭ BOEǭ BOEǱ BOEǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQ
EJPYJO JO DFSFCFMMBS HSBOVMF DFMMT &YQ .PM
.FE čĘ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǬǬǭ> #PWFSIPG % #VSHPPO - 5BTIJSP $
4IBSSBUU #  $IJUUJN # $PNQBSBUJWF
UPYJDPHFOPNJDT BOBMZTJT PG UIF IFQBUPUPYJD
FêFDUT PG UDEE JO TQSBHVF EBXMFZ SBUT BOE
DǯǱCMǰ NJDF 5PYJDPM 4DJ Ěď 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǬǬǮ> 'MFUDIFS / 8BIMTUSÚN % -VOECFSH 3
/JMTTPO $  /JMTTPO , Ǭ BOEǭ BOEǱ
BOEǲUFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQEJPYJO 	UDEE
 BM
UFST UIF NSOB FYQSFTTJPO PG DSJUJDBM HFOFT
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DIPMFTUFSPM NFUBCPMJTN CJMF
BDJE CJPTZOUIFTJT BOE CJMF USBOTQPSU JO SBU
MJWFS B NJDSPBSSBZ TUVEZ 5PYJDPM "QQM 1IBS
NBDPM ČĉĘ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǬǬǯ> 7PM[ % #FODJD % )JOUPO % -BX
+  ,VMMNBO 4 Ǭ BOEǭ BOEǱ BOEǲ
UFUSBDIMPSPEJCFO[PQEJPYJO 	UDEE
 JOEVDFT
PSHBO TQFDJëD EJêFSFOUJBM HFOF FYQSFTTJPO JO
NBMF KBQBOFTF NFEBLB 	PSZ[JBT MBUJQFT
 5PY
JDPM 4DJ ęĖ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǬǬǰ> -BMXBOJ / 3FEEZ . 2VSFTIJ 4 
3FEEZ + %FWFMPQNFOU PG IFQBUPDFMMVMBS
DBSDJOPNBT BOE JODSFBTFE QFSPYJTPNBM GBUUZ




 JO UIF TFNJQVSJëFE EJFU $BS
DJOPHFOFTJT Č 	ǫǳǲǫ

<ǬǬǱ> 4VHB 5 )FQBUPDBSDJOPHFOFTJT CZ QFSPYJ
TPNF QSPMJGFSBUPST + 5PYJDPM 4DJ ČĚ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǬǲ> "NBDIFS % "EMFS 3 )FSBUI " 
5PXOTFOE 3 6TF PG QSPUFPNJD NFUIPET
UP JEFOUJGZ TFSVN CJPNBSLFST BTTPDJBUFE XJUI
SBU MJWFS UPYJDJUZ PS IZQFSUSPQIZ $MJO $IFN
ĖĊ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǬǬǳ> #BVFS % 8PMGSBN / ,BIM (  )JSTI
&SOTU , 5SBOTDSJQUJPOBM SFHVMBUJPO PG
DZQǬCǫ JOEVDUJPO JO QSJNBSZ SBU IFQBUPDZUF
DVMUVSFT SFQSFTTJPO CZ FQJEFSNBM HSPXUI
DIFNJDBM JT NFEJBUFE WJB B EJTUBM FOIBODFS SF
HJPO .PM 1IBSNBDP ėĖ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǭǪ> )FEFS " )JSTDI&SOTU , #BVFS %
,BIM (  %FTFM ) *OEVDUJPO PG DZ
UPDISPNF QǮǯǪ ǬCǫ CZ QZSFUISPJET JO QSJ





<Ǭǭǫ> &JM $  /JTVMB # ɨF CJOEJOH QSPQFSUJFT
PG QZSFUISPJET UP IVNBO TLJO ëCSPCMBTU BO
ESPHFO SFDFQUPST BOE UP TFY IPSNPOF CJOE
JOH HMPCVMJO + 4UFSPJE #JPDIFN čĖ 	ǫǳǳǪ

<ǬǭǬ> WPO .FSJOH $ +FOTFO - ,VIO . $IBG
GSPO 4  %PFSLT 5 4USJOH Ǳ SFDFOU EF
WFMPQNFOUT JO UIF JOUFHSBUJPO BOE QSFEJDUJPO
PG QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPOT /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čĖ
	ǬǪǪǱ

<Ǭǭǭ> 4UFJO - % )VNBO HFOPNF &OE PG UIF CF
HJOOJOH /BUVSF ďčĊ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǭǮ> 0QSFB 5  5SPQTIB " 5BSHFU DIFNJDBM
BOE CJPBDUJWJUZ EBUBCBTFT JOUFHSBUJPO JT LFZ
%SVH %JTDPW UPEBZ UFDIOPM č 	ǬǪǪǰ

<Ǭǭǯ> .FTUSFT + (SFHPSJ1VJHKBOÏ & 7BMWFSEF
4  4PMÏ 3 %BUB DPNQMFUFOFTT  UIF
BDIJMMFT IFFM PG ESVHUBSHFU OFUXPSLT /BU
#JPUFDIOPM Čė 	ǬǪǪǲ

<Ǭǭǰ> #JSOFZ & "OESFXT 5 #FWBO 1 $BD
DBNP .  $IFO : "O PWFSWJFX PG FO
TFNCM (FOPNF 3FT ĊďĖ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǭǱ> .FTUSFT + (SFHPSJ1VJHKBOF & 7BMWFSEF
4  4PMF 3 ɨF UPQPMPHZ PG ESVHUBSHFU JO
UFSBDUJPO OFUXPSLT JNQMJDJU EFQFOEFODF PO
ESVH QSPQFSUJFT BOE UBSHFU GBNJMJFT .PM
#JPTZTU Ė 	ǬǪǪǳ

<Ǭǭǲ> "OUPOFMMJ " FU BM $ZUPLJOFT 	JOUFSGFSPO
HBNNB BOE UVNPS OFDSPTJT GBDUPSBMQIB

JOEVDFE OVDMFBS GBDUPSLBQQBC BDUJWBUJPO
BOE DIFNPLJOF 	DYD NPUJG 
 MJHBOE ǫǪ SF
MFBTF JO HSBWFT EJTFBTF BOE PQIUIBMNPQBUIZ
BSF NPEVMBUFE CZ QJPHMJUB[POF .FUBCPMJTN
	ǬǪǫǪ

<Ǭǭǳ> 7B[ 3  ,MBCVOEF 5 "OUJUBSHFUT 1SFEJD
UJPO BOE QSFWFOUJPO PG ESVH TJEF FêFDUT *O
.FUIPET BOE 1SJODJQMFT JO .FEJDJOBM $IFN
JTUSZ8JMFZ7$) 	ǬǪǪǲ

<ǬǮǪ> #SPDDBUFMMJ ' $BSPTBUJ & $SVDJBOJ ( 
0QSFB 5 5SBOTQPSUFSNFEJBUFE FðVY JO
ìVFODFT DOT TJEF FêFDUT "CDCǫ GSPN BOUJ
UBSHFU UP UBSHFU .PM *OG ČĚ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǬǮǫ> 0MBI . FU BM 8PNCBU BOE XPNCBUQL
#JPBDUJWF EBUBCBTFT GPS MFBE BOE ESVH EJT
DPWFSZ *O $IFNJDBM #JPMPHZ 'SPN TNBMM
NPMFDVMFT UP TZTUFNT CJPMPHZ BOE ESVH EFTJHO
8JMFZ7$) 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǬǮǬ> 8FJMM /  3PHOBO % %FWFMPQNFOU BOE
WBMJEBUJPO PG B OPWFM QSPUFJOMJHBOE ëOHFS
QSJOU UP NJOF DIFNPHFOPNJD TQBDF BQQMJDB
UJPO UP HQSPUFJO DPVQMFE SFDFQUPST BOE UIFJS
MJHBOET + $IFN *OG .PEFM ďĚ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǬǮǭ> .FTUSFT + .BSUJO$PVDF - (SHPSJ
1VJHKBOF & $BTFT .  #PZFS 4 -JHBOE
CBTFE BQQSPBDI UP JO TJMJDP QIBSNBDPMPHZ
OVDMFBS SFDFQUPS QSPëMJOH + $IFN *OG
.PEFM ďė 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǬǮǮ> ,OJHIU ; -JO )  4IPLBU , 5BSHFUJOH
UIF DBODFS LJOPNF UISPVHI QPMZQIBSNBDPM
PHZ /BU 3FW $BODFS Ċĉ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǬǮǯ> (BSDJB4FSOB 3 6STV 0 0QSFB 5 
.FTUSFT + JQIBDF JOUFHSBUJWF OBWJHBUJPO
JO QIBSNBDPMPHJDBM TQBDF #JPJOGPSNBUJDT Čė
	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǬǮǰ> 8IFFMFS % FU BM %BUBCBTFT SFTPVSDFT PG UIF
OBUJPOBM DFOUFS GPS CJPUFDIOPMPHZ JOGPSNB
UJPO /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čĖ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǬǮǱ> EF .BUPT 1 FU BM $IFNJDBM FOUJUJFT PG CJP
MPHJDBM JOUFSFTU BO VQEBUF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čę 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǬǮǲ> #FSHFS 4  *ZFOHBS 3 /FUXPSL BOBMZTFT
JO TZTUFNT QIBSNBDPMPHZ #JPJOGPSNBUJDT ČĖ
	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǬǮǳ> 0QSFB 5 5SPQTIB " 'BVMPO +  3JO
UPVM . 4ZTUFNT DIFNJDBM CJPMPHZ /BU




<ǬǯǪ> $IFO # 8JME %  (VIB 3 1VCDIFN BT
B TPVSDF PG QPMZQIBSNBDPMPHZ + $IFN *OG
.PEFM ďĚ 	ǬǪǪǳ

<Ǭǯǫ> ,VIO . $BNQJMMPT . -FUVOJD *
+FOTFO -  #PSL 1 " TJEF FêFDU SFTPVSDF
UP DBQUVSF QIFOPUZQJD FêFDUT PG ESVHT .PM
4ZTU #JPM ė 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǬǯǬ> "VEPV[F , FU BM %FDJQIFSJOH EJTFBTFT BOE
CJPMPHJDBM UBSHFUT GPS FOWJSPONFOUBM DIFNJ
DBMT VTJOH UPYJDPHFOPNJDT OFUXPSLT 1-P4





<Ǭǯǭ> -JV 5 -JO : 8FO 9 +PSJTTFO 3 /
 (JMTPO . #JOEJOH EC B XFC
BDDFTTJCMF EBUBCBTF PG FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ EFUFS
NJOFE QSPUFJOMJHBOE CJOEJOH BïOJUJFT /V
DMFJD "DJET 3FT čĖ 	ǬǪǪǱ

<ǬǯǮ> 3PUI # -PQF[ & #FJTDIFM 4 8FTLBFN
QFS 3  &WBOT + 4DSFFOJOH UIF SFDFQ
UPSPNF UP EJTDPWFS UIF NPMFDVMBS UBSHFUT
GPS QMBOUEFSJWFE QTZDIPBDUJWF DPNQPVOET
B OPWFM BQQSPBDI GPS DOT ESVH EJTDPWFSZ
1IBSNBDPM 	ǬǪǪǮ

<Ǭǯǯ> 8JTIBSU % FU BM %SVHCBOL B DPNQSFIFO
TJWF SFTPVSDF GPS JO TJMJDP ESVH EJTDPWFSZ BOE
FYQMPSBUJPO /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čď 	ǬǪǪǰ

<Ǭǯǰ> )FXFUU . FU BM 1IBSNHLC ɨF QIBSNBDP
HFOFUJDT LOPXMFEHF CBTF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čĉ 	ǬǪǪǬ

<ǬǯǱ> ,VIO . FU BM 4UJUDI Ǭ BO JOUFSBDUJPO OFU
XPSL EBUBCBTF GPS TNBMM NPMFDVMFT BOE QSP
UFJOT /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT čę 	ǬǪǫǪ

<Ǭǯǲ> %VSBOU + -FMBOE # )FOSZ %  /PVSTF
+ 3FPQUJNJ[BUJPO PG NEM LFZT GPS VTF JO
ESVH EJTDPWFSZ + $IFN *OG $PNQVU 4DJ
ďČ 	ǬǪǪǬ

<Ǭǯǳ> #VTI # -  4IFSJEBO 3 1 1BUUZ B QSP
HSBNNBCMF BUPN UZQFS BOE MBOHVBHF GPS BV
UPNBUJD DMBTTJëDBUJPO PG BUPNT JO NPMFDVMBS
EBUBCBTFT + $IFN *OG $PNQVU 4DJ čč
	ǫǳǳǭ

<ǬǰǪ> $IFNJDBM $PNQVUJOH (SPVQ $ .PO
USFBM .PF 	WFSTJPO ǬǪǪǱǪǳ
 63- ZZZ
FKHPFRPSFRP
<Ǭǰǫ> 8JMMFU 1 4JNJMBSJUZCBTFE WJSUVBM TDSFFOJOH
VTJOH ǬE ëOHFSQSJOUT %SVH %JTDPW ǫǪǮǰ
ǫǪǯǭ 	ǬǪǪǰ

<ǬǰǬ> ;BO[POJ " FU BM .JOU B NPMFDVMBS JOUFSBD
UJPO EBUBCBTF '&#4 -FUU ĖĊč 	ǬǪǪǬ

<Ǭǰǭ> 4BMXJOTLJ - FU BM ɨF EBUBCBTF PG JOUFSBDU
JOH QSPUFJOT ǬǪǪǮ VQEBUF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čČ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǰǮ> .JTISB ( FU BM )VNBO QSPUFJO SFGFSFODF
EBUBCBTF  ǬǪǪǰ VQEBUF /VDMFJD "DJET 3FT
čď 	ǬǪǪǰ

<Ǭǰǯ> )FSNKBLPC ) FU BM *OUBDU BO PQFO TPVSDF
NPMFDVMBS JOUFSBDUJPO EBUBCBTF/VDMFJD "DJET
3FT čČ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<Ǭǰǰ> 1BHFM 1 FU BMɨF NJQT NBNNBMJBO QSPUFJO
QSPUFJO JOUFSBDUJPO EBUBCBTF #JPJOGPSNBUJDT
ČĊ 	ǬǪǪǯ

<ǬǰǱ> (VMEFOFS 6 FU BM .QBDU UIF NJQT QSPUFJO
JOUFSBDUJPO SFTPVSDF PO ZFBTU /VDMFJD "DJET
3FT čď 	ǬǪǪǰ

<Ǭǰǲ> +PTIJ5PQF ( FU BM 3FBDUPNF B LOPXM
FEHFCBTF PG CJPMPHJDBM QBUIXBZT /VDMFJD
"DJET 3FT čč 	ǬǪǪǯ

<Ǭǰǳ> $BNPO & FU BM ɨF HFOF POUPMPHZ BOOP
UBUJPO 	HPB
 EBUBCBTF TIBSJOH LOPXMFEHF JO
VOJQSPU XJUI HFOF POUPMPHZ /VDMFJD "DJET
3FT čČ %BUBCBTF JTTVF %ǬǰǬǰ 	ǬǪǪǮ

<ǬǱǪ> 1POUFO ' , +  6IMFO . ɨF IVNBO





<ǬǱǫ> $IFNBYPO .BSWJO WFSTJPO ǯǭ 63-
KWWSZZZFKHPD[RQFRP
<ǬǱǬ> 1BëMJT & FU BM 3FìFDU BVHNFOUFE CSPXT
JOH GPS UIF MJGF TDJFOUJTU /BU #JPUFDIOPM ČĘ
	ǬǪǪǳ

<ǬǱǭ> $IBNCB " FU BM 4MDǰBǮ FYQSFTTJPO
BOE BOUJQSPMJGFSBUJWF SFTQPOTFT UP TFSPUPOJO
USBOTQPSUFS MJHBOET DIMPNJQSBNJOF BOE ìV
PYFUJOF JO QSJNBSZ CDFMM NBMJHOBODJFT -FVL
3FT čď ǫǫǪǭǰ 	ǬǪǫǪ

<ǬǱǮ> )BMEFO 3 1MBTUJDT BOE IFBMUI SJTLT "OOV











ɨF EJDUJPOBSZ JT CBTFE PO UIF %BOJTI USBOTMBUJPO PG UIF 8)0 *OUFSOBUJPOBM $MBTTJëDBUJPO
PG %JTFBTFT 	*$%ǫǪ
 EPXOMPBEFE GSPN UIF %BOJTI OBUJPOBM CPBSE PG IFBMUI Ǭ/PW ǬǪǪǳ
*$%ǫǪ JT EJWJEFE JOUP ǬǬ DIBQUFST BOE IBT B IJFSBSDIJDBM TUSVDUVSF XJUI JODSFBTFE TQFDJ
ëDBUJPO PG UFSNT JO FBDI MPXFS MFWFM &BDI UFSN JT VOJRVFMZ NBUDIFE UP DPEF PG CFUXFFO ǭ
BOE ǯ DIBSBDUFST
ɨF DPSF PG UIF EJDUJPOBSZ DPOTJTUT PG BMM *$%ǫǪ UFSNT JO UIFJS PSJHJOBM GPSN JO 65'ǲ
GPSNBU BOE VQQFSDBTFE ɨJT JT B UPUBM PG ǬǬǬǰǫ VOJRVF UFSNT NBUDIFE ǫǫ XJUI BO *$%ǫǪ
DPEF *O BEEJUJPO UP UIJT B OVNCFS PG QFSNVUBUJPOT PG UIF DPSF UFSNT BSF DSFBUFE XJUI
FBDI DSFBUFE UFSN WBSJBOU QPJOUJOH UP UIF TBNF *$%ǫǪ DPEF BT UIF UFSN JU XBT EFSJWFE
GSPN ɨFTF QFSNVUBUJPOT BSF
ǫ $PNNB QFSNVUBUJPO .BOZ UFSNT DPOUBJO B DPNNB BOE JO B OVNCFS PG UIFTF UIF
UFSN TUSVDUVSF JT TVDI UIBU UIF UFSN NBJOUBJOT JUT DMJOJDBM NFBOJOH CZ TXBQQJOH UIF
SJHIU BOE MFGU TJEF PG UIF DPNNB PS CZ LFFQJOH POMZ XIBU JT PO UIF MFGU TJEF &YBNQMF
"ǪǰǪ ".#&%:4&/5&3* ",65 > "ǪǰǪ ",65 ".#&%:4&/5&3* BOE
"ǪǰǪ ".#&%:4&/5&3*
Ǭ "CCSFWJBUJPOT 5FSNT DPOUBJOJOH B OVNCFS PG TUBOEBSE BCCSFWJBUJPOT BSF BEEFE
JO B WFSTJPO XIFSF UIF BCCSFWJBUFE XPSE JT XSJUUFO JO GVMM &YBNQMF #ǪǬǳ )&3
1&4 ;045&3 6 ,0.1-*,"5*0/> #ǪǬǳ )&31&4 ;045&3 6%&/ ,0.
1-*,"5*0/
ǭ 1BSFOUIFTJT 4PNF UFSNT DPOUBJO B QBSFOUIFTJT XIJDI UZQJDBMMZ DPOUBJO TPNF
GVSUIFS TQFDJëDBUJPO PG UIF UFSN " WBSJBOU XJUI UIF QBSFOUIFTJT EFMFUFE JT
BEEFE UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ &YBNQMF "ǪǪ ,0-&3" '03¯34"(&5 "' 7*#3*0
$)0-&3"& 	,-"44*4, ,0-&3"
 > "ǪǪ ,0-&3" '03¯34"(&5 "' 7*#
3*0 $)0-&3"&
Ǯ 5ZQJDBM FYQSFTTJPOT 4FWFO UZQJDBM FYQSFTTJPOT VTFE BT TQFDJëFST JOEJDBUPST PG
DBVTBUJWF BHFOU PS UP FYQSFTT MBDL PG XFSF JEFOUJëFE JO NBOZ UFSNT "HBJO GPS PVS
ǫǫǳ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
QVSQPTFT UIJT JT UZQJDBMMZ OPU SFMFWBOU TP B WBSJBOU PG UIFTF UFSNT XJUI UIF FYQSFT
TJPO BOE XIBUFWFS GPMMPXT SFNPWFE JT BEEFE UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ &YBNQMF #Ǫǯǳ
.4-*/(&3 6%&/ 41&$*'*,"5*0/ > #Ǫǯǳ .4-*/(&3
ǯ *$%ǫǪ DPEFT BT UFSNT ɨF *$%ǫǪ DPEFT UIFNTFMWFT BSF BEEFE BT UFSNT GPS UIFJS
PXO DPEF
'JOBMMZ BMM TQFDJBM DIBSBDUFST BSF SFNPWFE GSPN UIF UFSNT 7BSJBOUT BSF DSFBUFE JO BO JUFS
BUJWF XBZ JO UIF PSEFS JOEJDBUFE BCPWF TVDI UIBU UZQF ǭ QFSNVUBUJPO BSF BMTP QFSGPSNFE
PO UIF WBSJBUJPOT BMSFBEZ DSFBUFE CZ UZQF ǫ BOE UZQF Ǭ QFSNVUBUJPOT 4PNF PG UIF QFSNVUB
UJPOT SFTVMU JO BEEJUJPO PG OPOTFOTF UFSNT UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ CVU UIF WFSZ GBDU UIBU UIFZ BSF
OPOTFOTF UFSNT NBLFT UIFN IBSNMFTT " NPSF TFSJPVT QSPCMFN JT DSFBUFE WBSJBOUT UIBU BSF
TFOTJCMF UFSNT CVU UIBU IBWF MPTU UIF BDUVBM DMJOJDBM NFBOJOH PG UIF PSJHJOBM UFSN &YBN
QMF 'Ǫǫǳ %&.&/4 7"4,6-3 6%&/ 41&$*'*,"5*0/ > 'Ǫǫǳ 7"4,6-3
6%&/ 41&$*'*,"5*0/ %&.&/4 > 'Ǫǫǳ 7"4,6-3 ɨF ëSTU QFSNVUBUJPO JT B
DPNNB QFSNVUBUJPO UIBU MFBET UP B OPOTFOTF UFSN XIJDI JO UIF OFYU QFSNVUBUJPO QSP
EVDFT B UFSN XJUI TJOHMF XPSE WBTLVMS 	WBTDVMBS
 QPJOUJOH UP 'Ǫǫǳ ɨJT JT B TJNQMF XPSE
XJUI OP EJBHOPTUJD PS TZNQUPNBUJD NFBOJOH CZ JUTFMG BOE DBO EFëOJUFMZ OPU CF TBJE UP CF B
TZOPOZN PG 'Ǫǫǳ ɨJT UZQF PG WBSJBOU JT UZQJDBMMZ WFSZ TIPSU TP BMM EJDUJPOBSZ UFSNT PG POF
BOE UXP XPSET IBWF CFFO NBOVBMMZ DVSBUFE GPS UIJT UZQF PG UFSNT ɨFZ BSF OPU BDUVBMMZ
EFMFUFE GSPN UIF EJDUJPOBSZ CVU BSF BEEFE UP B CMBDLMJTU
ɨF PCKFDUJWF PG EJDUJPOBSZ DPOTUSVDUJPO JT UP HFU BT NBOZ UFSNT 	TFOTJCMF
 BT QPTTJCMF
GPS FBDI *$%ǫǪ DPEFT &TTFOUJBMMZ UIFZ BSF TZOPOZNT PG UIF PSJHJOBM UFSN 4P UIF HPBM JT
UP DIBOHF UIF ǫǫ SFMBUJPOTIJQ PG *$%ǫǪ DPEF UP 5FSN JOUP B ǫNBOZ SFMBUJPOTIJQ ɨF
QFSNVUBUJPO QSPDFEVSF JOFWJUBCMZ SFTVMUT JO NBOZ TJUVBUJPOT XIFSF JEFOUJDBM UFSNT BSF DSF
BUFE UIBU QPJOU UP EJêFSFOU *$%ǫǪ DPEFT *O PSEFS UP ëY UIJT UIF DPNQMFUF EJDUJPOBSZ JT
QSPDFTTFE CBDL JOUP B ǫNBOZ TUSVDUVSF CZ FOGPSDJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH SVMFT XIFO UXP PS NPSF
JOTUBODFT PG UIF TBNF UFSN QPJOU UP EJêFSFOU *$%ǫǪ DPEFT
ǫ *G UIF UFSN JT BO PSJHJOBM QBSU PG *$%ǫǪ UIFO POMZ UIF WFSTJPO QPJOUJOH UP UIF
PSJHJOBM *$%ǫǪ DPEF JT LFQU JO UIF EJDUJPOBSZ &YBNQMF
%"ǭǱ ,*()045&
%"ǭǱǪ ,*()045& '03¯34"(&5 "' #03%&5&--" 1&35644*4 > %"ǭǱǪ
,*()045&
5XP DPEFT XJUI UIF TBNF UFSN CVU TJODF %"ǭǱ ,*()045& JT BO PSJHJOBM %"ǭǱǪ
,*()045& JT EFMFUFE
ǫ *G UIF JEFOUJDBM UFSNT BSF BMM WBSJBUJPOT SFTVMUJOH GSPN QFSNVUBUJPOT UIFO JU JT
DIFDLFE JG UIF *$%ǫǪ DPEFT CFDPNF JEFOUJDBM BU B IJHIFS MFWFM JO UIF IJFSBSDIZ
HPJOH UP B NBYJNVN PG MFWFM ǭ *G UIJT JT UIF DBTF POF DPQZ PG UIF UFSN JT LFQU BOE
TFU UP QPJOU UP UIJT *$%ǫǪ DPEF ɨFTF DPOUSJCVUJPOT UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ BSF DPVOUFE
BT NJYFE UZQFT *G OP DPNNPO *$%ǫǪ TUFN JT GPVOE BMM UIF WBSJBUJPOT BSF SFNPWFE
&YBNQMF
ǫǬǪ
"ǭǳǯ )+&35&4:(%0. '03¯34"(&5 "' .&/*/(0,0,,&3 > "ǭǳǯ
)+&35&4:(%0.
*ǯǫǲ )+&35&4:(%0. "/%3& %¯3-*(5 %&'*/&3&%& > *ǯǫǲ
)+&35&4:(%0.
*ǯǫǳ )+&35&4:(%0. 6%&/ 41&$*'*,"5*0/ > *ǯǫǳ )+&35&4:(%0.
1FSNVUBUJPOT DSFBUF ǭ 	BDUVBMMZ NPSF
 JEFOUJDBM UFSNT )+&35&4:(%0. QPJOUJOH UP
ǭ EJêFSFOU DPEFT *HOPSJOH UIF ëSTU UFSN UIF MBTU UXP TIBSF B ǭ DIBSBDUFST TUFN "ǯǫ UIBU
XPVME IBWF SFTVMUFE JO *ǯǫ )+&35&4:(%0. UP CF BEEFE UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ )PXFWFS
TJODF UIJT TUFN JT OPU TIBSFE XJUI UIF UPQ DBOEJEBUF "ǭǳǯ XIJDI QPJOUT UPP B XIPMF EJG
GFSFOU DIBQUFS UIF UFSN )+&35&4:(%0. JT OPU BEEFE UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ BU BMM
ǫ 	"DUVBMMZ UIF PSJHJOBM *$%ǫǪ DMBTTJëDBUJPO EPFT JO GBDU DPOUBJO B GFX DBTFT PG UIF
TBNF UFSN QPJOUJOH UP UXP EJêFSFOU DPEFT *O UIFTF JOTUBODFT POMZ UIF UFSN QPJOUJOH
UP UIF MPXFTU MFWFM JO UIF DMBTTJëDBUJPO JT LFQU

"T B ëOBM BEEJUJPO UP UIF EJDUJPOBSZ B OVNCFS PG UFSNT IBWF CFFO BEEFE NBOVBMMZ
ɨFTF BSF PCWJPVT WBSJBOUT PG GSFRVFOU EJTFBTFT NJTTJOH GSPN UIF EJDUJPOBSZ UIBU IBWF CFFO
EJTDPWFSFE EVSJOH UIF QSPDFTT PG XPSLJOH XJUI UIF EBUB PS WBSJBUJPOT XJUI DMJOJDBM TFOTF
UIBU QPJOU UP B XSPOH *$%ǫǪ DPEF ɨJT BDDPVOUT GPS BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǯǪ EJDUJPOBSZ FOUSJFT
ɨF ëOBM EJDUJPOBSZ DPOTJTUT PG ǯǭǮǯǬ UFSNT
&YUSBDUJOH *$%Ċĉ DPEFT GSPN QBUJFOU SFDPSET
ɨF DPSQVT XBT QBSTFE JO VOJUT PG UIF JOEJWJEVBM UFYU FOUSZ )JUT DPOTJTU JO B ǫǫ NBUDI
CFUXFFO DBOEJEBUF TUSJOHT JO UIF DPSQVT BOE UIF DPNQMFUF EJDUJPOBSZ "GUFS UPLFOJ[JOH UIF
UFYU B TUFQQJOH BMHPSJUIN JT VTFE UP NPWF UISPVHI UIF UPLFOT DSFBUJOH DBOEJEBUF TUSJOHT
GSPN FBDI UPLFO CZ KPJOJOH VQ UP UIF ǫǪ GPMMPXJOH UPLFOT
$BOEJEBUFT UIBU NBUDI B EJDUJPOBSZ UFSN BOE EP OPU NBUDI BOZ CMBDLMJTU UFSN BSF
UIFO DIFDLFE GPS OFHBUJPOT PS GBNJMZ NFOUJPO JO UIF QSFDFEJOH UPLFOT PG UIF DVS
SFOU TFOUFODF 8F DPOTJEFS UIF OFHBUJPOT |BMESJHh |JOHFOh |JOUFUh  |VEFOh 	|/FWFSh
|/POFhh/Phh8JUIPVUh
 BOE EJTSFHBSE DBOEJEBUFT XJUI BOZ PG UIFTF XJUIJO UIF QSFDFEJOH
TFOUFODF 8F TJNJMBSMZ MPPL GPS BOZ NFOUJPO PG GBNJMZ NFNCFST BOE SFMBUJWFT JO UIF QSF
DFEJOH TFOUFODF 8PSET MJLF |LPOFh TO LSFTUF 	|8JGFh |4POh |(JSMGSJFOEh
 XJMM BMTP
EJTRVBMJGZ B DBOEJEBUF UFSN TJODF WFSZ PGUFO UIF IJU XJMM QFSUBJO UP UIF GBNJMZ NFNCFS BOE
OPU UIF QBUJFOU
6TJOH UIJT EJDUJPOBSZ BQQSPBDI XF HFU IJUT DPWFSJOH B SBOHF PG TDFOBSJPT SBOHJOH
GSPN WFSZ TQFDJëD QIFOPUZQFT MJLF |1"3"/0*% 4,*;0'3&/*h BOE |40$*"- '0#*h
	QBSBOPJE TDIJ[PQISFOJB BOE TPDJBM GPCJB
 UP NPSF HFOFSBM POFT TVDI BT |)07&%1*/&h
	IFBEBDIF

ɨF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF IJUT GBMM JO UIF HFOFSBM DBUFHPSZ ɨJT DBUFHPSZ JT HFOFSBMMZ DIBSBDUFS
J[FE CZ UFSNT DPOTJTUJOH PG POMZ POF XPSE UZQJDBMMZ EFTDSJCJOH B EJTFBTF PS TZNQUPN JO JUT
NPTU HFOFSJD GPSN 4JODF DSFBUFE UFSN WBSJBOUT QPJOU UP UIF TBNF *$%ǫǪ DPEF BT UIF UFSN
JU JT EFSJWFE GSPN UIF QFSNVUBUJPO QSPDFTT XJMM DSFBUF TPNF UFSNT UIBU QPJOU UP BO *$%ǫǪ
DPEF XJUI BO PSJHJOBM NFBOJOH UIBU JT NPSF TQFDJëD UIBO UIF WBSJBOU UFSN DBO TVQQPSU
ǫǬǫ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
ɨBU NFBOT B WFSZ TQFDJëD DPEF DBO CF BTTJHOFE UP B IJU XJUI POMZ B HFOFSJD EFTDSJQUJPO PG
EJTFBTF PS TZNQUPN
5P EFBM XJUI UIJT XIJMF BMTP DSFBUJOH B NPSF IPNPHFOPVT EBUB NBUFSJBM BMM NJOFE DPEFT
XFSF DPOWFSUFE UP MFWFM ǭ JO UIF *$%ǫǪ DMBTTJëDBUJPO "MM TVCUFSNT BSF USFBUFE BT TZOPOZNT
GPS UIF VQQFS UFSN *O TPNF DBTFT B WFSZ TQFDJëD DPEF DPVME IBWF CFFO NJOFE GSPN B DPSSFDU
DPOUFYU UIVT SFTVMUJOH JO MPTU JOGPSNBUJPO CVU JO UIF NPSF GSFRVFOU DBTF PG B HFOFSJD
DPOUFYU JU JODSFBTFT UIF QSFDJTJPO PG UIF NJOFE UFSN 'VSUIFSNPSF MFWFM ǭ BMTP SFQSFTFOUT
B HPPE HFOFSBM EJTUJODUJPO PG EJêFSFOU EJTFBTFT
8F UFYU NJOFE B UPUBM PG Ǭǫǲǳǰǭ IJUT XIFSF B DBOEJEBUF JO UIF DPSQVT NBUDIFE B EJDUJP
OBSZ FOUSZ BOE XBT OPU EJTRVBMJëFE CZ UIF CMBDLMJTU OFHBUJPOT PS GBNJMZ NFOUJPO /FHB
UJPOT BOE GBNJMZ NFOUJPO EJTRVBMJëFE BSPVOE ǫǪǝ PG DBOEJEBUFT
ɨF IJUT DPWFS B UPUBM PG ǫǬǬǳ EJêFSFOU EJDUJPOBSZ UFSNT QPJOUJOH UP ǫǪǰǮ EJêFSFOU
*$%ǫǪ DPEFT 3PVOEJOH VQ UP MFWFM ǭ SFEVDFE UIF OVNCFS *$%ǫǪ DPEFT GSPN ǫǪǰǮ UP
ǰǱǱ 0VU PG UIF ǯǯǮǭ QBUJFOUT JO UIF 4DU )BOT EBUBCBTF UFSNT XFSF NJOFE GPS ǭǬǯǳ
QBUJFOUT ɨF SFNBJOJOH QBUJFOUT FJUIFS IBE OP UFYU FOUSJFT PS UIF UFYU FOUSJFT XFSF UPP GFX
BOEPS TIPSU UP HFOFSBUF BOZ IJUT
*O BEEJUJPO UP UIF NJOFE *$%ǫǪ DPEFT BTTJHOFE DPEFT XFSF BMTP FYUSBDUFE GSPN TUSVD
UVSFE ëFMET JO UIF &13 TZTUFN ǭǫǱǭǮ BTTJHOFE DPEFT XFSF GPVOE GPS ǬǲǪǭ QBUJFOUT "EEJOH
BTTJHOFE BOE NJOFE EBUB XF ëOE *$%ǫǪ DPEFT GPS B UPUBM PG ǭǬǳǪ QBUJFOUT 0G UIFTF ǰǰ
QBUJFOUT IBWF DPOUSJCVUJPOT POMZ GSPN BTTJHOFE DPEFT ǮǲǱ IBWF DPOUSJCVUJPOT POMZ GSPN
NJOJOH BOE UIF SFNBJOJOH ǬǱǭǱ IBWF DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPN CPUI $PVOUJOH FBDI DPEF PODF
QFS QBUJFOU BOE EJTUJOHVJTIJOH CFUXFFO BTTJHOFE BOE NJOFE DPEFT XF GPVOE UIF GPMMPXJOH






"TTJHOFE POMZ ǮǳǱǮ ǫǯǫ
.JOFE POMZ ǭǫǰǰǬ ǳǰǬ
"TTJHOFENJOFE PWFSMBQ ǭǱǳǲ ǫǫǯ
5PUBM ǮǪǮǭǮ ǫǬǬǲ
5BCMF Ċ *$%ǫǪ DPEF DPOUSJCVUJPO GSPN QIZTJDJBO BTTJHONFOU BOE UFYU NJOJOH
ɨF QFSDFOUBHF PG BTTJHOFE DPEFT UIBU BSF BMTP SFDPWFSFE CZ NJOJOH UIF UFYU JT Ǯǭǝ 'PS
FBDI QBUJFOU B WFDUPS JT DSFBUFE XJUI B VOJRVF MJTU PG BMM DPEFT BTTJHOFE PS NJOFE BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI UIJT QBUJFOU "T TFFO GSPN UIF UBCMF NJOJOH BEET BMNPTU ǫǪ BEEJUJPOBM UFSNT UP UIF
Ǭǰ UFSNT DPNJOH GSPN BTTJHOFE DPEFT
7BMJEBUJPO PG UFYUNJOJOH
ɨF QSFDJTJPO PG PVS UFYUNJOJOH XBT JOWFTUJHBUFE CZ NBOVBMMZ DIFDLJOH BMM ǬǱǬǮ NJOJOH
IJUT GPS Ǯǲ QBUJFOUT ɨF WBMJEBUJPO TFU DPWFSFE ǬǫǮ GVMM MFWFM *$%ǫǪ DPEFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH
ǫǬǬ
UP ǫǯǫ MFWFM ǭ DPEFT " IJU XBT DPOTJEFSFE B DPSSFDUMZ NJOFE BTTPDJBUJPO XIFO JU XBT QPT
TJCMF GSPN UIF JNNFEJBUF SFDPSE DPOUFYU UP TFF EJSFDUMZ 	PS EFEVDF XJUI HPPE DFSUBJOUZ
 B
DMJOJDBM MJOL CFUXFFO UIF UFSN BOE UIF QBUJFOU 8F EFëOFE QSFDJTJPO JO UXP XBZT *ODJEFODF
QSFDJTJPO PG BMM DVSBUFE IJUT BOE BTTPDJBUJPO QSFDJTJPO XIFSF BO *$%ǫǪ DPEF JT DPOTJEFSFE
DPSSFDUMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B QBUJFOU JG JU IBT BU MFBTU POF DPSSFDU JODJEFODF *O CPUI DBTFT XF
BMTP DPOTJEFSFE IPX QSFDJTJPO XBT EJTUSJCVUFE BNPOH UIF EJêFSFOU DIBQUFST ɨF MPX QSF
DJTJPO JO DIBQUFS ǫ 	*OGFDUJPVT BOE QBSBTJUJD EJTFBTFT
 JT MBSHFMZ DBVTFE CZ B OVNCFS PG GBMTF
BTTPDJBUJPOT PG UIF UFSN A"*%4 XIJDI NPTUMZ DPNFT GSPN TPNBUJD EFMVTJPOT *O DIBQUFS
ǫǳ 	*OKVSZ QPJTPOJOH BOE DFSUBJO PUIFS DPOTFRVFODFT PG FYUFSOBM DBVTFT
 XIJDI JODMVEFT
UIF UFSN ACJWJSLOJOHFS 	TJEFFêFDUT
 B TUBOEBSE FYQSFTTJPO TUBUJOH UIBU UIF QBUJFOU IBT CFFO
JOGPSNFE PG QPTTJCMF TJEFFêFDUT DBVTF NBOZ GBMTF BTTPDJBUJPOT SFTVMUJOH JO UIF MPX QSFDJ
TJPO 8F GPVOE UIF UPUBM JODJEFODF QSFDJTJPO UP CF ǲǱǱǲǝ BOE UIF BTTPDJBUJPO QSFDJTJPO UP
CF ǲǮǪǭǝ ɨF ǭǭǭ GBMTF BTTPDJBUJPOT XFSF GVSUIFS TVCEJWJEFE JOUP TVCDBUFHPSJFT XJUI UIJT
EJTUSJCVUJPO /FHBUJPOTǫǪǯ 8SPOH JOEJWJEVBMǫǱ %FMVTJPOǳ 1VUBUJWFǮǪ 1PMZTFNJ ǫǪ
1BUJFOU JOGPSNBUJPO ǳǬ 0UIFSǰǪ
/FHBUJPOT DPWFS OFHBUJPO DPOTUSVDUT OPU DBVHIU CZ PVS OFHBUJPO EFUFDUJPO &H A*OWFT
UJHBUFE GPS EZTMFYJB CVU OPUIJOH XBT GPVOE 8SPOH JOEJWJEVBM DPWFST DBTFT XIFSF UIF
BTTPDJBUJPO JT SFBMMZ UP BOPUIFS QFSTPO &H A"O BRVBJOUBODF PG IJT SFDFOUMZ EJFE GSPN B
IFBSUBUUBDU %FMVTJPOT DPWFS DBTFT XIFSF QBUJFOUT BSF EFMVTJPOBM BCPVU B EJTPSEFS &H A QU
JT QBSBOPJE BCPVU DPOUBDUJOH "*%4 1VUBUJWF DPWFST DBTFT XIFSF UIF DMJOJBM MJOL JT WBHVF
TQFDVMBUJWF PS BWBJUJOH DPOëSNBUJPO &H AQU TIPVME CF FYBNJOFE CZ BO PQIUIBMNPMPHJTU
PO TVTQJDJPO PG HMBVDPNB 1PMZTFNJD DPWFST DBTFT XIFSF B UFSN JT VTFE JO B OPODMJOJDBM
DPOUFYU *O UIF TBNQMF UIF BNCJHVJUZ DBNF GSPN B HFPHSBQIJDBM MPDBUJPO UIBU JT BMTP B DMJO
JDBM UFSN 1BUJFOU JOGPSNBUJPO DPWFST JOGPSNBUJPO EFMJWFSFE UP QBUJFOU XIFSF UIF DMJOJDBM
BTTPDJBUJPO JT FH B GVUVSF JTTVF &H AQU IBT CFFO JOGPSNFE PG UIF QPTTJCMF TJEFFêFDUT PG UIF
OFX ESVH 0UIFS DPWFST BOZ PUIFS GBMTF BTTPDJBUJPO
ǫǬǭ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 5BCMF Ċ UP 1BQFS *
5BCMF 4ĊɨF ëOBM MJTU PG ǲǪǬ DBOEJEBUF *$%ǫǪ QBJST PVU PG UIF GVMM MJTU PG QPTTJCMF QBJST SFTVMUJOH GSPN
SBOLJOH CBTFE PO QWBMVFT BOE ëMUFSJOH CBTFE PO $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF GPMMPXFE CZ B 'BMTF %JTDPWFSZ 3BUF
DVUPê PG ǫǝ  DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
'ǫǫ ,ǱǱ ǭǯǪ Ǭǳǭ ǫǮǪ ǬǫǭǫǲǳǱǱǲ ǫǫǪ&ǰǱ ǫǭǬ&ǰǭ
'ǫǫ 'ǫǮ ǭǯǪ ǬǪǫ ǫǫǰ ǬǭǲǰǪǭǮǯǲǬ ǫǪǭ&ǰǰ ǫǪǰ&ǰǬ
'Ǫǰ 'ǪǱ ǬǬǬ ǫǲǭ ǳǬ ǬǲǪǪǯǱǫǰǮǯ ǬǰǱ&ǰǯ ǬǮǬ&ǰǫ
'ǫǳ ,ǱǱ ǮǮǫ Ǭǳǭ ǫǮǳ ǫǲǳǱǪǬǯǪǰǫ ǯǯǲ&ǰǫ ǮǪǳ&ǯǱ
'ǫǫ 'ǫǳ ǭǯǪ ǮǮǫ ǫǰǭ ǫǱǱǯǫǮǳǱǮǮ Ǭǯǳ&ǰǪ ǫǱǲ&ǯǰ
+ǪǪ 3Ǫǯ ǯǱǲ ǲǯǬ ǭǫǮ ǫǪǰǭǲǭǲǬǲǫ ǫǰǳ&ǯǳ ǫǪǰ&ǯǯ
'ǪǱ 3Ǯǫ ǫǲǭ ǬǯǮ ǳǫ ǬǰǪǮǭǲǱǪǲǯ ǫǫǯ&ǯǱ ǰǮǳ&ǯǮ
'Ǫǰ 3Ǯǫ ǬǬǬ ǬǯǮ ǳǲ ǬǮǮǲǭǫǰǳǬǬ Ǭǭǭ&ǯǰ ǫǬǪ&ǯǬ
#ǫǲ ,ǱǱ ǯǲ Ǭǳǭ ǯǯ ǭǫǲǭǫǱǬǬǭǬ ǬǳǮ&ǯǰ ǫǮǲ&ǯǬ
-Ǭǳ -ǭǪ ǰǫǲ ǭǳǲ ǬǪǭ ǫǮǬǳǪǮǪǪǱǳ ǰǱǲ&ǯǰ ǭǭǮ&ǯǬ
3Ǫǯ 3ǯǭ ǲǯǬ ǯǰǮ Ǭǳǳ ǫǪǬǲǯǲǯǰǮ ǱǰǱ&ǯǭ ǭǭǮ&Ǯǳ
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+ǪǪ +ǫǪ ǯǱǲ Ǳǯǰ ǬǲǪ ǫǪǱǪǭǪǲǮǳǯ ǭǯǬ&ǯǫ ǫǮǭ&ǮǱ
'ǮǪ 'Ǯǫ ǭǳǮ ǰǫǪ ǫǳǪ ǫǭǰǰǳǰǲǮǬǲ ǰǯǬ&Ǯǲ Ǭǯǫ&ǮǮ
3Ǫǯ 3ǫǬ ǲǯǬ ǯǫǱ ǬǱǫ ǫǪǫǫǲǰǳǪǳǫ ǫǫǪ&Ǯǯ ǮǪǭ&ǮǬ
)ǯǭ 3ǪǱ Ǯǯǭ Ǯǳǭ ǫǱǰ ǫǭǰǫǯǰǲǫǬǫ ǳǳǫ&Ǯǭ ǭǫǬ&ǭǳ
'ǫǫ 'ǫǭ ǭǯǪ Ǭǳǫ ǫǫǮ ǫǲǮǱǮǪǳǲǪǯ ǫǭǰ&ǮǬ ǮǬǮ&ǭǳ
+ǪǪ 3ǯǭ ǯǱǲ ǯǰǮ ǬǬǪ ǫǫǮǬǲǫǪǭǪǮ Ǳǯǭ&ǮǬ ǬǬǬ&ǭǲ
'ǫǫ 'ǫǬ ǭǯǪ ǰǰǯ ǫǱǰ ǫǭǪǬǲǪǯǯǲǫ ǭǯǪ&Ǯǫ ǳǲǪ&ǭǲ
'ǫǮ 'ǫǯ ǬǪǫ ǫǬǭ ǯǱ ǬǱǰǲǪǮǭǳǳ ǮǬǳ&ǭǳ ǫǫǰ&ǭǯ
'ǫǮ 'ǫǳ ǬǪǫ ǮǮǫ ǳǳ ǫǲǭǳǮǰǮǬǮǯ ǫǲǭ&ǭǱ ǮǰǱ&ǭǮ
#ǫǱ ,ǱǱ ǱǱ Ǭǳǭ ǯǫ ǬǱǬǰǭǱǳǫǫǲ ǫǬǯ&ǭǰ ǭǪǲ&ǭǭ
'ǫǬ 'ǫǮ ǰǰǯ ǬǪǫ ǫǫǳ ǫǯǬǱǮǬǪǪǯǬ ǬǱǱ&ǭǰ ǰǰǲ&ǭǭ
+ǮǬ +Ǯǯ ǫǬǳ ǬǳǱ ǰǯ ǬǭǲǭǲǰǰǪǮǭ ǯǫǱ&ǭǰ ǫǬǮ&ǭǬ
3ǫǬ 3ǯǭ ǯǫǱ ǯǰǮ ǫǳǭ ǫǫǫǮǪǬǰǪǮǯ ǬǱǪ&ǭǮ ǰǪǪ&ǭǫ
+Ǯǯ 3Ǫǯ ǬǳǱ ǲǯǬ ǫǰǮ ǫǪǲǬǯǬǲǱǯǳ ǫǫǫ&Ǭǳ Ǭǫǳ&Ǭǰ
'ǫǲ 3Ǯǫ Ǳǰ ǬǯǮ Ǯǭ ǬǰǱǳǰǯǫǮǪǬ ǫǲǬ&Ǭǳ ǭǯǮ&Ǭǰ
'ǫǪ (ǰǬ ǫǫǮǳ ǳǲ ǲǱ ǫǭǬǪǲǲǬǪǭǬ Ǭǲǫ&Ǭǳ ǯǭǳ&Ǭǰ
'ǫǬ 'ǫǯ ǰǰǯ ǫǬǭ ǲǫ ǫǰǰǮǲǪǰǰǱǲ ǭǬǲ&Ǭǳ ǰǬǫ&Ǭǰ
#ǫǲ 'ǫǳ ǯǲ ǮǮǫ Ǯǯ ǬǭǳǪǬǯǪǬǲǯ ǮǬǯ&Ǭǳ Ǳǳǰ&Ǭǰ
'Ǫǫ 'Ǫǰ ǰǱ ǬǬǬ ǭǲ ǬǲǬǪǮǱǳǱǰǰ ǬǪǳ&Ǭǲ ǭǲǪ&Ǭǯ
+ǮǬ 3Ǫǯ ǫǬǳ ǲǯǬ ǳǬ ǫǮǭǮǯǮǫǱǭǱ ǭǫǬ&Ǭǲ ǯǰǬ&Ǭǯ
'ǫǳ ;ǪǮ ǮǮǫ Ǯǰǳ ǫǮǯ ǫǫǳǬǲǮǳǭǭ ǫǯǯ&ǬǱ ǬǱǫ&ǬǮ
'ǫǮ ,ǱǱ ǬǪǫ Ǭǳǭ ǱǪ ǫǳǪǳǭǲǰǭǲǲ ǳǰǲ&ǬǱ ǫǰǯ&Ǭǭ
.ǫǫ .ǫǳ ǫǪǳ ǫǰǯ ǮǪ ǬǰǰǮǯǯǬǭǰǬ ǯǮǪ&Ǭǰ ǲǲǫ&Ǭǭ
&ǫǪ &ǫǰ ǯǬ ǭǬ ǫǲ ǭǰǯǱǮǬǫǬǬǳ ǯǱǰ&Ǭǰ ǳǭǭ&Ǭǭ
,Ǭǯ 3ǫǬ Ǭǲǭ ǯǫǱ ǫǫǮ ǫǭǭǲǰǪǫǰǬǰ ǰǪǬ&Ǭǰ ǳǰǲ&Ǭǭ
#ǫǲ 'ǫǫ ǯǲ ǭǯǪ ǭǳ ǬǮǱǳǳǫǬǫǰǯ ǬǬǲ&Ǭǯ ǭǮǳ&ǬǬ
3ǪǱ 3ǭǪ Ǯǳǭ ǫǫǯ ǰǮ ǫǲǭǭǳǬǯǯǬ ǮǳǮ&Ǭǯ ǱǮǫ&ǬǬ
&ǫǪ &ǫǮ ǯǬ ǫǫǭ Ǭǯ ǭǬǬǬǬǭǯǪǫǰ ǭǰǭ&ǬǮ ǯǫǬ&Ǭǫ
3Ǫǯ 3ǯǪ ǲǯǬ ǫǭǫ ǲǲ ǫǭǮǳǯǰǪǳǫǯ ǮǱǭ&ǬǮ ǰǰǬ&Ǭǫ
&ǫǫ &ǫǮ ǳǮ ǫǫǭ ǭǫ ǬǳǫǳǲǬǳǰǯǫ ǰǳǱ&ǬǮ ǳǯǲ&Ǭǫ
'Ǫǫ 'ǪǱ ǰǱ ǫǲǭ ǭǬ ǬǲǪǭǯǮǰǬǯǭ ǫǬǭ&Ǭǭ ǫǰǰ&ǬǪ
'ǬǬ ;ǪǮ ǯǰǫ Ǯǰǳ ǫǰǫ ǫǪǪǪǮǳǬǱǭ ǬǮǬ&Ǭǭ ǭǫǮ&ǬǪ
#ǭǮ 3Ǫǯ ǲǭ ǲǯǬ ǰǮ ǫǯǭǪǲǲǯǪǰǫ ǰǬǬ&Ǭǭ Ǳǲǭ&ǬǪ
-ǭǪ 3Ǯǰ ǭǳǲ ǰǬǮ ǫǯǭ ǫǪǪǳǰǮǯǬǪǫ ǫǬǫ&ǬǬ ǫǯǪ&ǫǳ
'Ǫǰ *ǰǳ ǬǬǬ ǭǳ Ǭǰ ǬǲǳǮǬǱǱǲǮǲ ǭǬǯ&ǬǬ ǭǳǯ&ǫǳ
'ǬǪ (ǬǮ ǫǮǫǮ ǫǪǯ ǳǬ ǫǪǫǫǯǳǲǰǬǫ ǮǱǬ&ǬǬ ǯǰǰ&ǫǳ
,ǱǱ 3ǫǬ Ǭǳǭ ǯǫǱ ǫǫǪ ǫǬǭǲǯǫǬǪǲǱ ǯǯǳ&ǬǬ ǰǰǪ&ǫǳ
&ǰǰ 3ǯǭ ǭǲǲ ǯǰǮ ǫǭǳ ǫǪǯǬǫǰǬǫǬ ǫǬǭ&Ǭǫ ǫǮǬ&ǫǲ
&ǰǰ 3ǫǬ ǭǲǲ ǯǫǱ ǫǭǫ ǫǪǳǪǲǰǬǱǳǳ ǬǫǮ&Ǭǫ ǬǮǮ&ǫǲ
+ǪǪ -ǭǪ ǯǱǲ ǭǳǲ ǫǮǭ ǫǪǬǫǱǯǳǲǯǬ Ǭǰǲ&Ǭǫ ǭǪǮ&ǫǲ
'ǫǬ ,ǱǱ ǰǰǯ Ǭǳǭ ǫǬǰ ǫǪǱǰǮǭǬǭǭ Ǳǯǳ&Ǭǫ ǲǮǮ&ǫǲ
-ǭǪ 3ǰǪ ǭǳǲ ǫǱǲ ǰǱ ǫǯǳǭǮǲǰǳǱǮ ǫǪǲ&ǫǳ ǫǫǭ&ǫǰ
#ǭǮ 3ǯǭ ǲǭ ǯǰǮ ǯǪ ǫǱǮǭǱǫǰǰǭǰ Ǯǭǭ&ǫǳ ǮǮǬ&ǫǰ
'Ǫǫ 3Ǯǫ ǰǱ ǬǯǮ ǭǬ ǬǮǫǲǯǪǯǮǮǭ ǮǰǱ&ǫǳ ǮǱǮ&ǫǰ
-Ǭǳ 3ǰǪ ǰǫǲ ǫǱǲ ǲǮ ǫǭǪǭǯǯǪǲǱǬ Ǯǲǯ&ǫǳ Ǯǲǳ&ǫǰ
-ǭǪ 3ǫǬ ǭǳǲ ǯǫǱ ǫǬǲ ǫǪǬǫǯǰǳǬ ǳǬǰ&ǫǳ ǳǫǭ&ǫǰ
+Ǯǯ 3ǯǭ ǬǳǱ ǯǰǮ ǫǫǫ ǫǫǪǳǬǳǯǬǭǯ ǫǪǬ&ǫǲ ǫǪǪ&ǫǯ
+ǫǪ 3ǯǪ Ǳǯǰ ǫǭǫ Ǳǰ ǫǭǪǱǲǮǯǫǰǳ ǫǫǮ&ǫǲ ǫǫǫ&ǫǯ
,ǱǱ 3ǯǭ Ǭǳǭ ǯǰǮ ǫǪǳ ǫǫǪǬǮǲǬǳǯǲ ǭǮǫ&ǫǲ ǭǬǯ&ǫǯ
-Ǭǳ -ǯǪ ǰǫǲ ǰǯ ǮǮ ǫǱǰǲǭǬǮǮǫǫ ǭǮǱ&ǫǲ ǭǬǳ&ǫǯ
ǫǬǮ
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
,ǱǱ 3Ǯǰ Ǭǳǭ ǰǬǮ ǫǫǰ ǫǪǮǲǭǮǱǯǫǳ ǮǪǰ&ǫǲ ǭǲǭ&ǫǯ
#ǫǯ ,ǱǱ Ǯǯ Ǭǳǭ ǬǱ ǬǮǲǭǬǭǯǳǮǰ ǯǯǯ&ǫǲ ǯǫǮ&ǫǯ
*ǰǮ *ǰǳ ǯǰ ǭǳ ǫǯ ǭǬǰǯǮǳǬǫǮǳ ǱǬǯ&ǫǲ ǰǰǲ&ǫǯ
3Ǫǯ 3ǰǪ ǲǯǬ ǫǱǲ ǳǲ ǫǪǱǫǲǬǬǯǪǭ ǫǰǫ&ǫǱ ǫǮǭ&ǫǮ
.ǫǳ .ǯǮ ǫǰǯ ǰǯǮ ǲǪ ǫǬǰǪǳǬǮǰǪǳ ǫǲǯ&ǫǱ ǫǰǬ&ǫǮ
(ǳǭ 3Ǯǫ Ǯǯ ǬǯǮ Ǭǯ ǬǯǭǲǲǬǫǯǭǰ ǭǳǭ&ǫǱ ǭǭǲ&ǫǮ
-Ǭǳ 3Ǭǰ ǰǫǲ Ǭǲǲ ǫǫǬ ǫǪǭǰǬǭǲǭǮǫ ǭǳǭ&ǫǱ ǭǭǲ&ǫǮ
.ǯǭ .ǯǮ Ǭǭ ǰǯǮ Ǭǭ ǬǫǪǰǱǯǱǱǳǳ ǯǭǬ&ǫǱ ǮǮǳ&ǫǮ
'ǬǬ ,ǱǱ ǯǰǫ Ǭǳǭ ǫǪǰ ǫǪǱǪǫǭǮǪǭǬ ǱǱǮ&ǫǱ ǰǮǭ&ǫǮ
(ǬǮ 3ǮǮ ǫǪǯ ǳǪǫ ǰǳ ǫǬǭǮǬǪǱǭǭ ǳǪǬ&ǫǱ Ǳǭǳ&ǫǮ
'ǫǭ 'ǰǪ Ǭǳǫ ǰǭǯ ǫǫǮ ǫǪǪǲǮǫǭǭǯǯ ǳǮǯ&ǫǱ Ǳǰǲ&ǫǮ
/ǭǪ 3Ǫǯ ǫǭǰ ǲǯǬ ǲǪ ǫǫǰǫǫǯǱǫǯǮ ǫǪǰ&ǫǰ ǲǯǲ&ǫǮ
'ǫǭ 'Ǯǫ Ǭǳǫ ǰǫǪ ǫǫǫ ǫǪǬǱǫǳǫǰǭǲ ǫǪǱ&ǫǰ ǲǰǫ&ǫǮ
'ǫǯ 'ǫǳ ǫǬǭ ǮǮǫ ǯǭ ǫǰǬǰǰǯǱǬǳǫ ǫǫǫ&ǫǰ ǲǳǰ&ǫǮ
+Ǯǯ -Ǭǳ ǬǳǱ ǰǫǲ ǫǫǭ ǫǪǪǯǭǮǲǳǮǯ ǫǳǭ&ǫǰ ǫǯǬ&ǫǭ
#ǫǱ 'ǫǳ ǱǱ ǮǮǫ ǮǪ ǫǲǯǰǯǲǱǬǰǭ ǬǱǱ&ǫǰ ǬǫǱ&ǫǭ
&ǰǰ -ǭǪ ǭǲǲ ǭǳǲ ǫǪǫ ǫǪǲǳǭǮǰǪǪǯ ǮǬǲ&ǫǰ ǭǬǳ&ǫǭ
#ǭǮ +ǪǪ ǲǭ ǯǱǲ ǮǱ ǫǰǬǭǫǱǯǳǭǱ ǮǱǳ&ǫǰ ǭǰǱ&ǫǭ
(Ǯǭ (ǮǮ ǬǫǪ ǫǳǰ Ǯǰ ǫǱǳǲǯǰǮǳǬǬ Ǯǲǯ&ǫǰ ǭǱǪ&ǫǭ
3Ǫǯ 3ǭǳ ǲǯǬ ǫǲǪ ǳǰ ǫǪǬǰǯǳǳǮǰǱ ǰǫǪ&ǫǰ ǮǰǬ&ǫǭ
(ǬǮ (ǮǱ ǫǪǯ ǳǳǪ Ǳǫ ǫǫǮǭǭǫǭǬǱǫ ǲǬǪ&ǫǰ ǰǫǬ&ǫǭ
'ǫǭ ,ǱǱ Ǭǳǫ Ǭǳǭ ǰǳ ǫǭǱǲǳǪǫǭǬǭ ǲǯǲ&ǫǰ ǰǭǲ&ǫǭ
3Ǭǰ 3ǯǭ Ǭǲǲ ǯǰǮ ǫǪǭ ǫǪǮǯǳǪǯǳǱǰ ǲǲǯ&ǫǰ ǰǯǮ&ǫǭ
'ǫǭ 'ǫǮ Ǭǳǫ ǬǪǫ ǯǯ ǫǯǱǰǭǯǫǫǲǲ ǫǬǲ&ǫǯ ǳǮǭ&ǫǭ
&ǰǰ 3ǰǪ ǭǲǲ ǫǱǲ ǰǪ ǫǮǱǫǲǬǮǪǯ ǫǮǯ&ǫǯ ǫǪǰ&ǫǬ
,ǱǱ ;ǪǮ Ǭǳǭ Ǯǰǳ ǳǬ ǫǫǬǪǰǳǰǫǪǭ ǫǳǪ&ǫǯ ǫǭǰ&ǫǬ
*ǰǳ 3Ǯǫ ǭǳ ǬǯǮ ǬǬ ǬǯǫǳǰǬǪǱǰǬ Ǭǫǳ&ǫǯ ǫǯǯ&ǫǬ
.ǮǪ .ǯǮ ǰǪ ǰǯǮ ǮǪ ǫǰǰǯǬǭǪǰǭǳ ǬǬǳ&ǫǯ ǫǰǬ&ǫǬ
/ǭǪ 3ǯǭ ǫǭǰ ǯǰǮ ǰǬ ǫǭǱǭǯǮǱǰǫǳ Ǭǯǯ&ǫǯ ǫǱǳ&ǫǬ
/ǭǪ 3ǭǪ ǫǭǰ ǫǫǯ Ǭǲ ǬǭǭǭǮǰǰǪǱǭ ǬǰǱ&ǫǯ ǫǲǱ&ǫǬ
#ǫǱ 'ǫǫ ǱǱ ǭǯǪ ǭǯ ǫǳǰǳǰǬǰǭǯǫ ǬǱǳ&ǫǯ ǫǳǮ&ǫǬ
#ǫǱ #ǫǲ ǱǱ ǯǲ ǫǱ ǬǳǭǬǰǳǳǱǲǬ ǬǲǬ&ǫǯ ǫǳǰ&ǫǬ
'ǫǫ 'ǫǯ ǭǯǪ ǫǬǭ Ǯǯ ǫǱǪǱǮǰǭǮǪǫ ǯǫǫ&ǫǯ ǭǯǪ&ǫǬ
(Ǯǭ .ǯǮ ǬǫǪ ǰǯǮ ǲǳ ǫǪǱǮǫǲǪǪǳǳ ǳǯǳ&ǫǯ ǰǭǭ&ǫǬ
'ǳǫ ;ǪǮ ǫǫǬ Ǯǰǳ Ǯǳ ǫǯǯǳǬǲǯǬǮǰ ǫǫǪ&ǫǮ ǱǬǭ&ǫǬ
'Ǫǰ *ǰǮ ǬǬǬ ǯǰ ǬǮ ǬǭǲǱǬǭǪǳǬǮ ǫǯǫ&ǫǮ ǳǲǬ&ǫǬ
-ǭǪ 3Ǭǭ ǭǳǲ ǲǫ ǭǱ ǫǲǫǯǫǭǪǯǬǰ ǬǯǬ&ǫǮ ǫǰǪ&ǫǫ
'ǫǪ )ǯǯ ǫǫǮǳ ǲǪ ǰǫ ǫǪǳǳǬǮǬǰǳ ǬǯǮ&ǫǮ ǫǰǫ&ǫǫ
3ǯǭ 3ǰǪ ǯǰǮ ǫǱǲ ǱǬ ǫǬǫǫǲǳǪǯ ǬǱǳ&ǫǮ ǫǱǰ&ǫǫ
3ǭǭ 3ǭǳ ǯǱ ǫǲǪ ǬǬ ǬǮǲǫǮǬǲǯǳǮ ǭǬǬ&ǫǮ ǬǪǬ&ǫǫ
#ǫǱ 3ǯǭ ǱǱ ǯǰǮ ǮǬ ǫǯǳǲǮǮǯǱǭ Ǯǯǲ&ǫǮ Ǭǲǭ&ǫǫ
,Ǭǯ 3ǫǪ Ǭǲǭ ǱǪ Ǭǳ ǬǪǳǯǫǯǱǬǭǭ ǯǬǮ&ǫǮ ǭǬǬ&ǫǫ
'Ǫǫ *ǰǮ ǰǱ ǯǰ ǫǯ ǬǳǪǬǫǪǬǭǯǱ ǱǫǮ&ǫǮ Ǯǭǰ&ǫǫ
-ǭǪ -ǮǪ ǭǳǲ ǫǪǪ Ǯǫ ǫǰǲǫǫǬǭǲǫǭ ǲǲǲ&ǫǮ ǯǭǲ&ǫǫ
3Ǫǯ 3ǫǭ ǲǯǬ ǫǫǭ ǰǰ ǫǫǮǰǯǳǯǯǪǲ ǳǳǮ&ǫǮ ǯǳǬ&ǫǫ
'ǭǬ 'ǭǭ Ǭǫǳ Ǭǳǭ ǯǯ ǫǮǮǳǯǮǰǬǯǬ ǫǪǫ&ǫǭ ǯǳǳ&ǫǫ
3ǫǬ 3Ǭǰ ǯǫǱ Ǭǲǲ ǳǭ ǫǪǬǬǳǲǮǯǳǲ ǫǬǮ&ǫǭ ǱǬǳ&ǫǫ
#ǫǱ 3ǮǮ ǱǱ ǳǪǫ ǯǬ ǫǬǰǬǱǱǳǯǳǱ ǫǬǱ&ǫǭ ǱǮǭ&ǫǫ
'ǫǭ 'ǭǭ Ǭǳǫ Ǭǳǭ ǰǯ ǫǬǳǮǪǫǬǮǬǯ ǫǰǭ&ǫǭ ǳǯǫ&ǫǫ
3ǫǬ 3ǰǪ ǯǫǱ ǫǱǲ ǰǱ ǫǬǭǪǳǪǭǳǬǫ ǫǱǯ&ǫǭ ǫǪǬ&ǫǪ
'Ǫǫ *ǰǫ ǰǱ ǫǬǲ ǬǪ ǬǯǮǫǰǮǭǬǬǮ ǫǱǳ&ǫǭ ǫǪǮ&ǫǪ
-ǭǪ 3Ǫǰ ǭǳǲ ǭǰǲ ǳǬ ǫǪǭǪǱǳǯǰǰǱ ǬǪǪ&ǫǭ ǫǫǰ&ǫǪ
3ǭǪ ;ǰǪ ǫǫǯ ǫǰǪ Ǭǲ ǬǫǭǱǫǫǪǮǭǫ ǬǫǮ&ǫǭ ǫǬǭ&ǫǪ
*ǰǫ 3Ǯǫ ǫǬǲ ǬǯǮ ǭǱ ǫǲǪǮǪǮǰǲǬ ǬǭǬ&ǫǭ ǫǭǭ&ǫǪ
+ǫǪ 3ǰǪ Ǳǯǰ ǫǱǲ ǲǮ ǫǪǬǪǮǭǳǭǮ ǬǭǬ&ǫǭ ǫǭǭ&ǫǪ
.Ǯǫ .ǯǮ ǭǱ ǰǯǮ Ǭǲ ǫǱǳǯǭǭǲǯǮǭ ǬǱǲ&ǫǭ ǫǯǲ&ǫǪ
(ǬǮ ;ǪǮ ǫǪǯ Ǯǰǳ Ǯǯ ǫǯǬǰǮǮǬǯǮǰ ǭǰǭ&ǫǭ ǬǪǯ&ǫǪ
,Ǭǯ 3ǪǱ Ǭǲǭ Ǯǳǭ ǲǲ ǫǪǭǯǲǱǱǳǬǬ ǮǪǯ&ǫǭ ǬǬǲ&ǫǪ
(Ǯǭ +ǪǪ ǬǫǪ ǯǱǲ Ǳǳ ǫǪǱǲǪǮǯǫǮǯ ǰǬǱ&ǫǭ ǭǮǲ&ǫǪ
'ǬǬ (ǬǮ ǯǰǫ ǫǪǯ Ǯǳ ǫǮǪǭǬǫǱǪǱǯ ǱǫǱ&ǫǭ ǭǳǯ&ǫǪ
.ǫǱ .ǫǳ ǫǱ ǫǰǯ ǫǬ ǬǲǫǪǳǪǫǪǲǫ ǲǯǬ&ǫǭ Ǯǰǲ&ǫǪ
'ǫǮ ;ǪǮ ǬǪǫ Ǯǰǳ ǰǱ ǫǫǳǱǭǮǱǭǰ ǫǪǮ&ǫǬ ǯǱǪ&ǫǪ
,ǱǱ 3ǰǪ Ǭǳǭ ǫǱǲ ǮǱ ǫǯǫǪǪǳǪǰǮǰ ǫǫǱ&ǫǬ ǰǭǱ&ǫǪ
+ǫǲ 3Ǫǯ Ǭǰ ǲǯǬ ǬǮ ǫǰǳǬǲǪǭǯǳǭ ǫǬǫ&ǫǬ ǰǯǱ&ǫǪ
/ǭǪ 3ǭǫ ǫǭǰ ǯǯ ǫǲ ǬǯǭǱǪǰǲǱǯǭ ǫǯǳ&ǫǬ ǲǯǯ&ǫǪ
/ǭǪ 3ǭǬ ǫǭǰ Ǳǳ Ǭǫ ǬǭǰǰǰǰǮǲǮ ǫǲǰ&ǫǬ ǳǳǳ&ǫǪ
.ǯǮ 3ǰǪ ǰǯǮ ǫǱǲ Ǳǯ ǫǪǰǬǱǫǫǰǯ ǬǬǯ&ǫǬ ǫǬǪ&Ǫǳ
-Ǭǳ 3Ǭǭ ǰǫǲ ǲǫ Ǯǭ ǫǮǮǪǫǯǰǳǬǬ ǬǬǳ&ǫǬ ǫǬǫ&Ǫǳ
#ǫǯ 3Ǯǰ Ǯǯ ǰǬǮ ǭǪ ǫǱǪǪǳǱǪǬǱ Ǭǭǫ&ǫǬ ǫǬǬ&Ǫǳ
%ǯǪ &ǰǫ ǬǮ Ǯǫ ǳ ǬǳǮǮǮǬǲǱǱǫ ǭǬǰ&ǫǬ ǫǱǫ&Ǫǳ
'Ǫǰ *ǰǫ ǬǬǬ ǫǬǲ ǭǭ ǫǲǫǲǲǰǰǮǯ ǭǰǬ&ǫǬ ǫǲǳ&Ǫǳ
'ǳǫ 3Ǭǰ ǫǫǬ Ǭǲǲ ǭǯ ǫǱǭǰǭǳǱǬǰǲ ǭǲǱ&ǫǬ ǬǪǬ&Ǫǳ
ǫǬǯ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
#ǫǱ ;ǪǮ ǱǱ Ǯǰǳ ǭǰ ǫǰǬǱǭǪǱǭǱǳ ǮǫǮ&ǫǬ Ǭǫǯ&Ǫǳ
'ǪǱ 5ǳǪ ǫǲǭ ǳ ǳ ǬǱǭǰǭǲǫǪǭǮ ǮǬǬ&ǫǬ ǬǫǱ&Ǫǳ
+Ǯǯ +ǳǲ ǬǳǱ ǭǮ ǫǳ ǬǬǳǱǫǮǱǫǬǲ Ǯǭǳ&ǫǬ ǬǬǯ&Ǫǳ
'Ǫǫ *ǰǳ ǰǱ ǭǳ ǫǬ ǬǲǯǱǪǱǲǳǰ ǮǰǱ&ǫǬ Ǭǭǳ&Ǫǳ
3Ǫǯ 3ǭǪ ǲǯǬ ǫǫǯ ǰǮ ǫǪǱǲǭǳǬǭǯǫ ǯǪǮ&ǫǬ Ǭǯǰ&Ǫǳ
#ǬǮ ;ǪǮ ǫǬǪ Ǯǰǳ ǮǱ ǫǮǪǰǯǭǰǪǭǫ ǯǯǳ&ǫǬ ǬǲǮ&Ǫǳ
'Ǫǰ (ǮǪ ǬǬǬ ǭǭǱ ǯǱ ǫǬǲǲǱǮǮǪǮǲ ǰǭǳ&ǫǬ ǭǬǬ&Ǫǳ
-ǭǪ 3Ǭǰ ǭǳǲ Ǭǲǲ Ǳǯ ǫǪǲǮǮǬǭǲǲǱ ǰǯǱ&ǫǬ ǭǭǪ&Ǫǳ
3Ǫǰ 3Ǭǰ ǭǰǲ Ǭǲǲ Ǳǫ ǫǫǫǰǬǪǰǬǬ ǲǲǮ&ǫǬ Ǯǭǲ&Ǫǳ
&ǫǮ &ǫǰ ǫǫǭ ǭǬ ǫǭ ǬǱǭǱǯǳǬǫǱǬ ǳǭǪ&ǫǬ ǮǰǪ&Ǫǳ
-ǭǪ /ǭǪ ǭǳǲ ǫǭǰ Ǯǰ ǫǮǬǳǬǮǯǬǰǬ ǳǯǬ&ǫǬ Ǯǰǳ&Ǫǳ
'ǪǱ 'ǰǬ ǫǲǭ Ǯǫ ǫǱ ǬǮǯǯǳǲǲǯǰǫ ǫǪǯ&ǫǫ ǯǫǱ&Ǫǳ
(ǬǮ 3Ǯǰ ǫǪǯ ǰǬǮ ǯǪ ǫǬǲǯǳǰǰǯǲǱ ǫǫǬ&ǫǫ ǯǮǰ&Ǫǳ
-Ǭǳ /ǭǪ ǰǫǲ ǫǭǰ ǯǳ ǫǫǱǰǮǮǪǯǳ ǫǬǰ&ǫǫ ǰǫǭ&Ǫǳ
'ǪǱ (ǮǪ ǫǲǭ ǭǭǱ ǯǪ ǫǭǰǳǪǫǪǳǳ ǫǬǲ&ǫǫ ǰǬǫ&Ǫǳ
'ǫǭ 'ǫǳ Ǭǳǫ ǮǮǫ ǲǪ ǫǪǫǱǰǳǫǱǪǳ ǫǯǬ&ǫǫ ǱǭǪ&Ǫǳ
(ǬǮ 3ǯǭ ǫǪǯ ǯǰǮ ǮǱ ǫǭǭǱǪǭǮǳǲǱ ǫǱǬ&ǫǫ ǲǬǱ&Ǫǳ
#ǫǯ 'ǫǳ Ǯǯ ǮǮǫ Ǭǯ ǫǲǲǰǯǬǬǫǪǲ ǫǳǭ&ǫǫ ǳǬǪ&Ǫǳ
#ǭǮ +ǫǪ ǲǭ Ǳǯǰ ǮǱ ǫǬǯǱǲǬǯǯǰǬ ǬǫǬ&ǫǫ ǫǪǫ&Ǫǲ
#ǬǮ 3ǮǮ ǫǬǪ ǳǪǫ ǰǱ ǫǪǪǯǲǫǯǯǪǭ Ǭǫǭ&ǫǫ ǫǪǫ&Ǫǲ
+ǫǪ /ǭǪ Ǳǯǰ ǫǭǰ ǰǰ ǫǪǯǮǲǫǮǭǮǰ ǬǬǭ&ǫǫ ǫǪǰ&Ǫǲ
3ǮǮ 5Ǳǭ ǳǪǫ ǫǫǭ ǰǮ ǫǪǬǮǱǳǯǭǯǲ ǬǰǮ&ǫǫ ǫǬǮ&Ǫǲ
#ǳǯ -Ǭǳ ǰǬ ǰǫǲ ǭǯ ǫǯǪǳǬǳǬǲǳǰ ǬǱǬ&ǫǫ ǫǬǱ&Ǫǲ
'ǪǮ 3Ǯǫ ǬǬ ǬǯǮ ǫǮ ǬǮǱǮǱǮǭǮǱǫ ǭǮǰ&ǫǫ ǫǰǫ&Ǫǲ
&ǫǫ *ǫǪ ǳǮ ǬǲǬ ǭǪ ǫǱǱǯǫǮǪǬǳǱ Ǯǲǲ&ǫǫ ǬǬǭ&Ǫǲ
#ǫǲ 'ǫǮ ǯǲ ǬǪǫ ǬǪ ǬǬǪǲǯǬǮǮǮǭ Ǯǳǫ&ǫǫ ǬǬǮ&Ǫǲ
&ǯǫ 'ǫǪ Ǭǰ ǫǫǮǳ Ǭǯ ǫǭǰǰǳǲǫǫǲǭ ǯǯǯ&ǫǫ ǬǯǬ&Ǫǲ
&ǫǮ 3Ǳǭ ǫǫǭ ǯǬ ǫǯ ǬǯǬǫǱǳǯǬǳǲ ǰǰǯ&ǫǫ ǭǪǪ&Ǫǲ
+ǪǪ 3ǯǪ ǯǱǲ ǫǭǫ ǯǮ ǫǫǳǯǯǬǪǮǰǫ Ǳǫǭ&ǫǫ ǭǬǫ&Ǫǲ
.ǯǮ 3ǯǪ ǰǯǮ ǫǭǫ ǯǲ ǫǫǬǯǯǲǪǲǲǬ Ǳǳǳ&ǫǫ ǭǯǲ&Ǫǲ
+ǫǪ 5Ǳǭ Ǳǯǰ ǫǫǭ ǯǱ ǫǫǪǮǳǫǭǰǮǬ ǲǫǫ&ǫǫ ǭǰǭ&Ǫǲ
'ǫǯ 3Ǯǰ ǫǬǭ ǰǬǮ ǯǮ ǫǫǱǰǱǰǫǳǲǰ ǲǮǮ&ǫǫ ǭǱǰ&Ǫǲ
3Ǫǯ 5Ǳǭ ǲǯǬ ǫǫǭ ǰǫ ǫǪǭǮǱǪǬǰǬǲ ǳǬǰ&ǫǫ ǮǫǬ&Ǫǲ
3ǯǪ 3ǯǭ ǫǭǫ ǯǰǮ ǯǭ ǫǬǪǬǳǭǬǫǪǱ ǳǯǮ&ǫǫ ǮǬǭ&Ǫǲ
#ǬǮ 3Ǯǰ ǫǬǪ ǰǬǮ ǯǭ ǫǫǲǮǮǭǫǳǯǭ ǳǰǳ&ǫǫ ǮǬǳ&Ǫǲ
'ǯǪ ;ǯǪ ǫǲǭ ǫǫǳ ǬǱ ǫǲǱǱǱǬǯǪǰǯ ǫǪǪ&ǫǪ ǮǮǭ&Ǫǲ
#ǳǪ 3Ǫǯ ǰǬ ǲǯǬ ǮǪ ǫǬǰǯǭǯǪǱǭǱ ǫǬǮ&ǫǪ ǯǮǰ&Ǫǲ
+ǪǪ +ǮǬ ǯǱǲ ǫǬǳ ǯǭ ǫǫǳǪǭǫǬǲǲǳ ǫǬǰ&ǫǪ ǯǯǮ&Ǫǲ
&ǯǫ )ǯǯ Ǭǰ ǲǪ ǫǪ ǬǱǯǬǯǳǱǫǫǮ ǫǯǲ&ǫǪ ǰǲǯ&Ǫǲ
+ǮǬ 3ǯǭ ǫǬǳ ǯǰǮ ǯǬ ǫǫǳǱǬǪǱǯǱǳ ǫǱǫ&ǫǪ Ǳǭǯ&Ǫǲ
#ǫǯ #ǫǱ Ǯǯ ǱǱ ǫǬ ǬǰǰǬǯǱǫǯǭǭ ǫǱǮ&ǫǪ ǱǮǱ&Ǫǲ
,Ǳǰ ,ǱǱ Ǭǯ Ǭǳǭ ǫǯ ǬǭǫǪǪǯǯǫǫǲ ǫǲǪ&ǫǪ ǱǱǪ&Ǫǲ
"Ǯǰ 3ǰǪ Ǯǳ ǫǱǲ ǫǱ ǬǭǪǫǰǪǲǫǫǫ ǫǳǯ&ǫǪ ǲǬǳ&Ǫǲ
#ǭǮ 3ǯǪ ǲǭ ǫǭǫ ǫǳ ǬǬǫǯǳǰǪǰǳǯ ǬǪǯ&ǫǪ ǲǰǱ&Ǫǲ
-Ǭǳ -ǮǪ ǰǫǲ ǫǪǪ Ǯǰ ǫǬǮǲǭǫǬǮǬǱ ǬǮǭ&ǫǪ ǫǪǬ&ǪǱ
(ǮǮ +ǪǪ ǫǳǰ ǯǱǲ ǱǪ ǫǪǪǬǰǲǬǳǯǱ ǬǮǳ&ǫǪ ǫǪǮ&ǪǱ
'Ǫǰ 'ǫǲ ǬǬǬ Ǳǰ Ǭǭ ǫǳǰǳǮǲǭǬǭǮ ǬǱǫ&ǫǪ ǫǫǭ&ǪǱ
#ǭǮ -ǭǪ ǲǭ ǭǳǲ ǭǬ ǫǯǱǳǰǭǪǯǬǱ ǭǱǰ&ǫǪ ǫǯǰ&ǪǱ
'ǪǮ 'ǫǲ ǬǬ Ǳǰ ǳ ǬǱǬǳǪǳǭǳǮǮ ǮǯǬ&ǫǪ ǫǲǱ&ǪǱ
-Ǭǳ 3ǭǪ ǰǫǲ ǫǫǯ ǯǪ ǫǫǱǮǪǯǲǪǰǫ ǮǱǪ&ǫǪ ǫǳǭ&ǪǱ
*ǫǪ *ǰǫ ǬǲǬ ǫǬǲ ǭǮ ǫǯǮǱǱǯǳǰ ǰǭǳ&ǫǪ ǬǰǪ&ǪǱ
'ǪǱ *ǰǳ ǫǲǭ ǭǳ ǫǯ Ǭǭǭǯǲǭǯǭǯǰ ǰǰǯ&ǫǪ ǬǱǪ&ǪǱ
+ǪǪ 5ǫǮ ǯǱǲ ǯǭ Ǭǳ ǫǯǮǪǱǮǭǱǳǰ Ǳǯǲ&ǫǪ ǭǪǲ&ǪǱ
3ǫǫ 3Ǭǰ Ǳǳ Ǭǲǲ Ǭǰ ǫǱǱǪǬǪǰǱǮǫ ǱǱǰ&ǫǪ ǭǫǮ&ǪǱ
-ǲǳ 3Ǫǯ ǭǰ ǲǯǬ ǬǱ ǫǮǭǳǯǳǬǳǳ ǲǪǮ&ǫǪ ǭǬǯ&ǪǱ
+ǳǲ 3Ǫǯ ǭǮ ǲǯǬ Ǭǰ ǫǮǰǫǭǲǳǳǳǱ ǲǫǬ&ǫǪ ǭǬǱ&ǪǱ
#ǫǱ #ǬǮ ǱǱ ǫǬǪ ǫǱ ǬǬǮǪǰǳǲǪǱǰ ǳǪǬ&ǫǪ ǭǰǬ&ǪǱ
+ǪǪ 3ǫǭ ǯǱǲ ǫǫǭ ǮǱ ǫǬǪǬǲǬǳǬǳǮ ǳǬǯ&ǫǪ ǭǱǪ&ǪǱ
&ǫǫ 3Ǳǭ ǳǮ ǯǬ ǫǭ ǬǮǳǭǰǳǮǮǮǭ ǳǬǳ&ǫǪ ǭǱǫ&ǪǱ
#ǭǮ .ǯǮ ǲǭ ǰǯǮ Ǯǫ ǫǬǰǭǫǪǳǯǲǫ ǳǰǯ&ǫǪ ǭǲǯ&ǪǱ
+ǫǪ 3ǫǭ Ǳǯǰ ǫǫǭ ǯǯ ǫǪǯǮǬǲǱǯǰǲ ǫǪǫ&Ǫǳ ǮǪǫ&ǪǱ
-Ǭǳ 3ǯǪ ǰǫǲ ǫǭǫ ǯǮ ǫǫǪǬǲǱǰǱǰǯ ǫǪǬ&Ǫǳ ǮǪǮ&ǪǱ
#ǫǱ 3Ǯǰ ǱǱ ǰǬǮ ǭǲ ǫǭǬǫǯǭǮǰǫǯ ǫǪǭ&Ǫǳ ǮǪǱ&ǪǱ
#Ǭǭ #ǬǮ ǫǬ ǫǬǪ ǲ ǬǰǮǰǫǱǬǮǪǬ ǫǪǳ&Ǫǳ ǮǭǪ&ǪǱ
3Ǫǯ 3ǫǪ ǲǯǬ ǱǪ ǮǬ ǫǫǰǲǰǱǰǭǪǫ ǫǫǲ&Ǫǳ ǮǰǪ&ǪǱ
+ǮǬ -ǭǪ ǫǬǳ ǭǳǲ Ǯǫ ǫǭǭǲǱǭǪǰǱǭ ǫǬǯ&Ǫǳ ǮǲǮ&ǪǱ
+Ǯǯ 3ǯǪ ǬǳǱ ǫǭǫ ǭǯ ǫǮǲǲǳǮǮǪǯǰ ǫǬǰ&Ǫǳ Ǯǲǲ&ǪǱ
'ǪǱ (ǳǫ ǫǲǭ ǫǰ ǫǪ ǬǯǮǫǪǰǲǯǲǰ ǫǭǭ&Ǫǳ ǯǫǱ&ǪǱ
3ǯǭ 5Ǳǭ ǯǰǮ ǫǫǭ Ǯǰ ǫǬǪǰǫǫǭǰǪǬ ǫǮǬ&Ǫǳ ǯǮǱ&ǪǱ
.ǯǮ /ǭǪ ǰǯǮ ǫǭǰ ǯǱ ǫǪǮǲǲǮǫǲǫǲ ǫǯǱ&Ǫǳ ǰǪǮ&ǪǱ
/ǭǪ 3ǭǳ ǫǭǰ ǫǲǪ ǬǱ ǫǱǬǳǳǲǱǬǭǮ ǫǱǪ&Ǫǳ ǰǯǭ&ǪǱ
&ǫǫ &Ǳǲ ǳǮ ǲǳ ǫǰ ǬǬǰǬǯǮǳǯǮǲ ǫǱǰ&Ǫǳ ǰǱǭ&ǪǱ
ǫǬǰ
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
(ǬǮ -Ǭǳ ǫǪǯ ǰǫǲ Ǯǰ ǫǫǲǫǭǳǳǱǮǫ ǫǲǪ&Ǫǳ ǰǲǯ&ǪǱ
#ǫǱ ,Ǳǰ ǱǱ Ǭǯ ǳ ǬǰǯǱǭǮǲǮǬǰ ǫǳǲ&Ǫǳ ǱǯǪ&ǪǱ
'ǪǱ 'ǫǲ ǫǲǭ Ǳǰ ǬǪ ǬǪǪǰǬǭǰǫǫǬ ǬǪǯ&Ǫǳ ǱǱǮ&ǪǱ
-ǭǪ 3ǯǪ ǭǳǲ ǫǭǫ Ǯǫ ǫǭǫǱǲǰǫǳǰ ǬǫǪ&Ǫǳ ǱǳǬ&ǪǱ
3Ǭǰ 3ǰǪ Ǭǲǲ ǫǱǲ Ǯǫ ǫǭǮǪǱǳǫǳǭ Ǭǫǳ&Ǫǳ ǲǬǭ&ǪǱ
'ǫǯ ,ǱǱ ǫǬǭ Ǭǳǭ ǭǭ ǫǯǪǲǪǬǲǲǬǰ ǬǮǭ&Ǫǳ ǳǪǳ&ǪǱ
3ǫǫ 3ǯǭ Ǳǳ ǯǰǮ ǭǰ ǫǭǮǱǬǫǮǯǭǱ ǬǮǳ&Ǫǳ ǳǬǰ&ǪǱ
#ǬǮ 3ǫǬ ǫǬǪ ǯǫǱ Ǯǯ ǫǬǫǫǳǱǯǲǪǯ Ǭǰǭ&Ǫǳ ǳǱǯ&ǪǱ
-Ǭǳ 5Ǳǭ ǰǫǲ ǫǫǭ Ǯǲ ǫǫǮǪǯǬǮǭǮǭ ǬǱǲ&Ǫǳ ǫǪǬ&Ǫǰ
3ǯǪ 3ǰǪ ǫǭǫ ǫǱǲ Ǭǰ ǫǱǭǳǫǲǰǳǫǲ ǬǱǲ&Ǫǳ ǫǪǬ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǲ 'ǫǬ ǯǲ ǰǰǯ ǭǬ ǫǭǱǮǳǲǫǬǳǱ ǭǫǲ&Ǫǳ ǫǫǰ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǱ #ǭǮ ǱǱ ǲǭ ǫǮ ǬǭǮǳǲǬǬǫǪǫ ǭǬǯ&Ǫǳ ǫǫǲ&Ǫǰ
-ǭǪ 3ǭǳ ǭǳǲ ǫǲǪ ǯǪ ǫǫǰǭǪǮǫǭǲ ǭǭǬ&Ǫǳ ǫǬǪ&Ǫǰ
-ǭǪ 5Ǳǭ ǭǳǲ ǫǫǭ ǭǱ ǫǭǱǭǫǭǳǯǫǯ ǭǭǱ&Ǫǳ ǫǬǬ&Ǫǰ
#ǬǮ 'ǬǬ ǫǬǪ ǯǰǫ ǮǱ ǫǫǰǫǬǮǳǮǱǭ ǭǯǭ&Ǫǳ ǫǬǱ&Ǫǰ
3ǭǳ 5Ǳǭ ǫǲǪ ǫǫǭ ǬǮ ǫǱǳǳǭǳǰǪǯ ǭǰǭ&Ǫǳ ǫǭǪ&Ǫǰ
'Ǫǰ *ǫǪ ǬǬǬ ǬǲǬ Ǯǰ ǫǬǭǪǰǪǫǬǭǯ ǭǳǳ&Ǫǳ ǫǮǭ&Ǫǰ
,Ǭǯ /ǭǪ Ǭǲǭ ǫǭǰ ǭǮ ǫǮǰǬǰǳǳǪǱǱ ǮǪǬ&Ǫǳ ǫǮǭ&Ǫǰ
#ǲǰ -Ǭǳ Ǭǳ ǰǫǲ ǬǪ ǫǱǪǭǯǳǰǬǯǲ Ǯǫǰ&Ǫǳ ǫǮǲ&Ǫǰ
*Ǯǲ *Ǯǳ ǫǳ ǫǭ ǯ ǬǮǲǪǯǬǭǲǰǰ ǮǯǮ&Ǫǳ ǫǰǫ&Ǫǰ
3Ǯǰ 3ǯǪ ǰǬǮ ǫǭǫ ǯǭ ǫǪǰǭǪǪǱǫǲǱ ǮǱǬ&Ǫǳ ǫǰǰ&Ǫǰ
-Ǭǫ -ǭǪ ǫǲ ǭǳǲ ǫǭ ǬǫǭǳǮǯǳǭǮǱ ǮǲǪ&Ǫǳ ǫǰǳ&Ǫǰ
-ǲǳ 3ǭǭ ǭǰ ǯǱ ǳ ǬǰǬǬǰǭǯǱǪǭ Ǯǲǫ&Ǫǳ ǫǰǳ&Ǫǰ
+ǫǪ ;Ǭǯ Ǳǯǰ ǫǲ ǫǰ ǫǱǬǰǱǰǳǲǬǱ ǯǪǱ&Ǫǳ ǫǱǲ&Ǫǰ
#ǬǮ ,ǱǱ ǫǬǪ Ǭǳǭ ǭǬ ǫǮǳǱǯǱǪǪǫ ǯǫǬ&Ǫǳ ǫǱǳ&Ǫǰ
,ǱǱ 3ǫǱ Ǭǳǭ Ǭǰ ǫǮ ǬǫǱǱǰǰǭǮǱǳ ǯǭǪ&Ǫǳ ǫǲǯ&Ǫǰ
+ǮǬ -Ǭǳ ǫǬǳ ǰǫǲ ǯǬ ǫǪǱǪǱǰǪǪǮ ǯǮǮ&Ǫǳ ǫǲǳ&Ǫǰ
#ǳǯ 3Ǯǰ ǰǬ ǰǬǮ ǭǬ ǫǭǱǪǳǬǪǫǱǰ ǯǮǮ&Ǫǳ ǫǲǳ&Ǫǰ
3ǫǫ 3ǯǪ Ǳǳ ǫǭǫ ǫǱ ǬǫǫǲǭǮǰǰǫǳ ǯǯǰ&Ǫǳ ǫǳǭ&Ǫǰ
,Ǭǯ 3ǯǪ Ǭǲǭ ǫǭǫ ǭǭ ǫǮǱǪǯǲǲǳǬǭ ǯǰǯ&Ǫǳ ǫǳǯ&Ǫǰ
+ǳǲ 3ǯǭ ǭǮ ǯǰǮ Ǭǫ ǫǰǲǱǲǮǱǲǬǲ ǯǳǮ&Ǫǳ ǬǪǮ&Ǫǰ
.ǯǮ 5Ǳǭ ǰǯǮ ǫǫǭ Ǯǳ ǫǪǳǫǯǰǮǭǮǫ ǰǪǲ&Ǫǳ ǬǪǲ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǯ 3ǮǮ Ǯǯ ǳǪǫ ǭǫ ǫǬǰǮǪǱǰǬǮǫ ǰǭǮ&Ǫǳ Ǭǫǰ&Ǫǰ
'ǪǱ (ǳǭ ǫǲǭ Ǯǯ ǫǯ ǬǫǳǫǭǳǬǱǭǲ ǰǱǲ&Ǫǳ ǬǭǪ&Ǫǰ
*ǯǪ 3ǫǲ ǫǳ Ǭǳ ǰ ǬǯǲǭǳǰǪǯǮǬ ǰǲǪ&Ǫǳ ǬǭǪ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǱ 3ǫǬ ǱǱ ǯǫǱ ǭǭ ǫǭǱǯǳǰǱǳǭǯ ǲǪǳ&Ǫǳ ǬǱǪ&Ǫǰ
'ǳǲ ;ǪǮ ǱǬ Ǯǰǳ ǭǪ ǫǮǰǪǯǱǪǱǱǱ ǲǮǰ&Ǫǳ ǬǲǬ&Ǫǰ
(ǬǮ 3Ǭǯ ǫǪǯ ǭǱ ǫǫ ǬǮǰǪǪǱǫǬǯǭ ǲǲǮ&Ǫǳ Ǭǳǭ&Ǫǰ
'ǳǲ 3ǯǭ ǱǬ ǯǰǮ ǭǭ ǫǭǮǳǮǰǱǫǫǲ ǳǲǲ&Ǫǳ ǭǬǰ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǱ 3ǰǪ ǱǱ ǫǱǲ ǫǳ ǫǳǯǬǲǳǬǭǭǯ ǫǪǱ&Ǫǲ ǭǯǬ&Ǫǰ
+ǮǮ +Ǯǯ ǭǯ ǬǳǱ ǫǰ ǬǪǭǫǪǬǰǲǳǰ ǫǫǪ&Ǫǲ ǭǯǳ&Ǫǰ
'Ǫǭ 3Ǯǫ ǭǯ ǬǯǮ ǫǯ ǬǫǫǫǰǮǯǭǯǰ ǫǫǪ&Ǫǲ ǭǰǪ&Ǫǰ
+ǪǪ 5Ǳǭ ǯǱǲ ǫǫǭ Ǯǯ ǫǫǮǫǮǬǲǱǮǳ ǫǫǬ&Ǫǲ ǭǰǮ&Ǫǰ
'ǫǯ ;ǪǮ ǫǬǭ Ǯǰǳ ǮǬ ǫǬǫǮǫǯǳǪǱǫ ǫǫǮ&Ǫǲ ǭǱǪ&Ǫǰ
+Ǯǯ ,ǱǱ ǬǳǱ Ǭǳǭ ǯǰ ǫǪǯǮǫǮǱǱǲǭ ǫǫǯ&Ǫǲ ǭǱǯ&Ǫǰ
&ǰǰ /ǭǪ ǭǲǲ ǫǭǰ ǮǪ ǫǬǰǰǱǳǫǬǬ ǫǫǱ&Ǫǲ ǭǲǪ&Ǫǰ
.ǫǪ .ǫǮ ǫǳ ǰ Ǯ ǬǬǱǬǱǲǮǰǮǬ ǫǫǲ&Ǫǲ ǭǲǭ&Ǫǰ
'Ǫǰ (ǳǭ ǬǬǬ Ǯǯ ǫǰ ǬǪǱǮǭǰǱǫǲǮ ǫǬǫ&Ǫǲ ǭǳǫ&Ǫǰ
"Ǯǰ #ǳǯ Ǯǳ ǰǬ ǫǪ ǬǯǫǯǱǰǳǰǪǭ ǫǬǮ&Ǫǲ ǭǳǳ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǲ ;ǪǮ ǯǲ Ǯǰǳ Ǭǰ ǫǯǮǬǰǫǰǬǫ ǫǭǱ&Ǫǲ ǮǭǱ&Ǫǰ
#ǬǮ 3ǯǭ ǫǬǪ ǯǰǮ Ǯǰ ǫǫǬǭǯǭǳǪǭǮ ǫǮǪ&Ǫǲ ǮǮǰ&Ǫǰ
'ǲǮ +ǪǪ ǳǬ ǯǱǲ ǭǳ ǫǬǬǪǱǪǯǫǮǲ ǫǮǬ&Ǫǲ ǮǯǪ&Ǫǰ
*ǫǪ 3Ǯǫ ǬǲǬ ǬǯǮ Ǯǳ ǫǫǭǮǱǪǭǬǳǭ ǫǮǮ&Ǫǲ Ǯǯǲ&Ǫǰ
'ǪǱ *ǰǫ ǫǲǭ ǫǬǲ Ǭǯ ǫǰǱǳǪǪǭǫǳǮ ǫǮǲ&Ǫǲ ǮǰǱ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǱ 'ǬǬ ǱǱ ǯǰǫ ǭǮ ǫǭǪǲǰǫǯǫǲ ǫǰǯ&Ǫǲ ǯǬǪ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǱ .ǯǮ ǱǱ ǰǯǮ ǭǱ ǫǬǬǪǯǰǬǰǫǮ ǫǱǫ&Ǫǲ ǯǭǰ&Ǫǰ
&ǫǰ 3Ǳǭ ǭǬ ǯǬ ǲ ǬǯǱǳǮǫǲǱǫǱ ǫǱǰ&Ǫǲ ǯǮǱ&Ǫǰ
'ǰǬ 3Ǯǫ Ǯǫ ǬǯǮ ǫǰ ǬǪǬǳǪǬǯǬǱǮ ǫǱǳ&Ǫǲ ǯǯǯ&Ǫǰ
)ǫǪ -Ǭǳ ǮǱ ǰǫǲ Ǭǰ ǫǮǯǱǳǪǯǱǰǮ ǫǳǪ&Ǫǲ ǯǲǳ&Ǫǰ
#ǭǮ 3ǫǬ ǲǭ ǯǫǱ ǭǮ ǫǭǫǱǯǫǲǮǬǲ ǫǳǭ&Ǫǲ ǯǳǱ&Ǫǰ
'ǳǲ 3ǫǬ ǱǬ ǯǫǱ ǭǫ ǫǭǱǱǱǭǲǳǯǲ ǬǪǯ&Ǫǲ ǰǭǫ&Ǫǰ
3Ǫǰ 3ǭǳ ǭǰǲ ǫǲǪ Ǯǰ ǫǫǯǭǫǫǬǱǯǫ ǬǪǰ&Ǫǲ ǰǭǮ&Ǫǰ
+ǮǬ 3Ǫǰ ǫǬǳ ǭǰǲ ǭǱ ǫǭǪǪǭǭǲǪǳǫ Ǭǫǭ&Ǫǲ ǰǯǮ&Ǫǰ
3Ǫǰ 5Ǳǭ ǭǰǲ ǫǫǭ ǭǮ ǫǭǯǳǯǰǬǱǫǱ ǬǬǪ&Ǫǲ ǰǱǮ&Ǫǰ
3Ǭǰ 3ǭǭ Ǭǲǲ ǯǱ ǬǪ ǫǲǪǳǲǮǫǳǯ ǬǬǮ&Ǫǲ ǰǲǱ&Ǫǰ
'Ǫǰ 'ǰǬ ǬǬǬ Ǯǫ ǫǯ ǬǪǲǰǱǯǪǮǮ ǬǬǰ&Ǫǲ ǰǳǪ&Ǫǰ
#ǬǮ 3ǯǪ ǫǬǪ ǫǭǫ ǬǪ ǫǲǰǫǱǫǲǭǲ ǬǮǯ&Ǫǲ ǱǮǲ&Ǫǰ
#ǭǮ +Ǯǯ ǲǭ ǬǳǱ Ǭǯ ǫǰǫǮǬǫǯǯǯǬ Ǭǯǫ&Ǫǲ ǱǰǬ&Ǫǰ
(ǮǱ +ǳǲ ǳǳǪ ǭǮ Ǭǰ ǫǬǰǯǮǱǬǰǬǱ ǬǱǭ&Ǫǲ ǲǬǱ&Ǫǰ
#ǫǱ 3ǯǪ ǱǱ ǫǭǫ ǫǰ ǬǪǰǭǲǰǱǱǬǯ ǬǱǲ&Ǫǲ ǲǭǳ&Ǫǰ
&ǲǲ (ǮǱ ǯǪ ǳǳǪ ǭǮ ǫǫǬǯǫǱǱǲǮ ǬǲǮ&Ǫǲ ǲǯǱ&Ǫǰ
,ǯǳ 3Ǯǰ ǭǫ ǰǬǮ ǬǪ ǫǰǪǳǳǲǯǭǮǮ Ǭǲǰ&Ǫǲ ǲǰǬ&Ǫǰ
ǫǬǱ
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&ǯǫ (ǳǭ Ǭǰ Ǯǯ Ǳ ǬǯǰǫǪǮǭǲǱǮ Ǭǳǳ&Ǫǲ ǲǳǲ&Ǫǰ
/ǭǪ 3ǰǪ ǫǭǰ ǫǱǲ Ǭǯ ǫǰǭǱǬǱǬǯǫǰ ǭǪǫ&Ǫǲ ǳǪǭ&Ǫǰ
+ǪǪ .ǮǪ ǯǱǲ ǰǪ Ǭǳ ǫǭǱǲǫǳǪǪǲǰ ǭǬǫ&Ǫǲ ǳǰǪ&Ǫǰ
(ǳǫ 3Ǯǫ ǫǰ ǬǯǮ ǫǪ ǬǬǳǲǳǳǪǪǬǰ ǭǭǯ&Ǫǲ ǫǪǪ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǳ 3Ǫǯ ǮǪ ǲǯǬ ǬǱ ǫǭǪǫǰǭǭǲǮǱ ǭǭǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǪǪ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǫ 3ǭǭ ǭǬ ǯǱ ǲ ǬǯǭǭǯǰǪǮǬǯ ǭǱǮ&Ǫǲ ǫǫǫ&Ǫǯ
+ǪǪ /ǭǪ ǯǱǲ ǫǭǰ ǯǪ ǫǪǭǮǱǯǰǰǫ ǭǲǬ&Ǫǲ ǫǫǭ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǱ 3ǫǪ ǱǱ ǱǪ ǫǬ ǬǭǪǪǲǭǬǬǯǳ ǮǪǯ&Ǫǲ ǫǫǳ&Ǫǯ
3ǫǬ 3ǫǭ ǯǫǱ ǫǫǭ Ǯǫ ǫǫǰǬǳǮǳǬǭǳ ǮǬǭ&Ǫǲ ǫǬǮ&Ǫǯ
-ǬǪ -ǭǪ ǫǪ ǭǳǲ ǳ ǬǫǱǲǪǰǪǭǫǯ ǮǯǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǭǮ&Ǫǯ
.ǯǮ 3ǪǬ ǰǯǮ ǫǱ ǫǮ ǫǱǱǰǫǱǳǳǳǲ ǯǪǪ&Ǫǲ ǫǮǯ&Ǫǯ
(ǬǮ ,ǱǱ ǫǪǯ Ǭǳǭ Ǭǲ ǫǮǲǰǬǱǭǲǯǬ ǯǪǪ&Ǫǲ ǫǮǯ&Ǫǯ
+Ǯǯ /ǭǪ ǬǳǱ ǫǭǰ ǭǭ ǫǭǯǰǯǲǭǮǫǲ ǯǭǪ&Ǫǲ ǫǯǭ&Ǫǯ
'ǯǫ +ǪǪ ǲǯ ǯǱǲ ǭǰ ǫǬǫǯǮǳǯǯǪǫ ǯǭǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǯǯ&Ǫǯ
3ǫǭ 3ǯǭ ǫǫǭ ǯǰǮ Ǯǭ ǫǫǫǪǳǯǰǭǰǳ ǯǯǪ&Ǫǲ ǫǯǲ&Ǫǯ
,Ǭǯ 3Ǭǰ Ǭǲǭ Ǭǲǲ ǯǬ ǫǪǮǪǫǫǱǱǰ ǯǲǭ&Ǫǲ ǫǰǰ&Ǫǯ
'ǫǳ ,Ǳǰ ǮǮǫ Ǭǯ ǫǯ ǫǲǱǲǰǭǫǲǫǳ ǯǲǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǰǱ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǫ 3Ǫǯ ǭǬ ǲǯǬ Ǭǭ ǫǭǰǳǱǰǪǱǬǰ ǯǲǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǰǱ&Ǫǯ
#ǳǯ -ǭǪ ǰǬ ǭǳǲ ǬǮ ǫǯǯǰǭǮǫǱǰ ǯǳǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǱǪ&Ǫǯ
*Ǯǰ 3ǯǭ ǫǬǫ ǯǰǮ Ǯǯ ǫǪǲǫǪǳǬǭǭ ǯǳǲ&Ǫǲ ǫǱǪ&Ǫǯ
3ǫǬ 3ǯǪ ǯǫǱ ǫǭǫ Ǯǯ ǫǪǳǫǯǯǱǪǬǲ ǰǫǭ&Ǫǲ ǫǱǮ&Ǫǯ
+ǮǪ +Ǯǯ ǫǯ ǬǳǱ ǫǪ ǬǬǬǮǬǯǭǳǰǮ ǰǬǫ&Ǫǲ ǫǱǯ&Ǫǯ
(ǰǬ 3ǬǱ ǳǲ ǮǱ ǫǫ ǬǭǬǫǳǬǲǪǳǯ ǰǰǱ&Ǫǲ ǫǲǲ&Ǫǯ
#ǬǮ -ǭǪ ǫǬǪ ǭǳǲ ǭǰ ǫǬǯǭǱǪǫǲǳǮ ǱǮǮ&Ǫǲ ǬǪǲ&Ǫǯ
'ǳǲ 3ǫǫ ǱǬ Ǳǳ ǫǬ ǬǬǯǬǫǭǭǬǪǰ Ǳǯǲ&Ǫǲ ǬǫǬ&Ǫǯ
*ǰǮ 3Ǯǫ ǯǰ ǬǯǮ ǫǲ ǫǲǭǯǯǱǲǭǲǰ ǱǱǬ&Ǫǲ Ǭǫǰ&Ǫǯ
'ǳǲ 3Ǫǰ ǱǬ ǭǰǲ Ǭǯ ǫǯǬǫǳǰǮǲǫǬ ǱǳǬ&Ǫǲ ǬǬǫ&Ǫǯ
#ǳǯ 3ǰǪ ǰǬ ǫǱǲ ǫǰ ǫǳǰǮǳǲǰǮǲǭ ǲǮǰ&Ǫǲ Ǭǭǰ&Ǫǯ
#ǳǪ -Ǭǳ ǰǬ ǰǫǲ ǭǪ ǫǬǳǭǯǰǮǬǪǯ ǲǲǯ&Ǫǲ ǬǮǯ&Ǫǯ
'ǳǲ 3ǮǮ ǱǬ ǳǪǫ Ǯǫ ǫǪǫǳǯǪǳǬǮǮ ǳǬǬ&Ǫǲ Ǭǯǯ&Ǫǯ
5Ǳǭ ;ǪǮ ǫǫǭ Ǯǰǳ ǭǲ ǫǫǲǲǱǯǳǳǯǫ ǳǮǮ&Ǫǲ Ǭǰǫ&Ǫǯ
-Ǭǳ 5ǪǪ ǰǫǲ ǫǬ ǫǫ ǫǲǲǬǱǪǬǮǭǬ ǳǯǬ&Ǫǲ Ǭǰǭ&Ǫǯ
'ǳǲ -Ǭǳ ǱǬ ǰǫǲ ǭǭ ǫǬǬǱǪǭǮǭǬǫ ǫǪǮ&ǪǱ Ǭǲǯ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǲ 3ǮǮ ǯǲ ǳǪǫ ǭǯ ǫǪǳǬǭǮǳǯǬǬ ǫǫǮ&ǪǱ ǭǫǫ&Ǫǯ
*Ǭǯ 3ǪǱ ǫǰ Ǯǳǭ ǫǬ ǫǳǭǯǳǭǱǫǬǱ ǫǫǰ&ǪǱ ǭǫǱ&Ǫǯ
+ǫǪ 3ǰǫ Ǳǯǰ Ǯǭ Ǭǰ ǫǭǫǫǫǰǲǪǪǭ ǫǬǫ&ǪǱ ǭǬǳ&Ǫǯ
3Ǭǰ 3ǯǪ Ǭǲǲ ǫǭǫ ǭǫ ǫǭǯǳǳǪǬǭǮ ǫǬǯ&ǪǱ ǭǭǲ&Ǫǯ
3Ǫǰ 3ǰǪ ǭǰǲ ǫǱǲ ǮǮ ǫǫǪǯǱǬǳǲǮǬ ǫǬǰ&ǪǱ ǭǭǲ&Ǫǯ
&ǯǫ 3Ǯǫ Ǭǰ ǬǯǮ ǫǬ ǬǫǫǫǳǱǭǮǪǭ ǫǬǰ&ǪǱ ǭǮǪ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǫ 3Ǭǰ ǭǬ Ǭǲǲ ǫǮ ǫǳǲǪǮǬǳǰǰǬ ǫǬǰ&ǪǱ ǭǮǪ&Ǫǯ
'ǲǮ 3Ǯǰ ǳǬ ǰǬǮ ǭǳ ǫǫǫǰǮǭǲǰǪǮ ǫǬǳ&ǪǱ ǭǮǰ&Ǫǯ
#Ǭǭ 3ǫǫ ǫǬ Ǳǳ ǰ ǬǮǮǬǪǯǲǳǫǲ ǫǭǫ&ǪǱ ǭǯǪ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǯ 'ǬǬ Ǯǯ ǯǰǫ Ǭǭ ǫǮǰǲǭǲǳǮǬǱ ǫǭǲ&ǪǱ ǭǰǳ&Ǫǯ
&ǰǰ 3ǯǪ ǭǲǲ ǫǭǫ ǭǱ ǫǬǪǱǳǱǲǮǱǳ ǫǮǪ&ǪǱ ǭǱǭ&Ǫǯ
'ǬǬ 'ǳǲ ǯǰǫ ǱǬ ǭǫ ǫǬǰǳǫǬǪǯǱǱ ǫǮǲ&ǪǱ ǭǳǬ&Ǫǯ
-Ǭǳ .ǮǪ ǰǫǲ ǰǪ Ǭǳ ǫǬǲǳǱǰǰǮǳǲ ǫǯǫ&ǪǱ ǭǳǳ&Ǫǯ
+ǫǲ +ǳǲ Ǭǰ ǭǮ ǰ ǬǮǰǮǪǫǫǳǪǰ ǫǯǬ&ǪǱ ǮǪǭ&Ǫǯ
.ǫǫ 3ǯǪ ǫǪǳ ǫǭǫ ǫǲ ǫǲǭǫǪǯǮǳǬǯ ǫǯǮ&ǪǱ ǮǪǰ&Ǫǯ
*Ǯǰ 3Ǯǰ ǫǬǫ ǰǬǮ ǮǱ ǫǪǪǭǪǭǰǬǫǮ ǫǰǮ&ǪǱ Ǯǭǫ&Ǫǯ
&Ǳǲ *ǫǪ ǲǳ ǬǲǬ ǬǮ ǫǯǭǮǱǭǮǮǰǱ ǫǲǮ&ǪǱ ǮǱǳ&Ǫǯ
3ǪǱ ;ǰǪ Ǯǳǭ ǫǰǪ Ǯǳ ǫǪǪǫǮǪǭǳǫǬ ǫǳǰ&ǪǱ ǯǪǳ&Ǫǯ
(ǮǪ *Ǯǰ ǭǭǱ ǫǬǫ ǭǬ ǫǭǪǪǲǯǮǳǬǮ ǫǳǳ&ǪǱ ǯǫǰ&Ǫǯ
(ǮǮ .ǮǪ ǫǳǰ ǰǪ ǫǰ ǫǲǳǭǲǯǲǲǮǭ ǬǪǪ&ǪǱ ǯǫǲ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǱ -Ǭǳ ǱǱ ǰǫǲ ǭǮ ǫǫǱǲǮǯǱǬǯǳ ǬǪǮ&ǪǱ ǯǬǰ&Ǫǯ
'ǫǳ 3ǰǪ ǮǮǫ ǫǱǲ Ǯǳ ǫǪǪǲǫǬǰǮǳǮ ǬǪǳ&ǪǱ ǯǭǲ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǲ 'ǫǭ ǯǲ Ǭǳǫ ǫǳ ǫǱǪǰǪǫǳǯǰǫ ǬǫǮ&ǪǱ ǯǯǪ&Ǫǯ
+ǪǪ -ǮǪ ǯǱǲ ǫǪǪ ǭǳ ǫǫǪǱǫǯǫǭǮǮ Ǭǫǰ&ǪǱ ǯǯǭ&Ǫǯ
"ǯǬ 'ǪǬ ǭ Ǭǫ ǭ ǫǳǱǬǰǭǯǫǪǫ ǬǬǮ&ǪǱ ǯǱǬ&Ǫǯ
3Ǭǰ 3Ǯǫ Ǭǲǲ ǬǯǮ ǮǱ ǫǪǮǰǱǯǰǮǰǯ ǬǬǲ&ǪǱ ǯǲǬ&Ǫǯ
,ǯǪ ,ǰǭ Ǯ ǫǮ ǭ ǫǳǱǯǰǯǪǫǭǳ ǬǮǯ&ǪǱ ǰǬǭ&Ǫǯ
#Ǭǭ 'ǫǫ ǫǬ ǭǯǪ ǳ ǬǫǭǯǪǮǳǳǰ Ǭǰǫ&ǪǱ ǰǯǳ&Ǫǯ
'ǬǬ 3ǯǪ ǯǰǫ ǫǭǫ Ǯǰ ǫǪǪǳǳǳǲǳǳǫ Ǭǰǯ&ǪǱ ǰǰǳ&Ǫǯ
'ǫǯ 'ǬǬ ǫǬǭ ǯǰǫ ǮǮ ǫǪǭǮǫǯǰǰǬǯ Ǭǰǰ&ǪǱ ǰǱǬ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǱ +ǫǪ ǱǱ Ǳǯǰ ǭǲ ǫǪǰǪǳǬǲǭǲǫ ǬǱǭ&ǪǱ ǰǲǲ&Ǫǯ
'Ǫǯ 3Ǭǰ ǲǳ Ǭǲǲ ǬǮ ǫǯǪǱǲǮǲǭǯǳ ǬǱǯ&ǪǱ ǰǳǫ&Ǫǯ
.Ǫǰ .ǫǳ Ǭǫ ǫǰǯ ǳ ǬǬǲǮǪǯǳǳǪǳ Ǭǲǭ&ǪǱ ǱǪǳ&Ǫǯ
-Ǭǳ 3ǫǭ ǰǫǲ ǫǫǭ ǮǮ ǫǪǫǱǰǰǱǯǳǯ ǬǲǱ&ǪǱ ǱǫǱ&Ǫǯ
5ǫǮ 5ǰǭ ǯǭ ǭǪ Ǳ ǬǮǭǫǬǪǰǮǭǰ ǬǲǱ&ǪǱ Ǳǫǲ&Ǫǯ
*ǮǮ *Ǯǯ ǭǲ ǫǮ ǯ ǬǭǰǲǱǬǬǭǪǰ Ǭǳǫ&ǪǱ ǱǬǱ&Ǫǯ
&ǰǰ 5Ǳǭ ǭǲǲ ǫǫǭ ǭǭ ǫǬǮǰǲǯǮǬǫ ǬǳǮ&ǪǱ Ǳǭǭ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǳ 3ǯǭ ǮǪ ǯǰǮ Ǭǫ ǫǮǲǯǮǬǰǲǬǱ Ǭǳǳ&ǪǱ ǱǮǮ&Ǫǯ
3ǫǪ 3ǯǭ ǱǪ ǯǰǮ ǭǪ ǫǬǯǭǱǯǰǯǳǬ ǭǪǬ&ǪǱ Ǳǯǫ&Ǫǯ
ǫǬǲ
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.ǫǫ 3Ǭǰ ǫǪǳ Ǭǲǲ ǬǱ ǫǮǪǳǭǬǱǭǫǯ ǭǬǫ&ǪǱ Ǳǳǭ&Ǫǯ
(ǮǮ 3Ǫǰ ǫǳǰ ǭǰǲ Ǯǰ ǫǪǭǯǲǭǳǮǮǲ ǭǭǯ&ǪǱ ǲǬǱ&Ǫǯ
&ǫǫ 3ǰǪ ǳǮ ǫǱǲ ǫǳ ǫǱǫǰǯǪǫǮǳǬ ǭǭǲ&ǪǱ ǲǭǮ&Ǫǯ
3ǰǪ 5Ǳǭ ǫǱǲ ǫǫǭ Ǭǫ ǫǰǬǲǲǭǯǳǲǮ ǭǯǬ&ǪǱ ǲǰǰ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǫ #ǭǱ ǭǬ ǫǱ ǯ ǬǭǰǮǫǳǳǱǮǲ ǭǯǲ&ǪǱ ǲǱǳ&Ǫǯ
,ǯǫ ,ǯǬ ǫǬ ǯ ǭ ǫǳǱǭǳǬǰǮǲǲ ǭǰǳ&ǪǱ ǳǪǭ&Ǫǯ
'ǳǲ 3Ǭǰ ǱǬ Ǭǲǲ Ǭǫ ǫǯǳǪǳǳǮǰǬǲ ǭǱǰ&ǪǱ ǳǫǱ&Ǫǯ
#ǭǮ ;ǪǮ ǲǭ Ǯǰǳ ǭǪ ǫǬǱǬǯǭǫǱǭǱ ǭǲǭ&ǪǱ ǳǭǭ&Ǫǯ
"Ǯǳ #ǭǮ ǮǪ ǲǭ ǳ ǬǭǫǯǭǰǯǮǪǱ ǭǲǰ&ǪǱ ǳǭǳ&Ǫǯ
#ǫǱ -ǭǪ ǱǱ ǭǳǲ Ǭǰ ǫǭǲǲǬǭǪǮǰǯ ǮǫǬ&ǪǱ ǫǪǪ&ǪǮ
3ǭǭ 3ǯǭ ǯǱ ǯǰǮ Ǭǰ ǫǭǬǯǱǮǳǲǪǰ ǮǭǬ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǪǮǱǲǭ
'ǫǯ )ǯǭ ǫǬǭ Ǯǯǭ ǭǲ ǫǫǬǪǰǬǰǰǳǲ ǮǮǳ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǪǲǰǮǳ
&ǰǰ &Ǳǲ ǭǲǲ ǲǳ Ǭǲ ǫǭǭǮǳǫǮǲǭ ǮǯǪ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǪǲǱǲǲ
#ǭǮ 3Ǫǰ ǲǭ ǭǰǲ Ǭǰ ǫǭǳǬǯǱǭǬǮǬ Ǯǯǭ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǪǳǭǯǮ
'ǰǪ 'ǰǫ ǰǭǯ ǮǪ ǬǬ ǫǭǳǳǫǱǭǮǱǱ ǮǰǬ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǫǫǬǬǯ
-Ǭǳ 5ǫǮ ǰǫǲ ǯǭ Ǭǰ ǫǭǪǫǬǲǱǲǰǱ Ǯǰǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǫǬǪǰǬ
-Ǭǫ -ǮǪ ǫǲ ǫǪǪ Ǳ ǬǭǱǪǮǬǫǳǬǲ ǮǱǪ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǫǬǱǳǳ
(ǬǮ 3ǫǬ ǫǪǯ ǯǫǱ ǭǱ ǫǫǫǲǰǮǮǮǳǱ ǮǱǫ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǫǬǲǰǳ
,Ǳǭ ,ǱǱ ǰ Ǭǳǭ ǰ ǬǫǲǳǱǭǪǯǳǰ ǮǱǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǫǭǲǲǱ
#ǫǱ +Ǯǯ ǱǱ ǬǳǱ ǬǬ ǫǯǭǬǮǫǮǪǯǮ ǯǪǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǬǪǱǰǫ
(Ǯǭ .ǮǪ ǬǫǪ ǰǪ ǫǰ ǫǲǫǯǯǪǭǬǪǰ ǯǬǭ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǬǮǭǱǱ
#ǭǮ -Ǭǳ ǲǭ ǰǫǲ ǭǯ ǫǫǫǱǰǪǰǭǰǳ ǯǭǫ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǬǰǪǮǰ
'ǳǫ 'ǳǲ ǫǫǬ ǱǬ ǫǭ ǬǪǬǪǭǫǭǱǰǮ ǯǭǲ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǬǱǱǮǱ
-ǭǪ 3ǫǭ ǭǳǲ ǫǫǭ ǭǭ ǫǬǫǬǰǱǮǲǮǭ ǯǮǪ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǬǱǳǰǯ
+ǮǪ +ǮǬ ǫǯ ǫǬǳ Ǳ ǬǭǭǬǰǯǰǯǮǱ ǰǪǪ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǮǫǭǳǲ
)Ǭǰ )ǮǪ ǭǲ ǫǰ ǯ ǬǭǮǪǭǫǯǳǳǮ ǰǬǮ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǮǰǰǳǮ
&ǫǫ *ǫǫ ǳǮ Ǯ Ǯ ǬǫǰǯǲǪǲǲǳǭ ǰǬǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǮǰǳǭǬ
#ǭǮ 3Ǯǰ ǲǭ ǰǬǮ ǭǯ ǫǫǪǮǯǪǭǯǮǱ ǰǱǱ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǯǲǯǮǱ
#ǫǲ #ǬǮ ǯǲ ǫǬǪ ǫǬ ǬǪǰǪǳǱǯǬǳǱ ǰǲǲ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǰǪǱǰǱ
'ǰǯ 3Ǯǰ ǭǪ ǰǬǮ ǫǲ ǫǯǪǯǳǬǱǲǯǱ ǱǪǲ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǰǮǱǮǯ
-ǭǪ .ǫǫ ǭǳǲ ǫǪǳ ǭǬ ǫǬǫǱǳǳǰǭǫǱ ǱǫǪ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǰǯǪǬǮ
+ǫǲ +Ǯǯ Ǭǰ ǬǳǱ ǫǬ ǫǳǯǱǯǬǬǰǳǬ Ǳǫǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǰǯǳǳǱ
'ǰǪ 'ǳǪ ǰǭǯ ǬǬ ǫǯ ǫǰǪǲǱǬǱǪǬǯ ǱǭǬ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǰǳǮǰǮ
#ǫǯ #ǫǲ Ǯǯ ǯǲ ǲ ǬǭǬǱǬǳǱǰǭǫ Ǳǭǲ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǱǪǲǳǯ
3Ǭǭ ;ǪǮ ǲǫ Ǯǰǳ Ǭǳ ǫǬǯǱǰǮǬǪǰǭ ǱǰǪ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǱǯǯǰǱ
-ǭǪ -ǯǪ ǭǳǲ ǰǯ Ǭǭ ǫǮǭǱǫǭǫǬǱ Ǳǰǭ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǱǯǳǰǮ
#ǳǯ 3ǯǭ ǰǬ ǯǰǮ ǬǱ ǫǬǰǱǱǯǬǳǯǯ ǲǫǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǫǲǱǮǯǭ
#ǫǲ 'ǫǯ ǯǲ ǫǬǭ ǫǬ ǬǪǭǰǰǳǪǬǫǲ ǳǪǬ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǪǯǬǮǯ
3Ǫǯ 3Ǫǳ ǲǯǬ ǭǭ ǬǬ ǫǬǰǲǰǲǫǬǭǲ ǳǫǳ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǪǲǲǪǮ
*ǰǫ *ǰǮ ǫǬǲ ǯǰ ǫǬ ǬǪǭǫǳǳǬǬǭǬ ǳǭǬ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǫǫǯǮǭ
(ǬǮ -ǭǪ ǫǪǯ ǭǳǲ ǭǫ ǫǬǬǭǰǱǫǳǱǮ ǳǭǬ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǫǫǮǬǲ
"Ǯǰ &ǰǰ Ǯǳ ǭǲǲ ǫǳ ǫǯǰǪǳǫǮǮǳ ǳǱǮ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǬǪǯǬǮ
/ǭǪ 3Ǫǰ ǫǭǰ ǭǰǲ ǭǯ ǫǫǯǪǳǬǪǱǰǫ ǳǱǰ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǬǪǱǪǲ
*Ǯǰ -ǭǪ ǫǬǫ ǭǳǲ ǭǮ ǫǫǰǬǭǬǱǯǫǫ ǳǲǫ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǬǫǰǭǫ
&ǫǪ 3Ǳǭ ǯǬ ǯǬ ǲ ǬǭǪǮǮǳǭǯǪǬ ǳǲǳ&ǪǱ ǪǪǪǪǬǬǭǫǫ
'ǲǮ 3ǯǭ ǳǬ ǯǰǮ ǭǯ ǫǫǪǫǳǳǫǭǬǯ ǫǪǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǬǱǭǭǫ
'ǪǬ 3Ǯǫ Ǭǫ ǬǯǮ ǫǪ ǬǪǰǳǫǰǬǪǬǯ ǫǪǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǭǮǬǮǯ
*Ǯǰ 3ǪǬ ǫǬǫ ǫǱ Ǳ ǬǬǳǳǭǯǱǳǪǱ ǫǫǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǮǯǯǲ
3Ǭǭ 3ǯǭ ǲǫ ǯǰǮ ǭǬ ǫǫǮǲǯǭǱǯǱǮ ǫǫǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǮǳǳǪǳ
,ǯǳ -Ǭǳ ǭǫ ǰǫǲ ǫǲ ǫǮǱǱǯǪǪǪǲǲ ǫǬǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǰǰǮǯǯ
'ǪǱ *ǰǮ ǫǲǭ ǯǰ ǫǮ ǫǲǰǰǪǭǯǮǰǭ ǫǬǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǱǪǮǪǳ
'ǳǫ (ǮǪ ǫǫǬ ǭǭǱ Ǭǳ ǫǬǰǰǬǭǪǬǲǳ ǫǬǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǱǮǮǱǭ
3ǫǬ 5Ǳǭ ǯǫǱ ǫǫǭ ǭǲ ǫǪǯǰǪǭǮǪǭǯ ǫǬǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǱǳǰǯǬ
#ǭǮ &ǰǰ ǲǭ ǭǲǲ Ǭǰ ǫǭǬǭǮǱǫǲǬǭ ǫǬǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǲǮǬǳǱ
3Ǫǯ 3ǭǫ ǲǯǬ ǯǯ ǭǫ ǫǪǰǳǳǪǳǱǲǲ ǫǭǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǲǯǲǪǬ
+Ǯǯ 5Ǳǭ ǬǳǱ ǫǫǭ ǬǱ ǫǭǬǫǲǫǪǰǮǬ ǫǭǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǲǰǰǮǯ
#ǫǱ 3ǫǱ ǱǱ Ǭǰ Ǳ ǬǭǫǮǬǱǮǯǬǬ ǫǭǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǳǮǮǪǰ
'ǯǫ .ǯǮ ǲǯ ǰǯǮ ǭǰ ǫǪǮǱǲǭǯǫǲǭ ǫǭǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǬǳǳǪǮǳ
#ǳǯ ;ǪǮ ǰǬ Ǯǰǳ ǬǮ ǫǭǮǯǮǮǱǮǯǮ ǫǮǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǪǭǳǱǲ
3ǯǭ 5ǫǮ ǯǰǮ ǯǭ ǬǮ ǫǭǪǳǰǫǮǲǭǭ ǫǮǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǫǪǳǫǭ
&ǲǰ /ǭǪ ǫǰ ǫǭǰ Ǳ ǬǬǰǱǰǪǬǫǬǮ ǫǮǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǬǫǭǯǫ
3ǫǫ ;ǪǮ Ǳǳ Ǯǰǳ Ǭǲ ǫǬǮǫǲǳǭǰǭǱ ǫǯǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǬǮǰǪǬ
'ǳǲ -ǭǪ ǱǬ ǭǳǲ ǬǮ ǫǭǰǮǭǲǪǭǱǲ ǫǯǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǬǳǪǬǮ
,Ǭǯ 3ǫǫ Ǭǲǭ Ǳǳ Ǭǫ ǫǮǳǰǲǪǫǪǬǲ ǫǯǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǭǪǭǪǰ
&ǫǫ &ǰǰ ǳǮ ǭǲǲ Ǭǲ ǫǬǰǬǱǯǪǫǯǳ ǫǯǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǭǰǯǲ
*ǰǫ 3ǪǱ ǫǬǲ Ǯǳǭ ǮǪ ǫǪǬǬǰǯǲǰǬǬ ǫǯǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǭǰǳǰǳ
*Ǯǰ 3Ǫǳ ǫǬǫ ǭǭ ǳ ǬǫǱǯǮǲǬǲǭǮ ǫǰǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǯǱǳǰǭ
(Ǭǫ 3ǯǭ ǯǪ ǯǰǮ Ǭǭ ǫǭǬǰǬǬǲǬǭǬ ǫǱǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǰǫǱǫǱ
+Ǯǯ 3ǫǪ ǬǳǱ ǱǪ ǬǪ ǫǯǬǪǰǮǫǯǬ ǫǱǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǰǭǭǭǬ
3Ǫǯ 5ǫǮ ǲǯǬ ǯǭ ǭǪ ǫǪǱǭǳǱǲǬǮǱ ǫǱǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǰǯǫǱǰ
,Ǳǰ 3ǫǲ Ǭǯ Ǭǳ ǯ ǬǬǳǱǰǯǪǪǳǱ ǫǱǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǱǪǬǯǰ
'ǳǲ 3Ǯǰ ǱǬ ǰǬǮ ǭǫ ǫǫǬǰǯǲǱǰǱǱ ǫǱǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǱǪǪǲǭ
ǫǬǳ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
#ǳǯ )ǫǪ ǰǬ ǮǱ ǲ ǬǬǯǮǲǫǭǲǳǳ ǫǱǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǱǮǱǳǭ
*ǯǪ 3Ǫǯ ǫǳ ǲǯǬ ǫǯ ǫǮǭǮǭǫǭǳǮ ǫǲǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǳǮǭǰǱ
3Ǭǰ 3ǯǯ Ǭǲǲ ǬǪ ǫǪ ǫǳǳǳǰǪǫǮǫ ǫǳǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǭǳǳǪǮ
&ǫǫ &ǫǰ ǳǮ ǭǬ ǲ ǬǬǭǭǫǫǲǲǬǲ ǫǳǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǫǬǰǲǳ
*Ǯǰ ;ǪǮ ǫǬǫ Ǯǰǳ ǭǱ ǫǪǯǲǫǲǱǪǯǯ ǬǪǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǬǲǫǯǳ
(Ǯǭ -ǰǯ ǬǫǪ ǭǲ ǫǬ ǫǳǬǮǫǫǫǰǳǬ ǬǪǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǭǫǪǬǰ
3ǫǬ 3ǭǪ ǯǫǱ ǫǫǯ ǭǲ ǫǪǭǬǪǰǫǬǪǳ ǬǪǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǭǭǯǲǭ
'ǪǱ 'ǳǫ ǫǲǭ ǫǫǬ ǬǪ ǫǯǭǲǭǰǮǬǭǬ ǬǪǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǭǭǲǳǳ
&Ǳǲ *Ǭǯ ǲǳ ǫǰ ǰ ǬǬǲǲǮǳǪǱǮǱ Ǭǫǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǮǬǳǪǯ
/ǭǪ 3ǭǭ ǫǭǰ ǯǱ ǫǬ ǫǳǯǭǯǳǱǱǪǫ ǬǬǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǯǯǱǭǱ
.ǯǮ 3ǭǭ ǰǯǮ ǯǱ ǬǱ ǫǫǲǭǫǱǬǬǭǬ ǬǬǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǯǳǪǲǰ
3ǭǯ 5Ǳǭ ǲ ǫǫǭ ǯ ǬǬǭǮǱǬǭǬǬǭ ǬǬǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǰǰǪǰ
'Ǭǫ 'ǯǪ ǬǲǪ ǫǲǭ ǭǯ ǫǫǫǳǪǭǮǭǭǯ ǬǬǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǰǳǲǫǰ
3ǭǳ 3ǰǪ ǫǲǪ ǫǱǲ Ǭǰ ǫǭǭǪǫǯǭǬǮǬ ǬǬǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǱǪǯǱǱ
"Ǯǳ +ǫǪ ǮǪ Ǳǯǰ Ǭǭ ǫǬǭǯǰǰǳǯǪǱ ǬǭǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǱǭǪǫǯ
/ǭǪ 5Ǳǭ ǫǭǰ ǫǫǭ ǫǱ ǫǰǰǰǬǳǪǫǮǬ ǬǭǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǲǰǲǲǳ
3ǫǪ 3ǯǪ ǱǪ ǫǭǫ ǫǭ ǫǲǲǰǬǫǪǭǮǭ Ǭǭǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǲǱǮǭǱ
"Ǯǳ +ǪǪ ǮǪ ǯǱǲ ǬǪ ǫǭǲǱǭǳǬǰǫ Ǭǭǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǲǲǬǯǯ
#ǫǲ 'ǬǬ ǯǲ ǯǰǫ Ǭǯ ǫǬǯǯǯǫǫǰǳǰ Ǭǭǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǲǲǲǫǲ
(ǬǮ 3ǭǳ ǫǪǯ ǫǲǪ ǫǳ ǫǯǰǲǫǱǱǳǫǰ ǬǮǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǳǬǬǬǱ
+ǮǬ ,Ǭǯ ǫǬǳ Ǭǲǭ Ǭǲ ǫǬǰǫǮǲǪǲǪǭ ǬǮǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǮǳǫǲǫǭ
#ǳǯ +ǫǪ ǰǬ Ǳǯǰ ǭǫ ǫǪǰǳǯǰǮǰǫǲ ǬǮǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǪǬǭǭǭ
*Ǯǰ 3ǪǱ ǫǬǫ Ǯǳǭ ǭǲ ǫǪǬǱǯǫǯǱǰǰ ǬǯǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǫǮǰǫ
,ǯǳ 3ǫǪ ǭǫ ǱǪ Ǳ ǬǬǰǳǫǲǰǰǭǭ Ǭǯǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǫǱǭǯǯ
#ǫǲ 3ǯǭ ǯǲ ǯǰǮ Ǭǯ ǫǬǮǲǯǬǬǫǯǭ Ǭǰǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǭǯǮǰǳ
'ǪǱ *ǫǪ ǫǲǭ ǬǲǬ ǭǯ ǫǫǪǳǭǲǭǮǰ ǬǱǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǮǮǪǳǭ
(ǮǱ -ǱǪ ǳǳǪ ǬǱ ǬǪ ǫǬǪǬǯǯǬǳǭǯ Ǭǲǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǰǱǫǰ
'ǯǪ /ǳǫ ǫǲǭ ǰ ǯ ǬǫǰǳǮǲǰǯǯǳ ǬǳǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǲǪǫǰǮ
(ǳǭ 3Ǭǰ Ǯǯ Ǭǲǲ ǫǯ ǫǰǳǯǱǫǳǱǱǫ Ǭǳǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǲǬǲǯǳ
#ǫǱ 'ǯǫ ǱǱ ǲǯ ǫǫ ǬǪǪǯǫǬǯǪǭǬ Ǭǳǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǳǫǳǲǲ
"Ǯǰ 3Ǫǯ Ǯǳ ǲǯǬ Ǭǲ ǫǪǲǬǳǳǱǱǬǫ ǬǳǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǳǬǮǪǰ
3ǫǪ 5Ǳǭ ǱǪ ǫǫǭ ǫǬ ǫǳǭǭǫǪǪǮǱǯ Ǭǳǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǳǯǫǬǱ
,Ǭǯ .ǫǫ Ǭǲǭ ǫǪǳ Ǭǯ ǫǭǬǯǬǰǬǳǬǳ ǭǪǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǯǳǲǯǮǫ
(Ǯǭ .ǫǫ ǬǫǪ ǫǪǳ Ǭǫ ǫǮǰǱǫǬǰǪǫ ǭǪǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǪǯǬǳǯ
#ǳǪ 3ǯǭ ǰǬ ǯǰǮ Ǭǰ ǫǬǫǯǬǲǯǯǭǯ ǭǫǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǬǫǱǲǭ
'ǬǬ 'Ǭǭ ǯǰǫ ǰǰ ǬǱ ǫǫǳǬǫǰǫǳǪǮ ǭǬǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǭǲǳǳǮ
3ǫǫ 3ǫǬ Ǳǳ ǯǫǱ Ǭǳ ǫǫǰǫǫǳǬǬǰǯ ǭǭǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǯǲǱǮ
"Ǯǫ /ǭǪ ǭǬ ǫǭǰ ǳ ǬǫǪǰǪǰǯǮǬǫ ǭǭǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǰǲǭǱǯ
+ǮǬ 3ǰǪ ǫǬǳ ǫǱǲ Ǭǫ ǫǮǰǭǫǰǭǱǱ ǭǮǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǱǲ
.ǯǮ 3Ǭǭ ǰǯǮ ǲǫ ǭǮ ǫǪǭǭǬǭǪǭǲǮ ǭǮǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǲǪǳǬǯ
3ǪǬ 3Ǭǰ ǫǱ Ǭǲǲ ǳ ǬǪǪǰǲǯǱǪǫǬ ǭǮǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǰǲǫǱǱǮ
3Ǭǭ 3Ǯǰ ǲǫ ǰǬǮ ǭǭ ǫǪǯǯǫǪǮǱǪǯ ǭǯǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǪǭǰǫǭ
+ǫǪ .ǮǪ Ǳǯǰ ǰǪ ǭǪ ǫǪǰǱǳǫǯǳǳǮ ǭǰǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǪǰǱǳǰ
/ǭǪ 3ǫǪ ǫǭǰ ǱǪ ǫǭ ǫǲǮǰǬǮǭǳǭǯ ǭǰǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǫǭǯǰǳ
3Ǫǯ 3ǭǭ ǲǯǬ ǯǱ ǭǫ ǫǪǬǫǱǪǮǬǪǱ ǭǰǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǫǰǬǪǲ
&ǰǫ ,Ǭǯ Ǯǫ Ǭǲǭ ǫǮ ǫǱǬǲǮǫǯǰǲǳ ǭǱǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǬǬǮǫǯ
'Ǭǯ 'ǭǫ ǫǮǯ ǫǱǬ ǬǬ ǫǮǬǬǮǳǬǭǫǰ ǭǱǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǬǬǭǮǭ
*Ǯǰ -ǲǳ ǫǬǫ ǭǰ ǳ ǬǫǪǯǭǫǪǮǱǳ ǭǱǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǬǯǮǫǯ
&ǫǰ 'Ǫǰ ǭǬ ǬǬǬ ǫǫ ǫǳǬǯǭǱǫǪǬǰ ǭǱǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǭǭǬǫǫ
'ǫǭ 'ǭǬ Ǭǳǫ Ǭǫǳ ǮǪ ǫǪǪǳǫǮǫǭǭǮ ǭǲǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǮǭǫǯǮ
3Ǫǯ 3Ǳǭ ǲǯǬ ǯǬ Ǭǳ ǫǪǯǬǬǱǪǭǱǯ ǭǲǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǯǪǭǳǫ
#ǫǯ -Ǭǳ Ǯǯ ǰǫǲ ǬǬ ǫǬǲǬǲǪǰǲǰǯ ǭǳǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǯǳǬǬǮ
-ǲǳ 3ǪǱ ǭǰ Ǯǳǭ ǫǱ ǫǮǳǭǪǲǰǳǭǫ ǭǳǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǱǫǱǬ
+ǮǮ 3Ǫǯ ǭǯ ǲǯǬ ǬǬ ǫǫǳǬǮǯǮǮǭǮ ǮǪǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǱǲǮǪǮ
'ǰǬ *ǰǮ Ǯǫ ǯǰ Ǳ ǬǬǭǰǬǱǬǪǫ ǮǪǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǲǬǬǫǮ
'Ǭǫ ;ǯǪ ǬǲǪ ǫǫǳ Ǭǰ ǫǬǱǲǲǪǳǬǫǲ ǮǪǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǲǮǭǱǯ
'ǫǭ (ǮǮ Ǭǳǫ ǫǳǰ ǭǱ ǫǪǯǫǭǪǱǪǱǱ ǮǫǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǲǳǱǬǲ
#ǬǮ 3ǰǪ ǫǬǪ ǫǱǲ ǬǪ ǫǮǲǰǲǲǳǬǰǯ ǮǫǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǱǳǫǲǱ
"Ǯǫ 3ǭǳ ǭǬ ǫǲǪ ǫǪ ǫǳǳǳǰǪǫǮǫ ǮǬǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǫǪǰǳǯ
*ǲǮ -Ǭǳ ǭǳ ǰǫǲ ǬǪ ǫǭǭǮǱǬǬǭǪǯ ǮǬǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǫǱǪǯǰ
(ǬǮ *Ǯǰ ǫǪǯ ǫǬǫ ǫǯ ǫǱǫǲǯǭǲǮǳǱ ǮǭǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǭǬǪǲǯ
,ǯǳ -ǭǪ ǭǫ ǭǳǲ ǫǮ ǫǰǯǲǳǫǰǳǬǮ Ǯǭǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǭǮǰǯ
(Ǯǭ ,Ǭǯ ǬǫǪ Ǭǲǭ ǭǲ ǫǪǭǬǰǭǰǫǮǲ ǮǭǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǭǯǰǪǳ
/ǭǪ 3ǯǪ ǫǭǰ ǫǭǫ ǫǲ ǫǯǰǰǮǭǭǲǫǱ ǮǯǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǯǳǬǫǯ
,ǱǪ 3Ǯǫ ǫǯ ǬǯǮ ǲ ǬǪǰǪǫǳǭǯǰǫ Ǯǯǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǰǬǱǲǫ
(Ǯǭ :Ǫǰ ǬǫǪ ǰǬ ǫǯ ǫǰǳǪǮǪǬǱǪǱ ǮǰǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǱǯǭǯǰ
-Ǭǳ 3ǭǫ ǰǫǲ ǯǯ Ǭǯ ǫǫǳǲǫǳǱǭǮǱ ǮǰǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǲǱǮǲǬǬ
'ǫǫ 3ǰǪ ǭǯǪ ǫǱǲ ǭǳ ǫǪǪǮǰǫǫǱǪǳ Ǯǲǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǭǪǯǪǮ
-ǲǳ 3Ǭǰ ǭǰ Ǭǲǲ ǫǭ ǫǱǯǭǱǰǲǫǱǬ Ǯǳǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǮǪǭǪǫ
#ǫǯ 3Ǫǯ Ǯǯ ǲǯǬ Ǭǰ ǫǪǳǭǮǬǭǮǭǭ ǯǫǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǰǰǬǱǭ
'ǳǲ (ǮǪ ǱǬ ǭǭǱ Ǭǫ ǫǭǳǭǭǬǳǭǭǲ ǯǫǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǱǭǮǲǳ
,Ǭǯ ,Ǭǰ Ǭǲǭ ǫǮ ǲ ǬǪǬǳǰǭǭǰǰ ǯǫǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǱǯǳǰǲ
ǫǭǪ
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
.ǫǳ 3ǰǪ ǫǰǯ ǫǱǲ ǬǮ ǫǭǭǬǮǳǪǲǲǲ ǯǫǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǱǰǰǭ
-Ǭǫ 3Ǫǰ ǫǲ ǭǰǲ ǫǪ ǫǲǰǲǪǯǫǳǮǮ ǯǬǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǪǳǲǮǭǳǫ
#ǫǱ 3Ǭǰ ǱǱ Ǭǲǲ ǬǪ ǫǮǭǳǳǪǮǯǮǬ ǯǭǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǪǱǯǯǫ
&ǲǱ 5Ǳǭ ǮǪ ǫǫǭ ǳ ǬǪǱǮǰǳǭǫǭ ǯǮǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǫǰǮǯǲ
*ǲǯ ,ǱǮ ǭ ǯ Ǭ ǫǯǱǲǭǳǳǲǫǭ ǯǯǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǮǪǮǫǬ
)ǯǭ 3ǭǪ Ǯǯǭ ǫǫǯ ǭǮ ǫǪǯǯǳǮǱǬǪǮ ǯǰǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǯǯǯǲǯ
'ǪǮ 'Ǫǰ ǬǬ ǬǬǬ ǳ ǬǪǪǲǳǱǭǮǭǯ ǯǰǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǰǫǯǯǯ
*ǫǪ 3ǪǪ ǬǲǬ ǬǱ ǫǫ ǫǲǯǰǬǰǮǯǬǭ ǯǰǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǰǬǰǭǭ
+ǫǲ +ǮǮ Ǭǰ ǭǯ ǯ ǬǬǭǬǰǰǪǱǯǱ ǯǰǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǰǫǳǬ
"Ǯǰ -Ǭǳ Ǯǳ ǰǫǲ Ǭǭ ǫǬǭǭǲǰǭǯǪǮ ǯǰǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǪǰǬǭǮǫ
+ǫǪ 5ǭǪ Ǳǯǰ ǭǳ ǬǬ ǫǬǪǱǫǰǳǰǲǮ ǯǳǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǪǬǳǬǱ
'Ǯǫ 'ǮǬ ǰǫǪ ǭǱ ǫǳ ǫǭǮǱǭǰǯǭǪǳ ǯǳǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǪǭǫǰǮ
#ǭǮ 'ǬǬ ǲǭ ǯǰǫ ǭǫ ǫǪǱǲǮǱǳǫǰǯ ǯǳǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǪǰǲǫǳ
,Ǭǯ 3ǫǭ Ǭǲǭ ǫǫǭ Ǭǯ ǫǬǱǲǫǳǲǯǭǰ ǰǪǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǫǰǳǱǳ
,Ǭǯ 5Ǳǭ Ǭǲǭ ǫǫǭ Ǭǯ ǫǬǱǲǫǳǲǯǭǰ ǰǪǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǫǰǪǰǱ
'ǫǲ (ǳǭ Ǳǰ Ǯǯ ǲ ǬǫǮǫǰǳǳǲǫǳ ǰǪǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǬǪǬǭǳ
#ǳǯ 3Ǫǰ ǰǬ ǭǰǲ ǬǪ ǫǮǪǮǪǳǯǮǲǳ ǰǫǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǬǱǯǰǬ
&Ǳǲ 3ǪǱ ǲǳ Ǯǳǭ ǭǪ ǫǫǫǬǯǱǱǳǯǱ ǰǫǯ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǭǰǫǪǲ
"Ǯǳ -ǭǪ ǮǪ ǭǳǲ ǫǰ ǫǯǮǫǱǰǮǲǫǫ ǰǬǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǮǱǲǪǬ
-ǰǯ .ǯǮ ǭǲ ǰǯǮ ǬǪ ǫǬǳǯǱǯǬǪǯ ǰǭǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǫǯǳǭǬǳ
&ǰǰ (Ǭǫ ǭǲǲ ǯǪ ǫǲ ǫǮǰǬǪǭǪǭǳǮ ǰǰǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǬǫǭǪǲ
(ǮǮ +Ǯǯ ǫǳǰ ǬǳǱ ǭǱ ǫǪǬǭǮǯǭǰǱǰ ǰǱǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǬǭǪǭǳǫ
"Ǯǰ 'ǫǳ Ǯǳ ǮǮǫ ǫǳ ǫǮǪǫǳǳǳǱǲǬ ǰǳǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǬǱǲǰǬǱ
"Ǯǳ )ǯǭ ǮǪ Ǯǯǭ ǫǱ ǫǮǰǱǱǳǳǰǳǯ ǱǫǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǪǳǱǪǮ
&ǫǫ 3ǪǱ ǳǮ Ǯǳǭ ǭǫ ǫǪǲǮǲǲǲǲǳǲ ǱǬǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǫǭǪǰǯ
'Ǫǰ 3ǮǪ ǬǬǬ Ǳǰ ǫǱ ǫǯǯǮǮǮǯǱǭǮ ǱǬǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǫǭǰǬǫ
*ǲǮ 3ǮǮ ǭǳ ǳǪǫ ǬǮ ǫǪǳǱǲǬǪǬǮǮ Ǳǭǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǭǱǳǱǱ
#ǬǮ 'ǰǯ ǫǬǪ ǭǪ ǲ ǬǫǪǭǯǪǲǰǪǬ ǱǮǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǮǭǰǮǳ
3ǫǭ 3ǭǳ ǫǫǭ ǫǲǪ ǫǳ ǫǮǱǱǮǰǱǳǯǯ Ǳǯǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǰǮǲǱǫ
,Ǳǭ ,Ǳǰ ǰ Ǭǯ ǭ ǫǳǭǯǰǱǳǪǫǳ ǱǰǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǭǲǬǪǪǭ
-Ǭǳ 3ǫǪ ǰǫǲ ǱǪ Ǭǳ ǫǪǲǮǬǰǲǳǫǱ ǱǲǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǫǭǲǬǬ
&ǰǰ ;ǱǬ ǭǲǲ Ǯǰ ǫǱ ǫǮǲǰǬǮǯǰǫ Ǳǳǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǭǮǬǮǰ
3Ǭǰ 3ǭǬ Ǭǲǲ Ǳǳ ǬǪ ǫǮǪǱǰǭǰǰǰǬ ǲǫǲ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǰǲǬǲǭ
"ǭǰ #ǬǮ ǯ ǫǬǪ Ǯ ǬǪǲǪǬǮǯǯǬǮ ǲǫǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǰǲǯǮǱ
*ǬǪ 3ǪǱ ǫǪ Ǯǳǭ ǲ ǫǲǮǲǲǱǮǫǳǬ ǲǬǬ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǱǬǬǰǯ
#ǳǯ 3ǫǬ ǰǬ ǯǫǱ ǬǮ ǫǬǫǲǯǯǪǭǯǯ ǲǬǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǱǯǰǱǮ
+Ǯǯ ;Ǭǯ ǬǳǱ ǫǲ ǳ ǫǳǬǳǰǯǬǮǭǯ ǲǬǱ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǮǱǱǭǫǲ
3ǫǪ 3ǫǬ ǱǪ ǯǫǱ Ǭǰ ǫǫǰǳǳǬǯǪǪǫ ǲǮǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǯǪǮ
'ǮǬ +ǫǪ ǭǱ Ǳǯǰ Ǭǫ ǫǬǫǫǫǲǫǪǬǳ ǲǯǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǯǫǭǮǰ
#ǬǮ 'ǫǳ ǫǬǪ ǮǮǫ ǭǮ ǫǪǭǮǰǫǯǰǳǫ ǲǰǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǯǭǪǫǫǭ
(Ǭǫ 3ǰǪ ǯǪ ǫǱǲ ǫǬ ǫǲǫǪǳǪǫǪǲǫ ǲǰǰ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǯǭǮǭǳǲ
.ǫǳ 3Ǭǰ ǫǰǯ Ǭǲǲ ǭǬ ǫǪǳǯǮǮǫǫǮǮ ǲǱǪ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǯǮǫǫǯǱ
+ǫǪ -ǯǪ Ǳǯǰ ǰǯ ǭǫ ǫǪǪǯǱǰǰǳǮǭ ǲǱǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǯǮǭǲǱǳ
'Ǯǫ 'Ǯǯ ǰǫǪ Ǭǰ ǫǯ ǫǮǯǲǲǫǯǪǳǱ ǳǫǫ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǰǪǭǮǰǫ
'ǫǪ 5ǯǪ ǫǫǮǳ ǫǫ ǫǫ ǫǭǪǳǮǰǰǬǳ ǳǫǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǰǪǱǯǲǬ
'ǯǫ ,ǱǱ ǲǯ Ǭǳǭ Ǭǫ ǫǭǰǪǫǯǫǱǰǯ ǳǰǮ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǰǲǳǭǬǲ
+ǪǪ 3ǰǫ ǯǱǲ Ǯǭ ǬǪ ǫǬǳǯǰǮǳǯǬǮ ǳǱǳ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǱǫǭǰǯ
3ǭǪ 3ǭǳ ǫǫǯ ǫǲǪ ǫǳ ǫǮǯǯǰǯǮǮǬǰ ǳǲǭ&Ǫǰ ǪǪǪǫǱǫǲǲǭǯ
*ǭǳ ,ǱǱ ǫǫ Ǭǳǭ Ǳ ǬǪǫǮǱǰǯǭǯǱ ǫǪǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǱǮǱǱǳǯ
/ǭǪ 3Ǭǰ ǫǭǰ Ǭǲǲ Ǭǲ ǫǫǰǲǫǪǮǪǱ ǫǪǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǱǱǮǮǱǲ
.ǫǫ .ǫǱ ǫǪǳ ǫǱ ǰ ǬǫǰǬǲǭǬǭǯǬ ǫǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǲǮǫǰǯǮ
-Ǭǳ -ǯǯ ǰǫǲ ǫǫ ǳ ǫǱǪǯǮǮǱǮǪǭ ǫǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǲǮǪǮǯǳ
+ǮǬ 3Ǭǰ ǫǬǳ Ǭǲǲ ǬǱ ǫǫǲǱǰǰǪǪǰǰ ǫǪǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǲǯǱǱǫ
"Ǯǫ 3ǭǫ ǭǬ ǯǯ ǰ Ǭǫǲǳǫǯǳǫǫǲ ǫǪǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǲǯǰǭǫǲ
-ǭǪ 3ǫǲ ǭǳǲ Ǭǳ ǫǭ ǫǰǭǮǲǪǫǬǰǬ ǫǪǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǲǯǰǰǯǰ
*ǫǪ *ǰǳ ǬǲǬ ǭǳ ǫǭ ǫǰǲǲǱǫǪǮǬǰ ǫǪǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǲǱǫǳǪǭ
"Ǯǰ -ǲǳ Ǯǳ ǭǰ ǰ ǬǫǲǲǪǫǰǲǮǬ ǫǫǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǳǪǳǯǬ
3Ǫǯ 5ǭǪ ǲǯǬ ǭǳ Ǭǭ ǫǫǫǬǯǫǮǬǭǯ ǫǫǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǳǯǪǮǬǯ
*ǰǫ 3ǰǪ ǫǬǲ ǫǱǲ ǬǪ ǫǮǪǯǲǰǮǳǲǳ ǫǫǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǫǳǰǫǱǱǯ
,Ǭǯ 3ǰǪ Ǭǲǭ ǫǱǲ ǭǭ ǫǪǯǳǰǰǱǱǭǰ ǫǫǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǪǪǮǬǱǲ
+ǫǪ 3ǭǭ Ǳǯǰ ǯǱ Ǭǲ ǫǪǮǪǯǱǯǮǯǮ ǫǫǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǪǬǳǯǮǰ
.ǮǪ 3ǰǪ ǰǪ ǫǱǲ ǫǭ ǫǱǬǫǫǲǬǭǳ ǫǬǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǪǱǭǳǰǭ
#ǫǲ .ǯǮ ǯǲ ǰǯǮ Ǭǰ ǫǫǪǱǰǭǬǮǲǲ ǫǬǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǪǱǰǯǬǭ
(ǳǭ *ǫǪ Ǯǯ ǬǲǬ ǫǮ ǫǰǬǰǱǲǬǰǱǰ ǫǬǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǪǳǬǫǪǮ
'ǳǲ (ǬǮ ǱǬ ǫǪǯ ǫǫ ǫǲǰǭǮǬǰǳǮǱ ǫǬǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǪǳǱǱǭǲ
"Ǯǫ )ǮǪ ǭǬ ǫǰ Ǯ ǬǫǫǭǬǯǱǫǮǱ ǫǬǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǫǫǭǪǲǱ
3ǫǲ 3ǰǪ Ǭǳ ǫǱǲ ǳ ǫǳǰǪǱǬǬǳǫǬ ǫǬǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǫǰǬǯǳǬ
#ǳǪ 3Ǭǰ ǰǬ Ǭǲǲ ǫǱ ǫǮǲǯǰǳǳǱǪǭ ǫǬǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǫǰǭǱǱǳ
&ǫǰ 3Ǫǯ ǭǬ ǲǯǬ ǬǪ ǫǫǱǱǫǫǯǰǮǲ ǫǬǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǫǰǭǮǭǬ
'ǪǮ 'ǪǱ ǬǬ ǫǲǭ ǲ ǬǪǫǰǳǯǱǯǫ ǫǬǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǫǲǪǮǭǯ
*ǳǯ 3ǰǫ ǮǬ Ǯǭ ǰ ǬǫǱǰǪǱǱǬǬǲ ǫǬǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǫǲǫǪǯǳ
'Ǭǯ 3Ǫǰ ǫǮǯ ǭǰǲ ǭǮ ǫǪǬǭǭǰǰǯǯ ǫǭǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǬǭǰǱǰ
ǫǭǫ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
*ǮǱ 3Ǫǯ Ǭǭ ǲǯǬ ǫǰ ǫǬǲǳǫǯǰǳǳǳ ǫǭǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǬǮǫǬǫǰ
,Ǭǯ 3ǭǭ Ǭǲǭ ǯǱ ǫǰ ǫǯǬǰǪǪǮǲǮǬ ǫǭǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǬǮǮǲǱǮ
&ǲǱ 3ǪǪ ǮǪ ǬǱ ǯ ǬǫǱǯǮǫǰǲǪǯ ǫǭǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǭǪǪǯǪǲ
#ǳǯ &ǰǰ ǰǬ ǭǲǲ ǬǪ ǫǭǭǱǫǮǱǪǳǬ ǫǭǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǭǬǪǲǫǯ
"Ǯǰ +Ǯǯ Ǯǳ ǬǳǱ ǫǯ ǫǯǰǪǲǪǫǬǲǳ ǫǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǭǰǭǯǫǱ
&ǰǰ *Ǯǰ ǭǲǲ ǫǬǫ ǭǫ ǫǪǰǱǭǲǪǮǯǲ ǫǮǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǭǳǪǬǬǮ
(ǮǱ 3Ǫǳ ǳǳǪ ǭǭ ǬǬ ǫǪǱǭǭǬǲǮǬǮ ǫǮǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǭǳǮǭǬǫ
3ǭǪ 3ǭǫ ǫǫǯ ǯǯ ǫǪ ǫǳǫǬǬǭǬǭǮǯ ǫǮǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǭǳǮǲǳǯ
.ǫǫ .ǫǭ ǫǪǳ ǫǫ ǯ Ǭǫǭǰǰǯǯǳǲǲ ǫǮǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǪǯǬǯǭ
-Ǭǳ 3ǫǫ ǰǫǲ Ǳǳ ǭǫ ǫǪǫǮǯǮǭǲǰǮ ǫǮǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǫǫ
)ǮǪ +ǫǪ ǫǰ Ǳǯǰ ǫǬ ǫǮǱǮǳǲǪǳǳǮ ǫǮǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǫǪǲǰǫ
#ǳǯ 'ǰǯ ǰǬ ǭǪ ǰ ǬǫǰǪǲǱǪǪǱǮ ǫǮǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǮǬǮǬǯ
.ǫǫ 5Ǳǭ ǫǪǳ ǫǫǭ ǫǮ ǫǰǰǪǲǯǰǲǭǲ ǫǮǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǮǳǫǪǯ
&ǲǲ )ǯǭ ǯǪ Ǯǯǭ ǫǳ ǫǭǮǬǳǪǳǫǪǮ ǫǮǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǯǱǫǰǯ
,Ǭǯ 3ǭǳ Ǭǲǭ ǫǲǪ ǭǭ ǫǪǮǮǯǭǫǫǰ ǫǮǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǮǲǲǬǲǱ
,ǪǬ ;ǪǮ Ǭǰ Ǯǰǳ ǫǭ ǫǯǱǬǱǭǰǫǳǲ ǫǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǪǯǮǬǬ
+ǮǬ /ǭǪ ǫǬǳ ǫǭǰ ǫǱ ǫǯǪǱǫǮǮǰǭǰ ǫǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǪǮǲǲǱ
*ǰǱ *ǰǳ ǯ ǭǳ ǭ ǫǳǫǰǳǬǲǳǬǲ ǫǯǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǫǲǲǲ
+ǮǬ .ǫǳ ǫǬǳ ǫǰǯ ǫǳ ǫǮǬǪǲǳǰǫǰǱ ǫǯǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǬǲǭǫǲ
-ǯǭ 3Ǫǯ ǫǭ ǲǯǬ ǫǫ ǫǮǯǲǮǰǭǯǰǳ ǫǯǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǭǰǮǫǬ
(ǮǱ ,ǯǳ ǳǳǪ ǭǫ Ǭǫ ǫǪǳǪǳǪǯǬǯǯ ǫǯǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǯǲǬǯǮ
'Ǫǯ *Ǯǰ ǲǳ ǫǬǫ ǫǭ ǫǱǫǬǪǬǪǮǭ ǫǯǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǰǯǲǯǬ
#ǫǯ 3ǯǭ Ǯǯ ǯǰǮ ǬǪ ǫǬǰǲǳǭǯǪǪǱ ǫǯǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǰǱǱǱǱ
,ǯǳ .ǯǮ ǭǫ ǰǯǮ ǫǱ ǫǭǬǳǯǪǪǪǭǬ ǫǯǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǰǲǫǰǭ
&ǰǰ 5ǭǪ ǭǲǲ ǭǳ ǫǯ ǫǯǫǮǱǬǳǱǳǬ ǫǯǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǯǲǯǲǱǯ
&ǲǱ *Ǭǫ ǮǪ ǯ ǭ ǫǳǫǮǲǰǪǯǮǲ ǫǰǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǰǲǰǮǭǰ
*ǫǪ 3Ǳǭ ǬǲǬ ǯǬ ǫǯ ǫǯǯǫǲǯǮǫǲǳ ǫǰǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǱǬǬǱǯǲ
'Ǫǫ 'ǫǲ ǰǱ Ǳǰ ǳ ǫǳǱǬǱǬǫǫǯǱ ǫǰǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǱǮǱǪǲǫ
"Ǯǫ 'ǬǬ ǭǬ ǯǰǫ ǫǰ ǫǭǳǰǱǪǬǱǬǮ ǫǱǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǱǰǮǳ
(Ǯǭ *Ǯǰ ǬǫǪ ǫǬǫ Ǭǫ ǫǭǭǮǯǮǪǭǱǫ ǫǱǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǱǰǱǳǭǱ
#ǫǱ *Ǯǰ ǱǱ ǫǬǫ ǫǬ ǫǱǰǬǭǱǮǫǳǳ ǫǱǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǱǲǱǭǯǲ
.ǯǮ 3Ǭǯ ǰǯǮ ǭǱ ǫǳ ǫǬǯǳǬǲǯǰǮǬ ǫǱǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǱǳǲǬǳǬ
&ǯǭ (ǮǮ ǫǰ ǫǳǰ Ǳ ǬǪǭǮǫǰǰǰǪǭ ǫǱǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǲǪǲǯǰǰ
"ǰǳ &ǰǫ ǯ Ǯǫ ǭ ǫǳǫǬǱǳǯǫǬǲ ǫǱǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǲǰǬǪǫ
&ǫǪ 'ǪǱ ǯǬ ǫǲǭ ǫǬ ǫǱǭǳǱǱǳǬǳǬ ǫǱǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǲǱǰǮǮ
&ǰǰ *ǰǫ ǭǲǲ ǫǬǲ ǭǬ ǫǪǭǯǲǫǭǳǮǭ ǫǱǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǲǱǲǬǮǯ
#ǳǯ ,ǯǳ ǰǬ ǭǫ ǰ ǬǫǮǭǰǪǯǮǬǬ ǫǱǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǲǲǰǰǬǫ
)ǫǪ 3ǪǱ ǮǱ Ǯǳǭ ǫǳ ǫǭǫǮǬǬ ǫǲǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǲǳǲǳǬǱ
#ǭǮ #ǳǯ ǲǭ ǰǬ ǳ ǫǳǰǭǮǯǰǯǲǮ ǫǲǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǮǪǯǪǰ
"ǭǰ +ǬǪ ǯ ǯ Ǭ ǫǯǱǮǪǮǫǬǫǮ ǫǲǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǱǫǲ
3ǫǬ 3Ǭǭ ǯǫǱ ǲǫ Ǭǲ ǫǪǱǲǲǱǫǭǳǫ ǫǲǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǲǫǪǬǮ
,ǱǱ 3ǫǲ Ǭǳǭ Ǭǳ ǫǫ ǫǱǮǭǳǬǯǮǫǰ ǫǲǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǳǭǪǳǯ
(ǬǮ /ǭǪ ǫǪǯ ǫǭǰ ǫǯ ǫǯǲǭǪǮǯǬǳǲ ǫǲǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǳǯǰǮǰ
"Ǯǳ 3Ǭǰ ǮǪ Ǭǲǲ ǫǭ ǫǰǭǰǳǮǬǱǱǫ ǫǲǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǳǮǫǰǫ
&ǲǱ 3Ǭǰ ǮǪ Ǭǲǲ ǫǭ ǫǰǭǰǳǮǬǱǱǫ ǫǲǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǬǳǳǬǪǮǯ
#ǫǱ 3Ǫǰ ǱǱ ǭǰǲ ǬǬ ǫǬǯǲǰǫǪǭǮǱ ǫǲǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǪǭǭǬǭ
,Ǭǳ 3ǫǬ ǭǲ ǯǫǱ ǫǱ ǫǭǰǲǮǱǪǰǲǫ ǫǳǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǪǰǯǬǰǭ
#ǳǪ +Ǯǯ ǰǬ ǬǳǱ ǫǱ ǫǮǮǲǫǬǭǯǭǲ ǫǳǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǪǱǫǰǫ
/ǫǭ 3ǭǭ Ǯ ǯǱ ǭ ǫǳǪǭǭǭǬǫǪǫ ǫǳǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǫǯǲǫǳ
/ǮǱ 3ǭǭ Ǯ ǯǱ ǭ ǫǳǪǭǭǭǬǫǪǫ ǫǳǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǫǭǰǬǯ
'ǱǪ )ǯǪ ǬǱ Ǯǭ ǯ ǬǫǮǲǳǬǪǯǲǮ ǫǳǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǬǳǲǰǱ
&ǲǱ 3ǫǲ ǮǪ Ǭǳ ǯ ǬǫǮǳǬǮǮǱǮǳ ǫǳǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǮǫǳǫǯ
.ǮǪ 3ǯǭ ǰǪ ǯǰǮ ǬǮ ǫǫǮǱǮǭǪǭǰǮ ǫǳǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǯǯǰǳǰ
&ǯǫ 'ǫǲ Ǭǰ Ǳǰ ǰ ǬǫǬǲǱǭǮǳǲǯ ǫǳǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǯǳǪǭǳ
#ǳǪ ;ǪǮ ǰǬ Ǯǰǳ ǬǬ ǫǬǬǯǫǯǭǬǬ ǬǪǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǫǳǬǪǭǭ
#ǳǪ -ǭǪ ǰǬ ǭǳǲ ǬǪ ǫǭǪǮǲǪǬǳǳǭ ǬǪǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǬǫǮǳǱǬ
#ǫǲ #ǬǬ ǯǲ Ǯ ǭ ǫǳǪǫǰǳǬǰǱǯ ǬǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǬǯǱǮǰǰ
'ǫǭ 'ǰǫ Ǭǳǫ ǮǪ ǫǭ ǫǰǬǯǭǪǪǬǮǰ ǬǪǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǭǪǱǱǫǰ
(ǲǫ *ǰǳ ǫǯ ǭǳ Ǯ ǬǪǲǯǲǫǳǭǰǲ ǬǫǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǭǫǰǲǲǰ
&ǰǰ 3ǭǬ ǭǲǲ Ǳǳ Ǭǭ ǫǬǫǲǪǯǪǮǫǭ ǬǫǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǭǫǳǬǰǱ
&ǰǰ 5Ǳǫ ǭǲǲ ǫǰ ǳ ǫǱǳǬǭǳǫǳǬǭ Ǭǫǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǪǱǱǲ
+ǫǪ -ǲǳ Ǳǯǰ ǭǰ ǬǪ ǫǫǱǳǭǲǭǲǲǲ Ǭǫǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǪǰǰǭǭ
'ǯǪ 5ǫǮ ǫǲǭ ǯǭ ǫǬ ǫǱǫǳǭǪǲǲǮǭ Ǭǫǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǮǭǳǯǯ
-ǲǳ 3ǭǫ ǭǰ ǯǯ ǰ ǬǫǬǱǰǭǳǯǮǮ Ǭǫǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǮǬǳǮǰ
)ǫǪ )ǯǭ ǮǱ Ǯǯǭ ǫǲ ǫǭǮǰǯǮǭǭǳǮ Ǭǫǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǮǬǳǫǰ
(ǳǫ (ǳǮ ǫǰ Ǭ Ǭ ǫǯǱǪǳǳǲǪǫǫ ǬǬǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǲǭǰǪǲ
#Ǭǭ ,ǱǱ ǫǬ Ǭǳǭ Ǳ ǫǳǯǫǬǲǪǮǭǭ ǬǬǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǮǲǫǳǳǭ
3ǫǭ 5Ǳǭ ǫǫǭ ǫǫǭ ǫǮ ǫǰǫǳǰǰǲǪǬǰ ǬǬǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǯǪǭǱǳǭ
"Ǯǳ ,ǱǱ ǮǪ Ǭǳǭ ǫǭ ǫǰǫǱǯǳǪǮǭǮ ǬǬǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǯǬǮǫǮ
+ǮǮ +ǳǲ ǭǯ ǭǮ ǯ ǬǫǭǳǯǯǫǭǯǬ ǬǬǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǯǭǮǲǮǫ
3ǪǪ 3Ǯǰ ǬǱ ǰǬǮ ǫǯ ǫǭǲǰǬǭǳǪǱǳ ǬǬǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǯǮǮǯǫǯ
'ǫǳ 'ǯǫ ǮǮǫ ǲǯ Ǭǰ ǫǫǬǭǭǰǬǫǫǮ ǬǭǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǰǳǫǱǱǲ
ǫǭǬ
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
-ǭǪ 5ǫǮ ǭǳǲ ǯǭ ǫǲ ǫǭǯǲǫǯǬǫǳǯ ǬǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǱǮǮǭǱǳ
+ǮǮ -ǭǪ ǭǯ ǭǳǲ ǫǮ ǫǯǫǲǳǰǮǳǮǬ ǬǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǱǮǯǬǱǭ
'ǭǬ (ǮǮ Ǭǫǳ ǫǳǰ Ǭǳ ǫǪǳǮǱǬǪǫǫǳ ǬǮǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǱǲǮǯǬǮ
.ǯǮ 3ǫǪ ǰǯǮ ǱǪ Ǭǳ ǫǪǪǲǬǪǲǲǫǭ ǬǮǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǮǰǮǭǯ
'ǫǳ (ǬǮ ǮǮǫ ǫǪǯ ǭǪ ǫǪǮǪǫǰǫǫǫǳ ǬǮǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǯǲǬǲǯ
#Ǫǰ #Ǭǰ ǭ ǫǪ Ǭ ǫǯǱǫǲǰǰǲǮǭ ǬǮǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǰǫǲǲǲ
+ǫǪ ,ǯǳ Ǳǯǰ ǭǫ ǫǲ ǫǬǬǯǲǮǭǪǱǭ ǬǯǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǱǫǬǬǮ
+ǫǪ 5ǫǮ Ǳǯǰ ǯǭ Ǭǰ ǫǪǭǮǱǮǲǱǲǫ Ǭǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǲǮǯǬǲ
"Ǯǫ +ǪǪ ǭǬ ǯǱǲ ǫǰ ǫǭǰǪǬǬǪǳǳǮ Ǭǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǲǬǲǲǳ
'Ǫǰ *ǰǭ ǬǬǬ Ǳ ǯ ǬǪǬǰǲǯǫǬǬ Ǭǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǲǲǱǱǯǮ
-Ǭǯ -ǭǪ ǯ ǭǳǲ ǯ ǫǳǪǬǯǫǬǫǯǯ Ǭǯǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǳǫǮǳǫǭ
(ǰǬ )ǫǲ ǳǲ ǭ ǭ ǫǲǱǰǯǫǰǳǮǱ Ǭǯǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǭǳǯǫǳǱǲ
-ǲǳ 3ǪǬ ǭǰ ǫǱ Ǯ ǬǪǱǯǲǪǫǳǪǫ ǬǰǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǪǪǫǱǳǱ
#ǰǲ -ǮǪ Ǳ ǫǪǪ Ǯ ǬǪǮǭǰǬǰǳǭǬ ǬǰǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǪǭǱǪǲǳ
&ǰǰ *ǬǪ ǭǲǲ ǫǪ Ǳ ǫǲǱǰǫǫǮǮǰǯ Ǭǰǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǪǮǲǲǲǮ
3Ǫǰ 3ǯǪ ǭǰǲ ǫǭǫ ǭǫ ǫǪǭǫǰǮǭǪǲǯ ǬǰǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǫǪǬǭǮǰ
'Ǭǯ 3ǭǭ ǫǮǯ ǯǱ ǫǫ ǫǱǱǬǰǪǮǱǭ Ǭǰǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǫǫǪǫǭǳ
5ǪǪ 5ǫǮ ǫǬ ǯǭ Ǯ ǬǪǰǰǳǯǯǯǪǰ ǬǱǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǫǮǮǭ
'Ǫǭ *Ǯǰ ǭǯ ǫǬǫ ǲ ǫǳǱǰǭǬǫǪǪǮ ǬǱǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǫǯǱǬǭ
3Ǭǰ 3ǬǱ Ǭǲǲ ǮǱ ǫǮ ǫǯǯǬǭǯǱǲǭǯ ǬǱǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǫǰǮǯǱǳ
+ǮǮ .ǯǮ ǭǯ ǰǯǮ ǫǲ ǫǬǯǯǰǬǫǳǪǯ Ǭǲǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǬǳǫǪǮǰ
*ǫǪ 3ǰǪ ǬǲǬ ǫǱǲ ǭǬ ǫǪǬǫǭǳǬǬǳǮ Ǭǲǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǭǰǪǳǭǮ
'Ǫǯ *ǰǫ ǲǳ ǫǬǲ ǫǭ ǫǰǮǳǮǰǯǳǪǮ ǬǲǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǭǰǲǮǲǳ
+ǪǪ -Ǳǭ ǯǱǲ ǰ ǰ ǫǱǰǲǲǮǰǫǯǰ Ǭǲǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǭǲǪǯǫǮ
)ǮǪ .ǯǮ ǫǰ ǰǯǮ ǫǫ ǫǯǬǫǬǱǪǱǭǳ Ǭǳǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǮǬǱǮǰǮ
"Ǯǰ 'ǳǫ Ǯǳ ǫǫǬ ǳ ǫǳǪǰǫǬǭǮǪǳ ǬǳǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǮǭǭǰǬǲ
'ǰǪ :Ǫǰ ǰǭǯ ǰǬ Ǭǰ ǫǪǯǲǫǰǭǪǬǰ ǬǳǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǯǪǬǬǬǫ
3ǮǪ 5ǳǪ Ǳǰ ǳ Ǯ ǬǪǮǳǮǬǭǲǪǰ ǭǪǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǯǳǲǫǪǱ
'ǭǭ (ǰǬ Ǭǳǭ ǳǲ ǬǬ ǫǬǮǫǮǰǳǬǫǮ ǭǪǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǯǳǳǬǭǲ
,ǯǳ ;ǪǮ ǭǫ Ǯǰǳ ǫǮ ǫǮǰǲǲǬǮǬǳǲ ǭǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǫǭǮǪǱ
&ǲǱ -ǭǪ ǮǪ ǭǳǲ ǫǯ ǫǮǯǮǭǪǫǳǱ ǭǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǬǪǪǳǳ
'ǬǬ 3Ǭǭ ǯǰǫ ǲǫ Ǭǳ ǫǪǫǲǬǫǪǬǯǱ ǭǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǫǱǬǰǭ
'Ǫǯ 3Ǯǫ ǲǳ ǬǯǮ ǫǳ ǫǭǮǯǭǯǲǭǫǭ ǭǪǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǬǲǳǬǳ
#Ǫǫ #Ǫǯ ǲ Ǯ Ǭ ǫǯǱǪǳǳǲǪǫǫ ǭǫǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǯǲǱǫǫ
+ǫǪ +ǳǲ Ǳǯǰ ǭǮ ǫǳ ǫǫǲǬǭǭǭǬǪǭ ǭǫǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǲǳǰǳǳ
#ǳǪ +ǳǲ ǰǬ ǭǮ ǰ ǬǪǳǭǪǫǱǯǬǳ ǭǫǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǳǫǪǲ
#ǫǱ 3ǭǫ ǱǱ ǯǯ ǲ ǫǳǱǰǭǬǫǪǪǮ ǭǫǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǰǳǬǪǲǰ
'ǬǬ 'ǰǯ ǯǰǫ ǭǪ ǫǯ ǫǭǲǱǯǬǳǫǲǮ ǭǫǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǱǪǬǭǪǭ
&Ǳǲ (Ǯǭ ǲǳ ǬǫǪ ǫǱ ǫǮǬǳǲǳǭǫǪǮ ǭǫǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǱǪǳǮǰǱ
,ǯǳ 3Ǫǯ ǭǫ ǲǯǬ ǫǳ ǫǫǮǱǯǬǱǯǪǯ ǭǫǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǱǫǬǭǲǭ
"Ǯǳ 'ǬǬ ǮǪ ǯǰǫ ǫǲ ǫǬǲǪǰǭǯǯǮǯ ǭǫǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǱǫǫǱǬǳ
+ǪǪ 3ǫǫ ǯǱǲ Ǳǳ Ǭǳ ǫǪǫǫǰǲǬǬǲ ǭǫǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǱǰǯǮǯǫ
-ǭǪ 3ǭǬ ǭǳǲ Ǳǳ Ǭǭ ǫǫǲǮǲǯǰǯǪǫ ǭǬǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǮǱǱǭǲǫǫ
*ǳǯ 3Ǭǰ ǮǬ Ǭǲǲ ǫǭ ǫǯǲǫǲǳǰǫǳǲ ǭǭǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǪǪǮǬǳǳ
#ǳǯ /ǳǪ ǰǬ ǫǫ Ǯ ǬǪǯǪǫǯǪǪǯǰ ǭǮǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǪǱǭǭǱǲ
'ǫǯ 3Ǭǭ ǫǬǭ ǲǫ ǫǬ ǫǰǳǪǬǲǪǬǭǱ ǭǮǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǪǳǰǬǰǭ
,Ǳǰ 3ǫǱ Ǭǯ Ǭǰ Ǯ ǬǪǰǫǲǬǪǪǮǳ ǭǮǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǫǭǬǰǳǯ
&ǰǫ 3Ǫǯ Ǯǫ ǲǯǬ Ǭǭ ǫǪǮǰǱǫǲǱǫǳ ǭǮǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǫǰǬǫǬǲ
'ǫǳ 5ǮǪ ǮǮǫ Ǳ ǰ ǫǲǯǬǯǰǮǰǬǯ ǭǮǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǫǰǬǳǯǳ
-ǭǪ -ǲǳ ǭǳǲ ǭǰ ǫǮ ǫǮǲǯǳǳǳǳǬǰ ǭǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǫǲǯǱǭ
#ǫǲ .Ǯǫ ǯǲ ǭǱ ǰ ǬǪǲǬǲǳǱǪǯ ǭǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǫǲǯǯǪǭ
3ǭǭ 3ǰǪ ǯǱ ǫǱǲ ǫǬ ǫǰǱǪǮǳǯǯǪǱ ǭǰǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǭǬǬǬǭǲ
#ǬǪ #Ǭǭ ǭ ǫǬ Ǭ ǫǯǰǳǬǰǫǳǫǰ ǭǰǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǭǱǯǬǬ
(ǮǮ /ǭǪ ǫǳǰ ǫǭǰ Ǭǫ ǫǬǱǭǬǬǱǱǳǲ ǭǰǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǮǬǬǲǮǰ
'Ǭǫ :Ǫǰ ǬǲǪ ǰǬ ǫǰ ǫǮǭǱǮǲǪǯǮǳ ǭǰǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǮǬǫǮǪǳ
#ǳǯ 3ǫǪ ǰǬ ǱǪ ǲ ǫǳǯǰǭǬǳǯǬǲ ǭǱǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǯǮǲǳǳǬ
(ǰǬ 3Ǯǫ ǳǲ ǬǯǮ ǬǪ ǫǬǳǭǱǪǬǳǫǬ ǭǱǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǯǯǱǫǬǮ
9ǰǪ 9Ǳǲ ǯ Ǳ Ǭ ǫǯǰǳǰǳǯǱǮǮ ǭǲǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǯǮǲǯ
#ǫǲ #Ǭǭ ǯǲ ǫǬ Ǯ ǬǪǮǯǪǱǭǳǰǳ ǭǲǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǰǬǯǮǭ
#ǫǲ ,ǱǬ ǯǲ ǫǬ Ǯ ǬǪǮǯǪǱǭǳǰǳ ǭǲǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǯǲǲǳǳ
+ǫǪ 3ǪǬ Ǳǯǰ ǫǱ ǫǬ ǫǮǪǯǱǱǳǲǰǱ ǭǲǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǰǬǲǬǰ
,ǱǱ 3ǫǫ Ǭǳǭ Ǳǳ ǫǳ ǫǭǫǯǯǬǳǫǫǫ ǭǳǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǲǬǲǫ
'ǫǮ 'ǫǰ ǬǪǫ ǲ ǯ ǬǪǫǪǲǯǱǭǫǫ ǭǳǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǲǯǪǮǳ
,ǯǰ 3ǫǫ Ǭǲ Ǳǳ ǰ ǬǪǰǯǮǲǰǭǰǰ ǭǳǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǰǳǲǬǪǬ
&ǫǫ 3ǭǯ ǳǮ ǲ Ǯ ǬǪǬǮǳǮǰǭǯǱ ǮǪǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǲǬǫǲǲǳ
-ǱǪ .ǯǮ ǬǱ ǰǯǮ ǫǯ ǫǭǬǳǭǮǰǳǱǳ ǮǪǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǳǫǱǬǰǱ
&ǰǰ 3ǪǬ ǭǲǲ ǫǱ ǳ ǫǱǭǮǰǬǲǱǱǬ ǮǫǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǳǯǫǯǳǫ
(ǮǪ ;ǯǪ ǭǭǱ ǫǫǳ ǬǱ ǫǪǲǰǪǯǬǪǲ ǮǫǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǯǳǯǭǲǳǲ
.Ǫǰ .ǫǫ Ǭǫ ǫǪǳ ǰ ǬǪǮǯǮǭǯǳǯǯ ǮǫǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǪǫǱǱǫǲ
(ǬǮ )ǯǭ ǫǪǯ Ǯǯǭ ǭǪ ǫǪǪǭǳǰǰǫǱǮ ǮǬǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǪǳǪǬǰǮ
*Ǭǰ *ǲǪ ǭ ǫǭ Ǭ ǫǯǰǱǳǰǫǬǫǮ ǮǭǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǬǫǪǫǳǮ
-ǭǪ 3ǫǪ ǭǳǲ ǱǪ Ǭǫ ǫǬǫǰǭǯǲǳǮǮ Ǯǭǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǬǬǭǮǫǱ
ǫǭǭ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
+ǮǬ +ǮǮ ǫǬǳ ǭǯ ǲ ǫǳǬǭǰǫǭǳǯǭ Ǯǭǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǬǬǯǬǰǲ
&Ǫǯ (ǮǮ ǫǲ ǫǳǰ Ǳ ǫǳǮǲǱǭǲǳǲǮ ǮǭǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǬǭǱǭǰǮ
-ǭǪ .ǮǪ ǭǳǲ ǰǪ ǫǳ ǫǬǱǰǪǱǭǪǫǲ Ǯǭǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǬǲǰǪǰǱ
3ǭǫ 3ǯǭ ǯǯ ǯǰǮ ǬǬ ǫǫǮǫǪǳǬǭǫǳ ǮǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǭǬǯǰǱǰ
#ǭǮ 3ǪǬ ǲǭ ǫǱ ǯ ǬǪǱǪǪǲǬǮǪǮ ǮǮǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǭǬǰǲǪǲ
'ǳǫ *Ǯǰ ǫǫǬ ǫǬǫ ǫǮ ǫǯǯǪǳǲǰǰǫǯ ǮǮǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǭǭǭǱǳ
'ǯǪ 0ǪǪ ǫǲǭ ǯ Ǯ ǫǳǰǱǳǪǳǲǱǲ ǮǮǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǭǮǳǫǱǭ
3Ǭǭ 3Ǭǰ ǲǫ Ǭǲǲ ǫǳ ǫǭǪǯǰǲǯǮǪǳ ǮǮǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǭǰǪǲǲǮ
.ǮǪ .ǯǭ ǰǪ Ǭǭ ǯ ǬǪǱǳǰǬǱǯǭǯ ǮǮǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǭǱǪǰǫǰ
"Ǯǫ +ǫǪ ǭǬ Ǳǯǰ ǫǲ ǫǫǲǯǰǪǪǪǪǭ ǮǯǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǮǫǳǳǳǳ
&ǯǰ (ǰǬ Ǳǭ ǳǲ ǫǪ ǫǱǳǬǳǫǰǱǮǯ ǮǯǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǮǰǰǮǲǮ
/ǭǪ 3ǫǭ ǫǭǰ ǫǫǭ ǫǯ ǫǮǳǰǭǰǯǫǮǫ Ǯǯǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǯǪǫǲǬǫ
,Ǭǯ ,Ǭǳ Ǭǲǭ ǭǲ ǫǬ ǫǰǪǰǰǮǯǭǪǰ ǮǯǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǯǫǭǪǬ
"Ǯǰ 3Ǭǰ Ǯǳ Ǭǲǲ ǫǮ ǫǯǪǭǱǳǰǳǰǫ Ǯǯǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǯǫǪǲǮǳ
&ǫǰ 3Ǭǰ ǭǬ Ǭǲǲ ǫǫ ǫǰǯǲǯǪǫǯǰǱ Ǯǰǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǯǲǰǯǳǫ
(Ǯǭ +ǮǬ ǬǫǪ ǫǬǳ Ǭǫ ǫǬǯǬǮǰǳǬǭǲ ǮǰǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǯǳǰǯǰǭ
#ǳǯ 'ǳǲ ǰǬ ǱǬ ǲ ǫǳǭǭǪǱǫǲǯ Ǯǰǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǰǫǰǭǬǲ
.ǯǭ .ǱǪ Ǭǭ Ǭ Ǭ ǫǯǰǮǳǭǪǱǳǰ Ǯǰǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǰǭǰǲǪǭ
+Ǯǯ 3ǫǫ ǬǳǱ Ǳǳ ǫǳ ǫǬǳǲǭǲǰǳǪǮ ǮǱǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǰǲǱǳǭǯ
(ǮǱ /ǳǪ ǳǳǪ ǫǫ ǫǪ ǫǭǯǫǱǭǭǯǱǯ ǮǱǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǰǳǫǱǯǭ
#ǭǮ (Ǯǭ ǲǭ ǬǫǪ ǫǰ ǫǮǭǬǯǳǲǭǬǱ ǮǲǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǲǫǰǪǪǲ
*ǳǯ 3ǫǫ ǮǬ Ǳǳ Ǳ ǫǳǳǭǲǱǭǲǳǱ Ǯǲǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǲǬǱǮǭǯ
&ǰǰ (ǬǮ ǭǲǲ ǫǪǯ ǬǱ ǫǪǰǯǪǬǱǯǰǱ Ǯǲǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǲǭǫǰǰǭ
(ǮǮ ,Ǭǳ ǫǳǰ ǭǲ ǫǪ ǫǱǯǬǲǰǯǱǳǲ Ǯǲǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǰǲǲǯǳǳǲ
-ǰǯ .ǮǪ ǭǲ ǰǪ ǰ ǬǪǮǱǱǰǯǫǱǲ ǯǪǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǪǯǱǫǳǭ
&Ǳǲ (ǮǮ ǲǳ ǫǳǰ ǫǰ ǫǮǭǫǰǬǭǲǰǭ ǯǪǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǪǳǪǲǪǯ
-ǭǪ 3Ǭǯ ǭǳǲ ǭǱ ǫǮ ǫǮǯǭǱǱǫǭǯǬ ǯǪǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǪǳǪǰǬǱ
'ǪǱ 4Ǫǰ ǫǲǭ ǭǭ ǳ ǫǲǫǲǬǳǭǬǭǰ ǯǪǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǫǪǯǯǱǮ
#ǳǯ -ǳǱ ǰǬ ǫǬ Ǯ ǬǪǬǱǲǪǮǯǳǯ ǯǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǫǪǱǱǮǫ
#Ǭǭ 3Ǫǯ ǫǬ ǲǯǬ ǫǪ ǫǮǬǫǫǭǰǭǮǱ ǯǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǫǪǯǬǫǰ
-ǭǪ 3ǪǬ ǭǳǲ ǫǱ ǳ ǫǱǫǪǪǭǫǪǬǳ ǯǪǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǫǪǭǯǰǮ
'Ǭǯ 'ǭǪ ǫǮǯ ǰ Ǯ ǫǳǲǭǮǭǬǫǯ ǯǪǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǫǪǲǲǰǫ
&ǰǰ 3Ǳǭ ǭǲǲ ǯǬ ǫǱ ǫǭǭǯǯǫǬǯǮǳ ǯǪǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǫǫǲǯǭǭ
-Ǭǳ -ǰǯ ǰǫǲ ǭǲ ǫǲ ǫǬǬǭǬǯǮǭǫǫ ǯǫǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǬǭǱǬǲ
*ǫǪ *ǫǯ ǬǲǬ Ǯ Ǯ ǫǲǳǰǰǬǬǬǰ ǯǬǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǭǰǪǰǱ
'ǫǪ ,ǱǪ ǫǫǮǳ ǫǯ ǫǭ ǫǫǰǰǫǭǬǫǲǳ ǯǭǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǭǲǬǱǮǬ
"Ǯǰ +ǫǪ Ǯǳ Ǳǯǰ ǬǮ ǫǪǬǲǪǫǳǫǳǫ ǯǭǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǭǳǰǪǳǰ
'ǪǱ 3ǮǪ ǫǲǭ Ǳǰ ǫǮ ǫǯǬǪǲǪǳǬǲǯ ǯǭǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǮǯǫǳǯǲ
*ǳǯ 3ǰǪ ǮǬ ǫǱǲ ǫǪ ǫǱǮǳǫǪǲǱǱǱ ǯǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǮǱǬǮǭǯ
3Ǫǯ ;ǭǪ ǲǯǬ ǫǮ ǫǫ ǫǭǱǯǭǮǭǬǬǬ ǯǮǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǯǭǱǫǬǲ
,ǯǳ 3ǯǭ ǭǫ ǯǰǮ ǫǯ ǫǭǮǫǭǲǪǮǯǲ ǯǮǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǯǮǰǬǳǳ
#ǬǮ ,Ǭǯ ǫǬǪ Ǭǲǭ ǬǮ ǫǫǮǬǱǱǯǬǯǭ ǯǯǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǰǮǲǭǮǯ
+ǫǪ -ǯǭ Ǳǯǰ ǫǭ ǫǪ ǫǮǰǮǪǮǭǭǬǲ ǯǰǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǰǳǱǲǳǳ
(ǲǫ 3Ǯǫ ǫǯ ǬǯǮ Ǳ ǫǲǳǪǬǰǲǯǯǳ ǯǰǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǱǰǲǳǮǬ
'ǬǬ ,Ǭǳ ǯǰǫ ǭǲ ǫǱ ǫǬǰǰǳǯǱǪǲǬ ǯǱǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǲǲǮǲǱǯ
*ǰǪ *ǰǫ ǭ ǫǬǲ ǭ ǫǲǮǪǱǭǯǳǯǲ ǯǱǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǲǲǳǭǬǫ
3ǪǬ 3ǫǬ ǫǱ ǯǫǱ ǫǪ ǫǯǲǭǪǳǪǪǲǰ ǯǱǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǳǪǪǱǭǫ
/ǳǫ 0ǳǬ ǰ Ǳ Ǭ ǫǯǰǰǰǰǫǰǲǮ ǯǲǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǳǭǰǱǫǲ
#ǫǲ ,Ǳǰ ǯǲ Ǭǯ ǯ ǬǪǯǲǫǰǭǪǬǰ ǯǲǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǳǭǯǮǬǲ
&ǰǫ 3ǭǭ Ǯǫ ǯǱ ǰ ǬǪǭǭǪǱǰǯǮǭ ǯǲǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǱǳǰǪǳǫǯ
*ǰǫ ,Ǭǯ ǫǬǲ Ǭǲǭ Ǭǯ ǫǫǫǮǬǭǯǭǫ ǯǲǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǪǬǫǭǮǰ
#ǬǮ 5ǭǪ ǫǬǪ ǭǳ ǲ ǫǲǳǭǮǭǬǲǰǫ ǯǳǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǪǯǮǱ
#ǫǯ 3Ǫǰ Ǯǯ ǭǰǲ ǫǯ ǫǮǪǱǪǬǪǮǲǬ ǯǳǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǪǰǳǳǫǫ
,ǪǬ 3ǫǯ Ǭǰ Ǭ Ǭ ǫǯǰǬǭǭǲǭǯǫ ǰǪǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǫǱǱǯǯǰ
-ǲǳ 3ǯǪ ǭǰ ǫǭǫ ǲ ǫǲǲǰǳǭǪǳǱ ǰǪǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǫǲǳǲǳǬ
3ǫǫ 3ǫǭ Ǳǳ ǫǫǭ ǫǫ ǫǰǳǬǬǭǫǳǬǳ ǰǪǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǬǯǰǳǲǳ
#ǭǮ -Ǫǭ ǲǭ Ǯ ǭ ǫǲǰǫǭǪǫǪǭǲ ǰǪǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǬǯǲǱǬǲ
3Ǫǯ 3Ǭǯ ǲǯǬ ǭǱ Ǭǫ ǫǪǯǯǳǬǭǯǬǮ ǰǪǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǬǯǮǳǬ
'Ǭǭ ;ǪǮ ǰǰ Ǯǰǳ ǬǬ ǫǫǮǭǲǱǪǬǫǮ ǰǫǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǬǰǬǰǯǲ
+ǫǲ -Ǭǳ Ǭǰ ǰǫǲ ǫǮ ǫǭǯǪǫǬǪǫǱǳ ǰǫǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǬǰǱǱǰǱ
)ǮǪ 3ǪǬ ǫǰ ǫǱ ǭ ǫǲǲǯǮǪǪǪǰǲ ǰǫǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǭǭǰǪǯǯ
#ǬǬ ,ǱǱ Ǯ Ǭǳǭ Ǯ ǫǲǲǬǭǬǯǫǰǯ ǰǫǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǭǮǳǯǭǫ
3ǫǫ 3ǰǪ Ǳǳ ǫǱǲ ǫǮ ǫǯǪǱǳǮǲǫǬǱ ǰǫǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǭǱǫǯǮǫ
#ǲǰ -ǭǪ Ǭǳ ǭǳǲ ǫǬ ǫǯǬǱǲǲǰǪǯǲ ǰǬǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǮǰǭǯǮǮ
(ǮǪ .ǮǪ ǭǭǱ ǰǪ ǫǱ ǫǭǭǬǲǪǳǳǯǬ ǰǭǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǮǳǪǪǬǭ
&Ǳǲ *ǰǳ ǲǳ ǭǳ Ǳ ǫǳǰǪǲǯǪǳǭǱ ǰǭǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǯǱǪǯǳǫ
&ǲǱ *ǯǪ ǮǪ ǫǳ Ǯ ǬǪǬǬǪǳǭǱǱǫ ǰǭǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǯǲǪǭǲǫ
3ǫǱ 3ǫǲ Ǭǰ Ǭǳ Ǯ ǬǪǬǮǬǭǬǰǲǬ ǰǭǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǯǱǯǯǭǭ
3Ǫǯ 3ǫǳ ǲǯǬ Ǭǯ ǫǰ ǫǫǲǯǯǯǪǯǳǯ ǰǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǰǫǱǰǱǫ
3Ǫǳ 3Ǭǰ ǭǭ Ǭǲǲ ǫǫ ǫǰǬǯǰǯǮǰǪǫ ǰǮǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǰǬǭǰǪǱ
'ǱǪ +Ǯǯ ǬǱ ǬǳǱ ǫǪ ǫǰǱǲǫǫǳǱǮǭ ǰǮǲ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǱǪǳǳǳǯ
,ǪǬ 3ǭǭ Ǭǰ ǯǱ ǯ ǬǪǮǲǮǯǰǪǮǬ ǰǯǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǱǮǫǱǭǬ
ǫǭǮ
*$%ďč " *$%ďč # ɱQUhT " ɱQUhT # ɱQUhT "# $PPDDVSFODF TDPSF QWBMVF DPSSFDUFE QWBMVF
'ǯǫ (Ǯǭ ǲǯ ǬǫǪ ǫǰ ǫǮǪǭǰǮǰǳǯǮ ǰǯǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǱǰǳǱǬǳ
#Ǭǭ 'ǫǬ ǫǬ ǰǰǯ ǳ ǫǯǮǯǰǪǪǪǰǲ ǰǯǯ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǱǲǰǪǬǮ
)ǫǪ -ǭǪ ǮǱ ǭǳǲ ǫǰ ǫǭǮǰǭǲǫǫǭǳ ǰǰǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǲǳǰǯǫǫ
&ǫǫ 5Ǳǭ ǳǮ ǫǫǭ ǫǬ ǫǰǬǪǬǰǳǭǰǳ ǰǰǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǳǭǰǯǫ
+ǮǬ .ǫǫ ǫǬǳ ǫǪǳ ǫǮ ǫǯǪǲǪǭǫǬǱǬ ǰǰǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǲǳǮǲǪǫ
"Ǯǰ ;ǪǮ Ǯǳ Ǯǰǳ ǫǲ ǫǬǯǪǰǫǯǲǲǯ ǰǲǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǪǳǰǲǮ
3ǫǱ 3Ǯǰ Ǭǰ ǰǬǮ ǫǮ ǫǭǭǲǯǮǪǯǯǫ ǰǲǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǫǫǭǮǯǳ
3ǫǪ 3ǰǪ ǱǪ ǫǱǲ ǫǭ ǫǯǮǲǫǰǬǯǲǭ ǰǲǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǫǲǪǮǰ
3ǫǫ 3ǭǳ Ǳǳ ǫǲǪ ǫǮ ǫǮǳǮǲǱǫǪǪǫ ǱǪǫ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǭǬǯǯǰǰ
+Ǯǯ .ǫǫ ǬǳǱ ǫǪǳ Ǭǭ ǫǫǮǰǰǳǭǳǬǫ ǱǪǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǮǬǮǫǮǰ
,ǯǰ 3Ǭǰ Ǭǲ Ǭǲǲ ǫǪ ǫǰǱǬǭǳǪǮǰǫ Ǳǫǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǮǰǲǰǮǰ
"Ǯǰ 3ǫǬ Ǯǳ ǯǫǱ ǫǳ ǫǬǪǪǳǫǬǰǳǮ Ǳǫǭ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǮǰǲǫǲǭ
(ǬǮ 3Ǭǰ ǫǪǯ Ǭǲǲ ǬǬ ǫǫǱǮǬǰǲǳǰǬ ǱǫǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǮǳǳǳǫǰ
#ǫǱ 3ǫǫ ǱǱ Ǳǳ ǳ ǫǲǫǫǯǪǮǱǳǰ ǱǬǪ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǯǭǮǯǭǯ
3ǫǬ 3ǭǭ ǯǫǱ ǯǱ Ǭǫ ǫǫǮǭǰǳǳǱǳ ǱǬǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǯǲǮǫǭǯ
3ǫǬ 5ǫǮ ǯǫǱ ǯǭ ǬǪ ǫǫǱǪǰǰǫǬǯǲ ǱǬǰ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǰǪǬǰǱǳ
#ǬǬ #Ǭǭ Ǯ ǫǬ Ǭ ǫǯǰǮǪǰǰǫǭ ǱǬǳ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǰǭǮǯǬǬ
3ǰǪ 3Ǳǭ ǫǱǲ ǯǬ ǫǫ ǫǰǯǭǲǳǮǯǬǬ ǱǭǱ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǱǭǪǳǮǳ
.ǫǯ .ǫǱ ǭ ǫǱ Ǭ ǫǯǰǬǱǱǪǫǪǬ ǱǯǬ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǳǫǳǫǳǳ
"Ǯǫ #ǫǱ ǭǬ ǱǱ ǰ ǬǪǪǪǲǱǱǬǲǯ ǱǯǮ&Ǫǯ ǪǪǪǳǳǮǮǪǪǮ
ǫǭǯ
4ąĀĀüõýõþĄñĂĉ *þöÿĂýñĄùÿþ Ąÿ 1ñĀõĂ *
4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 5BCMF Č UP 1BQFS *
5BCMF 4Č *$%ǫǪ QBJST DVSBUFE CZ B NFEJDBM EPDUPS ɨF QBJST XFSF BTTJHOFE POF PG UISFF DBUFHPSJFT ǫ TJNJMBS
EJBHOPTJT Ǭ DPOTFRVFODFT PS TJEF FêFDUT ǭ TVSQSJTJOH DPSSFMBUJPOT
*$%ďč " %BOJTI EFTDSJQUJPO " *$%ďč # %BOJTI EFTDSJQUJPO # $BUFHPSZ
#ǭǮ 7JSVTTZHEPN 6EFO 4QFDJëLBUJPO -PLBMJ
TBUJPO
+ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
ǫ
+ǮǬ ,SPOJTL #SPOLJU 6EFO 4QFDJëLBUJPO 3Ǫǰ "COPSN 7FKSUS,OJOH ǫ
'ǬǪ 4LJ[PGSFOJ (ǬǮ %ZTUPOJ Ǭ
(ǬǮ %ZTUPOJ 3ǮǮ 4ZNQU 0H "COPSNF 'VOE 7FES3FOEF
0QGBUUFMTFTFWOF "OESF
Ǭ
'ǬǬ 1BSBOPJEF 1TZLPTFS (ǬǮ %ZTUPOJ Ǭ
'Ǫǰ 1TZLJTLF -JEFMTFS )KFSOFPSHBOJTL
#FUJOHFU "OESF
(ǮǪ &QJMFQTJ Ǭ
'ǪǱ 1FSTPOMJHIFET 0H "EG3ETGPSTUZSSFMTFS
)KFSOFPSH #FUJOHFU
(ǮǪ &QJMFQTJ Ǭ
+ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
3ǫǭ 4ZOLFCFTW3 Ǭ
#ǬǮ )JW 4ZHEPN 0H "JET 6EFO 4QFDJëLBUJPO ,ǱǱ -FWFSMJEFMTF 7FE 4ZHEPN ,MBTTJëDFSFU "O
EFUTUFET
Ǭ
(ǮǱ 47OGPSTUZSSFMTFS +ǳǲ Ì/EFES5TTZHEPN "OEFO Ǭ
#ǬǮ )JW 4ZHEPN 0H "JET 6EFO 4QFDJëLBUJPO -ǭǪ %FSNBUJU "OESF 'PSNFS Ǭ
+ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
3ǰǫ (FU 4WFETFLSFUJPO Ǭ
#ǫǱ -FWFSCFU/EFMTF "OEFO "LVU 7JSBM +ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
Ǭ
#ǫǱ -FWFSCFU/EFMTF "OEFO "LVU 7JSBM -ǭǪ %FSNBUJU "OESF 'PSNFS Ǭ
#ǭǮ 7JSVTTZHEPN 6EFO 4QFDJëLBUJPO -PLBMJ
TBUJPO
3Ǫǰ "COPSN 7FKSUS,OJOH Ǭ
BǮǳ #BLUFSJFM *OGFLUJPO 6 "OHJWFMTF "G -PLBMJ
TBUJPO
+ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
Ǭ
#ǳǯ 4USFQUP 0H 4UBGZMPLPLLFS 4PN Ì3TBH 5JM
4ZHE * "OESF ,BQ
+ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
Ǭ
#ǳǯ 4USFQUP 0H 4UBGZMPLPLLFS 4PN Ì3TBH 5JM
4ZHE * "OESF ,BQ
3Ǫǰ "COPSN 7FKSUS,OJOH Ǭ
&ǲǲ 4UPGTLJGUFGPSTUZSSFMTFS "OESF )ǯǭ 4ZOTGPSTUZSSFMTFS Ǭ
#ǳǪ 5VCFSLVMPTF '-HFS &GUFS +Ǯǯ "TUNB Ǭ
&ǰǰ 'FENF 0WFSW(U 3ǭǬ 6SJOJOLPOUJOFOT 6EFO 4QFDJëLBUJPO Ǭ
'ǭǬ %FQSFTTJW &OLFMUFQJTPEF (ǮǮ )PWFEQJOF 4ZOESPNFS "OESF Ǭ
BǮǫ "OEFO #MPEGPSHJGUOJOH +ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
Ǭ
&ǰǰ 'FENF 0WFSW(U 3Ǳǭ 'PSI+FU #MPETVLLFS Ǭ
BǮǰ 3PTFO +ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
Ǭ
+ǫǪ *OìVFO[B GPSÌ3TBHFU "G "OEFO *EFOUJë
DFSFU 5ZQF *Oì7JSVT
-ǯǭ &SZUFNBU4F 5JMTUBOEF "OESF Ǭ
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